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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 

Investigations Nos. 731-TA-540-541 (Final) 

CERTAIN WELDED STAINLESS STEEL PIPES FROM THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA AND TAIWAN 

Determinations 

On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigations, the 

Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 

(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the Act), that an industry in the United States is 

materially injured by reason of imports from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan 

of certain welded stainless steel pipes, 3 provided for in subheadings 

7306.40.10 and 7306.40.50 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United 

States, that have been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the 

United States at less than fair value (LTFV). 

Background 

The Commission instituted these investigations effective June 22, 1992, 

following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that 

imports of certain welded stainless steel pipes from the Republic of Korea and 

Taiwan were being sold at LTFV within the meaning of section 733(b) of the Act 

(19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)). Notice of the institution of the Commission's 

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)). 

2 Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford dissenting with respect to the 
investigation involving the Republic of Korea. Commissioner Brunsdale 
dissenting and Commissioner Crawford not participating with respect to the 
investigation involving Taiwan. 

3 The subject product is defined as welded austenitic stainless steel pipes 
that meet the standards and specifications set forth by the American Society 
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) for the welded form of chromium-nickel pipe 
designated ASTM A-312. The merchandise covered by the scope of the 
investigations also includes welded austenitic stainless steel pipes made 

-- --"-~-'- ---- _______ ,_,_ -- A~ ... ~ A 
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investigations and of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was 

given by posting copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. 

International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice 

in the Federal Register of July 29, 1992 (57 F.R. 33521). The hearing was 

held in Washington, DC, on November 10, 1992, and all persons who requested 

the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel. 



VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION1 

Based on the information obtained in these final investigations, we 

determine that an industry in the United States is materially injured by 

reason of less than fair value (LTFV) imports of ASTM A-312 pipes from the 

Republic of Korea and Taiwan. 2 

I. Like Product and the Domestic Industry 

In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially 

injured or threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports, 

the Commission must first define the 0 like product" and the "industry." 

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the 11 Act 11 ) defines the relevant 

domestic industry as 11 the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or 

those producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a 

major proportion of the total damestic production of that product . . . 113 

In turn, the statute defines 11 like product" as 11 a product which is like, or in 

the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the 

article subject to an investigation . . n4 

The Commission's determina.'.tion of what is the appropriate like product 

or products in an investigation is a factual determination, to which it 

applies the statutory standard -0£ 11 like 0 or 0 most similar in characteristics 

and uses" on a case-by-case basis. 5 Generally, the Commission disregards 

minor variations between the articles subject to an investigation and looks 

1 See Dissenting Views of Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford. 
2 Material retardation of a domestic industry by reason· of the subject 

imports is not an issue in these investigations, and therefore will not be 
di"scussed further. 

3 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A). 
4 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10). 
5 See, ~. Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores, et al. v. 

United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1988). 
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for clear dividing lines between possible like products. 6 

In its final determinations, the Department of Commerce (Commerce) 

defined the class or kind of merchandise subject to investigation as welded 

austenitic (chromium-nickel) stainless steel pipe 11 that meets the standards 

and specifications set forth by the American Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTM) for the welded form of chromium-nickel pipe designated ASTM A-312. The 

merchandise covered by the scope of the investigation also includes austenitic 

welded stainless steel pipes made according to the standards of other nations 

which are comparable to ASTM A-312.11 7 

In the preliminary investigations, the Commission found a single like 

product consisting of all welded stainless steel pipes and tubes, noting that 

it would revisit this issue in any final investigations. 8 Petitioners argue 

that the like product should be identical to the articles subject to 

investigation, namely, ASTM A-312 pipes only. In the alternative, petitioners 

assert that the Commission should, at a minimum, not include mechanical tubes 

(also referred to as 11 ornamental 11 tubes) and grade 409 tubes within the like 

product. 9 Respondents argue that the like product should include all welded 

stainless steel pipes and- tubes. 10 

We note at the outset that although the Commission is bound by 

Commerce•s determination as to what imported articles are subject to our 

6 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979). 
7 Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Certain Welded 

Stainless Steel Pipe From the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, 57 Fed. Reg. 
53693, 53706 (Nov. 12, 1992). 

8 See Certain Welded Stainless Steel Pipes from the Republic of Korea and 
Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-540 and 541 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2474 (Jan. 
1992) at 9 n.26 (Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioner Crawford did not 
participate in the preliminary investigations). 

9 Petitioners• Prehearing Brief at 27-33. 
1° Korean Respondents• Prehearing Brief at 3-14. 
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investigation, the Commission determines which domestic product(s) are like 

the imported articles within Commerce's scope. 11 Even where there is a 

domestic product identical to the imported article subject to investigation, 

the Commission may find the like product to be broader than the scope of the 

investigation. 12 Whether to define the like product as broader than 

Commerce's scope, therefore, is a factual determination based upon the 

Commission's traditional six factor analysis. 13 Congress directed the 

Commission to look for nclear dividing lines among possible like products" and 

stated that "[t]he requirement that a product be 1 like 1 the imported article 

should not be interpreted in such a narrow fashion as to permit minor 

differences in physical characteristics or uses to lead to the conclusion that 

the product and article are not 1 like 1 each other ,,14 

After considering the possible like product alternatives presented in 

these investigations, we conclude that the like product is composed of all 

11 See Torrington Co. v. United States, 938 F.2d 1278, 1280 (Fed. Cir. 
1991); Algoma Steel Corp., Ltd. v. United States, 688 F. Supp. 639, 644 (Ct. 
Int•l Trade 1988), aff 1 d 865 F.2d 240 (Fed. Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 109 
S.Ct. 3244 (1989); Badger-Powhatan, Div. of Figgie Int•l v. United States, 608 
F. Supp. 653, 657 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1985). 

12 See, ~. Certain Electric Fans from the People•s Republic of China, 
Inv. No. 731-TA-473 (Final), USITC Pub. 2461 (Dec. 1991) at 8; Minivans from 
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-522 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2402 (July 1991) at 11-
12. 

13 Minivans from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-522 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 
2402 (July 1991) at 11-12. In defining the like product, the Commission 
generally considers a number of factors including: (1) physical 
characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability of the products; (3) channels 
of distribution; (4) customer and producer perceptions of the products; (5) 
the use of common manufacturing facilities and production employees; and, 
where appropriate, (6) price. No single factor is dispositive, and the 
Commission may consider other factors it deems relevant based upon the facts 
of a particular investigation. See, ~. Calabrian Corp. v. United States, 
794 F. Supp. 377, 382 n.4 (Ct. Int 1 l Trade 1992); Torrington Co. v. United 
States, 747 F. Supp. 744 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1990), aff 1 d. 938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. 
Cir. 1991). 

14 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979). 
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welded stainless steel pipes and pressure tubes. 15 We do not include grade 

409 or mechanical tubes in the like product. We find that the dividing lines 

between A-312 pipes and other types of welded stainless steel pipes and 

pressure tubes are not clear, while A-312 pipes are clearly distinct from 

mechanical and grade 409 tubes. 

Non-A-312 Pipes16 

Petitioners argue that the Commission should exclude all non-A-312 pipes 

from the like product, while respondents argue that they should be included. 

We include non-A-312 welded stainless steel pipes in the like product, finding 

that they overlap with A-312 pipes in terms of their physical characteristics, 

end uses, channels of distribution, manufacturing processes, and production 

employees. 17 

15 ASTM A-249, A-269, A-270, and A-688 are pressure tube classifications. 
Report at 1-6 n.11 and 1-13; Petition at 21. 

16 Non-A-312 pipes include ASTM A-358, A-409, and A-778. Production 
volumes are relatively small for these non-A-312 pipes compared with the 
production of A-312 pipes. Conference transcript, testimony of George Werner, 
p. 24; Report at C-3 and C-4. 

17 Petitioners assert that the Commission should give greater weight to 
three like product factors: physical characteristics, end use, and 
interchangeability. They base this argument on the language. of the statute 
which defines the like product as 11 a product which is like, or in the absence 
of like, most similar in characteristics and yses with, the article subject to 
investigation ... ·" (Emphasis added). They argue that interchangeability 
is a critical factor as well since articles that are substitutable for the 
imported product will be more affected by the imports. Petitioners' 
Posthearing Brief, Responses to Commission Questions at 1. 

We agree with the petitioners that these three factors are important for 
the Commission to consider, but do not agree that other factors should 
necessarily be accorded less weight. Moreover, the courts have upheld the 
Commission's longstanding consideration of other factors as well (channels of 
distribution, customer and producer perceptions of the products, common 
manufacturing facilities and production employees, and price). See,~. 
Calabrian Corp. v. United States, 794 F. Supp. 377, 382 n.4 (Ct. lnt•l Trade 
1992); Torrington Co. v. United States, 747 F. Supp. 744 (Ct. lnt 1 l Trade 
1990), aff 1 d. 938 F.2d 1278 (1991); Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de 
Flores. et al. v. United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1170 (Ct. lnt•l Trade 
1988). Recently, in Chung Ling Co., Ltd. v. United States, the court stated 

(continued ... ) 
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In general, the physical characteristics of A-312 pipes and non-A-312 

pipes are similar. They all are made of austenitic stainless steel, although 

they may differ in wall thickness and other characteristics inasmuch as they 

are manufactured to different ASTM specifications. 18 We consider these 

differences, however, to be minor. 

With respect to end uses, all types of welded stainless steel pipes are 

used as conduits to transport liquids and gases in industrial facilities. 19 

A-312 pipes are used in a wider range of industries than the other types of 

welded stainless steel pipes. We note that there is some overlap in uses 

between A-312 pipes and non-A-312 pipes (both A-312 and A-778 pipes are used 

to convey liquids in the paper industry). 

The extent to which the different welded stainless steel pipe products 

are interchangeable is limited since they are manufactured to specific 

industry standards. 20 We note, however, that complete interchangeability has 

never been dispositive for purpo·ses of the like product determination. 21 

17 ( ••• continued) 
that it is not within the province of the courts to change the priority of the 
relevant like product factors and "[i]t is within the Commission•s discretion 
. . . to determine the overall significance of any particular factor or piece 
of evidence." Ct. No. 90-10-00528, slip op. 92-120 (Ct. Int•l Trade July 28, 
1992) at 25-26 (citing Maine Potato Council v. United States, 613 F. Supp. 
1237 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1985)). 

18 Report at I-10. 
19 Report at I-10. 
20 A pipe meeting a more stringent ASTM specification could be used in an 

application calling for a pipe that has met less rigorous standards. For 
example, A-312 pipes can generally be used in applications that require A-778 
pipes because A-312 pipes meet more demanding tolerances regarding pressure 
and temperature requirements. In practice, however, substitution between 
different pipe products is not typically done because the customer would be 
paying more to use a pipe which exceeds the desired specifications. 

21 In previous investigations, the Commission has found products to be 
11like 11 within the meaning of the statute, despite a lack of 
interchangeability. See, ~. Sulfanilic Acid from the People•s Republic of 
China, Inv. No. 731-TA-538 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2457 (Nov. 1991) at 7. 

(continued ... ) 
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Petitioners also argue that customers and producers generally perceive 

the various types of pipes as different; this is to be expected given that 

they are manufactured to different and exacting specifications. We note that 

pipe products generally share the same channels of distribution, primarily 

being sold directly to distributors. 22 

Significantly, A-312 pipes and non-A-312 pipes can generally be produced 

on the same manufacturing equipment using the same production employees. Five 

of the nine responding U.S. producers of A-312 pipe also produce A-778 pipe or 

A-358 pipe, with significant overlap in the manufacturing equipment and 

employees producing A-778 and A-312 pipes. 23 Finally, we recognize that 

prices of the different pipe products may differ (e.g., A-778 and A-409 pipes 

are generally less expensive than A-312 pipes). 24 

On balance, we find that the similarities in physical characteristics, 

end uses, channels of distribution, manufacturing processes, and production 

employees between welded stainless steel pipe products are sufficient to 

warrant the conclusion that non-A-312 pipes are like the imported A-312 pipes. 

21 ( ••• continued) 
In Industrial Nitrocellulose from Brazil, Japan, People's Republic of China, 
Republic of Korea, United Kingdom, West Germany. and Yugoslavia, the 
Commission stated that "[t]o the extent that the various grades are not 
completely interchangeable, we should note that, in the past, the Commission 
has not required complete interchangeability to include products in one like 
product." Inv. Nos. 731-TA-439-445 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1989 (Nov. 1989) 
at 6. We note that even within the A-312 pipe category, there is not 
11 complete" interchangeability among all diameters of A-312 pipe. Petitioners• 
argument here could be interpreted to require the Commission to distinguish 
between pipes on the basis of diameter, which could open the door to numerous 
inappropriate like product possibilities. 

22 Report at I-13. 
23 Report at I-13. Although most pipes are annealed, we recognize that 

A-778 pipes are not annealed and, unlike A-312 pipes, they are welded with 
filler material. Report at I-8. However, we find these differences to be 
minor given the general overlap in production processes, manufacturing 
facilities, and employees. 

24 Petitioners• Prehearing Brief at 19. 
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Pressure Tubes 

We have included pressure tubes in the like product because of the 

significant similarities in physical characteristics, end uses, channels of 

distribution, and production processes of pressure tubes and A-312 (and other 

types of welded stainless steel) pipes. 25 First, with respect to physical 

characteristics, pressure tubes share the same chemical composition as A-312 

pipes, since they are also austenitic, and they conform to specifications 

similar to those for A-312 pipes. 26 Indeed, A-312 pipes are more similar to 

pressure tubes in this respect than they are to other welded stainless steel 

pipe products. Both pressure tubes and A-312 pipes come in a range of 

diameters, thicknesses, and lengths, with some overlap in wall sizes. 27 

A-312 pipes and pressure tubes generally have different end uses. There 

is evidence in the record, however, that both are used for the same general 

purpose, i.e., to transport fluids or gases in applications where pressure, 

heat, and corrosion resistance are necessary, such as in the food, chemical, 

and paper industries. 28 

Pressure tubes and A-312 pipes are sold through common channels of 

25 ncertain industry officials indicated that the choice of the term 
•pipes• or •tubes• is often a matter of semantics rather than a specific 
reference to the characteristics of a particular type of tubular product." 
"There are no absolutes when attempting to define these products." Report at 
I-7. 

26 Hearing Tr. at 86; Korean Respondents• Posthearing Brief at 3 and 7. 
Officials at three different pipe and tube distributing companies confirm this 
fact. All three stated that a pressure tube specification may be very close 
to that for an A-312 pipe. 

27 Report at I-5 to I-8; Welded Steel Tube Institute, 11 Technical Bulletin 
#2; n Fi.eld visit notes (Aug. 20, 1992). 

28 Welded Steel Tube Institute, nTechnical Bulletin #2;" Report at I-13 
to I-14; Hearing Tr. at 29. For example, the ASTM specifications for A-312 
pipes and A-269 tubes state that both are intended for general corrosion 
resistance and high temperature service. We recognize, however, that tubes 
are used to a large extent in heat exchangers, condensers, boilers, and water 
heaters. 
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distribution, although we recognize that more pressure tubes are sold directly 

to end users than are A-312 pipes due to the more customized nature of tube 

products. 29 In general, distributors maintain inventories of both A-312 pipes 

and the more common sizes of pressure tubes. 30 

Welded stainless steel pipes and pressure tubes share common 

manufacturing facilities, production processes, and employees. 31 Seven out of 

the nine responding U.S. producers of A-312 pipes stated that they also 

produce A-249 and A-269 tubes using the same or similar manufacturing 

processes and production employees, at least through the welding stage. 32 

Both pipes and tubes are formed and welded in the same general manner; 

producers change the forming dies to adjust for differences in diameter. 33 

After the welding stage, however, there are differences; tubes usually undergo 

supplemental processing such as cold drawing, cold working, and additional 

annealing. Nonetheless, there is evidence that not all tubes are cold-drawn, 

and some smaller diameter pipes also undergo additional processing. 34 

We note that A-312 pipe prices are generally lower than tube prices due 

to the higher volume production lots of pipes, and to the additional 

processing and higher manufacturing costs of tubes. 35 Also, because A-312 

pipes and pressure tubes are manufactured to different and very specific ASTM 

classifications, they generally are not interchangeable. Further, customer 

and producer perceptions of these products differ. We do not, however, find 

29 Report at ·1-13 to I-14. 
30 Report at 1-14. 
31 Hearing Tr. at 12. 
32 Report at 1-11 to 1-13. 
33 Report at 1-7; Hearing Tr. at 90. Both pipes and tubes share the 

following production and finishing steps: form, weld, anneal, straighten, 
cut, pickle, and inspect. Field visit notes (Aug. 20, 1992). 

34 Report at 1-9 to 1-13. 
35 Report at 1-7 to I-8; Hearing Tr. at 32. 
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these differences to be dispositiv~. The similarities in physical 

characteristics, end uses, channels of distribution, manufacturing processes, 

and production employees lead us to conclude that pressure tubes are like the 

imported A-312 pipes. 

Mechanical Tubes36 

Petitioners argue that mechanical tubes are not like A-312 pipes. 

Respondents argue that mechanical tubing should be included in the like 

product, but acknowledge that there are more differences between mechanical 

tubes and A-312 pipes than between pressure tubes and A-312 pipes. 37 Based on 

our analysis of the traditional like product factors, we find that, unlike 

pressure tubes, mechanical tubes are quite distinct from A-312 pipes, and we 

therefore determine that they are not part of the like product. 

First, regarding physical characteristics, mechanical tubes are thinner 

and lighter than A-312 pipes and are generally not heat treated (or annealed); 

thus, they are not as strong as A-312 pipes. 38 Unlike A-312 pipes, mechanical 

tubes may be rectangular or square shaped. 39 In addition, they are considered 

to be of lower quality than pressure tubes since they are designed for light 

structural or ornamental use only. 40 

Mechanical tubes and A-312 pipes serve very distinct end uses. 41 

Mechanical tubes have structural or ornamental uses, 42 and are never used to 

36 Mechanical tubes (also kno'Cfn as ornamental tubes) are classified under 
ASTM A-554. 

37 Hearing Tr. at 91. 
38 Report at I-6 n.11; Hearing Tr. at 33, 91; Petitioners• Prehearing 

Brief at 27. 
39 Report at I-6 n.11; Hearing Tr. at 33. 
40 Report at I-7 n.11 and I-10. 
41 Hearing Tr. at 92. 
42 For example, they are used to make furniture, moldings, appliance 

handles, and handrailings. Report at I-10; Petitioners• Prehearing Brief at 
28. 
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transmit fluids and gases, as are A-312 pipes. 43 

There are significant differences in the manufacturing processes of 

mechanical tubes versus A-312 pipes. As noted, mechanical tubes, unlike A-

312 pipes, do not undergo an annealing process. Mechanical ·tubes do not have 

a smooth and flush weld bead, and are sometimes not straightened after 

welding. 44 Mechanical tubes may also be polished, whereas A-312 pipes are not 

generally polished. 45 Furthermore, mechanical tubes are not subject to the 

rigorous pressure resistance testing that A-312 pipes must undergo. 46 Only 

one of the nine responding U.S. producers of A-312 pipes also produces 

mechanical tubes. 47 

Finally, mechanical tube prices are lower than A-312 pipe prices because 

mechanical tubes are less costly to produce. 48 

Since mechanical tubes and A-312 pipes differ significantly in their 

physical characteristics, end uses, customer perceptions, manufacturing 

processes, and price, we find that mechanical tubes are not like the imported 

A-312 pipes. 49 

43 Accordingly, these products are not interchangeable, nor do they even 
share the same general end uses, and customers do not perceive ~echanical 
tubes to be like, or even similar to, A-312 pipes. Hearing Tr. at 33; 
Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 28. Mechanical tubes and A-312 pipes do, 
however, share common channels of distribution since they are both sold to 
distributors. Report at 1-13. 

44 Report at 1-6 n.11. 
45 Field visit notes (Aug. 20, 1992). 
46 Hearing Tr. at 33-34. 
47 Report at 1-12 (Table 1). 
48 Hearing Tr. at 34. 
49 We note that this finding is consistent with previous Commission pipe 

and tube determinations where mechanical tubes have been found to be separate 
like products. See Certain Circular, Welded., Non-Alloy Steel Pipes and Tubes 
from Brazil, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Romania, Taiwan, and Venezuela, 
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-532 through 537 (Final), USITC Pub. 2564 (Oct. 1992) at 15-
17 (Commission found mechanical tubing that is not cold-drawn or cold-rolled 
to be a separate like product from standard and structural p·ipes); Certain 

(continued ... ) 
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Grade 409 Tubes 

Petitioners also argue that grade 409 tubes are not like A-312 pipes. 

Respondents argue for their inclusion in the like product, but admit that 

there are more differences between grade 409 tubes and A-312 pipes than 

between pressure tubes and A-312 pipes. 50 

Based on the information developed in these final investigations, we 

determine that there are compelling reasons to find that grade 409 tubes are 

not a part of the like product. 51 To begin with, grade 409 tubes and A-312 

pipes have significant differences in physical characteristics. Their 

chemical compositions are different -- grade 409 tubes are ferritic whereas A-

312 pipes are austenitic. 52 Furthermore, compared with A-312 pipes, grade 409 

tubes meet lower performance standards and have thinner walls. 53 

The end uses of these products are also completely distinct. Grade 409 

tubes are almost all used to convey automotive exhaust, while A-312 pipes are 

49 ( ••• continued) 
Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea, Inv. Nos. 701-
TA-168 (Final), USITC Pub. 1345 (Feb. 1983) at 5; and Certain Welded Steel 
Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-131 
and 132 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1389 (June 1983) at 7. 

50 Hearing Tr. at 92; Korean Respondents• Posthearing Brief at 8. 
51 Although the Commission included grade 409 tubes in the like product 

in the preliminary investigations, it specifically noted that it intended to 
revisit this issue in any final investigations because, in the prior 
investigations involving stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden, the 
Commission had excluded grade 409. See Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from 
Sweden, Inv. No. 731-TA-354 (Final), USITC Pub. 2033 (Nov. 1987) at 6-7; 
Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 701-TA-281 (Final), 
USITC Pub. 1966 (April 1987) at 7. 

52 Report at I-6 n.11; Hearing Tr. at 35; Petitioners• Prehearing Brief 
at 30. Austenitic pipes and tubes contain chromium and nickel, while ferritic 
tubes contain no nickel and generally have higher levels of chromium. 
Austenitic pipes and tubes are more stress resistant and more ductile than 
ferritic tubes and they can also withstand heat, pressure, and corrosion 
better. Petitioners• Prehearing Brief at 30. 

53 Report at I-6 n.11 and I-8; Hearing Tr. at 34; Petitioners• 
Posthearing Brief, Responses to Commission Questions, at 7. 
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used primarily to transport fluids and gases in processing facilities. 54 

Grade 409 tubes are not interchangeable with A-312 pipes as they are not 

pressure-tested or as corrosion resistant as A-312 pipes. 55 

The channels of distribution of these products are also completely 

distinct. Grade 409 tubes are all sold directly to end users, whereas A-312 

pipes are sold to distributors. 56 

According to the U.S. producers• responses to Commission questionnaires, 

three out of nine U.S. producers of A-312 pipes also produce grade 409 tubes 

with some overlap in production processes, manufacturing equipment, and 

production employees. 57 Nonetheless, the record contains evidence that there 

are differences in the production processes and manufacturing facilities for 

grade 409 tubes and A-312 pipes. 58 For example, virtually all grade 409 

tubing is produced in large volumes using high frequency welding mills, 

whereas A-312 pipes cannot be made using high frequency welding. 59 

Furthermore, grade 409 producers• manufacturing equipment cannot produce A-

312 pipes because they do not have the additional horsepower to roll-form the 

A-312 pipes• thicker walls. 60 

On balance, we find that the differences between grade 409 tubes and A-

312 pipes support a determination not to include grade 409 tubes in the like 

product. Therefore, for purposes of these final investigations, we determine 

54 

55 

at 30. 

Report at 1-6 n.11. 
Report at 1-6 n.11; Hearing Tr. at 35; Petitioners• Prehearing Brief 

56 Report at 1-13 and 1-14. 
57 Report at 1-12 (Table 1). Petitioners, however, claim that only one 

domestic producer of A-312 pipes produces significant quantities of grade 409 
tubes. 

58 

59 

7. 
60 

Hearing Tr. at 35. 
Petitioners• Posthearing Brief, Responses to Commission Questions at 
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that the like product consists of all welded stainless steel pipes and welded 

stainless steel pressure tubes, and we define the domestic industry as the 

manufacturers of these products. 

II. Condition of the Domestic Industry 

In determining whether there is material injury to a domestic industry 

by reason of the LTFV imports, the Commission is directed to consider "all 

relevant economic factors that have a bearing on the state of the industry in 

the United States These include production, consumption, 

shipments, inventories, capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages, 

productivity, financial performance, capital expenditures, and research and 

development. 62 No single factor is determinative; and the Commission 

considers all relevant factors dwithin the context of the business cycle and 

conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry. 1163 

With respect to the conditions of competition distinctive to the 

industry producing welded stainless steel pipes and pressure tubes 

(hereinafter referred to generally as 11 pipes and tubes 11 ), we first note that 

U.S. consumption of pipes and tubes is driven by the demand in the downstream 

industries (e.g., the chemical industry, the pulp/paper industry, and the 

energy industry). 64 Demand in these industries has generally been increasing. 

U.S. consumption of pipes and tubes (by quantity) increased by over ten 

percent from 1989 to 1991, but decreased by four percent in January to June 

(interim) 1992 compared with interim 1991. 65 

Another notable condition of competition affecting the. domestic industry 

61 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). 
62 Id. 
63 Id. 
64 Report at I-36. 
65 Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 
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was the worldwide decline in prices of nickel and ferrochromium, which are raw 

materials used in the production of austenitic pipes and tubes. 66 

Although some of the economic indicators that the Commission normally 

considers in assessing the condition of the domestic industry were mixed 

during the period of investigation, overall they revealed an industry 

experiencing difficulties. Domestic production, capacity, and productivity 

experienced overall, but modest, increases from 1989 to 1991. 67 These 

increases were not as great as the increase in domestic consumption, and the 

market share of U.S. producers consequently decreased 6.9 percentage points 

from 1989 to 1990 and 3,1 percentage points from 1990 to 1991 (10.0 percentage 

points overall from 1989 to 1991). 68 

The information regarding other economic performance indicators was more 

clearly symptomatic of an industry in distress. For example, U.S. shipments 

by quantity increased 4.0 percent from 1989 to 1990, and then decreased 6.1 

percent from 1990 to 1991 (an overall decrease of 2.4 percent from 1989 to 

1991). 69 By total value, U.S. shipments decreased 9.5 percent from 1989 to 

1990, and continued to decrease 12.1 percent from 1990 to 1991 (an overall 

decrease of 20.5 percent from 1989 to 1991). 70 The average unit value of U.S. 

66 See Korean Respondents• Prehearing Brief at 21-22; Taiwan Respondents• 
Prehearing Brief at 4-6; and Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 9-11. 

67 Report at C- 7 (Table C· 7). These factors also increased from interim 
1991 to interim 1992. Id. We are inclined to give relatively less weight to 
interim period comparisons given that subject imports decreased dramatically 
during interim 1992, following institution of these investigations. We find 
no evidence to suggest that subject imports decreased for reasons other than 
the institution of these investigations. See USX Corp. v. United States, 655 
F. Supp. 487, 492 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1987); Philipp Bros., Inc. v. United 
States, 640 F. Supp. 1340, 1346 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1986). 

68 Domestic producers• market share increased in interim 1992 when 
subject imports declined significantly, relative to interim 1991. Report at 
C- 7 (Table C- 7). 

69 

70 
Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 
Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 
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shipments decreased 13.0 percent from 1989 to 1990 and 6.3 percent from 1990 

to 1991 (a total decrease of 18.5 percent from 1989 to 1991). 71 Although end-

of-period inventories (by quantity) declined by 8.6 percent from 1989 to 

1990, as a result of the subsequent decline in shipments, coupled with 

increases in production and capacity, end-of-period inventories increased 

dramatically -- by 46.5 percent -- from 1990 to 1991 . 72 The ratio of end-

of-period inventories to shipments decreased 1.3 percentage points from 1989 

to 1990 and then increased 4.8 percentage points from 1990 to 1991. 73 

The number of production and related workers increased from 1989 to 1990 

by 3.5 percent, but then decreased 6.3 percent from 1990 to 1990; hours worked 

increased somewhat (0.6 percent) from 1989 to 1991, but then also decreased 

2.2 percent from 1990 to 1991; similarly, total compensation paid increased 

from 1989 to 1990 (1.8 percent), then decreased 2.9 percent from 1990 to 

1991. 74 

The poor health of this industry is even more apparent from an 

evaluation of its financial indicators. Operating income decreased 34.7 

percent from 1989 to 1990, and 38.4 percent from 1990 to 1991 -- an overall 

decline of 59.8 percent from 1989 to 1991. 75 During 1989 to 1991, an 

71 U.S. shipments rebounded when comparing interim 1992 with interim 
1991. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). We note that the overall drop in values and 
unit values may be attributable in part to the fact that 1989 values and unit 
values included nickel and chromium surcharges. Report at 1-14. 

72 End-of-period inventories also increased (by 5.5 percent) when 
comparing interim 1991 with interim 1992. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 

73 The ratio of inventories to shipments also increased slightly (0.3 
percent) from interim 1991 to interim 1992. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 

74 During interim 1992 compared with interim 1991, the number of 
production and related workers, hours worked, and total compensation paid 
decreased by 5.8, 8.4, and 3.5 percent, respectively. Report at C-7 (Table C-
7). 

75 There was also a decrease of 26.9 percent when comparing interim 1992 
with interim 1991. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 
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increasing number of domestic producers showed operating losses. 76 Net sales 

decreased 10.4 percent from 1989 to 1990, and 9.4 percent from 1990 to 1991, 

with an overall decrease of 18.8 percent between 1989 to 1991. 77 Operating 

income as a ratio to net sales decreased 3.2 percentage points from 1989 to 

1990, and 2.7 percentage points from 1990 to 1991 (an overall 5.9 percentage 

point decrease from 1989 to 1991). 78 Capital expenditures decreased 

irregularly while research and development expenses increased irregularly 

throughout the period of investigation. 79 Based on their analysis of the 

information in the record, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr conclude 

that the domestic industry is currently experiencing material injury. 80 

III. Cumulation 

In determining whether there is material injury by reason of LTFV 

imports, the Commission is required to assess cumulatively the volume and 

effect of imports from two or more countries subject to investigation if such 

imports are reasonably coincident with one another and "compete with each 

other and with like products of the domestic industry in the United States 

market.n 81 Cumulation is not required, however, when imports from a subject 

76 Report at I-29 (Table 6). 
77 In addition, there was a slight increase of 0.3 percent in interim 

1992 as compared with interim 1991. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 
78 Operating income as a ratio to net sales also decreased 2.3 percent in 

interim 1992 as compared with interim 1991. Report at I-24 (Table C-7). 
79 Report at I-35 and I-37. 
80 Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioner Nuzum do not reach a separate 

conclusion of material injury based solely upon the condition of the industry. 
81 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I); Chaparral Steel Co. v. United States, 

901F.2d1097 (Fed. Cir. 1990). In assessing whether imports compete with 
each other and with the domestic like product, the Commission generally has 
considered four factors: 

(1) the degree of fungibility between the imports from different 
countries and between imports and the domestic like product, 
including consideration of specific customer requirements and 

(continued ... ) 
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country are negligible and have no discernible adverse impact on the domestic 

industry. 82 

In its preliminary determinations, the Commission found that the 

"evidence clearly indicates that the subject imported products compete with 

each other and with the domestic product. 1183 The evidence obtained in these 

final investigations continues to support the Commission•s earlier decision to 

cumulate the imports from Korea and Taiwan. 84 85 

81 ( ••• continued) 
other quality related questions; 
(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic 
markets of imports from different countries and the domestic like 
product; 
(3) the existence of common or similar channels of distribution 
for imports from different countries and the domestic like 
product; and 
(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the market. 

See Fundicao Tupy S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 (Ct. Int•l Trade 
1988), aff' d, 859 F. 2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988). While no singl'e factor is 
determinative, and the list of factors is not exclusive, these factors are 
intended to provide the Commission with a framework for determining whether 
the imports compete with each other and with the domestic like product. See, 
~. Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F. Supp. 17 (Ct. Int•l 
Trade 1989). Only a "reasonable overlap" of competition is required. See, 
~. Wieland Werke, AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp. 50, 52 {Ct. Int•l Trade 
1989) 

82 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(v). In determining whether imports are 
negligible, the statute directs the Commission to consider atl relevant 
economic factors including whether: (I) the volume and market share of the 
imports are negligible; (II) sales transactions involving the imports are 
isolated and sporadic; and. (III) the domestic market for the like product is 
price sensitive by reason of the nature of the product, so that a small 
quantity of imports can result in price suppression or depression. Id. 

83 See USITC Pub. 2474 at 10. 
84 Neither petitioners nor respondents have argued that the Commission 

should alter its earlier decision to cumulate imports for purposes of its 
present material injury determinations. 

85 We note that an antidumping duty order was recently imposed on imports 
of welded stainless steel pipe and tube from Sweden and, thus, we considered 
whether the unfairly traded imports from Sweden entering the United States 
prior to that order should be cumulated with the imports subject to these 
investigations. 57 Fed. Reg. 52761 (November 5, 1992). The antidumping order 
on Swedish pipes and tubes was issued on November 5, 1992, within the time 

(continued ... ) 
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We find that the Taiwan, Korean, and U.S. A-312 pipe products are 

fungible as they must all meet the same ASTM specifications and are all 

generally sold as commodity products. 86 All U.S. producers, ·and a majority of 

importers of pipes from Taiwan and Korea, reported that they sell A-312 pipes 

throughout the continental United States, and almost all A-312 pipes are sold 

through the same channels of distribution. 87 In addition, imports from Taiwan 

and Korea have been simultaneously present in the market. 88 

The market penetration rates of imports from Korea and Taiwan are 

85 ( ••• continued) 
period the Commission has found sufficiently nrecent 11 to warrant cumulation of 
imports subject to a recent final order. The Commission's application of the 
recent order exception is based on a recognition of the fact that imports 
entered prior to the issuance of a recent final order may have a continuing 
adverse effect on the domestic industry. See Chaparral Steel Co. v. United 
States, 901 F.2d. 1097 (Fed. Cir. 1990). That rationale does not apply in the 
unique circumstances of this case, however. Although the antidumping order 
was issued in November 1992, liquidation of imports from Sweden was suspended 
as of December 7, 1990. 55 Fed. Reg. 51745 (Dec. 17, 1990). Further, imports 
from Sweden, which accounted for approximately one percent of U.S. consumption 
of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes in 1990, declined dramatically 
following the suspension of liquidation, accounting in 1991 for less than .01 
percent of domestic consumption. Report at F-3. We therefo-re conclude that 
these imports are negligible and have no discernible impact on the domestic 
industry. Neither petitioners nor respondents have argued that the Commission 
should cumulate imports from Sweden in this case. 

86 See Report at I-5. The Korean respondents, however, have argued that 
Korean A-312 pipe is different from U.S. A-312 pipe since most U.S. A-312 
pipes are 11 fully-finished; 11 in other words, they have the weld beading removed 
along the welding line on the interior of the pipe. Hearing Tr. at 89, 97-
100. In any event, according to all U.S. importers and distributors, U.S. 
producers, and three out of five end-users, A-312 pipes from Taiwan and Korea 
are viewed as interchangeable with one another and with U.S.-produced A-312 
pipes. Seven out of eight responding producers, and eight out of ten 
responding importers, stated that quality differences between U.S.-produced A-
312 pipes and Taiwan and Korean A-312 pipes are not a major factor affecting 
domestic sales. Report at I-37; Hearing Tr. at 25, 47, 56. However, almost 
half of the distributors reported that the quality of the Korean products was 
not acceptable in certain end uses. Nonetheless, we find that only a small 
percent of domestically consumed A-312 pipes is applied to these end uses. 
See Economic Memorandum at 16. Thus, overall, we conclude that the record 
evidence supports a finding that the products are indeed fungible. 

87 Report at I-13 and I-36. 
88 Report at I-32 (Table 18); Petitioners• Prehearing Bri·ef at 34. 
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considerably higher than in previous investigations where the Commissi01! has 

found imports to be negligible, and furthermore, imports from these two 

countries were neither isolated nor sporadic. 89 The legislative history also 

indicates this exception should be applied with nparticular care in situations 

involving fungible products, where a small quantity of low-priced imports can 

have a very real effect on the market. 1190 Thus, we determine that application 

of the negligible imports exception is not warranted in these investigations. 

IV. Material Injury by Reason of LTFV Imports 

In determining whether the domestic industry is materially injured by 

reason of the imports under investigation, the statute directs the Commission 

to consider: 

(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject 
of the investigation; 

(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the 
United States for like products; and 

(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic 
producers of like products, but only in the context of production 
operations within the United States. 91 

In making this determination, the Commission may consider 11 such other 

economic factors as are relevant to the determination .... n92 However, the 

89 See, ~. Certain Circular, Welded, Non-Alloy Steel Pipes and Tubes 
from Brazil, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Romania, Taiwan, and Venezuela, 
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-532 through 537 (Final), USITC Pub. 2564 (Oct. 1992) at 28-
29. In these investigations, imports from Korea increased from 0.5 percent of 
domestic consumption (by quantity) in 1989 to 5.2 percent in 1991, but 
decreased from 7.9 percent of the market in interim 1991 to 2.0 percent in 
interim 1992; imports from Taiwan increased from 3.5 percent in 1989 to 9.4 
percent in 1991, and decreased from 9.6 percent in interim 1991 to 5.7 percent 
in interim 1992. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). 

90 H.R. Rep. No. 40, lOOth Cong., 1st Sess., pt. l, at 130 (1987); ~ 
also H.R. Rep. 576, lOOth Cong., 2d Sess. 621 (1988). 

" 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i). 
92 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii). 
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Commission is not to weigh causes. 93 The Commission need not determine that 

imports are 11 the principal, a substantial or a significant cause of material 

injury. 1194 Rather, a finding that imports are a cause of material injury is 

sufficient. 95 96 

Cumulated subject imports increased 303.4 percent (by quantity) from 

1989 to 1991. 97 We find strong evidence of displacement of the domestic like 

product by subject imports. Despite an increase in apparent U.S. consumption, 

U.S. producers• share of consumption decreased by 10.0 percentage points (by 

quantity) while the subject imports increased their share of consumption by 

10.6 percentage points (by quantity) from 1989 to 1991. The volume of subject 

imports, and the increase in that volume, both absolutely and relatively, are 

significant. 

In evaluating the effects of the subject imports, we f°ind that the low 

prices of these imports have resulted in significantly increased import 

penetration levels and have suppressed and depressed domestic prices of pipes 

and tubes. 98 U.S. producers• selling prices to distributors of A-312 pipes 

declined significantly, between 20.5 and 27.5 percent during the ten quarters 

93 See, !L:.A:,_, Citrosuco Paulista, S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 
1075, 1101 (Ct. lnt•l Trade 1988). 

94 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 57 and 74 (1979). 
95 See !L:.A:,_, Metallverken Nederland, B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp. 

731, 741 (Ct. lnt•l Trade 1989); Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 
F. Supp. 1075, 1101 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1988). 

96 Views on the proper standard of causation of Vice-Chairman Watson are 
most recently set out in Certain Circular, Welded, Non-Alloy Steel Pipes and 
Tubes from Brazil, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Romania, Taiwan, and 
Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-532 through 537 (Final), USITC Pub. 2564 (Oct. 
1992) at 33-34 n.148. 

97 The quantity of cumulated imports decreased 58.0 percent in interim 
1992 compared with interim 1991. Report at C-7 (Table C-7). As noted above, 
we have given relatively less weight to interim period comparisons due to the 
dramatic decrease in subject imports subsequent to the filing of the petition. 
See, supra, note 67. 

98 Report at 1-36 and 1-46. 
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examined. 99 U.S. importers• prices of subject imports also declined 

continuously during this period. 100 The evidence reveals that out of 36 

,available price comparisons, the Korean product undersold domestic A-312 pipe 

prices in 34 instances by margins ranging from 5.1 to 27.5 percent; the Taiwan 

product undersold the domestic product in 34 out of 40 possible price 

comparisons with margins ranging from 0.1 to 17.5 percent. 101 Purchase prices 

also generally declined for the domestic, Korean, and Taiwan A-312 pipes. 102 

The evidence shows that domestic producers lost sales to, and/or had to 

lower their prices to compete with, the subject imports. 103 This contributed 

to a decrease in the value of their shipments, market share, and net sales; a 

substantial decrease in operating income; and a dramatic increase in 

inventories. In addition, we note that a domestic producer of pipes and tubes 

shut down one of its plants due in part to the adverse impact of unfairly 

traded imports from Korea and Taiwan. 104 

As noted above, subject imports are fungible with domestically produced 

A-312 pipes, which constitute approximately half of all domestic production of 

the like product. 105 In this regard, we find it noteworthy that the domestic 

99 Report at I-38 to I-40. 
100 Prices for Korean A-312 pipes decreased by 6.6 to 18.3 percent, and 

prices for Taiwan A-312 pipes decreased by 16.8 to 34.7 percent. Report at I-
38 and I-41. 

101 Report at I-38 and I-41. 
102 Purchase prices for the U.S. products declined between 23.2 and 29.0 

percent; between 6.6 and 32.0 percent for the Korean products; and between 5.8 
and 30.8 percent for the Taiwan products. Report at I-42. We recognize that 
some of the reduction of domestic prices is attributable to the decline in the 
prices of the input products nickel and ferrochromium. However, the overall 
price decline of the domestic products was greater than the decrease in these 
input costs. Petitioners• Post-Hearing Brief at 9-11. 

103 ~Report at I-46. See also company-specific allegations of 
negative effects of imports at D-3. 

1o4 Letter to Paul Bardos from David Hartquist (Nov. 25, 1992). 
105 Report at C-1, C-2 and C-4. 
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producers of A-312 pipes experienced a significantly greater decrease in the 

value of net sales, operating income, and operating income as a percentage of 

net sales, compared with domestic pressure tube producers . 106 This difference 

between the financial performance of A-312 pipe producers and pressure tube 

producers can be explained at least in part by the fact that the A-312 

producers had to compete directly with increasing volumes of more fungible 

subject imports. 

Based on the foregoing, we find that the domestic industry is materially 

injured by reason of the subject imports from Korea and Taiwan. 

V. Critical Circumstances 

The Department of Commerce found critical circumstances with respect to 

two Taiwan producers, Jaung Yuann Enterprise Co., Ltd. and Yeun Chyang 

Industrial Co., Ltd. 107 In accordance with 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(A)(i), 

when Commerce makes an affirmative determination with respec·t to critical 

circumstances, the Commission must determine nwhether retroactive imposition 

of antidumping duties on the merchandise appears necessary to prevent 

recurrence of material injury that was caused by massive imports of the 

merchandise over a relatively short period of time." The Commission must 

evaluate whether nthe effectiveness of the antidumping duty order would be 

materially impaired if retroactive duties were not imposed.n108 Ari 

affirmative critical circumstances determination by the Commission results in 

the retroactive application of the antidumping duty order for a period of 90 

days prior to the suspension of liquidat.ion,. which in these investigations 

106 Report at C-3 (Table C-1) to C-4 (Table C-4). 
107 Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: 

Stainless Steel Pipe From the Republic of Korea, 57 Fed. Reg. 
1992). 

108 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(A)(ii) 

Certain Welded 
53708 (Nov. 12, 
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occurrecl on June 22, 1992. 109 

The legislative history of the critical circumstances provision states 

that the purpose of the provision is to: (1) provide prompt relief for the 

domesti~ industry suffering from large volumes of imports or a surge in 

imports over a short period; and (2) deter exporters from attempting to 

circumvent the antidumping statute. 110 

In Extruded Rubber Thread from Malaysia, the Commission stated: 

A surge in imports can occur as a result of an attempt 
to circumvent the antidumping statute immediately 
after the initiation of an investigation and, where 
Commerce finds critical circumstances, we would be 
required to consider that surge. The adverse impact 
of such a surge can continue to affect the domestic 
industry during and after the 90-day period during 
which retroactive duties can be imposed. If, however, 
the surge itself dissipates before the 90-day period 
begins, retroactive imposition of duties cannot 
meaningfully "prevent recurrence of material injury" 
resulting from that surge since the duties cannot 
reach those imports, and, therefore, cannot affect the 
impact of those LTFV imports on the domestic 
industry. 111 

There is no evidence in the record that imports from Jaung Yuann and 

Yeun Chyang surged during or after the 90-day period prior to the suspension 

of liqu16ation. 112 We do not find that the imposition of retroactive duties 

in these investigations is necessary to prevent the recurrence of material 

injury, or that the effectiveness of the antidumping duty order on subject 

imports from Taiwan will be materially impaired if we do not impose 

retroactive duties. Therefore, we do not find critical circumstances to exist 

in the~e investigations. 

109 

110 

111 

112 

19 U.S.C. § 1673d(c)(4); 57 Fed. Reg. 27731 (June 22, 1992). 
See H. Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 63 (1979). 
Inv. No. 731-TA-527 (Final), USITC Pub. 2559 (Sept. 1992) at 26. 
Report at 1-28 (Table 16). 
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS BRUNSDALE AND CRAWFORD 
Investigation Nos. 731-TA-540-541 (Final) 

December 18, 1992 

Based on the evidence gathered in these investigations, we 

find that the domestic industry producing welded stainless steel 

pipes and pressure tubes is not materially injured by reason of 

dumped imports of certain welded stainless steel pipes from the 

Republic of Korea. ·Commissioner Brunsdale also finds that the · 

domestic industry is not materially injured by reason of dumped 

imports of certain welded stainless steel pipes from Taiwan. 1 We 

join in the majority's discussion and findings regarding the like 

product and domestic industry( and the conclusions reached on 

cl.imulation .-2 

! 

I. .MATERIAL INJURY BY.REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS 

In making its determination, the statute directs the 

Commission to consider the volume of subject imports, the effect 

of subject imports on domestic prices, and the impact of subject 

imports on the domestic, industry. In addition, it "may.consider 

such other economic factors as are relevant to the determination 

1 Commissioner Crawford· did not participate ·in the 
investigation involving certain welded stainless steel pipes from 
Taiwan. 

2 Although Commissioner Crawford did not participate in the 
investigation of dumped imports from Taiwan, in accordance with the 
statute, she cumulates Taiwanese imports with Korean imports in the 
Korean investigation. 
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regarding whether there is material injury by reason of 

imports. 113-

The statute requires that we find material injury to the 

domestic industry "by reason of" the dumped imports. In 

asses:sing the effect of dumped imports, we compare the current 

condition of-the· domestic industry to·that which would have 

existed had imports been sold at fair value. Then, taking into 

account the condition of the industry, we determine whether the 

resulting change in circumstances constitutes material injury. 

A. Conditions of Competition 

The statute directs the Commission to evaluate relevant 

economic factors in the "context of the business cycle and 

conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected 

industry. "4 

The demand for.welded stainless steel pipes depends on the 

level of initial construction and replacement of existing 

facill ties in the process industries. 5 The product is used -as a 

conduit to transmit liquids and gases from one process to another 

within a production facility. Major end uses include digester 

lines, blow lines, pharmaceutical lines, petrochemical stock 

lines, brewery process and transport lines, general food 

processing lines, automotive paint lines, and paper process 

3 19 U.S.C. §1677(7) (B). 

4 19 U.S.C. §1677 (7) (C). 

5 See Report at I-36. 
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machines. 6 The demand for pressure tubes included in the like 

product. depends on the level of industrial activity in its end-

, use markets, the process industries. End uses include a wider 

.. range of applications. from less demanding structural uses to more 

critical applications, such as heating and cooling apparatus. 7 

U.S. producers and Korean and Taiwanese importers sell most 

of their pipes to distributors which then resell pipe to end 

users. Distributors maintain inventories of the most common 

pipes and special.order· the less frequently requested pipes. End 

users usually purchase small quantities of pipe as needed. 

ITC staff estimated the e+asticity of demand for stainless 

steel pipes and pressure tubes to be in the range of 0.3 to 0.7. 

There are few, if any, applications where substitute products 

made from pla~tics and other advanced materials can be used in 

the same application.a as welded t:Jtainless steel pipes and 

pressure tubes. Properties imparted by stainless steel, such as 

corrosion resistance, a~rengtli, 'and temperature resistanc;::e, 
. . 

generally are n:ot imparted by other.substitute materials. Carbon 
, . 

and other relatively lower-price.4 steel pipes are not functional 

substitutes for·stainless steel.pipes. Seantless pipes and tubes 

are not commercially interchangeable with welded pipes and tubes, 

principally due to price and technical difficulties. Based on 

this evidence, we agree with staff's elasticity of demand 

estimate. 

6 See Report at I-10. 

7 See Report at I-10. 
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Substitutability also is a critical factor in determining 

the volume, price effects, and impact of the subject imports on 

the domestic like product. Price .. is almost always important .in 

any purchase decision and was cited by parties to this 

investigation as the primary factor in a purchaser's sourcing 

decision. 8 Quality and delivery ternts also were cited as 

important factors, but were considered secondary to pric~ in the· 

purchase decision. 9 

The staff estimates the elasticity of substitution between 

certain imported welded stainless steel ·pipes (A-312 pipe1;1) and 

the d9mestic like product to be between 1.7 and 3.7. D~fferences 

in lead times between domestic and subject products and some "Buy 

American" policies limit substitutabil'ity .. 10 The importeQ. and 

domestic A-312 pipes, however; are substitutable in most 

applications, and compete directly in the domestic market.· 

However, there are certain critical use applications, such 

as nuclear power plants,· certain chemical operations, pipe 

threading applications, and federal contracting, where subject A-

312 pipes cannot be readily substituted for the domestic A-312 

pipe. Non-price :factors, such· as quality assurances and federal 

restrictions on foreign sourcing, severely restrict the 

substitutability of the subject imports and domestic prodµcts. 

While we have no precise figure, staff estimates that these 

8 See Report at I-36. 

9 See Report at I-37. 

10 See Memorandum EC-P-087, p.19. 
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applications represent a small portion of the total market for A 

312 pipes. 

There is no substitutability between subject A-312 pipes and 

domestic non-A-312 pipes and pressure tubes. Since domestic A-

312 pipes represented less than 40 percent of quantity of welded 

stainless steel pipes and pressure tubes shipped in 1991, the 

lack of substitutability lowers the overall elasticity of 

substitution between the subject imports and the domestic like 

product. 

In aggregate, the low to moderate range of elasticities 

of substitution estimated by staff reflects a weighted average of 

the degree of substitutability between the subject imports and 

various components of the domestic like product. In conducting 

our analysis, we conservatively considered an elasticity of 

substitution at the high end of the range estimated by the 

Conunission staff. 

B. Volume Effects 

In determining whether subject imports have caused material 

injury to the domestic industry, the statute directs the 

Conunission to consider "whether the volume of imports of the 

merchandise, or any increase in that volume, either in absolute 

terms or relative to production or consumption in the United 

States, is significant. 11 

The volume and market share of subject pipes imported from 

11 19 U.S.C. §1677(7) (C) (i). 
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Korea and Taiwan increased over the period of investigation, but 

accounted for less than 15 percent by value of the market in 

1991. The market share of fairly traded imports declined 

slightly during the period of investigation to less than 10 

percent of the market in 199112 while domestic producers still 

accounted for the vast majority of the market by value in 1991. 13 

Dumping margins are one factor we consider in assessing the 

impact of the dumped imports on prices in the United States of 

the like product, and ultimately, on domestic producers. The 

higher the dumping margin the greater the difference between the 

dumped price of imports and their price at fair value. This, in 

turn, affects the magnitude of the increase in unfair imports. 

We note that the dumping margins estimated by Conunerce for Korea 

were between 2.6 and 7.8. Taiwanese dumping margins were between 

3.5 and 31.9. Staff estimates the weighted-average margin to be 

15.5. 

The overall quantity demanded of certain welded stainless 

steel pipes is not likely to be affected by relatively small 

changes in price. These pipes are inputs into various downstream 

construction projects and they appear to have no close 

substitutes. Consequently, small changes in price will not cause 

end users to increase their purchase of pipes. 

12 See Report at I-28, Table 12. 

13 In the interim period, 
significantly. 

domestic share increased 
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C. Price Effects 

In evaluating the effects of subject imports on the price of 

She domestic like product, the statute directs the Commission to 

consider whether there is significant price underselling by the 

subject imports and whether the subject imports depress prices to 

a significant degree, or prevent to a significant degree, price 

increases that otherwise would have occurred. 14 

The price comparison data for both subject and domestic A-

312 pipes show a consistent price decline during the period of 

investigation, with both Taiwanese and Korean import prices 

tending to decline faster than domestic prices. The cost of 

goods sold on a per ton basis increased during the period of 

investigation. 

Price comparison data also show persistent high margins of 

underselling during the entire period of investigation. These 

persistently high margins are inconsistent with the behavior of 

near commodity-type products, thus suggesting that factors other 

than price may be captured in the price differentials observed. 

Certain purchasers claimed that they pref er to purchase the 

domestic product even if the price is slightly higher because 

lead times are shorter and quality is higher. 15 Another said 

that the U.S. producers have a quality advantage because they can 

manufacturer a full-finished pipe that is not available from 

14 19 U.S.C. §7) (C) (ii). 

15 See Report at I-71. 
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foreign sources. 16 Still another producer pointed to 

longstanding supplier relationships as a reason for pref erring 

the domestic product. 17 These statements seem to be reflected in 

the reported price comparison data. 

In addition, we note that underselling data only compare 

prices of the largest domestic sale and the largest import sale 

for each period, and therefore, may not be completely reliable. 

They show U.S. A-312 pipe selling for a price premium throughout 

the period of investigation. 18 For these reasons, we place 

little weight in this determination on the underselling data 

collected. 

D. Impact of the Sub1ect Imports on the Domestic Industry 

In evaluating the condition of the domestic industry, the 

statute directs us to consider "all relevant economic factors 

which have a bearing on the state of the industry in the United 

States. 1119 Specifically, we consider, among other factors, 

domestic consumption, production, shipments, market share, 

capacity utilization, employment, wages, productivity, domestic 

prices, profits, cash flow, the ability to raise capital, 

16 See Report at I-72. 

17 See Report at I- 72 . 

18 Of course, we know the imports were dumped only between June 
1, 1991 and November 30, 1991. 

19 19 U.S.C. §1677(7) (C) (iii). 
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investment, and development and production efforts. 20 In 

addition, the Commission considers the particular nature of the 

industry under investigation, including any "business cycle and 

conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected 

industry. 1121 

Domestic capacity increased during the period of 

investigation, with interim 1992 capacity at a higher level than 

the 1991 level. Similarly, domestic production was at a higher 

level in 1991 than the level achieved in 1989. Interim 1992 

production was virtually the same as interim 1991. In addition, 

export shipments became a significant component of shipments 

during the period of investigation. Although the number of 

employees declined over the period of investigation, we note that 

the significant increase in productivity may explain part of this 

decline. Research and development expenditures and capital 

expenditures in 1991 and interim 1992 were at levels above those 

reported in earlier periods. 

We recognize that some of the 1989 financial data reported 

by· domestic producers, notably net sales,· are distorted due to 

the surcharge placed on domestic prices to compensate producers 

for increased raw material costs. The effect of this surcharge 

is to inflate the net sales data for 1989 in comparison with net 

sales data reported in.later periods. 

20 Id. 

21 1 'h Id.; see a so H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96t cong., 1st Sess.36 
(1979'); S. rep. 249, 96th Cong., !st Sess. at 88 (1979). 
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Central to our consideration of the impact of LTFV imports 

on the domestic industry is the fact that impact flows from 

changes in volume and price brought about by the competition 

between the subject imports and the like product. If the subject 

imports had been traded fairly, it is unlikely that demand for 

the domestic like product would have increased significantly. 

Imports account for a relatively small share of the domestic 

market, thus even a large percentage reduction in their sales 

would account for only .a small percentage increase in domestic 

sales of the like product. In addition, given the size and range 

of the margins found by Commerce, it is likely that some 

customers would have continued to buy imported pipe even at the 

fairly traded price. Those who would not have purchased the 

higher-priced subject imports may have turned to fairly t:raded 

imports as well as the domestic product. 

Capacity utilization reported by the domestic industry has 

been low, but relatively constant. The considerable unused 

capacity, the increasing exports, and an inability to shift into 

the manufacture of other products using stainless steel pipe and 

tube machinery and equipment, are key factors in the high 

elasticity of domestic supply characterizing the domestic 

industry. 22 In this competitive industry with a relatively high 

elasticity of supply, in is unlikely that imports had a 

significant effect on the price of the domestic like product. 

22 Staff estimates the elasticity of domestic supply to be in 
the range of 5 to 10. 
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For these reasons, we determine that the domestic industry 

producing welded stainless steel pipes and pressure tubes is not 

<rmaterially injured by reason of the subject welded stainless 

steel pipe imports from Korea. Commissioner Brunsdale also 

determines that the domestic inaustry producing welded stainless 

steel pipes and pressure tubes is not materially inj.ured by 

reason of the subject welded stainless steel pipe imports from 

Taiwan. 

III. THREAT OP MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OP THE SUBJECT IMPORTS 

If the commission determines that no industry in the United 

States is being materially injured by the dumped imports, it must 

consider whether an industry is threatened with material injury 

by reason of such imports.n A threat of material injury must be 

real and actual injury must be imminent. The commission's 

determination may not be based on mere conjecture or 

supposition. 24 

The statute lists ten factors we must consider. 25 We have 

reviewed all the factors that are statutorily required, but will 

discuss only those that we considered most determinative in this 

investigation. The individual country data are confidential so 

we will discuss only the aggregate data. 

23 19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a) (1) (B). 

24 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (ii);~ Citrosuco Paulista v. United 
States, 704 F. Supp. 1075 (CIT 1988). 

25 19 u.s.c. § 1677 (7) (F) (i). Factors (1) (9) and (10) are not 
relevant in this investigation. 
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The first is whether there has been a rapid increase in the 

market penetration of imports and the likelihood that the 

penetration will increase to an injurious level. Imports from 

Korea and Taiwan increased substantially between 1989 and 1990. 26 

Between 1990 and 1991 imports from.Korea and Taiwan ·actually 

fell, and during the interim period, imports from these countries 

decline~ substantially. There is no reason to believe that the 

market penetration of unfair imports will rise to injurious 

levels. 

~ second important factor is whether there has been any 

buildup of subject import inventories in the United Stat~s. 

Evidence in the record indicates no sigriif icant buildup 6f 

inventories of either Korean or Taiwanese subject import~, and. 

inventories declined substantially during the interim period. 27 

There was substantial capacity added to the Korean and 

Taiwanese industries in 1990 and a small increase in capacity in 

1991. Further small increases are projected. 28 The majority of 

production is not sent to the United States. Thus, whil~ in 

theory these countries could increase imports to the United 

States, drawing such a conclusion would be mere supposition. 

We conclude that a domestic industry is not threaten~d with 

material injury by reason of dumped imports from Korea and 

Taiwan. After examining all the statutory factors we do not find 

26 See Report at I-29. 

v_See Report at I-28. 

28 · See Report at I-27-29. 
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that tne threat of injury is real or that actual injury is 

imminent. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Following preliminary determinations by the U.S. Department of Commerce 
(Commerce) that imports of certain welded stainless steel pipes1 (A-312 pipes) 
from the Republic of Korea (Korea) and Taiwan are being, or are likely to be, 
sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV) (57 F.R. 27731, June 
22, 1992), the U.S .. International Trade Commission (the Commission), effective 
June 22, 1992, instituted investigations Nos. 731-TA-540-541 (Final) under 
section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine 
whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened 
with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States 
is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of 
the institution of the Commission•s investigations and of a public hearing to 
be held in connection therewith was posted in the Office of the Secretary, 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and published in the 
Federal Register on July 29, 1992 (57 F.R. 33521). 2 The hearing was held in 
Washington, DC, on November 10, 1992.3 

Commerce's final LTFV determinations were made on November 12, 1992. 
The applicable statute directs that the Commission make its final injury 
determinations within 45 days after the final determinations by Commerce. 

Background 

These investigations result from a petition filed by Avesta Sandvik 
Tube, Inc. (Avesta), Schaumburg, IL; Bristol Metals (Bristol), Bristol, TN; 
Damascus Tubular Products (Damascus), Greenville, PA; Trent Tube Division, 
Crucible Materials Corp. (Trent), East Troy, WI; and the United Steelworkers 
of America on November 18, 1991, alleging that an industry in the United 
States is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of 

1 For purposes of these investigations, the subject product is defined as 
welded austenitic stainless steel pipes that meet the standards and 
specifications set forth by the American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) for the welded form of chromilim-nickel pipe designated ASTM A-312. The 
merchandise covered by the scope of the investigations also includes welded 
austenitic stainless steel pipes made according to the standards of other 
nations which are comparable to ASTM A-312. The subject product is produced 
by forming stainless steel flat-rolled products into a tubular configuration 
and welding along the seam. The subject product is a commodity product 
generally used as a conduit to transmit liquids or gases. Major applications 
for the subject product include, but are not limited to, digester lines, blow 
lines, pharmaceutical lines, petrochemical stock lines, brewery process and 
transport lines, general food processing lines, automotive paint lines, and 
paper process machines. Imports of the subject product are classifiable under 
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) subheadings 7306.40.10 and 7306.40.50. 
The HTS subheadings are provided for convenience and Customs purposes; the 
written description of the product is dispositive. 

2 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A. 
3 A list of witnesses who attended the hearing is presented in app. B. 
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LTFV imports of A-312 pipes from Korea and Taiwan. 4 In response to that 
petition the Commission instituted investigations Nos. 731-TA-540-541 
(Preliminary) under section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 
1673b(a)) and, on January 3, 1992, determined that there was a reasonable 
indication of such material injury. 

Previous Commission Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Investigations 
Concerning Welded Stainless Steel Pipes 

The Commission has conducted two other antidumping investigations 
concerning welded stainless steel pipes. The first investigation, No. AA1921-
180,5 covered imports of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes from Japan, 
and resulted in a negative determination by the Commission in July 1978. The 
second investigation, No. 731-TA-354 (Final), covered imports of welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden and, following a court remand, 
resulted in an affirmative determination. 6 

The Commission also conducted a countervailing duty investigation (No. 
701-TA-281 (Final)), on stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden, and 
reached a negative determination in that investigation.7 

NATURE AND EXTENT OF SALES AT LTFV 

Commerce•s affirmative final LTFV determinations in these investigations 
were based primarily on respondents• data for Korea and on respondents• data 
or best information available for Taiwan. U.S. price was based on purchase 
price and exporters• sales price calculations, and foreign market value was 
derived from home market sales and constructed value for Korea and for two 
firms in Taiwan. The following tabulation shows the final dumping margins (in 
percent) calculated for each country: 

4 Petitioners also alleged "critical circumstances" (including massive 
imports over a relatively short period) on imports of A-312 pipes from Taiwan, 
pursuant to section 733(e) of the Tariff Act of 1930 and sections 
353.12(b)(l2) and 353.16 of Commerce•s regulations. 

5 Welded Stainless Steel Pipe and Tube from Japan, USITC Pub. 899, July 
1978. 

6 Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, USITC Pub. 2033, November 
1987. This investigation also involved seamless stainless steel pipes and 
tubes for which the Commission•s original final determination was affirmative. 
The original negative determination with respect to welded stainless steel 
pipes and tubes was appealed to the U.S. Court of International Trade and 
remanded to the Commission for further consideration. On remand, the 
Commission determined that an industry in the United States was materially 
injured by reason of imports of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes from 
Sweden found by Commerce to have been sold in the United States at LTFV. 
Welded Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, USITC Pub. 2304, August 
1990. The case was appealed at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit, which affirmed the Commission•s affirmative remand determination. 
Trent Tube Div .. Crucible Materials Corp. v. United States, No. 91-1173 (Fed. 
Cir. July 27, 1992). 

7 Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, USITC Pub. 1966, April 1987. 
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Korea 

Sammi Metal Products Co., Ltd............... 7.75 
Pusan Steel Pipe Co., Ltd................... 2.55 
All other exporters/producers............... 6.83 

Taiwan 

Chang Tieh Industry Co., Ltd ............... . 
Jaung Yuann Enterprise Co. Ltd ............. . 
Ta Chen Stainless Pipe Co., Ltd ............ . 
Yeun Chyang Industrial Co., Ltd ............ . 
All other exporters/producers .............. . 

0.00 
31. 901 

3.51 
31. 901 

19.94 

Commerce made affirmative determinations of ncritical circumstancesn for 
these firms. 

THE PRODUCT 

Description 

The welded stainless steel pipes from Korea and Taiwan that are the 
subject of these investigations are produced according to standards and 
specifications set forth by the American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) in product designation A-312. This designation covers both seamless 
and welded austenitic (chromium-nickel) pipes; however, only the.welded 
product is subject to these investigations. Because A-312 pipes must meet 
particular specifications regarding raw material usage, method of manufacture, 
tolerances, and dimension, the imported and domestic products are essentially 
fungible. 8 

In previous Commission investigations, the terms npipesn and ntubesn 
have been used interchangeably. 9 However, some industry sources consider 

. pipes to be products produced in large quantities in a few standard sizes and 
: .tubes to be products made to customers' specifications for dimensions, finish, 
.·-chemical composition, and mechanical properties. In these investigations 
petitioners assert that only A-312 pipes constitute the product that is nliken 
the imported product. According to petitioners, stainless steel seamless pipe 

8 Transcript of the Commission's staff conference (hereinafter nconference 
transcriptn), Dec. 10, 1991, testimony of William Grant, p. 25; and transcript 
of the Commission's hearing (hereinafter, nhearing transcriptn), Nov. 10, 
1992. Respondents have argued that domestic A-312 pipe is mostly bead welded, 
while Korean A-312 pipe is not. Respondents• posthearing brief, appendix p. 
12. Bead welding appears to be a by-product of the domestic production 
process that is not required for the A-312 specification. Peti.tioners' 
posthearing brief, pp. 3-4. There is no evidence that bead welding is an 
important physical difference between the imported and domestically-produced 
product. 

9 See Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, USITC Pub. 2033, 
November 1987. 



products, non-A-312 pipe products, 10 and any tube products 11 should not be 
included within the like product definition.12 

10 Non-A-312 pipes ("other pipes") include other ASTM specifications for 
welded stainless steel pipes such as A-358, A-409, and A-778. According to 
the petitioner, these other ASTM designations involve pipes of generally 
larger size and lower quality than the subject A•312 pipes (Petition, p. 19). 
Data for other pipes are presented in app. C of this report. 

11 Petitioners asserted that ASTM A-249 pressure tubing embodies the tubing 
specifications that most closely parallel A-312 pipes (Petition, p. 21). ASTM 
A-269, A-270, and A-688 tubing are also types of welded austenitic stainless 
steel pressure tubing similar to A-312 pipes (submission by petitioners, July 
22, 1992, p. 2). Nonetheless, petitioners have not considered any tubes to be 
included within the like product definition. 

Petitioners assert that mechanical/ornamental tubing, ASTM A-554, is of 
a lower quality than pressure tubing and as a result cannot serve as pressure 
tubing and also should not be included within the like product definition 
(submission by petitioners, July 22, 1992, p. 4). Petitioners further assert 
that mechanical/ornamental tubing is much thinner and lighter than A-312 pipe, 
and in some instances is not round like A-312 pipe. It may be rectangular, or 
square, in shape. According to petitioners• testimony at the hearing, nthese 
different physical characteristics of mechanical/ornamental tubing reflect the 
different end uses served. While A-312 pipe transports fluid in chemical 
processing facilities, mechanical/ornamental tubing is used either for 
structural or ornamental purposes, such as furniture and hand railings. 
Mechanical tubing could never be substituted for an A-312 pipe because it is 
simply not capable of withstanding pressure as an A-312 pipe must in chemical 
processing facilities" (hearing transcript, testimony of George Werner, p. 
33). 

Petitioners further testified that 11 the production process 
mechanical/ornamental tubing must undergo is much simpler than that of A-312 
pipe, given the less sophisticated nature of that type of tubing. 
Mechanical/ornamental tubing is generally not annealed. The weld bead is not 
smooth and flush. It may not even be straightened subsequent to the forming 
and welding process. It is not subject to rigorous testing for pressure 
resistance that must be done to A-312 pipe" (hearing transcript, testimony of 
George Werner, p. 33). 

Other tube products that petitioners asserted should be excluded from 
the like product definition include ferritic and martensitic tubing, which are 
of 11 straight chromium" steel, as opposed to austenitic tubing, which is a 
chromium-nickel alloy. The ferritic and martensitic tubing lack the corrosion 
resistance of austenitic tubing and, according to petitioners, are not 
interchangeable with austenitic tubing. Grade 409 tubing, different from ASTM 
A-409 pipe, is an example of ferritic tubing and is used principally for 
automotive exhaust systems. It is not pressure tested and it cannot be used 
in any applications that require austenitic tubing (submission by petitioners, 
July 22, 1992, p. 4, and hearing transcript, testimony of George Werner, p. 
53.) Petitioners further testified that grade 409 tubing producers tend to be 
limited to a discrete group of companies that manufacture Grade 409 tube 
products in many instances for captive consumption, and do not make A-312 pipe 
(hearing transcript, testimony of George Werner, p. 34). . 

Data collected for pressure tubing, mechanical/ornamental tubing, and 
grade 409 tubing ari~ presented in app. C. 

12 Con:!:ere:r:cr, :-:-::-.s.nscript, testimony of David Hartquist, p. 9. 
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Petitioners alleged that there are important differences in the physical 
characteristics and uses of pipes compared with tubes. For example, 
petitioners asserted that pipes generally have thicker walls and are sold in a 
limited number of standard dimensions, or nominal sizes, according to a 
schedule of pipe dimensions; that pipes tend to be used as conduits to 
transmit liquids or gases; in contrast, that tubes generally are manufactured 
to exact dimensions and other physical characteristics specified by the 
customer; and that tubes are generally used in heating and cooling 
applications. 13 

Respondents state that stainless tubes should be included in the like 
product in these investigations because they and stainless pipes are 
manufactured largely with common machinery, by the same employees, and using 
the same basic production process.14 

Fieldwork and telephone interviews conducted during these final 
investigations revealed that both sides were essentially correct. Although 
there are differences between pipes and tubes in physical dimensions and end 
uses, the products share a number of similarities in production processes, 
machinery, and employees. Certain industry officials indicated that the 
choice of the term "pipesn or ntubesn is often a matter of semantics rather 
than a specific reference to the characteristics of a particular type of 
tubular product.15 

Pipes generally have thicker walls, standard diameters and lengths, and 
are produced in high volumes. Tubes generally have thinner walls, a wide 
variety of dimensions, and are produced in small quantities. However, there 
is some overlap in physical characteristics, and while pipes are generally 
distinguishable from tubes, there are no absolutes when attempting to define 
these products. · 

Pipes and tubes are generally made with similar production processes (at 
least through the welding stage), sometimes on the same production lines. 
Pipe and tube producers can generally produce either product on their mills, 
with die changes for different diameter specifications. The critical factor 
is the diameter of the product, not whether it is a pipe or a tube. However, 

13 Conference transcript, testimony of George Werner, pp. 16-17, and 
petition, p. 22; and information obtained during field visits ***· 

14 Postconference brief of the Korean respondents, p. 7, and hearing 
transcript, testimony of G. Brian Busey, pp. 86-88. Respondents testified at 
the hearing that mechanical/ornamental tubes (ASTM A-554) are within the same 
like product, but that nas you move away from the particular austenitic 
pressure tubing, there are more differences" (hearing transcript, p. 91). 
Respondents stated that there is overlap in terms of common manufacturing and 
production processes, but that the end uses are different (hearing transcript, 
testimony of G. Brian Busey, p. 91). With respect to grade 409 tubing, 
respondents testified that "although there are some additional differences 
between it and the A-312 and the other austenitic tube, the 249 and 269 ASTM 
classifications, we still think it•s not a clearly divisible like product. It 
is not a neatly segregated itemn (hearing transcript, testimony of G. Brian 
Busey, p. 92). 

15 Field visit to ***• and telephone interviews with respondents to 
Commission questionnaires. 
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it is generally more cost effective to keep pipe production lines dedicated 
due to higher volume orders for pipes than for tubes. The generally higher 
price of tubes compared with pipes is attributable in part to the lower volume 
production lots and in part to value added by additional production steps, 
including cold drawing, cold working, and further annealing.16 

Within the different ASTM pipe categories, there are differences in 
physical characteristics and overlaps in production resources. For example, 
A-312 pipes are welded using no filler material, and are annealed (heat 
treated) and hydrostatically tested. A-778 pipes are welded using filler 
material and are not annealed or hydrostatically tested. In general, A-312 
pipes can withstand greater pressure and consequently have heavier walls than 
A-778 pipes. Both are sometimes produced on the same machinery and 
equipment. 17 

Among the various tube products, there are similar production methods 
and different physical specifications. A-249 and A-269 pressure tubes are 
generally produced on the same production machinery (in fact many tubes are 
produced to both specifications), with A-249 tubes undergoing additional 
processes designed for greater pressure applications. Grade 409 tubes are 
lower-quality tubes meant to convey automotive exhaust. They are sometimes 
produced on the same production lines as the pressure tubing. A-554 
mechanical/ornamental tubing is also of a lower quality, designed for light 
structural and ornamental applications that do not require conveyance of 
liquids or gases. There is a small degree of overlap in production facilities 
between this type of tubing and pressure tubing. Occasionally, tube 
distributors will request multiple specification tubing, suitable for A-249, 
A-269, or A-554 applications.18 

As used in this report, the terms "pipes" and "tubes" refer to welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes unless otherwise specified. 

Manufacturing Processes 

There are three primary methods for producing welded tubular products: 
the continuous-mill process, the press brake process, and the spiral-weld 
process. Both pipes and tubes are made using these production methods. The 
ASTM sets forth specific requirements regarding the materials, method of 
manufacture, finishing operations, and testing to which welded pipe must 
conform in order to qualify as A-312 pipe. 19 Because A-312 pipe must meet 
certain production and performance standards, domestic and foreign production 
processes for this product are believed to be essentially the same. 

16 Petitioners• prehearing brief, p. 25, and petitioners• posthearing 
brief, appendix p. 9. 

17 Field visits ***• and telephone interviews with industry sources. 
18 Multiple specifications allow for maximum distributor flexibility in 

product offerings; however, the product would be produced to the highest 
specification, and therefore would be unusually expensive when used for the 
lower specification applications. Field visit to ***· 

19 Petition, exhibit 6. 
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The continuous-mill process, which is the principal method of producing 
welded stainless pipes and tubes, begins with coils of cold-rolled sheet, 
strip, or plate. The coil has been annealed and pickled and produced to the 
dimensional, physical, and metallurgical limits specified by the pipe and/or 
tube producer. The coil is guided through a series of paired forming rolls. 
As it progresses through these rolls, its cross-sectional profile is changed 
into a tubular shape with the butted edges ready for welding. 

The welding process most frequently used is tungsten inert gas (TIG) 
welding. Major advantages of the TIG method are the absence of filler 
material (A-312 pipe must be welded without filler material), complete fusion 
of butted edges, and shielding of the weld area. 20 

Following the welding process, pipe is generally annealed (A-778 pipe is 
not), then cut to random length, pickled, tested hydrostatically, and 
stenciled.21 The term •full finished• is often used to describe the final 
finishing processes that are applied to A-312 pipes. However, petitioners and 
respondents differ in their definition of full finishing. Petitioners define 
the term as meaning that the pipe is annealed and pickled.22 Respondents 
describe the term as meaning the removal or smoothing of the interior weld 
bead prior to annealing.23 

The continuous-mill production process for welded stainless tubing is 
fundamentally the same as that for welded pipe up through the welding process, 
although the equipment required to produce each product sometimes differs in 
size and in tooling.24 Welded tubing and some smaller diameter pipes 
generally undergo additional processes and refinements including cold drawing, 
cold working, and further annealing. 25 

Another method of manufacturing welded stainless pipes and tubes is the 
press brake process in which a steel coil is cut to length and scored, or 
marked, in specified increments along the coil•s end. A hammer press is 

20 The Welded Steel Tube Institute, •Technical Bulletins #2 and #6.• 
21 Petitioners• postconference brief, p. 21, and field visits ***· It 

should be noted that for certain non-A-312 tubular products, standards 
governing dimensional a~curacy, uniformity, and metallurgical structure may 
differ, depending primarily on end use. For example, ornamental tubing 
requires superior surface quality but is typically delivered as-welded (i.e., 
no further refinement of the weld), unannealed, and without pressure testing. 
(The Welded Steel Tube Institute, •Technical Bulletin #2•). 

22 Hearing transcript, testimony of George Werner, p. 54. 
23 Hearing transcript, testimony of Richard Boltuck, p. 97, and 

respondents• prehearing brief, p. 29. According to petitioners, no additional 
working, such as bead finishing or polishing, is required under the A-312 
specification. Petitioners also assert that most domestic producers have in
line capability for interior bead working, which has a negligible value added 
because it is an integral part of the welding process (petitioners• 
posthearing brief, appendix p. 2). 

24 Conference transcript, testimony of William Grant and George Werner, pp. 
42-44, and***· 

25 Petitioners• postconference brief, p. 22, The Welded Steel Tube 
Institute, •Technical Bulletin #2,• ***• and petitioners• posthearing brief, 
appendix p. 9. 
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manually placed on the coil at each score, gradually bending the sheet into a 
cylindrical shape. The resulting pipe or tubular product is subsequently 
welded (with filler material) and can also be annealed. The press brake 
process is labor-intensive, but conforms more easily to the production of a 
broader range of sizes and smaller-volume orders than the continuous mill 
method. 26 

A third method of welded pipe and tubular product manufacture is the 
infrequently used spiral-weld process in which a steel strip is spiraled and 
welded along the spiral. This process can be used to produce products of any 
size diameter, but the looped weld running throughout the product, rather than 
along a single longitudinal weld, is rerortedly a disadvantage in terms of 
weld refinement and potential end use.2 

Uses 

Welded stainless steel pipes, both domestic and imported, are generally 
used as conduits to transport liquids and gases from one process to another in 
a process industry facility. Major uses for A-312 pipes include dige~ter 
lines, pharmaceutical production lines, petrochemical stock lines, automotive 
paint lines, and various processing lines such as those in breweries, paper 
mills, and general food facilities.28 Other types of austenitic pipes appear 
to be less broadly used: for example, A-358 pipes, a specialized heavier
wall product category, are used primarily in highly critical applications such 
as nuclear power plants and liquified natural gas facilities, and A-778 pipes 
are used in less demanding pressure applications and are generally categorized 
as paper mill pipes.29 

Tubes, on the other hand, have a wider range of applications than pipes, 
ranging from less demanding structural uses to more critical applications. 
They are often used to transform products from one product form to another as 
in chemical processing. 30 A-249 and A-269 tubes are used primarily in heating 
and cooling apparatus such as heat exchangers, condensers, boilers, and feed 
water heaters. Grade 409 tubes are mainly used in automotive tailpipe 
applications. A-554 tubes are generally used for mechanical/ornamental 
applications, such as furniture, moldings, and appliance handles. 31 

Substitute Products 

There are few, if any, instances in which pipe made of substitute 
materials such as plastics and other advanced materials can be used in the 
same applications as welded stainless steel pipes. Properties imparted to the 
pipe by stainless steel, such as corrosion resistance, strength (e.g., ability 

26 Field visit to ***· 
27 Field visit to ***. 
28 Petition, p. 9, field work and telephone interviews, August-September 

1992. 
29 Conference transcript, p. 23, and ***· 
30 Hearing transcript, testimony of David Hartquist, pp. 122-123. 
31 Petition, p. 22, fieldwork and telephone interviews, August-September 

1992. 
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to withstand pressure), and temperature resistance, generally are not imparted 
by the use of plastics. 'Similarly, carbon steel and other relatively lower
priced steel pipes are not functional substitutes for stainless steel pipes.32 

Although there is some overlap in the end uses for welded and seamless 
stainless pipes and tubes, the two types of tubular products are generally not 
commercially interchangeable, principally because of price and technical 
differences. Seamless tubes tend to be more expensive to produce and are more 
commonly used in demanding applications that require exceptional strength, 
high pressure containment, and a great degree of reliability. 33 

U.S. Tariff Treatment 

Imports of welded ASTM A-312 stainless steel pipes from Korea and Taiwan 
are classified for tariff purposes in subheadings 7306.40.10 and 7306.40.50 of 
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS), covering specified 
tubes, pipes, and hollow profiles of stainless steel, of circular cross 
section. 

The column 1-general (most-favored-nation) rate of duty for the subject 
stainless steel pipes, applicable to the products of Korea and Taiwan, is 7.6 
percent ad valorem for pipes having a wall thickness of less than l.65mm and 5 
percent ad valorem for those having a wall thickness of l.65mm or more. 

U. S • PRODUCERS . 

There are 31 known producers of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes 
in the United States. 34 Sixteen firms, accounting for 87 percent of estimated 
1991 total pipe and tube production, and 82 percent of estimated 1991 total A-
312 pipe production, responded with usable data to the Commission 
questionnaire.35 Data coverage in this report includes *** unless otherwise 
noted. :Responding producers• plant locations, product lines, production 
shares and positions regarding the petition are presented in table 1. 

Of the ***.36 The pipe and tube producers are capable of handling 
larger diameter pipes and tubes than the firms producing only tubes; most of 
the industry is capable of producing small diameter pipes and tubes down to 
1/2 inch; some tube producers only manufacture miniature instrumentation 
tubing of 1/8 to 1/2 inch in diameter. The pipe and tube producers all have 
some degree of overlap in the production machinery and personnel used to 
produce pipe and tube. In addition, there is overlap in the production 

32 Conference transcript, testimony of William Grant and George Werner, pp. 
63-64, and petitioners• prehearing brief, pp. 58-59. 

33 Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, USITC Pub. 2033, November 
1987. 

34 Petitioners assert that there are more producers of Grade 409 tubes 
only, for example, Arvin Automotive and Walker Exhaust, and of ornamental 
tubing, for example·, Phoenix, Inductoweld, and Acme. *** Petitioners• 
prehearing brief, pp. 28 and 31. 

35 ***. 
36 ***· 



Table 1 
Pipes and tubes: Producers• product lines, shares of reported 1991 production of pipes and tubes and A-312 
pipes, plant locations, and position on the petition, by firms 

Firm 

Pipe producers: 
Bristol. .... . 
Davis Pipe .. . 

Pipe & tube 
producers: 

Alaskan ..... . 
Avesta ...... . 
Damascus !/ .. 
LTV Steel. .. . 
Swepco ...... . 
Trent ....... . 
United ...... . 
Webco ....... . 

Tube Producers: 

Product 
produced 

A,B 
A,B 

B,G 
A,C,D,F 
A,B,D,F 
A,D,E 
A,B,D 
A,D 
A,D,F,G 
A,D 

Allegheny.... D,G 
Falls Steel .. F 
Greenville. . . D 
Plymouth..... D 
Rath Mfg..... D 
Tube Prod.... F 

A: A-312 pipe. 
B: A-778 pipe. 
C: A-358 pipe. 
D: A-249 and A-269 tube. 

Outside 
diameter 
sizes 
Inches 

0.5-48.0 
2.0-36.0 

2.0-120.0 
0.5-36.0 
0.3-8.0 
0.1-6.6 

5.0-48.0 
0.1-90.0 
0.3-4.0 
0.3-1.3 

Share of 1991 
rep. pipe & 
tube prod. 
Percent 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

0.6-3.0 *** 
2.0-3.0 *** 
0.1-1.4 *** 
0.1-1.5 *** 
0.5-4.0 *** 
1.5-3.0 *** 

E: A-554 mechanical/ornamental tube. 
F: Grade 409 tube. 
G: Other tube (i.e., A-778, A-270). 

Share of 1991 
reported A-312 
pipe production 
Percent 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Plant 
location 

Bristol, TN 
Blountville, TN 

Seattle, WA 
Wildwood, FL 
Greenville, PA 
Cleveland, OH 
Clifton, NJ 
East Troy, WI 
Beloit, WI 
Mannford, OK 

Position on 
petition 

Petitioner 
*** 

*** 
Petitioner 
Petitioner 
*** 
*** Petitioner 
*** 
*** 

Claremore, OK *** 
Newton Falls, OH *** 
Greenville, PA *** 
West Monroe, lA *** 
Janesville, WI *** 
Troy, OH *** 
Louisville, KY *** 

1/ Damascus shut down its plant on Nov. 19, 1992. It does not know whether or when its plant will 
reopen. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade 
Commission. 

H 
I 
I-' 
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resources of producers manufacturing A-312 and A-778 pipes; and among 
pressure, mechanical/ornamental, or grade 409 tubing. 

The 4 petitioners accounted for 41 percent of 1991 pipe and tube 
production, and 77 percent of 1991 A-312 pipe production. Producers 

. supporting the petition accounted for 71 percent of 1991 pipe and tube 
·production, those taking no position accounted for ***• and one firm*** 

opposed the petition. 

One producer, ***• imported A-312 pipes from Korea and Taiwan. Its 1991 
imports from both countries totaled***· 

U.S. IMPOllTERS 

There are 22 known importers of A-312 pipe from Korea and Taiwan. 
Twelve importers, accounting for 100 percent of imports from Korea, 64 percent 
of imports from Taiwan, and 82 percent of imports from both sources combined, 
responded to the Commission questionnaire with usable data. Data coverage in 
this report include all 12 firms unless otherwise noted. 

CHANNELS OF DISTllIBUTION 

Information obtained in response to the Commission•s questionnaires on 
the channels of distribution of the various pipes and tubes in 1991 is 
presented in the following tabulation (~n percent based on quantity): 

U.S. producers• sales to-; 
Distributors End users 

Pipes 

A-312 pipes ........ *** 
Other pipes ........ *** 

All pipes ........ 94.3 

Tubes 

Pressure tubes ..... *** 
Mechanical tubes ... *** 
Grade 409 tubes .... *** 
Other tubes ........ *** --All tubes ........ 46.1 

*** 
*** 
5.7 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
53.9 

U.S. importers• sales to-
Distributors End users 

*** 
*** 
100.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** -40.5 

*** 
*** 
0.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
59.5 

The channels of distribution differ somewhat between A-312 pipes and 
pressure and grade 409 tubes.37 U.S. manufacturers and importers of Korean 
and/or Taiwanese product sell virtually all of their A-312 pipe to 
distributors, who then resell to end users in process industries. Due to the 

37 Pressure tubes include, but are not limited to, ASTM A-249, A-269, A-
270, and A-668 tubes. 
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specialized nature of tubing products, a majority of tubing is sold directly 
to end users . 38 

Both A-312 pipes and pressure tubes are used in initial construction or 
in the replacement of existing facilities. Consequently, the market is 
characterized by end users that purchase small quantities of pipes and/or 
tubes for their purposes as needed. Distributors usually maintain inventories 
of the most frequently used sizes and schedules {denoting wall thickness) of 
pipes, generally less than 6 inches and schedule 40 and lower, and order from 
importers and domestic manufacturers those sizes and schedules which a-ce less 
common. Some distributors also inventory the more common sizes of pre~sure 
tubes, but in smaller quantities than A-312 pipes. 

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY 
TO AN INDUSTllY IN THE UNITED STATES3~ 

U.S. Producers•·Capacity, Production, 
and Capacity Utilization 

Data for U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization for A-312 
pipes and all pipes and tubes are summarized in table 2. In general, these 
indicators experienced little change during the period for which data were 
collected for either product category, with the exception of a substantial 
increase in pipe and tube capacity in interim 1992. 

U.S. Producers• Shipments 

U.S. producers• shipments of A-312 pipes and all pipes and tubes are 
presented in table 3. For both product categories, U.S. shipments experienced 
slight declines in quantities and larger declines in both unit values and 
total values from 1989 to 1991. Unit values in 1989 included surcharges 
levied on nickel and chromium. Between the interim periods, unit values 
continued to decline while total quantities and values increased. 

U.S. Producers• Inventories 

Data on U.S. producers• end-of-period inventories of A-312 pipes and all 
pipes and tubes are presented in table 4. Inventories of both product 
categories increased substantially between 1989 and 1991, and increased 
slightly between the interim periods. 

38 Nearly all the distributors responding to the question concerning a 
comparison of the physical dimensions and technical specifications of pipes 
and tubes indicated that austenitic tubes have tighter physical tolerances and 
are manufactured to any outside diameter, whereas pipes have specific standard 
dimensions and are of a heavier wall thickness. 

39 SUIDJDary data for this section of the report are presented in app. C. 
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Table 2 
Pipes and tubes: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by 
products, 1989-91,· January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

End-of-period capacity (short tons)' 

A-312 pipes ............... , .. 60,299 63,904 63,432 31,887 32,246 
All pipes and tubes .......... ·1 =--33 ...... ..,.6 __ 3-.3 _ _.1=3_,6.._ . ..,.85 .... 9,__· _-.13 ..... 8._. • ...,3....,9.-.2 _ __....6 .... 9...,. S .... 0._.7 __ 7 .... 7 .... ...,.6 ..... S..-6 

A-312 pipes ..........••...... 
All pipes and tubes .......•.. 

A-312 pipes .................. · 
All pipes and tubes .........• 

38,103 
86,507 

Production (short tons) 

'41,012 
89.410 

39,016 
89.393 

21,158 
46,468 

22,001 
47.292 

I 

End-of-period capacity utilization (percent) 
I 

63.2 
64.7 

64.2 
65.3 

61.5 
64.8 

66.4 
67.1 

68.2 
60.9 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in re~ponse to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 3 
Pipes and tubes: Shipments by U.S. producers, by products and by types, 
1989-91, January-June 1991, and January.,-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Quantity (short tons) 
A-312 pipes: 

Company transfers ..•....••. *** *** *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments .......•. -*-*-*~-------*-*-*------------*-*-* _________ __:.;*~*~*---------_.:.;,*~*~*------

Subtotal ...•............. 37,494 40,633 36,263 19,269 21,792 
Exports .................... -*-**-----------*-*-*-----------*-*-*---------*-*-* _______ __:.;*~*~*-----

Total. . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • *** *** *** *** *** 
All pipes and tubes: 

Company transfers ........•. *** *** *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments •.....•.. ··-**-,-*~-----*-*-*----------*-*-*------------*-**------~*~*~*---

Subtotal ..........•...... 84,930 88,522 83,925 43,577 46,560 
Exports . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . _ ..... l ..... 5._4 __ 5.___ ..... 2_,,i..;:0;.;:;0..-0 __ ...;::2:..a.,.:;8.:.04~---=l..._ • .:.20:..4.:...__---=.l.i.;, 2:::..i7:...:.0 

Total . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . ---.8 6 .... "-'4~7=5----:;.9=0 .i..:• 5:;.::2:.::2~---=8..-6 ..... 7:..:2::.::9~_4.:...:4:..i.•..:..7~8 l=---_4;;:;..7w•i..::8:.:::3~0 

Value (1.000 dollars) 
A-312 pipes: 

Company transfers .......... *** *** *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ..••..... -**-*-----------**---*----------*-*-*-----*-*-*----*-*-*--

Subtotal .••...•.•..•••••. 183,162 169,119 133,601 72,274 76,194 
Exports .•...•..•••......•.. **---*-·----------***--------*-**-------*-*-*----*-*-*--

Total. . • • . . • • . • . • • • . . . . . • *** *** *** *** *** 
All pipes and tubes: 

Company transfers ..•....••. *** *** *** *** *** 
Domestic shipments ••.••.•.• -*-**---------*-*-*--------*-*-*------*-*-*----*-*-*----

Subtotal •.............••. 419,142 385,662 342,338 175,054 182,308 
Exports . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . _._9 ....... i..;:8-=1=2 __ """9..._, ;..;81:.::1=--_1:.::3:;..i•L.:3~7=5 __ ..:;5..i.., ~7 9:;.::2=--_ _.5::;..a.::, 5:;.::8;.:..7 

Total ........•....••..••• ...:.4=28-...•r..:;9..:;5~4_...;::3~9=5.._,4.:..::7..::;3_-=3:.::5=5..i.., 7.:..:1:.::3:-_.l:.:8=0:..i.•.:.8.;:..46:..__--=1=87.:..;,1..=8:;.:;9..:.5 

A-312 pipes: 
Company transfers •.•...••.• 
Domestic shipments .....•••. 

Average ..••..•...•••...•• 
Exports ...•..•.....•••..•.. 

Average ......•.......•.•. 
All pipes and tubes: 

Company transfers .....•.... 
Domestic shipments .....••.. 

Average .....•...........• 
Exports ........•.......•••• 

Average ..•..........••..• 

*** 
*** 

$4,885 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,935 
6,351 
4,960 

Unit value (per short ton) 

*** 
*** 

$4,162 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,357 
4,906 
4,369 

*** 
*** 

$3,684 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,079 
4,770 
4,101 

*** 
*** 

$3,751 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

4,017 
4,811 
4,038 

*** 
*** 

$3,496 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

3,916 
4,398 
3,928 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 4 
Pipes and tubes: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by products, 
1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Quantity (short tons) 

A-312 pipes .................. *** *** *** *** *** 
All pipes and tubes .......... _ .... 9.._, 0 .... 6 __ 0..___ .... 7._. • ....,9 ..... 7""'8 _ _..1 .... 0_.,,""'8=24.....__"""l""'O.._. 0;::;..7:..:1=---=10.;;...o..;:, 3 .... 6;..-6 

A-312 pipes ..•..........••... *** 
All pipes and tubes.......... 11.7 

Ratio to U.S. shipments (percent) 

*** 
9.9 

*** 
14.2 

*** 
12.7 

*** 
12.4 

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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U.S. Employment, Compensation, and Productivity 

Data on employment and productivity are shown in table 5. The number of 
production workers producing A-312 pipes remained fairly constant during the 
period for which data were collected, while the number tended to decline for 
all pipes and tubes. 

Table 5 
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing pipes and 
tubes, hours worked, l/ total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly 
total compensation, productivity, and unit labor costs, 'lJ by products, 
1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

Item 

A-312 pipes ................. . 
All pipes and tubes ......... . 

A-312 pipes .................. 
All pipes and tubes .......... 

A-312 pipes .................. 
All pipes and tubes .......... 

A-312 pipes ................. . 
All pipes and tubes ......... . 

A-312 pipes ................. . 
All pipes and tubes ......... . 

A-312 pipes ................. . 
All pipes and tubes ......... . 

Jan. -June- -
1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

563 
1.673 

Number of production and related 
workers (PRlNs) 

615 
1. 712 

562 
1.598 

574 
1.612 

Hours worked by PRlNs (1,000 hours) 

1,134 1,191 1,200 621 
3.421 3.452 3.337 1.693 

Total compensation paid to PRlNs 
n.ooo dollars) 

15,864 16,817 16,093 8,360 
46.786 47.601 46.740 23.820 

577 
1.518 

590 
1 1 553 

9,104 
22.662 

Hourly total compensation paid to PRlNs 

$13.99 
13.68 

$14.12 
13.79 

$13.41 
14.01 

$13.46 
14.07 

$15.43 
14.59 

Productivity (short tons per 1,000 hours) 

33.6 
25.3 

$416 
541 

34.4 
25.9 

32.5 
26.8 

34.1 
27.4 

Unit labor costs (per short ton) 

$410 
532 

$412 
523 

$395 
513 

37.3 
30.4 

$414 
479 

l/ Consists of hours worked plus hours of paid leave time. 
'lJ On the basis of total compensation paid. 

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Financial Experience of U.S. Producers 

Seven producers, 40 representing *** percent of estimated U.S. A-312 pipe 
production in 1991, submitted usable financial data on A-312 pipes, and 14 
producers, 41 accounting for *** percent of estimated production of all pipes 
and tubes, submitted data on all pipes and tubes. 

Nine producers42 provided financial data on all pipes; nine43 on pressure 
tubes; five44 on A-409 tubes; and ***'5 on mechanical/ornamental tubes. These 
data are presented in appendix C. 

Data for Avesta and Trent were verified by the ITC staff. The data as 
submitted were reliable. Avesta and Trent combined accounted for 
approximately *** percent of reported A-312 net sales in 1991. 

The trends for all companies combined for net sales, operating income, 
and the operating income margins, as sho.wn in the following tables, were all 
downward from 1989 to 1990 and from 1990 to 1991 for operations on A-312 pipes 
and all pipes and tubes. The trends for all companies combined for operating 
income and for operating income margins continued downward for interim 1992 
compared to interim 1991 despite an upward trend in net sales values.~ 

Operations on A-312 Pipes 

Income-and-loss data for the seven producers of A-312 pipes are shown in 
table 6. Net sales of A-312 pipes decreased*** percent from*** in 1989 to 
*** in 1990, and decreased an additional*** percent to·*** ·in 1991. 

Operating income was *** in 1989, *** in 1990, and *** in 1991. 
Operating income margins were 9.6 percent in 1989, 5.5 percent in 1990, and 
0.8 percent in 1991. Net sales of *** for the six-month period· ended June 30, 
1992 were *** percent more than the net sales of *** for the six-month period 
ended June 30, 1991. However, the operating income continued its downward 
trend, resulting in a loss of *** in the 1992 interim period compared to 
income of *** in interim 1991. The reporting producers of A-312 pipes 
experienced an operating loss margin as a percent of sales of 0.4 percent in 
interim 1992, compared with an operating income margin of 4.4 percent in 
interim 1991. 

Net sales, operating income (loss), and operating income (loss) margins 
for A-312 pipes are presented in table 7, for the'seven producers separately. 

40 The companies are *** All pipe operations were used for *** 
41 The companies are *** 
42 The companies are *** 
43 The companies are ***. 
44 The companies are *** 
45 ***. 
46 As shown in the subsequent discussion of unit values per ton, quantities 

of A-312 pipe sold in interim 1992 increased but the average net sales price 
decreased when compared to interim 1991. 
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Table 6 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their A-312 pipe operations, 
accounting years 1989-91, January-Jun~ 1991, and January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 l992 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

Net sales ...................... *** *** *** *** *** 
Cost of goods sold ............. __ *-*-*--------*-*-*--------*-**---------*~*~*;,.._ __ __;*~*~*;,.._ __ __ 
Gross profit ................... *** *:** *** *** *** 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ...... __ *-**---.-...-----*-*-*--------*-**---------*~*~*;,.._ __ __;*~*.;,,;*.;._...._ __ 
Operating income or (loss) ..... *** *** *** *** *** 
l"nterest expense. . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . *** *** *** *** *** 
Other income (expense), net .... _--*-**-·--------*-*-*--------*-*-*--------*~**.;..;.;.._._ __ ~*~**.;..;.;.. __ ___ 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes .........•....... *** *** *** *** *** 
Depreciation and amortization .. __ *-*-*--------*-**---------*-**---------*-*~*.;._ ____ *~*~*.;_ __ __ 
Cash flow !/ ................... ·-**-*-------**__.._* _ _... __ *_*~*;,.._ __ .;._*~*;.;.*;.__ _ _.;.;*.;..;*.;..;* ___ _ 

Cost of goods sold ............. *** 
Gro_ss profit. . • . .. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . ***· 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ...... *** 
Operating income or (loss) ..... 9.6 
Net income or (loss) before 

Ratio to net sales (percent) 

*** 
***· 
*** 
5.5 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 0.8 

*** 

*** *** 

*** 
4.4 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
(0.4) 

*** income .taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . *** ----------------.,.;.-----------------------------

Operating losses ............... *** 
Net losses. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . *** 
Dat·a . ... · • ... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . 6 

Number of firms reporting 

*** 
*** 

6 

*** *** 
7 

*** *** 
7 

*** 
*** 

7 

!/ Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 7 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their A-312 pipe operations, 
by firms, accounting years 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Value (1.000 dollars) 
Net sales: 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total . .................. *** *** *** *** *** 
Operating income (loss): 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total . ................... *** *** *** *** *** 

Share of net sales (percent) 
Operating income (loss): 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** *** *** 

Average .........•....... 9.6 5.5 0.8 4.4 (0.4) 

!/ Not applicable. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** companies ***'7 realized lower net sales values in 1991 compared to 1990 
and 1989. *** incurred lower operating income margins in 1991 compared to 
1990. The trends for interim 1992 compared to interim 1991 were more mixed, 
with *** showing increased net sales values in interim 1992. However, *** 
realized operating income margin increases in interim 1992 compared to interim 
1991. Raw materials are a significant variable cost and were approximately 
*** percent of cost of goods sold in 1991. *** indicated in the questionnaire 

47 ***. 
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response that they purchase the raw material used in the production of A-312 
pipes from unrelated suppliers. 

The income-and-loss experience on an average per-ton basis for A-312 
pipes is presented in table 8. The sales value decreased in each period, from 
*** per ton in 1989 to *** in 1990, *** in 1991, and*** in interim 1992. The 

· cost of goods sold decreased by *** per ton *** in interim 1992 compared to 
1989, but the average sales value decreased by *** per ton ***, which 
contributed to a reduction from an operating income margin of 9.6 percent in 
1989 to an operating loss margin of 0.4 percent in interim 1992. The A-312 
pipe is sold in various sizes and lengths and, therefore, the product mix may 
have an effect on any per-ton analysis. 

Table 8 
Income-and-loss experience (on a per-ton basis) of the U.S. producers on their 
A-312 pipe operations, accounting years 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Operations on All Pipes and Tubes 

Income-and-loss data for the 14 producers• operations on all pipes and 
tubes are shown in table 9. Net sales decreased*** percent from*** in 1989 
to *** in 1990, and decreased an additional *** percent to *** in 1991. 
Operating income was *** in 1989, *** in 1990, and*** in 1991. Operating 
income margins were 11.7 percent in 1989, 8.1 percent in 1990, and 5.6 percent 
in 1991. Net sales of *** for the six-month period ended June 30, 1992 were 
*** percent more than the net sales of *** for the six~month period ended June 
30, 1991. The operating income was *** in the 1992 interim period compared to 
*** in interim 1991. The operating income margin as a percent of sales was 
7.8 percent in interim 1991 and 6.3 percent in interim 1992. 

Net sales, operating income (loss), and operating income (loss) margins 
for all pipes and tubes are presented in table 10 for the 14 producers 
separately. *** companies realized lower net sales values in 1991 compared to 
1989 and *** had lower net sales in 1991 compared to 1990. *** of the 
companies incurred lower operating income margins in 1991 compared to 1990. 
The trends for interim 1992 compared to interim 1991 were more mixed with *** 
companies showing increased net sales values in interim 1992. However, only 
*** companies realized operating income margin increases in interim 1992 
compared to interim 1991. Raw materials are a significant variable cost and 
were approximately *** percent of cost of goods sold in 1991. *** of the 
companies indicated in the questionnaire response that they purchase the raw 
material used in the production of all pipes and tubes from unrelated 
suppliers. *** 

Capital Expenditures 

Capital expenditures provided by the producers for A-312 pipes and all 
pipes and tubes are shown in table 11. Capital expenditures for A-312 pipes 
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Table 9 
Income-and-loss experience of the U.S. producers on their operations producing 
all pipes and tubes, accounting years 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

Jan. -June--
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Value (1.000 dollars) 

Net sales. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *** *** *** *** *** 
Cost of goods sold ..•.....••... -**---*------------***------------***--------------***------------***------------
Gross profit ................... *** *** *** *** *** 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ...... -*-*-*------------*-*-*----------**...;....* ________ *_*_* ______ *~**.;..;.;.. ____ __ 
Operating income ..............• *** *** *** *** *** 
Interest expense ............... *** *** *** *** *** 
Other expense, net ............. -*-**------------***-------------***---------------***------------**--*---------
Net income before 

income taxes .............•... *** *** *** *** *** 
Depreciation and amortization .. -***-------------**--*--------*-**_.... _______ *_** _______ ** __ * ____ ___ 

Cash flow!/ ................••• -*-*-*-------*-**--------*-**---------*-*-*.._ ____ *_*_* ____ __ 

Cost of goods sold ..•.•.•...... *** 
Gross profit ..•....•..........• *** 
Selling, general, and 

administrative expenses ...... *** 
Operating income •.•.....•...... 11.7 
Net income before 

Ratio to net sales (percent) 

*** 
*** 

*** 
8.1 

*** 
*** 

*** 
5.6 

*** 
*** 

*** 
7.8 

*** 
*** 

*** 
6.3 

income taxes ................. -*-*-*------------*-**------------*-*-*------------*-**----------*-*-*----------

Operating losses ............... *** 
Net losses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *** 
Data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

Number of firms reporting 

*** 
*** 

14 

*** 
*** 

14 

*** 
*** 

13 

*** 
*** 

13 

!/ Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 10 
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. ptoducers on their pipe and tube 
operations, by firms, accounting ye~rs 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table 11 
Pipes and tubes: Capital expenditures by U.S. producers, by products, 
accounting years 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

* * * * * * 

provided by ***48 ***· Twelve producers49 provided capital expenditures for 
all pipes and tubes. 

Investment in Productive Facilities 

The investments in produ~tive facilities for the producers· are presented 
in table 12 for operations on their A-312 pipes and all pipes and tubes. 

Table 12 
Pipes and tubes: Value of assets l/ of U.S. producers, by products, 
accounting years 1989-91. -; 

* * * * * * * 

Research and Development Ezpenses 

*** reported research and development expenses for A-312 pipe operations 
as presented in table 13. *** reported research and development expenditures 
for all pipes and tubes. 

Table 13 
Pipes and tubes: Research and development expenses of U.S. producers, l/ by 
products, accounting years 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

* * * * * * 

Impact of Imports on Capital and Investment 

The Commission requested the U.S. producers to describe any actual or 
potential negative effects of imports of A-312 pipes from Korea and Taiwan on 
their growth, development and production efforts, investment, and ability to 
raise capital (including efforts to develop a derivative or improved version of 
the product). Their comments are presented in appendix D. 

48 ***· 
49 *** did not provide interim data. 
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF 
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY 

Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that--

In determining whether an industry in the United States is 
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for 
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, 
among other relevant economic factorsso __ 

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may 
be presented to it by the administering authority as 
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to 
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent 
with the Agreement), 

(II) any increase in production capacity or existing 
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to 
result in a significant increase in imports of the 
merchandise to the United States, 

(III) any rapid increase in United States market 
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration 
will increase to an injurious level, 

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise 
will enter the United States at prices that will have 
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices 
of the merchandise, 

(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the 
merchandise in the United States, 

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for 
producing the merchandise in the exporting country, 

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that 
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale 
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it 
is actually being imported at the time) will be the 
cause of actual injury, 

50 Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides 
that wAn.y determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in 
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the 
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual 
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere 
conjecture or supposition." 
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if 
production facilities owned or controlled by the 
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce 
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 
or 731 or to final orders under section 736, are also 
used to produce the merchandise under investigation, 

(IX) in any investigation under this title which 
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product 
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any 
product processed from such raw agricultural product, 
the likelihood that there will be increased imports, 
by reason. of product shifting, if there is an 
affirmative determination by the Commission under 
section 70S(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either 
the raw agricultural product or the processed 
agricultural product (but not both), and 

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the 
existing development and production efforts of the 
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a 
derivative or more advanced version of the like 
product. 51 

Items (I) and (IX) are not relevant to these investigations. 
Information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of 
the subject merchandise (items (III)'and (IV) above) is presented in the 
section entitled •Consideration of the causal relationship between imports of 
the subject merchandise and alleged material injury,• and information on the 
effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers• existing 
development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section 
entitled •Consideration of alleged material injury to an industry in the 
United States.• Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject 
products (item (V)); foreign producers• operations, including the potential 
for nproduct-shiftingn (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat 
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country 
markets, follows. 

51 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further 
provides that, in antidumping investigations, n ••• the Commission shall 
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by 
dumping findings or antidwnping remedies in other GATT member markets against 
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same 
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the 
~---- .... .: - .:-...1 ........... • 
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U.S. Importers• Inventories 

Table 14 presents the end-of-period inventories of U.S. importers of A-
312 pipes. Inventories increased substantially from 1989 to 1991, then 
decreased substantially from interim 1991 to interim 1992. 

Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and the Availability of 
Export Markets Other than the United States 

The Commission requested information from counsel for producers of A-
312 pipes in Korea and Taiwan.52 The data supp~ied by counsel for the foreign 
producers are presented in tables 15, 16, and 17. 

Korea 

According to counsel for Lucky Metals, Pusan Steel Pipe Co., Ltd., and 
Sammi Metal Products Co.,· Ltd., these three firms account for approximately 95 
percent of both Korean production of A-312 pipes and exports of A-312 pipes to 
the United States. 53 Data from these producers are presented in table 15. 
The individual producers accounted for the following shares of 1991 reported 
exports to the United States: ***· 

'nl.ere is substantial excess capacity in the Korean pipe and tube 
industry, although producers project decreases in their exports to the United 
States in 1992 and 1993.54 

Taiwan 

During the preliminary investigations, according to counsel for Ta Chen 
Stainless Pipe Co., Ltd., Chang Tieh Industry Co., Ltd., Jaung Yuann 
Enterprise Co., Ltd., and Yeun Chyang Industrial Co., Ltd., these four firms 
accounted ,for approximately *** of both Taiwanese production of A-312 pipes 
and exports of A-312 pipes to the United States. Ta Chen and Chang were not 
represented by counsel and did not provide data in response to Commission 
questionnaires in these final investigations. Accordingly, data presented in 
table 16 are for Jaung and Yeun, which accounted for approximately *** of 
total 1991 production in Taiwan, and for which Commerce found critical 
circumstances. 55 ***. 56 

52 The Commission also requested additional information from the U.S. 
embassy in Seoul and the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT). Updated 
information to supplement data supplied by the embassy and the AIT during the 
preliminary investigations is presented in app. E. Data supplied by counsel 
for the foreign producers appear to be more product-specific than data 
supplied by the embassy and the AIT. 

53 Conference transcript, p. 113. 
54 Petitioner claims that respondents• reported capacity does not match 

publically available data appearing in Metal Bulletin, which estimate Korean 
capacity to be 83,000 tons, half of which is used to supply domestic demand. 
Petitioners• prehearing brief, p. 91. 

55 Reported 1991 exports for these two firms were *** of imports from 
Taiwan. 
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Table 14 
A-312 pipes: End-of-period inventories of U.S. importers, by sources, 
1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 

Quantity (short tons) 

Korea ........................ · *** *** *** *** 

1992 

*** 
*** *** *** *** 

669 1,363 1,051 297 
Taiwan ....................... ------*~*~*~---------...,,..,,~------~...,,...,,,.,,.-------...,,-~,..,,----------~---

Subtotal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253 
*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 

Other sources ................ ---.....,.*~*~*------------------------~~-----------------------------
Total .................... ------*-*-*-------------------------------------------------------------

Ratio to U.S. shipments of imports (percent) 

Korea . ....................... *** *** *** *** *** 
Taiwan ....................... *** *** *** *** *** 

Average .................. 13.2 11.6 17.8 10.4 6.8 
Other sources ................ *** *** *** *** *** 

Average ................... *** *** *** *** *** 
Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Table 15 
A-312 pipes: Korea's capacity, production, inventories, and shipments, 
1989-91, January-June 1991, January-June 1992, and projected 1992-93 

* * * * * * * 

Table 16 
A-312 pipes: Taiwan•s reported capacity, production, inventories, and 
shipments, 1989-91, January-June 1991, January-June 1992, and projected 
1992-93 

* * * * * * * 

***·57 Data from producers in Taiwan and Korea combined are presented in 
table 17. 

56 ( ••• continued) 
56 According to data from the preliminary investigations, 1991 shares of 

exports to the United States for all 4 reporting firms were the following: 
***· Commerce found no dumping for Chang Tieh in its final determination. 

57 Petitioner claims that respondents• reported capacity does not match 
publically available data, which estimate Taiwanese capacity to be 74,000 
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Table 17 
A-312 pipes: Korea•s and Taiwan•s aggregate capacity, production, in~entories, and 
shipments, 1989-91, January-June 1991, January-June 1992, and projected 1992-93 

Jan. -June- - Projected--
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 1992 1993 

Quantity {short tons} 

Capacity ..................... 27,903 37,119 41,933 21,316 21,364 42,279 
Production ................... 18,920 28' 117 29,288 16,305 13,090 27,585 
End-of-period inventories .... 3,598 3,583 2,014 3,003 2,233 2,902 
Shipments: 

Home market ................ 10,437 13,345 16,229 8,539 9,087 16,525 
Exports t.o- -

The United States ........ 3,459 9,912 8,810 5,645 1,530 3,706 
All other markets ........ 3.873 4.875 5 1 818 21701 2 1255 61466 

Total exports .......... 7.332 14,787 14.628 81346 3.785 10 .172 
Total shipments ...... 17.769 28.132 301857 16.885 . 121872 26.697 

Ratios and shares {~ercent} 

Capacity utilization ......... 67.8 75.7 69.8 76.5 61.3 65.2 
Inventories to production .... 19.0 12.7 6.9 9.2 8.5 10.5 
Inventories to total ship-

ments ...................... 20.2 12.7 6.5 8.9 8.7 10.9 
Share of total quantity of 

shipments: 
Home market ................ 58.7 47.4 52.6 50.6 70.6 61.9 
Exports to--

The United States ........ 19.5 35.2 28.6 33.4 11.9 13.9 
All other markets ........ 21.8 17.3 18.9 16.0 17.5 24.2 

Note.--Partial-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data su~mitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Dumping in Third Countries 

On August 2, 1991, Canada made its final determination imposing 
antidumping duties of 18.2 percent on imports from Taiwan of welded stainless 
steel pipes of certain sizes and wall thicknes$es with the specification A-
312, SA-312,58 or equivalent specifications.59 

Operation of the Voluntary Restraint Arrangement With Respect to Xorea 

Stainless steel pipe exports from Korea to the United States were 
subject to voluntary restraint arrangements (VRAs) between October l, 1984 and 
March 31, 1992. As part of the program to bring the VRAs into effect, U.S. 
producers withdrew pending unfair trade petitions and the U.S. Government 

58 The specification SA-312 is prescribed by The American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME). 

59 Petition, Exhibits 11 and 12. 

42,279 
27,122 

2,405 

16,766 

3,200 
7,503 

10,703 
27 .469 

64.2 
8.9 

8.8 

61.0 

11.6 
27.3 
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suspended antidumping and countervailing duties on covered products. The VRA 
program was to have ended September 30, 1989; however, in July 1989, as part 
of the Steel Trade Liberalization Program (STLP), the President announced that 
VRAs would be extended for 2-1/2 years. The program was terminated on March 
31, 1992. 

When the VRAs were extended in 1989, the United States sought to address 
the causes of unfair trade and to eliminate subsidies to, and overcapacity in, 
the steel industry. These agreements sought to include commitments by 
countries to prohibit export and production subsidies specifically for steel 
products, to reduce tariffs and non-tariff barriers to steel trade, and to 
establish an effective dispute-settlement mechanism. The bilateral consensus 
agreements were to be multilateralized within the General Agreements on Tariff 
and Trade (GATT) through incorporation in the Uruguay Round of negotiations. 60 

As envisioned, negotiations were to be completed by December 1990 with the new 
agreement called the Multilateral Steel Agreement (MSA). On March 31, 1992, 
negotiations on a Multilateral Steel Agreement were suspended without 
agreement, although considerable progress had been made. Negotiators have 
reportedly agreed to continue to meet bilaterally and multilaterally, but no 
definite time schedule has been set. 

Under the VRAs, governments agreed to limit their steel exports to the 
U.S. market over specified time periods. Foreign governments issued to their 
industries export certificates that were required to be presented to U.S. 
Customs officials upon entering the products into the United States. Some of 
the VRAs set fixed tonnage limits. Others, such as the VRA with Korea, 
limited exports to a certain share of U.S. domestic consumption, based on 
consumption forecasts. Since final consumption could only be determined 
following the termination of a period, adjustments for overshipping or 
undershipping were carried forward to a subsequent period. The VRAs also 
provided for flexibility, wherein a limited amount of tonnage could be shifted 
between categories or carried forward to a subsequent period upon consultation 
with the United States. 

Stainless steel welded pipes were provided for in Korea•s VRA in a 
subcategory, •other pipe and tube," which also included tube products, 
seamless pipes, non-stainless steel pipe, and other pipe products not subject 
to these investigations. Korean exports for this subcategory were not 
binding, as is shown in the following tabulation, based on export certificate 
data and final consultations for each period conducted by Commerce•s Office of 
Agreements Compliance (in metric tons,, except as noted): 

VRA restraint period 

1988 (12 months) ................ . 
Jan.-Sept. 1989 (9 months) ...... . 
Oct. 1989-Dec. 1990 (15 months) .. 
Jan. 1991-Mar. 1992 (15 months) .. 

Adjusted 
VRA ceiling 

68,799 
62,936 
91,233 

169,062 

Estimated by the U.S. Department of Commerce. 

Exports to the 
United States 

62,989 
14,389 
54,924 
***, 

Percent of 
VRA filled 

91.6 
22.9 
60.2 
***, 

60 Press Release of USTR, Dec. 12, 1989, and accompanying STEEL TRADE 
LIBERALIZATION PROGRAM (Fact Sheet). 
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Stainless steel pipes and tubes were subject to unilateral export 
restraints for part of the period for which data were collected in the 
investigations. The Government of Korea imposed a unilateral embargo on all 

. exports of stainless steel pipes and tubes to the United States from April 22, 
1991, to August 21, 1991. 61 Yhen the embargo was lifted, Korea announced 

., that, during 1991, it would unilaterally limit to 3,500 metric tons its 
exports to the United States of all stainless steel pipes and tubes.62 *** 

Unilateral Agreement with Respect to Taiwan 

There have been no VRAs between Taiwan and the United States. However, 
through letters dated November 16, 1989, and December 7, 1990, from the 
Coordination Council for North American Affairs {CCNAA) to the American 
Institute in Taiwan, the CCNAA established unilateral restraints on steel 
exports to the United States. These self-restraints, which extended through 
March 31, 1992, included a specific limit of 800 metric tons per month for 
stainless steel pipes and tubes, which is equivalent to an annual limit of 
9,600 metric tons. It may be difficult to draw a conclusion as to how 
"binding" Taiwan's unilateral restraint was on the specific subject products 
because the subcategory "stainless steel pipes and tubes" includes tube 
products, seamless pipes, and other pipe products not subject to these 
investigations. Imports of the subject pipes alone from Taiwan in 1991 
totaled 8,343 metric tons. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE 
SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY 

U.S. Imports 

The Commission received. import data in response to its questionnaire to 
U.S. importers, but the resulting data coverage was incomplete, accounting for 
approximately 82 percent of estimated total U.S. imports from Korea and Taiwan 
in 1991. Accordingly, the import data presented in table 18 consist of 
official U.S. import statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. However, 
even these data have some limitations. For example, the official statistics 
encompass not only A-312 pipes, but also include unknown quantities of other 
pipes and tubes. For the purposes of these investigations it is assumed that 
A-312 pipes account for 100 percent of U.S. imports under the HTS subheadings 
reserved for welded stainless steel pipes and tubes; although this may 
somewhat overstate the amount of imports of A-312 pipes, it is believed that 
imports of other pipes and tubes are quite small.63 ·Imports from Taiwan are 
also slightly overstated because they include A-312 pipes from Chang Tieh, 
which are fairly traded and which accounted for an estimated *** percent of 

61 Korea allowed exporters of stainless steel pipes and tubes a 2-week 
grace period, until May 5, 1991, to allow for export of products that were 
previously readied for shipment. 

62 Postconference brief of the Korean respondents, p. 22. 
63 The HTS subheadings in the petition, in the Commission•s notice of 

institution, and in Commerce's notice of initiation exclude certain welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes of over 406.4mm. Although A-312 pipes of over 
406.4mm are included within the scope of these investigations, imports of 
certain products over 406.6mm are not included in the official statistics 
presented herein. However, imports of products over 406.4mm are believed to 
},..c, "'-7'.0.'ll'"''F 8nt.G1, 
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Table 18 
A-312 pipes: U.S. imports, by sources, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Quantity (short tons) 

Korea . ....................... 444 3,328 S,074 4,083 973 
Taiwan ....................... 3.09S 7.979 9.197 4.938 2 1 812 

Subtotal ................. 3,S38 11,307 14,271 9,022 3,78S 
Other sources ................ 9.819 10.738 10.260 3.907 s 1 2os 

Total . ................... 13.3S7 22.045 24.S31 12.929 8 1 990 

Value CLOOO dollars) 

Korea ........................ 1,422 9,906 lS,172 12,060 2,60S 
Taiwan ....................... 13.271 26.S31 29.30S lS.634 8 1419 

Subtotal ...............•. 14,693 36,437 44,477 27,694 11,02S 
Other sources . ............... 41.377 40.271 33.472 1s 1 sos 19.682 

Total . ................... S6.070 76.708 77.949 43.199 30.706 

Unit value (per short ton) 

Korea . ....................... $3,206 $2,977 $2,990 $2,9S3 $2,678 
Taiwan .. ...................... 4.288 3.32S 3.186 3.166 2.99S 

Average . ................. 4,152 3,223 3,117 3,070 . 2,913 
Other sources . ............... 4.214 3.750 3.262 3.969 3.781 

Average . ................. 4,198 3,480 3,178 3,341 3,416 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; unit 
values are calculated from unrounded figures. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 
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1991 imports. Chang Tieh did not begin exporting to the United States until 
1991. 

From 1989 to 1991, the quantity of imports of A-312 pipes increased 
substantially from both subject countries. During the interim periods, 
imports declined dramatically from both sources. Imports from Sweden, which 
fall under a recent antidumping duty order (September 1992) are presented in 
appendix F. Suspension of liquidation for imports from Sweden occurred in 
December 1990, and antidumping duties are to be assessed on imports as of that 
date. · 

Apparent Consumption and Market Penetration of LTFV Imports 

Table 19 presents data on apparent U.S. consumption of A-312 pipes and 
all pipes-and tubes, and imports of A·312 pipes from Korea, Taiwan, and all 
other countries as a share of apparent consumption. From 1989 to 1991, 
consumption of both product categories increased in quantity and decreased in 
value, reflecting a general decline in unit values for domestic shipments and 
imports. Imports from Korea and Taiwan substantially increased their shares 
of consumption during this period, at the expense of U.S. producers• shares. 
This trend reversed between the interim periods. 
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Table 19 
Pipes and tubes: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. imports, 1/ and 
apparent U.S. consumption, by pro9ucts, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

Item 

A-312 pipes: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from--

Korea ................... . 
Taiwan ......... ; ..... · ... . 

Subtotal .............. . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total . ................ . 
Apparent consump-

tion· .............. . 
All pipes and tubes: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from--

Korea (subject A-312) ... . 
Taiwan (subject A-312) .. . 

Subtotal .............. . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Apparent consump-

tion .............. . 

A-312 pipes: 

1989 

37,494 

444 
3.095 
3,538 
9,819 

13.357 

50,851 

84,930 

444 
3,095 
3,538 
9.819 

13,357 

98,287 

Jan. -June- -
1990 1991 1991 1992. 

Quantity (short tons) 

40,633 

3,328 
7,979 

11,307, 
10,738 
22,045 

62,678 

88,522 

3,328 
7.979 

11,307 
10,738 
22.045 

110,567 

36,263 

5,074 
9,197 

14;271 
10,260 
24,531 

60,794 

83,925 

5,074 
9,197 

14,271 
10.260 
24,531 

108,456 

19,269 

4,083 
4,938 
9,022 
3,907 

12.929 

32,198 

43,577 

4,083 
4,938 
9,022 
3,907 

12.929 

56,506 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

21,792 

973 
2,812 
3,785 
5,205 
8,990 

30,782 

46,560 

973 
2.812 
3,785 
5,205 
8,990 

55,550 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 183,162 169,119 133,601 
U.S. imports from--

76,194 72,274 

Korea.................... 1,422 9,906 15,172 12,060 2,605 
Taiwan. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____ 13 ......... 2 .... 1 __ 1 __ 2 __ 6 ......... 53 ..... 1.___2 __ 9_ . ....,3 ...... 0 .... 5 _ ___.l ..... 5 ......... 6 3 __ 4 ___ 8 _. 4...,.1 .... 9 

Subtotal ............... 14,693 36,437 44,477 27,694 11,025 
Other sources .. I • • • • • • • • • __..41......,. 3._.7_...7 __ 4 .... 0 ......... 2 ... 1 __ 1 ____ 3 __ 3._. ..... 4.._72 ______ 1=5 ..... -..50 __ 5 ______ 1 __ 9.._ ..... 68--.2 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _....56 ..... ....,0 ..... 7.._0 _ __.....7 .... 6 ..... 7_.0 ...... 8_.__..7 ..... 7 ..... 9.._4,._9 __ 4 .... 3...., ..... 1 ..... 9 9......__ .... 30 .......... 7_.0 .... 6 
Apparent consump-

tion .............. . 
All pipes and tubes: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from--

Korea (subject .A-312) ... . 
Taiwan (subject A-312) .. . 

Subtotal .............. . 
Other sources ........... . 

Total ................. . 
Apparent consump-

239,232 

419,142 

1,422 
13.271 
14,693 
41.377 
56,070 

245,827 211,550 115,473 106,900 

385,662 342,338 175,054 182,308 

9,906 15,172 12,060 2,605 
26,531 29,305 15,634 8,419 
36,437 44,477 27,694 11,025 
40,271 33,472 15,505 19,682 
76,708 77,949 43,199 30,706 

tion ............... 475,212 462,370 420,287 218,253 213,014 

Table and footnote continued on next page. 
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Table 19--Continued 
Pipes and tubes: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. imports, and 
apparent U.S. consumption, by products, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

A-312 pipes: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from--

Korea .................... 
Taiwan ................... 

Subtotal ............... 
Other sources ............ 

Total .................. 
All pipes and tubes: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from--

Korea (subject A-312) .... 
Taiwan (subject A-312) ... 

Subtotal ............... 
Other sources ............ 

Total .................. 

A-312 pipes: 
Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from- -

Korea .................... 
Taiwan ................... 

Subtotal ............... 
Other sources ............ 

Total .................. 
All pipes and tubes: 

Producers• U.S. shipments .. 
U.S. imports from--

Korea (subject A-312) .... 
Taiwan (subject A-312) ... 

Subtotal ............... 
Other sources ............ 

Total .................. 

Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption 
(percent) 

73.7 64.8 59.6 59.8 70.8 

.9 5.3 8.3 12.7 3.2 
6.1 12.7 15.1 15.3 9.1 
7.0 18.0 23.5 28.0 12.3 

19.3 17.1 16.9 12.1 16.9 
26.3 35.2 40.4 40.2 29.2 

86.4 80.1 77.4 77.1 83.8 

.5 3.0 4.7 7.2 1. 8 
3.1 7.2 8.5 8.7 5.1 
3.6 10.2 13.2 16.0 6.8 

10.0 9.7 9.5 6.9 9.4 
13.6 19.9 22.6 22.9 16.2 

Share of the value of U.S. consumption 
(percent) 

76.6 68.8 63.2 62.6 71.3 

.6 4.0 7.2 10.4 2.4 
5.5 10.8 13.9 13.5 7.9 
6.1 14.8 21.0 24.0 10.3 

17.3 16.4 15.8 13.4 18.4 
23.4 31.2 36.8 37.4 28.7 

88.2 83.4 81.5 80.2 85.6 

.3 2.1 3.6 5.5 1.2 
2.8 5.7 7.0 7.2 4.0 
3.1 7.9 10.6 12.7 5.2 
8.7 8.7 8.0 7.1 9.2 

11.8 16 .. 6 18.5 19.8 14.4 

1/ Includes imports from Taiwan•s Chang Tieh Industry Co., Ltd., whose 
exports to the United States were found to be fairly traded in Commerce•s 
final determinations. Chang Tieh•s exports accounted for an estimated*** 
percent of 1991 imports from Taiwan. It did not export before 1991. 

Note.--Because of rounding, shares may not add to the totals shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. 
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Prices 

Market Characteristics 

Demand for stainless steel pipes depends mainly on the general level of 
industrial activity in process industries (such as chemicals, pulp and paper, 
food and beverages, and pharmaceuticals) that require the transfer of 
corrosive liquids, solids, and gases. Similarly, demand for stainless steel 
tubes depends on the level of industrial activity in end-use markets for 
tubes. End users• purchases of A-312 pipes vary depending on the level of new 
and replacement construction at processing facilities. The majority of 
domestic producers and importers indicated decreasing demand for A-312 pipes 
during the latter part of the period for which data were collected in the 
investigations. 

Sales of U.S.-produced A-312 pipes are transacted on both an f.o.b. and 
delivered basis depending on the order size and supplier. Four of the 
responding U.S. producers sell A-312 pipes mainly on an f .o.b. mill basis, 
while five producers commonly sell on both an f .o.b. and a delivered basis 
depending on the quantities involved in the transaction. For example, *** 
sells on an f .o.b. basis for quantities up to 10,000 lbs and on a delivered 
basis for quantities over 10,000 lbs and*** reported that orders under 15,000 
lbs are sold on an f .o.b. basis. Six of the seven responding importers sell 
on an f .o.b. U.S. port or dock basis,64 while one importer sells on a 
delivered basis. 

Price lists for A-312 pipes generally function as a basis to determine 
discounts based on quantity purchased and current market prices. Six of 11 
producers65 reported publishing price lists and seven out of nine producers 
reported that they typically discount from these price lists; three producers 
indicated increasing discounts during the period examined. *** reported that 
during the period January 1989-June 1992 its discounts increased from *** to 
*** percent. *** reported that discount levels have increased from *** 
percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1992. No importers reported publishing 
price lists although one indicated that it uses U.S. manufacturers• price 
lists as a basis for establishing discounts. Other importers base their 
quotes on current market prices and profit goals. 

U.S. producers of A-312 pipes sell on a spot basis, although *** sell 
approximately*** percent and*** percent on contract, respectively. Lead 
times between order and delivery to a customer range from 3-5 days to 4 weeks 
for shipments from inventory and from 2 to 10 weeks for shipments of orders 
that cannot be filled by existing inventory. Most importers sell on a spot 
basis, while three importers (***) sell exclusively on a contract basis. Lead 
times for A-312 pipe orders range from less than a week for shipments from 
inventory to 1-6 months for deliveries from Korean or Taiwanese producers. 

All of the U.S. producers reported that they sell A-312 pipes throughout 
the continental United States. The majority of the importers also sell to a 
national market, although three sell only in the West, Midwest, or East. Six 
out of 10 producers and 4 out of 8 importers responding to transportation cost 

64 However, two importers reported that sales of large quantities may also 
be on a delivered basis. 

65 Two producers did not respond to this particular question. 
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questions reported that transportation costs are an important factor in their 
customers• purchase decisions. However, reported transportation costs in the 
United States account for only a small percentage of the total delivered cost 
of A-312 pipes, between 1 and 3 percent for the majority of importers and 
producers. 

The majority of importers stated that non-price factors such as quality 
and delivery time influence purchasing decisions greatly or somewhat, whereas 
the majority of responding producers said that non-price factors influence 
purchasing decisions somewhat or a little. When asked specifically about 
quality, 7 out of 8 responding producers and 8 out of 10 importers said that 
quality differences between the U.S. product and imports were not a major 
factor affecting domestic sales. Two importers indicated that differences in 
quality between the Korean and Taiwanese products and the U.S.-produced 
product were a significant factor in their sales. These firms stated that the 
market perception of the Korean and Taiwanese quality is a slight disadvantage 
and that for critical usage, domestic end users prefer domestic product 
because of its qualitlt, assurance. All importers and distributors and three 
out of five end users indicated that the Taiwanese and Korean products are 
used interchangeably with U.S.-produced A-312 pipes. 

Questionnaire Price Data 

The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to report net U.S. 
f .o.b. selling prices for sales of A-312 pipes and A-249 tubes to unrelated 
U.S. distributors, 67 as well as the total quantity shipped and the total net 
f .o.b. value shipped in each quarter to all unrelated U.S. distributors. The 
price data were requested for the largest single sale and for total sales of 
the products specified, by quarters, from January 1990 through June 1992. 68 

Importers were also requested to report separately for each of these products 
imported from Korea and from Taiwan. Distributors were requested to provide 
data on their net f .o.b. purchase prices from U.S. producers and importers for 
A-312 pipes and A-249 tubes. The products for which pricing data were 
requested are as follows: 

PRODUCT 1: ASTM-A-312, welded, grade AISI 304 pipes, 1-inch schedule 40 

PRODUCT 2: ASTM-A-312, welded, grade AISI 304 pipes, 2-inch schedule 40 

PRODUCT 3: ASTM-A-312, welded, grade AISI 304 pipes, 2-inch schedule 10 

PRODUCT 4: ASTM-A-312, welded, grade AISI 316L pipes, 2-inch schedule 40 

66 Two end users cited quality concerns with Korean and Taiwanese products. 
67 Importers were not requested to report selling prices for A-249 tubes. 
68 Data were not collected for 1989 because of the price distortions caused 

by surcharges on nickel and chromium that affected the prices of stainless 
steel pipes and tubes. In late 1987, disruptions in the production of nickel 
caused nickel prices to rise from $3 per pound in December 1987 to $8 per 
pound in December 1988, and surcharges on nickel were introduced. In 
addition, surcharges on chromium began in May 1988. These surcharges were in 
effect until the second quarter of 1989. 
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PRODUCT 5: ASTM-A-249, welded, grade AISI 304 tubes, 2-inch-by-0.049-
inch (average wall). 

U.S. Producers• and Importers• Prices 

Seven domestic producers and 10 importers provided pricing data for sales 
of the 5 requested products in the U.S. market, although not necessarily for 
all 5 products or all quarters over the period examined. Weighted-average 
f .o.b. prices for products 1-4 are shown in table 20-23. 69 Prices decreased 
throughout the period examined for products 1-4 sold by U.S. producers and 
importers of Korean and/or Taiwanese product. U.S. producers• selling prices 
to distributors decreased between 20.5 percent and 27.5 percent for products 
1-4 during the period examined. Importers• prices to distributors for 
products 1-4 during the same period decreased between 6.6 and 18.3 percent for 
the Korean product and between 16.8 and 34.7 percent for the Taiwanese 
product. 

Weighted-average prices for U.S.-produced product 1 (1-inch schedule 40 
pipes) decreased by 27.5 percent during the period examined, from $360 to $261 
per hundred feet. Prices for product 2 (2-inch schedule 40 pipes) decreased 
by 21.3 percent, from $642 to $505 per hundred feet, and prices for product 3 
(2-inch schedule 10 pipes) decreased by 23.4 percent, from $499 to $382 per 
hundred feet. Prices for product 4 (grade 316L, 2-inch schedule 40 pipes) 
decreased by 20.5 percent from $858 to $682 per hundred feet during January 
1990-June 1992. Reported quantities sold for these products fluctuated 
unevenly; quarterly average quantities (feet) shipped were 97,418; 81,891; 
75,140; and 63,018 for products 1-4, respectively. 

Korean pipes.--Weighted-average prices for the specified A-312 pipes 
imported from Korea generally declined over the period examined, with some 
fluctuations. Prices for grade AISI 304 1-inch schedule 40 pipes declined 
unevenly from *** per hundred feet during the period examined. Corresponding 
quantities purchased fluctuated downward from *** feet during January-March 
1991 to *** feet during April-June 1992. Average quarterly purchases reported 
were 39,148 feet. Prices for 2-inch schedule 40 pipes declined unevenly from 
***per hundred feet, an 18.3 percent decline during the period examined. 
Reported quantities shipped were 28,606 feet on average per quarter. Prices 
for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes declined irregularly from *** per hundred feet, a 
13.l percent decline. Reported average quarterly purchases were 7,839 feet. 
Prices for grade AISI 316L pipes, 2-inch schedule 40 sold to distributors 
fluctuated unevenly, but decreased 6.6 percent during the period examined. 
Reported quarterly quantities shipped ranged from *** feet, an average of 
6,530 feet per quarter. 

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Korean pipes sold to 
distributors in 36 of the 40 quarters for products 1-4 during the 10 quarters 
examined. In 34 out of 36 instances for the specified products, the Korean 
product was priced below the domestic product by margins ranging from 5.1 
percent to 27.5 percent. Margins of overselling of 0.3 and 4.6 percent were 

69 Importers wcr.:" ;.·1ot requested to report selling prices of imports for A-
249 tubes (p:·u:.:..uc ': 5 ;·. U.S. producers' weighted-average selling prices to 
distributvlS r>;).; ;.CG ··'J.Ct 5 decreased 19.1 percent, from $215 to $174 per 100 
feet, due: , ... ,.:;. E;xamined. 



Table 20 
Product 1: !/ Weighted•i~rage net f .o.b. prices and quantities for sales to distributors reported by U.S. producers and importers, and 
margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, January 1990-June 1992 

Period 

1990: 
Jan.-Mar .••.•.•••••• 
Apr.-June ••••••••••• 
July-Sept ••••••••••• 
Oct.-Dec •••••••••••• 

111911 
Jan.-Mar., ••••.••••• 
Apr.-June ••••••••••• 
.July-Sept •• , ••. , •••• 
Oct.-Dec.,, •••••• ,., 

1992 
Jan.-Mar •••••••••••• 
Apr.-June, •••••••••• 

United 
Price 
Per 
hundred 
feet 

$360 
351 
328 
SS2 

320 
314 
306 
277 

299 
261 

States ltorea 
Quantity Price 

Per 
hundred 

Feet feet 

100,108 *** 
106,648 *** 
U0,103 *** 

77,14S *** 

75,197 *** 
74,991 *** 

124,09S *** 
17 ,881 *** 

91,629 *** 
116,389 *** 

!/ AS!'M-A-312, welded, arade AISI 304 p1pea, 1-inch schedule 40. 

Taiwan 
Quantity Mara in Price 

Per 
hundred 

Feet Percent feet 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade CC111111i•sion. 

Table 21 

Quantity Mara in 

Feet Percent 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

·*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 

Product 2: !/ Weiahted-averaa• net f.o,b. prices and quantities for sales to distributors reported by U.S. producers and importers, and 
marains of under/(over)selling, 'by quarters, January 1990-June 1992 

Period 

1990: 
Jan.-Mar •••••••••• , 
Apr.-June •••••••••• 
July-Sept •••••••••• 
Oct.-Dec ••••••••••• 

1991: 
Jan.-Mar ••••••••••• 
Apr.-June •.•••••••• 
July-Sept •••..••••• 
Oct.-Dec ••••••••••• . 

1992: 
·Jan.-Mar •••••.••••• 
Apr.-June .••••••••• 

United States 
Price guantity 
P-er 
hundred 
.!!!! 
$642 
591 
628 
59S 

615 
594 
56S 
S24 

sos 
sos 

Feet 

106,009 
106,447 

69,382 
90,114 

48,5S9 
74,977 
86,284 
80,806 

6S,479 
90,849 

ltorea 
Price 
Per 
hundred 
.!!!! 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

!/ ASl'M-A-312, welded, arade AISI 304 pipe•, 2-inch schedule 40. 

Taiwan 
Qu&ntity Marlin Price 

Per 
hundred 

!'eet Percent .!!!! 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Connission. 

Qu&ntlty Mara in 

!!.!! Percent 

*** *** 
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reported in two quarters for product 4. 70 In each of the 10 possible price 
comparisons for 1-inch schedule 40 pipes, the Korean product was priced below 
the domestic product with margins ranging from 10.6 to 27.5 percent. Margins 
of underselling for 2-inch schedule 40 pipes ranged between 5.1 and 22.0 
percent, and margins of underselling for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes ranged from 
8.8 to 23.2 percent. In 7 of the 9 possible price comparisons for grade 316L, 
2-inch schedule 40 pipes; the Korean product was priced below the domestic 
product with margins ranging from 11.5 to 21.5 percent. In two instances the 
Korean product was priced above the domestic product by 0.3 and 4.6 percent. 

Taiwanese pipes.--Weighted-average prices for the specified A-312 pipes 
imported from Taiwan declined 34.7, 27.1, 16.8, and 19.2 percent, 
respectively, for products 1-4 over the period examined. Prices for grade 
AISI 304, 1-inch schedule 40, declined unevenly from *** per hundred feet 
during the period examined. Corresponding quantities purchased fluctuated 
irregularly from *** feet during January-March 1990 to *** feet during April
June 1992. Prices for 2-inch schedule 40 pipes declined by a smaller amount 
(27.1 percent) during the period examined. Reported quantities sold for 
Taiwanese product fluctuated widely, but on a quarterly basis averaged 39,472 
feet during the period examined. Prices for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes declined 
irregularly from *** per hundred feet between January-March 1990 and January
March 1992, then increased to *** per hundred feet on smaller quantities *** 
sold during the final quarter of the period examined. Average quarterly 
shipments were 18,569 feet. Reported prices for grade AISI 316L, 2-inch 
schedule 40 pipes sold to distributors fluctuated downward unevenly from *** 
per hundred feet, a 19.2 percent decline during the period examined. Reported 
quarterly quantities shipped ranged from *** feet, an average of 23,881 feet. 

Price comparisons for products 1-4 were possible between domestic and 
Taiwanese pipes sold to distributors in all of the 40 quarters during the 
period for which data were collected. In 34 out of 40 instances the Taiwanese 
product was priced below the domestic product by margins ranging from 0.1 
percent to 17.5 percent. Margins of overselling in 6 instances ranged from 
0.2 to 15.3 percent. In 8 of the 10.possible price comparisons for 1-inch 
schedule 40 pipes, the Taiwanese product was priced below the domestic 
product, with margins ranging from 4.6 to 17.5 percent. During 2 of the 10 
periods examined, the Taiwanese product was priced above the domestic product 
by margins of 0.9 and 0.2 percent. Margins of underselling for 2-inch 
schedule 40 pipes ranged between 2.8 and 12.7 percent. In one instance the 
Taiwanese product was priced above the domestic product by 1.5 percent. 
Margins of underselling for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes ranged from 0.1 to 17.5 
percent. During January-March 1990 and April-June 1992 the Taiwanese product 
was priced*** percent above the domestic product.71 Price comparisons of 
grade 316L, 2-inch schedule 40 pipes showed margins of underselling ranging 
from 0.3 to 14.2 percent. In one instance the Taiwanese product was priced 
above the domestic product by 0.8 percent. 

70 Margins of overselling were reported for product 4 on quantities of *** 
for the Korean product and *** for the domestic product. 

71 Domestic and Taiwanese product shipped during April-June 1992 amounted 
to 106,697 and *** feet, respectively. 
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Purchaser Price Data 

Purchase prices for the domestically produced and imported A-312 pipes 
and A-249 tubes from Korea and Taiwan were based on weighted-average net 
f .o.b. prices reported by distributors in questionnaire responses. Fifteen 
distributors purchasing domestic and Korean- and/or Taiwanese-produced A-312 
pipes provided usable price data for January 1990-June 1992, but not 
necessarily for each product or for each quarter of the period.72 Weighted
average f.o.b. purchase prices for products 1-4 are shown in tables 24-27. 
Purchase prices generally decreased throughout the period examined for 
products 1-4 sold by U.S. producers and importers of Korean and Taiwanese 
products. Purchase prices for domestic products decreased between 23.2 
percent and 29.0 percent for products 1-4 during the period examined. 
Purchase prices for imported products 1-4 during the same period decreased 
between 6.6 and 32.0 percent for the Korean products and 5.8 and 30.8 percent 
for Taiwanese products 1-4. 

Weighted-average purchase prices for U.S.-produced 1-inch schedule 40 
pipes reported by distributors fluctuated between *** per hundred feet, but 
declined 23.2 percent over the period examined. Prices for 2-inch schedule 40 
pipes decreased unevenly by 29.0 percent from*** per hundred feet. Prices 
for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes and grade 316L, 2-inch schedule 40 pipes 
fluctuated but decreased by 23.9 and 23.7 percent, respectively, during the 
period examined. Reported quantities purchased for products 1-4 fluctuated. 
Quarterly averages (in feet of pipe purchased) were 9,262; 9,365; 6,945; and 
5,334, respectively. 

Korean pipes.--Weighted-average purchase prices for the specified A-312 
pipes imported from Korea were reported for 21 of the 40 possible quarters. 
These prices generally declined over the period examined, with some 
fluctuations. Prices for grade AISI 304 1-inch schedule 40 pipes declined 
unevenly from *** per hundred feet during the period examined. Corresponding 
quantities purchased fluctuated unevenly from *** feet during July-September 
1990 to *** feet during April-June 1992. Average reported quarterly purchases 
reported were 14,652 feet. Prices for 2-inch schedule 40 pipes declined 
unevenly from *** per hundred feet, a 26.6 percent decline during the period 
examined. On a quarterly basis, quantities purchased were 11,546 feet on 
average. Prices for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes were reported for 3 of the 
possible 10 quarters. These prices were *** feet, respectively. Similarly, 
purchase prices for grade AISI 316L, 2-inch schedule 40 pipes sold to 
distributors were reported for three quarters. These prices were *** per 
hundred feet, on quantities of *** feet, respectively. Overall, reported 
purchase prices for Korean products 3 and 4 *** percent, respectively. 

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Korean pipes sold 
to distributors in 21 of the 40 quarters examined for products 1-4. In 19 out 
of 21 instances the Korean product was priced below the domestic product by 

72 Purchases of Korean or Taiwanese A-249 tubes were not requested. One 
purchaser, ***• reported purchases of the specified A-249 domestic tubes for 
three quarters, *** per hundred feet, respectively. 
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margins ranging from 4.8 percent to 28.1 percent. Margins of overselling in 2 
instances were 2.2 and 1.3 percent for product 3 and 4, respectively.73 In 
each of the 8 possible price comparisons for 1-inch schedule 40 pipes, the 
Korean product was priced below the domestic product with margins ranging from 
4.8 to 28.l percent. Margins of underselling for 2-inch schedule 40 pipes 
ranged between 10.0 and 21.6 percent. Margins of underselling in 2 instances 
were 10.7 and 24.4 percent for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes, while one instance of 
overselling (2.2 percent) was reported on reduced quantities purchased of *** 
Korean product. Purchase price comparisons of grade 316L, 2-inch schedule 40 
pipes showed two margins of underselling of 12.1and14.7 percent, and one 
instance in which the Korean product was priced above the domestic product by 
1.3 percent. 

Taiwanese pipes.--Weighted-average prices for the specified A-312 pipes 
imported from Taiwan declined 28.0, 5.8, 30.8, and 8.9 percent, respectively 
for products 1-4 over the period examined. Prices for grade AISI 304 1-inch 
schedule 40 pipes declined unevenly from *** per hundred feet during the 
period examined. Corresponding quantities purchased fluctuated irregularly, 
but on average, were 9,478 feet per quarter. Prices for 2-inch schedule 40 
pipes declined by a smaller amount (5.8 percent) during the-period examined. 
Reported quantities sold for Taiwanese product fluctuated widely, but on a 
quarterly basis averaged 7,290 feet during the period examined. Prices for 2-
inch schedule 10 pipes declined steadily from *** per hundred feet between 
January-March 1990 and October-December 1991, on average quarterly shipments 
of 5,057 feet. There were no reported purchases of Taiwanese product 3 in 
1992. Reported purchase prices for grade AISI 316L, 2-inch schedule 40 pipes 
declined unevenly from *** per hundred feet between January-March 1990 and 
January-March 1992, then increased 18.4 percent to *** per hundred feet on 
sharply declining quantities purchased, *** feet. Average quarterly shipments 
were 6,175 feet. 

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Taiwanese pipes 
sold to distributors in 37 of the 40 quarters examined for products 1-4. In 
34 out of 37 instances the Taiwanese product was priced below the domestic 
product by margins ranging from 3.5 percent to 32.3 percent. Margins of 
overselling in 3 instances ranged from 3.2 to 9.0 percent. In 8 of the 9 
possible price comparisons for 1-inch schedule 40 pipes, the Taiwanese product 
was priced below the domestic product with margins ranging from 6.9 to 22.5 
percent. During the first quarter of 1992, the Taiwanese product was priced 
above the domestic product by 3.2 percent. Margins of underselling for 2-
inch schedule 40 pipes ranged between 4.1 and 32.3 percent. Margins of 
underselling for 2-inch schedule 10 pipes ranged from 6.4 to 20.5 percent. 
During January-March 1990 the Taiwanese product was priced 9.0 percent above 
the domestic product. Price comparisons of grade 316L, 2-inch schedule pipes 
showed margins of underselling ranging from 3.5 to 17.0 percent. During the 
second quarter of 1992, the Taiwanese product was priced above the domestic 
product by 8.6 percent. 

73 Margins of overselling were reported for product 3 on quantities of *** 
feet for Korean and domestic product, respectively, and for product 4 on 
quantities of*** feet for Korean and domestic product, respectively. 
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Exchange Rates 

Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that 
the currencies of the two countries subject to these investigations fluctuated 
in relation to the U.S. dollar over the period from January-March 1989 through 
April-June 1992 (table 28). 74 The nominal value of the Korean currency 
depreciated by 13.5 percent while the Taiwanese currency appreciated 9.9 
percent. When adjusted for movements in producer price indexes in the United 
States and the specified countries, the respective values of the Korean and 
Taiwanese currencies depreciated 7 percent and less than 1 percent during the 
period for which data were collected. 

Lost Sales and Lost Revenues 

Among the eight domestic producers responding to questions concerning 
lost sales and lost revenues in the final investigations,75 ***· The 
Commission was able to contact three of the five purchasers listed in the 
allegations. 

* * * * * * * 

74 International Financial Statistics, September 1992. 
75 *** did not respond to the particular questions. *** reported that they 

had not lost sales or revenues. *** reported lost sales and revenues of 
welded A-312 pipes due to competition from imports from Korea or Taiwan over 
the period examined but could not provide details for these allegations; in 
order to investigate such allegations, the Commission requests information 
such as the accepted and rejected price quotes, or the dates and quantities 
involved in each transaction. Also, *** commented that potential customers 
rejected bids because prices for imported product were *** percent below 
domestic prices, but did not specify the country of origin for these imports. 
*** reported a decrease in sales due primarily to downward pricing pressure 
created by the allegedly low-priced imports from Korea and Taiwan. 
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Table 28 
Exchange rates:1 Indexes of nomina~and real exchange rates of selected currencies, and indexes of 
producer prices in those countries, by quarters, January 1989-June 1992 

Korea Taiwan 
U.S. 
producer Producer Nominal Real Producer Nominal Real 
price price exchange exchange price exchange exchange 

Period index index rate index rate index3 index rate index rate index3 

1989: 
January-March •.•... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ioo.o 
April-June ..••....• 101.8 100.8 101.6 100.6 99.7 105.3 103.l 
July-September .•... 101.4 100.7 101.3 100.6 97.9 107.4 103.7 
October-December ••• 101.8 101.2 100.7 100.1 96.6 106.5 101.0 

1990: 
January-March ..•... 103.3 101.8 98.1 96.7 96.1 105.6 98.3 
April-June •.••..••. 103.1 104.0 95.4 96.3 96.9 102.8 '96.6 
July-September ••... 104.9 105.5 94.7 95.2 98.8 101.5 95.6 
October-December ..• 108.1 108.2 94.7 94.8 99.8 101.5 93.7 

1991: 
January-March •.•.•. 105.9 109.8 93.9 97.3 99.2 101.7 95.3 
April-June •••..••.• 104.8 110.0 93.4 98.0 98.7 101.4 9.5.5 
July-September ••••• 104.7 110.6 92.4 97.7 98.0 103.3 96.7 
October-December .•• 104.8 111.5 89.9 95.7 96.5 106.2 97.7 

1992: 
January-March ••••.• 104.6 112.54 88.4 95.14 94.75 109.75 9~.45 
April-June ••••••••• 105.6 113.6 86.5 93.0 95.4 109.9 99.3 

1 Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency. 
2Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are based on period-average 

q~rterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International Financial Statistics. 
The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for relative movements 1n producer 

prtces 1n the United States and the specified countries. 
Derived from Korean price data reported for April-May only. 

5 Derived from Taiwanese exchange rate and price data reported for April-May only. 

Note.--January-March 1989 • 100. The real exchange rates, calculated from precise figures, c~t in all 
instances be derived accurately from previously rounded nominal exchange rate and price indexes. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, September 1992. 
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of section 733 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 
1673b). The investigations were 
requested in a petition filed on 
November 18. 1991. by Avesta Sandvik 
Tube, Inc.; Bristol Metals: Damascus 
Tubular Products; Trent Tube Division, 
Crucible Materials Corp.: and the United 
Steelworkers of America. 

Participation in the lnver.tigations and 
Public Service List 

Persons w!shing to participate in the 
investigations as parties must file an 
entry of appearance with the Secretary 
to the Commission, as provided in 
I 201.11 of the Commission's rules, not 
later than twenty-one :21) days after 
publication of this notice in the Federal 
Register. The Secretary will pre::iare a 
public service list containir.g the names 
and addresses of all persons, or their 
representatives. who are partiea to these 
investigations upon the expiration of the 
period for filing entries of appearance. 

Limited Disclosure of Business 
Proprietary Infonnation (BPI) Under an 
Administrative Protective Order (APO) 
and BPI Service List 

Pursuant to I 207.7(a) of the 
Commission's rules. the Secretary will 
make BPI gathered in these fmal 
investigations available to authorized 
applicants under the APO issued in the 
investigation. provided that the 
application is made not later than 
twenty-one (21) days after the 
publication of this notice in the Federal 
Reaister. A separate service list will be 
maintained by the Secretary for those 
parties authorized to receive BPI under 
the APO. 

Staff Report 

The prehearing staff report in these 
investigations will be placed in the 
ncnpuo:.c !'ecord on October 27, 1992. 
and a pub:;c. version will be issued 
thereafter. pursuant to § 207.21 of the 
Commission's l"Jles. 

Hearing 
The Commission will hold a hearing in 

connection with these investigations 
beginning at 9:30 a.:n. on November 10. 
1992. at the U.S. International T:-ade 
Commission Building. Requests to 
appear at the hearing should be filed in 
wr:t!r:g with the Secretary to the 
Cc.rnmission on or bf:fore November 3, 
1992. A nonparty who has testimony 
that may aid the Commission's 
deiiberations may request permission to 
present a short statement at the hHring. 
All parties and nonparties desiring to 
appear at the hearing and make oral 
presentations should attend a 
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30 
a.m. on November 8. 1992. al the U.S. 

International Trade Commission 
Building. Oral testimony and written 
materials to be submitted at the public 
hearing are governed by 11 201.13(f), 
and Z07.23(b) of the CommiSBion's rules. 

Written Submissions 
Each party is encouraged to submit a 

prehearing brief to the CommiHion. 
Prehearing briefs must conform with the 
provisi\jns of section 207.22 of the 
Commission's rules: the deadline for 
filing is November 3, 1992. Parties may 
also file written testimony in connection 
with their presentation at the hearing, as 
provided in I 207.23(b) of the 
Commission's rules, and posthearing 
briefs, which must confonn with the 
provisions of I 207.24 of the 
Commission's rules. The deadline for 
filing posthearing briefs is November 18, 
1992: witness testimony must be flied no 
later than three (3) days before the 
hearing. In addition, any person who has 
not entered an appearance as a party to 
the investigations may submit a written 
statement of information pertinent to the 
subject of the investigations on or before 
November 18, 1992. All written 
submissions must conform with the 
provisions of I 201.8 of the 
Commission's rules; any submissions 
that contain BPI must also conform with 
the requirementa of 11201.8, 207.3, and 
207.7 of the Commission's rules. 

In accordance with II 201.l&(c) and 
207.3 of the rules, each document filed 
by a party to the investigations must be 
served on all other parties to the 
investigations (as identified by either 
the public or BPI service list), and a 
certificate of service must be timely 
filed. The Secretary will not accept a 
document for filing without a certificate 
of service. 

Authority: These investigations are being 
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of 
1930. title vu. This notice is published 
pursuant to I 211'/ .20 of the Commi111on'1 
rules. 

By order of the Commission. 
ll!ued: July 23. 1992. 

Paul R. Banlo8, 
Aeling Secretary. 
!FR Doc. 92-17909 Filed 7-28-92; 8:-IS aml 
81LUNGC00£~ 
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lntematlwl T.-. Aclmlnlstrallon 

(A-llO-ltOJ 

Fin8I Detern*aation of ..... at Lw 
Th8n F81r V.aue: Certain Welded. 
SDlnlea Steel Pipe From the Republlc 
DfK.,,. 

ACllNCY: Import Administration. 
International Trade Administration. 
Department of Commerce. 
IFPECTIVE DATI: November 12..lm. 

FOii PUllTHD .._...TION CONTAC'I: 
John Clcminpr. Ofl"u:e of Antidumpina 
lnve1tiptiom. Import Administration. 
International Trade Administration. U.S. 
Department of Commerce. 14th Street 
and Constitution Avenue. NW .. 
Washinpm. DC ZDZ30: telephone: (ZOZ) 
48Z-Z7'78. 
FINAL DITDMINATIOIC We determine 
that certain welded 1tainlel1 steel pipe 
IWSSPJ from the Republic of Korea 

· (Korea) ii beins- or is likely .to be. sold 
~in the United Statel at lel1 than fair 
value. u provided in Hction 735 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930. a1 amended (the Act). 
'l1ae eetimated llW8im are ahown in the 
'°SU1peaaion of 1Jquidation"' aection of 

Cue HiatOI)' 
Since the ilauance or eur notice or 

preliminary lletennination and 
postponement of final determination Si 

· FR Z773l Dune zz. 199Z). the following 
evenu have occuned. 

Verification of reapondents'respomes 
to the Department of Commerce's (the 
Department) questionnaires reprdina 
aln information took place in Korea in 
July 11192. Verification of napondents' 
191poDlll to the Department'•. 
questicnmalrn resardina coat of 
productkm (COP) information took place 
in Korea in June and July of 199%. 

We received requntl for a public 
heariJll from Pusan Steel Pipe Ca.. Ltd. 
(PSP) and Sammi Metal Products Ca.. . 
Lad. (SMP). on June 30. 1992. and from 
petitioaen on June 28, 11192. PSP. SMP, 
and petiticmen filed cue briefs on 
September Z1. 199Z. and filed rebuttal 
briefs OD September Z8. 1992. A public. 
hearia8 WU held Oil September 30, 199%. 

Scopeoflaftltiplilm 
The men:handise subject to tbil 

invutiptioa. WSSP, ii autenltic 
1tainleg steel pipe that meetl the 
standards and specifications set forth by 
the Americm Society for Tnq and 
Materials (ASTM) for the welded .form 
of c:bromium-aickel pipe·desipated . 
ASTMA-ltZ. 

WSSP ii produced by formins 
1tainl•• steel flat-rolled products into a 
tubular con6pration and weldina a1oaa 
the seam. WSSP ii a cammodlty product 
pnerally med u a conduit to traDlmlt 
liquids DI' ..... Major applicatiam for 
WSSP Include. but 11'1 not limited to. 
diaester lines. blow lines. 
pbarmacntical liDel. petrochemical 
stock lines. brewery proceu and 
transport liw. ........ food proceuiDa 
lines. automotive paint lines and paper 
procea macbina. 

Imports of that productl 11'1 
cummdy clauifiable under the 
fo~ United Stam Honnoaized 
Tariff' Schedule (HTSUS) aubbeadinp: 
7308 40 5005. 7306.40.5015. 7308.40.!IM5, 
7308 40 5060 and 730U0.5CJ75. Althou&h 
tb8le 1ubbeadinp include both pipes 
mad tuba. the scope of tbil inve1tiption 
ii limited to welded autenltic 1tainleu 
steel plpel. The HTSUS subheadi:lp 11'1 
provided for convenience and customs 
purposes. Our written description af the 
ampe af t1:i1 praceedina II dispoaitive. 

Period of laftltipb 
The period of lnveatiption (POI) ii 

June 1. 1881. tbrouah November 30. 1991. 

Suda or Similar Compan.am 
We have aetennined that all the 

producU covered by this lnve1tiptian 

1imtlar merchandise. Where there were 
no ales or identical merchandi1e in the 
home market to compare to U.S. sales. 
we made comparilom on the basis of: 
(t) Specifacation or alloy (i.e~ ASTM A
m specification or equivalent national 
standard); (2) size (i.e.. nominal pipe 
size): (3) fmilh (i.e •• hot or cold); (4) wall 
thickneaa scbedule: and (5) end finish 
(i.e., plain end or bevelled end). We 
made adjustmenu for differences in the 
ph11ical characteris~ca of the 
merchandiae. in accordance with 1ection 
773(a)(4)(C) of the AcL . 

We made ales comparilODI on the 
basil of theoretical wei&bt. the weipt 
bull an which reapondenll repc)rted 
that U.S. aales were made. 

Fmr v~ Campariaom 
To determine whether ales of WSSP 

from Korea to the United States were 
made at leu than fair value. we 
compared .the United Statel price (USP) 
to the foreip market value (FMV). a1 
specified in the -United States Price"' 
and "Foreip. Market Value" aections of 
tbll notice. · · · 

Ullillld Sta• Prim 

We caleulated USP usinS the 
metbodoloBY described in the . 
preliminary determination. wdth the 
followina exceptions: · 

A.PSI' 

1. We excluded tWo of PSP'a U.S. 
aalea of returned soodl from our 
calculatioaa. (See Comment 10). 

2. We recalculated credit expeaae1 OD 

purdwe price .alee from the date of · · 
shipment from Korea to the date of . 
payment by the cutomer. (See 
Comment 6). Where dates or shipment 
from Korea were not reported. we med 
u best information available (BIA) the 
weJahted-averqe credit period 
calculated for all U.S. sales.· 

3. We recalculated the U.S. interest 
rate for purchase price .ales baled on 
the reaultl of verification. 

B.SMP 
1. We iec:alculated the U.S. interest 

rate on purchase price sales ba1ed on 
changes from verification. 

2. We recalculated credit expenses on 
purchue price sales from the date of 
shipment from Korea to the date of 
payment by the customer. (See 
Comment BJ. · 

3. We recalculated SMP's difiercace in 
merchandise adjustmentl (dlfmen) for 
aimllar productl baled on cbanps in the 
variable C09t of manufacturlnl ~m 
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Foreign Markel Value· 

We calculated FMV using the 
methodology deacribed in &be 
preliminary determination. with the 
(oJlowi.ing exception: 

SMP 

We recalculated indirect selliog 
expenses and the home market interest 
rate baaed on the results of vcriEicalion. 

Cost of Praductiaa 
Based on petitioners' atlesations. and 

in· accordance with section 173fb) of the 
Act. we in,·estigated whetherPSP and 
SMP had made home market nles al 
less than their respective COP. 

If over 90 percent ~f a 1e11pondent's 
sales or a given model were at prices 
above the COP, we did not diareprd 
any below-cost sales because we 
determined that the respondenfs below
cost sales were not made in aubsaantial 
quantities o\·er an extended period of 

·time. If between ten and 90 perc911t of a 
respondent's sales were at price& above 
the COP, we disregar.cied oniy the 
below-cos! sales. Whe1-e we found that 
more than 90 percent of respondent'• 
sales were at prices below the COP, we 
disregarded all sales for that model aad 
calculated FMV based on constructed 
value (CV). In such cases. we 
determined that the respondent's below
cost sales were made in substantial 
quantities and were over an extended 
period of time. We calculated the COP 
based on the sum of a respondent's coat 
of materials. fabrication, general 
expenses. and peeking. The submitted 
COP and CV data was relied upon. 
except in the following inatancea where 
the costs were not appropriately 
quantified or v11lued: 

PSP 

· 1. For both COP and CV. &be 
Department adjusted PS.P's aubmiued 
material costs to reDect lbe POI 
requisition value. (See PSP Coll 
Comment1). 

2. For both COP and CV. the 
Depanment increased PSP's submitted 
labor and overhead costs (excludins 
slitting) to correct the effect of 
respondent's overstat•ment or the POI 
production quantity. (See PSP C0&t 
Comment2). 

3. For both COP and CV, the 
Department adjusted PSP's CAA 
expense calculation used for the 
preliminary determination, to exclude 
freight for export sales. include 
miscellaneous non-operatins and 
extraordinary income and expense 
items. and include tho total amount or 
duty drawbacks reported for 1991. 

4. For both COP and CV. the 
Department adjusted PSP'a interest 

expense calculation used for the 
preliminary determination, to include 
interest income from short-term 
deposits. and to include the total amount 
of duty drawbacks reported ror 1991. 

5. The Department revised PSP'1 
interest expense adjustment for CV (ior 
both exponers sales price (ESP) and 
pu.-chase price trar.sactions) used for the 
preliminary detenninatiDil. by includina 
trade notes receivable in the calculation. 
which reduced COP interest expense by 
an amount attributable to mainta!nina 
account• receivable lo avoid double 
counlin8 imputed credit. · 

6. We converted the submitted COP 
and CV data. which were based OD 
actual weiJhL to !heoretical weiaht. by .. 
applying the submitted conversion 
factors. (See PSP CDst Comma: 3). 

SMP 
l. For both COP and CV. the 

DepartmeDl adjusted reapondenl'a 
submitted POI material costs ior Sammi 
Chicago Corporation (SSC) relatinB lo 
the manufacture of cold-rolled steel colL 
to reflect material costs u recorded in 
SSC's monthly Coat of Sales Statements 
(verification Exbibia 10). (See SMP Coll 
Comment I). 

2. For both COP and CV. tbe 
Department adjusted SSC'a .submitted 
GM calculation to include amortizatiaa 
of deferred cba11n reported in ita 1191 
·audited financial statements. and lO 
exclude amounts lot buainea 
promotion. advertisq ud expoit 
expeme. fSee SMP C.t Callunflnl $). 

3. For CV only, the Department ...S 
the submitted transfer prices between 
SSC and SMP for purc:huea or cold
rolled steel coil where the transfer price 
was above &be computed COP. 
Additionally, for CV, the Deparlmeal 
used the submitted tranafw price 
between SSC and SMP for allttins · 
services where the tranafer price waa 
above the computed COP. · 

4. For both COP and CV, the 
Department •diuated SMP's GAA 
expense •sed for the preliminary 
detennination to exclude ell pin on the 
sale of its forging factory and adjacent 
land areas. {See SMP.Cost Comment 4 

5. The Department revised SMP'a CV 
interest expense calculation used for the 
preliminary determination, by lndadiq 
trade notn receivable in the calculation 
which reduced COP interest expense by 
an amount attributable to maintainina 
accounts receivable to avoid double 
counting imputed c:redlL 

6. We converted the submitted COP 
and CV data. which were baaed on 
actual weighL la.theoretical weiaht. bJ 
app)yins the submitted conversion 
factors. {See SMP eo.t Comment l). 

In accordance with section 
773( e)(l}(BniJ or the Act, we included in 
CV the pealer of a company's reponed 
1eneral expenses. adjusted H detailed 
above. or the statutory minimwa of 10 
percent of coat of manufacture (COM). 
For profit. we used the alatutory 
minimum or eight ·percent or the total of 
COM and pneral expenses because. for 
each of the respondents. actual profit on 
home market sales was less than elgbt 
percent. See section 173(e)(l)(B)(ii) of 
theAcL 

Cummcy Conversion 

We made cunency conversions in 
accordance with 19 CFR 353.&0(a) based 
cin the ofiicial exchange rates in effect 
on the dates of the U.S. sales as cer".ifaed 
by &be Federal Reserve Bank. 

Vedficatiaa 

Al provided in section 776(b) Octhe 
Act. we verified inlonnation provided 
bs• respondents by using standard 
verification procedures. including the 
examina!ion or relevant sales and 
fmucial records. and selection of 
original source documentation 
containing relevant Information. · · 

IDa-ted Party Commmta 

Comment J: Petitioners state that &be 
Department ahould disallow a duty 
drawback adjuatmeDt on all U.S. aaJa 
because our analysis results in unfair 
compariloaa. Fint. petltionen claim 
that in makins this adjustment. the · · 
Department did not determine whether 
there wes an amount equal to these 
import duties included tn the home 
market prices that were used lO 
calculate FMV. As a nnlt. the · · · 
Department'• preliminary analyats 
unfairly compares U.S. prices that are 
inclusive of import dutiel with an 
averqe FMV derived fram home market 
prices that are both inclusive and · 
exclusive of import dutleL · · '·' · 

Aa:ordina to pelltionen. tlUa is DOI an 
''applu-to-applea" comparison. which is 
a fundamental pl of the statute. as 
stated by tbe court in Smith-Corona 
Group "· Unit«J s1o-. n3 F.2d 1• 
1578 (Fed. Qr. 1913). oir.rt. denied. 485 
U.S. 1022 (lllM). To make a fair 
comparison. the Department ahould not 
adjust U.S. price upward for duly 
drawback. unless import duties are 
included in the home market prices. 
Therefore, there must be on the record 
evidence of the amount or imported raw 
material that was used by respondenta 
lo manufacture domestically sold 
mercbandiae. Petitionen state that both 
SMP and PSP ignored the Department's 
requests ror this information. and lbat . 
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without this information. a fair, "apples
to-apples" comparison is not possible. 

Secondly. petitioners claim that 
respondents did not establish that there 
were sufficient imports of coil to 
account for all exports of WSSP to the 
.United States. Petitioners recognize that 
the Department does not require that 

. "raw materials used in producins the 
exported merchandise actually come 
from imported sources. but rather 
assesses whether there were sufficient 
imports of relevant raw materials to 
account for the duty drawback received 
on the exports of the manufactured 
producL" See Final Determination of 
Sales at Leas Than Fair Value: Circular 
Welded Non-Alloy Steel Pipe from the 
Republic of Korea, 57 FR 42.MZ. 42. M6 
(Sept. 11. 1992). (Circular Welded Pipe 
from Korea). In this case. petitioners 
argue that neither SMP nor PSP baa 
satisfied the requirement that they 
demonstrate that sufficient raw material 
imports can be linked to the U.S. exports 
at issue because they never answered 
the Department's questions as to the 
quantit)' and value of raw materials 
purchased from foreign sources for 
production of domestically sold WSSP. 

Althousb respondents have shown 
that they received duty drawback on 
U.S. sales. petitioners asaert that the 
Department does not know whether 
there were sufficient imports of raw .. 
materials to account for duty drawback 
received. Petitioners further point out 
that the e\idence of record in thii . -
investigation differs significantly from 
that in the recently completed· · 
investisation of Circular Welded Pipe 
from Korea. In that case, the Korean 
respondents. including PSP, responded 
to the asency'a questions as to the 
quantity and value of raw materials 
purchased from foreign sources for 
domestic sales. The apncy, thus. was 
able to ensure that there were sufficient 
imports of the relevant raw materials to 
account for the drawback received. 
Here. petitioners claim. no such 
concbision is possible. Therefore. . 
respondents' claims should be denied in 
full .. 

Thirdly. petitioners contend that the 
respondents' assignments of duty 
drawback to U.S. export sales were 
arbitrary. Petitioners question 
respondents' method of assisnilll the 
duty dra"·back amounts to individual 
U.S. sales because· it is clear that the 
merchandise identified in the import 
permits have no correlation to the 
export sale. SMP and PSP have ·stated · · 
that they cannot trace the imported raw 
material coils to the pipe manufactured 
from those coils. and it is unclear how 
SMP and PSP have a11lsned duty 

drawback to individual export sales. 
Also. there is a significant variance in 
duty drawback amounts claimed 
between the various products and 
different sales. 

For example. petitionen compared 
two sales in PSP's transaction maflin 
data set of the eame product and from 
the same invoice, and the duty 
drawback amounts were different. 
Accordiq to respondents, the duty 
drawback for identical products varies 
dependins on how the duty paid on the 
imported raw materials is auiped by 
respondent to a sale. Respondents 
assert that different duty drawback 
amounts are associated with the same 
raw materials. dependins upon whether 
the materials are direct or indirect 
imports. 

Petitioners argue that to the extent 
that respondents can aaaign drawback 
amounts to export sales as they see fit. 
it is poaaible for respondents to · 
manipulate prices and coats. Petitioners 
state that the Court of Intemational 
Trade (CIT) recopized this potential for 
manipulatins dumpins mal'8ins in 
drawback.substitution situations: .. In· 
most drawback substitution situations, 
there is potential for akewin& 
antidumpq calculations by srantins 
excessive rebates or otherwise • • ... 
Far East Machinery Co .. Ltd. v. United 
Statn. 699 F. Supp. 309. 315 n. 1Z (CIT 
1988). The Court further noted ill 
concern that the asency needed to 
"tighten its standards for permittins the 
t)'pe of adjustment at issue here••, citint 

· as an example the Department's failure 
to look at whether duties were allocated 
over all exports. not merely U.S. exports. 

Petitioners claim that it is noteworthy 
that the Department did not examine at 
verification the extent to which SMP or 
PSP assigned duty drawback amounts to 
non-U.S. exports. These companies may 
\•ery ""'ell have decided to aaaign all 
duty drawback amounts to U.S. exports 
elevate these prices, while at the same 
time claimins no duty drawbacks on 
third country exports. 

Given the facts outlined above. 
petitioners state that. to the extent the 
Department determines it will srant any 
duty drawback adjustment, it should 
averase the drawback amounts received 
over all U.S. sales to avoid the 
disproportionate and distorti\te impact 
that the arbitrary assignment of these 
drawbacks to individual sales has on 
dumpins margins. 

Respondents contend that the · 
Department should pant a duty · 
drawback adjustment on all U.S. sales. 
First. they claim .that the adjustment• 
are not predicated on proof that an 
amount equal to the rebated duties ii 

included in the home market price. 
Respondents state that petitioners argut· 
that without such proof. duty drawback 
adjusbnenta undermine "apples-to
apples" compariJona. No authority or 
precedent is cited for this argument. In 
fact. respondents contend. petitioners 
are unable to cite any authority for this 
test in the Act. or in a judicial or 
administrative decision. 

Respondents point out that section 773 
of the Tariff Act mandates that the U.S. 
price be adjusted by the amount of any 
import duties that have been rebated or 
not collected by reason of exportation. 
Respondents contend that unlike 
adjustments for rebated or uncollected 
taxes for which the statute expressly 
limits the adjustment to the amount of 
such taxes imposed on.home market 
sales. section 773 places no such 
qualification on adjustments for duty 
drawback. 

Second. respondents claim that the 
lqal teat for duty drawback 
adjustments is clear. The CIT has 
consistently upheld the Department's 
two-pronsed test for duty drawback 
adjustments. which requires: (l) That 
the import and duty rebate are directly 
linked to. and dependent upon. one 
anolher: and (Z) that the company can 
demonstrate that there were sufficient 
imports of imported raw materials to 
account for the duty drawback received 
on the export of the manufactured 
product Accordiq to respondents. 
neither of these pronp implies the 
.. condition" petitioners seek to impose. 
Furthe~ore. respondents state that 

they have established. and the 
Department has verified. that there were 
sufficient imports of coil to account for 
all U.S. exports of pipe throqh 
verification of the individual·drawbaclt 
applications for several sales randomly· 
selected by the DepartmenL 
Respondents state that the Department 
verified that. under the drawback 
system. respondents must link a 
documented export of pipe to a · 

· documented importation of steel coil 
suitable for use ·in the manufacture Of 
the exported pipe. Furthennore. Korean 
customs authorities review these 
documents to verify that: The imported 
coil is suitable for the exported pipe: 
that the duties have been paid on the 
import: and1hat the import-duties have 
not been previously rebated. 
Respondents claim that this individual 
drawbaCk application system ensures 
that .the Department's second prons is 
satisfied. ·' ·· · : · 

Respondents note that the information 
relatins to a81ft8ati quantities and 
values of imported raw materials is 
irrelevanl The Department has stated 
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that "it is not the Department's practice interpreted the purpose of thil 
to account for a sufficient amount of adjustment as follows: 
imported coil to cover all products under (t)o prevent dumping llWlint from ariling 
the review sold ·to third countries. as because the exporting coumry rebates import 
well as the United States."' Circular dutie1 and taxe1 for raw materials med in 
Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes ·exported merchancli1e, lhe antidumpiq law 
from Taiwan, 53 FR 41.218 (1988). Also, provide1 far an off1etti.ng adjutment in the 
asking for the total quantities of calculation ofUnited Statn price. 
imported raw materials uaed for Far East Machinery ea .• Ltd. v. United 
domestic and export sales is another States, 12 CJ.T. 428, 430 (1988), citing, 
way of asking whether there were Carlisle Tire l!T Rubber Ca. v. Unit«/ 
sufficient imports in the aggrqate lo Stoia. 10 c.LT. 301 {1988). and S. Rep. 
cover a drawback. Since the No. 16. &7th Cong., lat Seu. 12 (1921). 
respondents have lhown on a sale-by- Furthermore, an adjustment for duty 
sale basis that there are auft'icient drawback ii required under the General 
imports to cover duty rebates on Agreement on Tamu and Trade 
exports, the same must hold true on an (GATI'). art. VL para. 41 because duty 
aggresate basis. ~- ba-1.. · · na1 

Respondents also daim that there is uraw ~ encourages mtematio 
trade. 

no evidence on the record that Jn determining whether a duty 
respondents can. or did. manipulate the drawback adjustment is appropriate. the 
assisnment of duty drawback. Department applies a two-prong tut 
Petitioners' arguments should be 
diamiued aa a lesal matter by the establishing that (1) The import duty 
Department since they Hek to require and rebate are directly linked to, and 
respondents to demonstrate that specific dependent upon. one another; and (2) 
imports were actually physically that the company claiming the 
incorporated into the exported product adjustment can demonstrate that there 
on a aale-by-sale bHi1. Respondents were sufficient importa of the imported 
state that under the principle of raw materials to account for the 
drawback substitution. this ia neither drawback received on the exported 
required nor la It feasible. Respondents product The CIT baa consistently round 
submit that the drawback procedures this teat to be reasonable. Far East 
they followed are the standard operating Machinery Ca.. Ltd. v. Unitad States, 1Z 
procedures ea\abliahed under Korean CJ.T. 872 (1988) (Far East Machinery'J: 
law, which were in place long before Carlisle Tire l!T Rubber Co. v. Unitlld 
this dumpins action was filed. States, 11 c.LT.188 (1987) (Carlisle 

Furthermore. the variation in Tire). 
drawback amounts associated with Baaed on information in the responses 
different products wu examined by the to the J?epartmen~'s qu~ationnaire and 
Department during verification. These · on finding~ ~t verificati~ the 
differences in duty payments are the respondents methodol08Jn for 
result of the fact that some imports were calculating a duty drawback adjustment 
imported by PSP or SMP themnlvn. meet both elements of this tesL With 
while others were indirect purchases. re1pect to the fint prong of the test. the 

In aum, respondents contend that CIT has stated that duty drawback 
petitioners' daim that respondents may "may live rile to an adjustment to 
have chosen to match import permits to United State• price provided import 
export permits in such a way u to duties are actually paid and rebated. 
maximize the calculation of U.S. price and there i1 a sufficient link between the 
·for purposes of a possible antidumping coat to the manufacturer (import duties 
duty inveatisation ii without meriL Tbe paid) and the claimed adjustment 
verified record demonstrates that the (rebate granted)." Far East Machinery. 
respondents have established tl1at the 12 CJ.T. at 976. quoting Huffy Corp. v. 
two-pronged test for duty drawback hH United Stoia. 10 CJ.T. ZH (1888). There 
been met and thus their duty drawback is no dispute that.the first pron; ofthe· 
claims should be allowed as submitted. teat has been met in this case. At 

verification. we confirmed that duties an 
Department Position imported raw materials were, In fact. 

We &[U'ee with respondents. Section paid and rebated upon export of the 
772(d}{l)(B) of the Act requires an manufactured prociucL Accordingly, 
upward adjustment to U.S. price by "the respondents were able to establish the 
amount of any import duties imposed by neceaaary link between duties imposed 
the eounlr}• of exportation which have and rebated. We note that the finding in 
been rebated, or which have not been this case ia consistent with prior cases 
collected. by reason of the exportation involving i:nports from Korea (see, 
or the merchandise to the United Carlisle Tire). 
Statei:." Based on the lpSialative history The second prons of the teat 
of the antidwnping law. the CIT has encompuaea the principle of drawback 

substitution. With respect to this portion 
or the test. the CIT has agreed that 
"there is no requirement that specific 
input be traced from importation 
through exportation before allowing 
drawback on duties paid." Far East 
Machinery, 12 CJ.T. at 975. Therefore. 
like governments applying duty 
drawback prosrama. the Department 
does not attempt to determine whether 
raw materials used in producing the 
exported merchandise actually came 
from imported stock. but rather asaaaea 
whether there were sufficient imports of 
relevant raw material to account for the 
duty drawback received on the exports 
of the manufactured producL The 
Department verified respondents' 
drawback applications. which 
documented sufficient importa of raw 
materials to account for the drawback 
claimed. In each drawback application 
reviewed by the Department. it wu . 
shown on import permits that sufficient 
imports of appropriate coils existed for 
the claimed exported amounts of 
fmished pipe. Therefore. respondents 
have met the second requirement for a 
drawback adjustmenL 

We do .not agree with the petitioners 
that respondents' assignment of duty 
drawback rebatee was arbitrary. We 
carefully examined at verification the 
documents used by SMP and PSP in the 
resuJar course of business to link import 
permits to export pennits. For example. 
verification exhibit DD-1 contains a 
worksheet which SMP maintains and 
updatu on a regular baaia. In th~ 
column on the left margin. SMP lists all 
import permits by srade (e-s-. 3CM. 
3041.. 316. or 3181.), size (2.5 mm.. 3.D 
mm.. etc.). and date. Alans the lop row. 
SMP lists all export permits iD 
cbronoloSical order. A9 explained in our 
verification report. when a drawback 
application is prepared. SMP records the 
export permit and liDka it to an import 
permit by drawina down on the first 
available import permit with the 
appropriate arade and size. U there ii 
not enouah coil in the fll'St appropriate 
import permit to cover the claimed 
exported amount of finished pipe, then 
SMP draws down the remaining balance 
from the next appropriate import pcrmiL 
We verified this procedure and disagree 
with petitioners that this type of 
assignment is arbitrary. 

Other daima by petitioners do r.ot 
speak to the lest traditionally applied by 
the Department. but rather eeek to 
impose additional requirements for duty 
drawback claims. which are not 
required by the statute, the regulations, 
or past Department practice. Th'lre is no 
basis for petitioners' argument lhat tbe 
Department should not make a .:laty 
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drawback adjustment, unless it duty drawback that ii allowed to the 
detennines that the cost of products aold amount included in FMV. Accordins to 
in tb'i home market includes duties on respondent&. the Department has never 
impi;rfed rew matmials. The only made tbe level of dUty in FUV a 
requirements of section 77Z(d}(1)(B) are requirement for piiling a duty 
(1) .. import duties impoaed"". and CZJ drawback adjustment to U.S. price. 
rebate, or non-collection. of those duties Nowhere in the statute or in tbe 
"by reaaon of the nportation of the Department's two-pronged teat. 
merchandise to the United States.'" 111e maintain respoadenta. is then an 
statute mandates the adjustment· · exception for circumstances in wbicb 
without reference to whether products FMV is baaed on CV. . 
aold in the home market are made with Responclenta cite. a past ce-. . 
imported raw materials. Where ncb Polyethylene Terepbthalate Film. Sheet. 
requirements for adjusbnent are and Strip from the llepublic or kona . 
intended. they have been expressed in ("PET Film").16 FR 16.305 (111111) (Final 
the atal'.Jte (see, e.g., section 77Z(d)ft)(C) Afiirm. Detemmaation). in which lheJ 
allowinp adjustment to USP for value claim tbe Department ncopized tDat DD 
added tax (VAT) only if the VAT baa . correlation betw"8 duty paid and dutJ 
been chaJ!ed and paid on merchandise reP.ted is required. . 
aold in the home market). 111erefore, we Petitioners state that nspondents' 
disagree with petitioners that the CVa for each prOdUCI are llawed when 
Department should add a third prong to used for c:omparilan to U.S......_ 
the test for drawback adjustments Became ihe actual amount of duty 
reqmring examination of the relative included in the material coats ii an 
usa~ or imported materials in export averaJ!t! of all duties paid. allocated over 
and home marht sales. all coil. botb foreign and domesti:. the 

Comment:!: Respondents c!aim that amount or duty rebated upon 
they properly calculated CV by exportation of pipe wiU differ from the 
including import duties. and amou.'11 or duty med in the CV1 
furthermore, that there is notbiq in tbe reported. To tbe atmat that the 
statute or regulations that requires that Departmeat accepts respondents" 
the amount of lhe average dul)' included drawback adjaatments, petitionen 
in CV equal the amount or the contend that as BIA. all CV emnparilODI 
adjustment to USP for duties rebated should be denied duty drawback 
upon export. Respondents also argue adjustments to U.S. price. 
that the Deoa:iment's decision in . Petitionl!l'I contend that the 
Standard Pipe from Korea to include Department should deny the drawback 
duties in CV. but deny the claim for duty adjustment to U.S. price in CV 
drawba::k. was based on BIA because compariaona as it did In the recent case. 
respondents did not report CV exclusfwe Circular Welded Pipe. Jn this cue, 
of import duties as requested in a petitioners continue. the Department is 
deficiency letter. In this case. howe\'er', · confronted with a data base that 
responder.ts point out that the c:Ontaim exactly the same defects. i1 .. 
Department did not request that CV be 'unspecified dutia are included in CV, 
reported exclusive of duties. Therefore. as compared with specified, but unequal 
the uae of BL" in this case ia not duties on the U.S. side. Petitioners 
appropriate. contend that the Department cannot rely 

Respondents state that section 773(eJ on this data base for Its final 
of the Act specifically states that the comparison merely becaaie It did not 
cost of materials should be exclusive of ask respondents to exclude daties in -
any internal taxes. but that it does not responding to the cost questionnaire. 
state spe:ifically that these costs s.'Jould Because the evidence of record 
be exclusive of duties. In fact. establishes that the duties induded in 

ispondents continue. the Department's · CV d;, not comlate to the duty rebates 
lit questior.naire states that material daimed. ii would be unfair and 

.;osts should include "duties and other inconsistent •ith Circular Welded Pipe 
expenses norm•lly associated wit.Ii from Korea to grant a drawback 
obtaining the materials", and that for adjuslment to U.S. price. .Accordingly, 
CV. respondents should "include import petilioners urae t.'M Depar".ment to deny 
d:i!ies." Respor.dents claim that an adj~stmenl to U.S. price for the duty 
calculating a separate cost for domestic drawback amounts reported in CV 
and export merc.liandise produced in the. calculations. To establish a reasonable 
same fa:iliti~ goes against one of the link between the duties imposed and 
Department's basic rules of obtaining those rebated. there must be a 
identical costs for identical products. conelation between the duty allocation 

Seconc!ly, respondents state that the in CV and the al!owable drawback 
statutory provision for the calculation of adjustment. By definition. therefore, 
U.S. pricP. does nor limit the amount of argue petltionera, the duty included in 

the CV bu ta conelate to the U.S. price 
adjustment. ID this c:aae. u respondents 
admit, there ia DD conelatian. 

Depallmaal hsiliaa 

· We diaqree with petitioners. The 
Department did not request that 
reapondenta in tbia invesliption report 
CV exduaive of import dutiea. as we did 
in the On:ular Welded Pipe from Korea 
cue. In tbia cue. reapandenu reported 
their material cmts inclusive of duties, 
and did not idenUfy the amont of dut) 
induded in the material coet of specific 
pipes. Tbereiore. it ia impossible for the 
Department to exclude the duty irom the 
reported CV. evm thoqb it was 
refunded apon exportation. Because we 
did not inatnact respondents to report 
their material COiia exduaive of impart 
dudes. and in fact instructed them iD our 
coat questionnaire to include import 
duties, It would be inappropriate for us 
to use BIA aad deny the drawback 
adjustment to U.S. price in CV 
comparisons u we did in L'le recent 
case, Ci.-cWar Welcied p;~e frcm J::oru. 

It is not tr.II that the nerar- duties 
included ln CV do not conelate with lhe 
actual drawbacka panted and reported 
in USP. Aa oadined In our position to 
Comment J of thil notice, respondents 
have 1Upported on lhe record that (1) 
The import duties paid link direcdy to 
the rebate• panted. and (Z) they 
reported 1uffieient amoanta oS coil to 
account for lhe exporll ar pipe. 
Therefore, we di..,,.. with petltionen 
that the duly included in CV does not 
conelete to the drawback ;rented on 
USP. 

Moreover, it ii common practice for 
t.'le Depzrtment to calculate CV baaed 
o:i avenge CDStl, and compare the CV 
to USP. which is baaed on transaction-
1pecific cbarpa. Therefore. we have 
sranted respondents adjustment to USP 
for duty drawback whe:I compared to 
CV ain::e they have followed the 
Department's explidt instructions end 
have satisfied the requirements or the 
Department"• two-pronaed leaL 

Comment. 3: Petitioners atate that the 
Department should cantimae to rely ma 
theoretical pri:z1 in sales campariso:as. 
In ita reapcmae. SMP Ul'led the 
Department to rely DD its prices an an 
"'actual weight'" basis. Petitianers a:pe, 
however, that these .. aelual" weipts do 
not renect the true weight of the pipe. 
RaL'ier, they are derived faguna based 
on averain for wall thickneu of the 
coil. Furtbennare. the Department 
preliminarily found It appropriate to 
compare sales Oil the basis or tbearetical 
we:P,t. and no iafo:mation at 
veriiic:ation provided &Df reuon ta alter 
this decision. 
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Respondents state that they have Supp. 1382 (Ct. lnl'I Trade, 1986) (Zenith 
·reported sales chaf8es and adjustments /)and Zenith Electronics Corporation v. 
on a theoretical \Yeight basis. and United States. 770 F. Supp. 6'8 (CL lnt'l 
therefore. pelitionen' af8uments are Trade. 1991) (Zenith llj, 833 F. Supp. at 
moot. l,399. Therefore. the Department should 
Den:1rtmenl Position not make any adjustment to FMV for 

.-- VAT incurred on home market sales but 
Given the Departmenrs 1eneral not on export sales. 

preference for making sales · Respondents daim that the 
comparisons on the basis on which U.S. Department should continue to srant 
sales were made. we made comparisons their daimed adjustments for VAT 
on the basis of theoretical weight. The forgiven on U.S. sales. and that this 
use of theoretical weight as the basis for adjustment is in complete accordance 
comparison purposes is consistent with with antidumping law and the 
the Department's practice with respect Department's practice. ReapondeQll 
to pipe and tube cases. We asree with note that the Department considered 
petilionen that prices and charpa and rejected the same arpumenta 
should be calculated on the basis of advanced by petitionen in the 
theoretical weishL and have done ao for AnUfriction Bearinp (Other Than 
our final detennination. Tapered Roller Bearinp) and Parts 

Comment 4: Petitionen contend that Thereof &om France. et aL &7 FR ZB.380. 
there is no. basis in the record for any 28.419 (199Z). and therefore. Ul'IJ8 the 
upward adjustment to U.S. price for Department not to alter ill practice for 
VAT forgiven upon exportation of the purposes of the final determination in 
subject merchandise. The statute this investisation. 
pro\·ides that the Department should 
adjust U.S. price upward for forgiven Department Position 
home market taxes ··only to the extent We alflte 111."ith respondents that the 
that such taxes are added to or included VAT adjustment is in complete 
in the price of such or similar accordance with antidumptna law and 
merchandise when sold in the country of the Department's past practice. We do 
exportation." Thus. the statute dearly not qree with the CJT's decisions in 
states that any upward adjustment to · Zenith I and Zenith 11. and have· 
U.S. price is restricted to those appealed this issue on its merits. 
situations in \'\ilich it bas been Therefore. consistent with our lona-
established that the amount of taxes in standiftl practice, we have not 
question has been ''passed throqh" to attempted to measure the amount of tax 
the home market customer and not incidence in the Korean home markeL 
absorbed by the manufacturer. The CIT See Color TelHision Receiven. Except 
has held thaL prior to makins an upward for Video Monitors. Fram Taiwan; Final 
adjustment to U.S. price for forgiven . Results of Antidumplng Duty 
home market taxes. the Department Administrative Review. 57 FR 82. 20Z41 
must measure the amount of the tax that (199Z). 
was actually pasaed throqh to We do not asree that the statutory 
customen in the home market and limit languase. limitina the amount of 
the adjustment to that amounL adjustment to the amount of commodity 
. In this investi1ation. rather than tax "added to or induded in the price" 
measure the tax absorption. the or WSSP sold in the Konen home 
Department assumed that 100 percent of markeL requires the Department to 
the VAT was passed throqh to the -measure the home market tax incidence. 
customen in the Korean market. The We are satisfied that the ncord abowa 
court bas stated that this assumptic>n that the tax was charpd and paid on 
defeat(s) the express will of Consreu." the home market sales. · 
Zenith Electronics Corp. v. United We also disasree with petitioners that 
States. 755 F. Supp. 397, 407-GB (Ct. Jnt'l there is no basis in law for a 
Trade 1990). appeal docketed. No. 92- circumstance or sale (COS) adjustment' 
1~3-104& (Fed. Cir. argued Aus. 3.199%). to FMV for differences in VAT · 
Thus. the adjustment is contrary to law. payments. We do a COS adjustment in 

Pctilionen further claim that there is order to neutralize the effect of Ute ad 
no basis in law for a circumstance of \•11lorem tax rate, nlying on the 
sale adjustment to FMV for the Department's br0ad statutory authority 
dlfferer.ce in VAT between home to make adjustments for such . . 
market and U.S. sales. The CIT has differences in the circumstances of sale. 
disa!lowed any circumstance of sale As stated in Antifriction Bearinp (Olher 
adjustment to foreign market value for Than Tapered Roller Bearings) and Parts 
the difference in taxes incurred on home Thereof from France. el aL, 57 FR 28.380. 
market sa!es but not on U.S. sales of the 28.419 (1992). because all home market 
subject merchandise. Zenith Electronics sales were reported net of VAT, we 
Corporation v. United States. 633 F. added the same VAT amount to FMV as 

that calculated for U.S. price. This is the 
same as calculating the actual home 
market tax and then performins a COS 
adjustment to FMV to eliminate the 
difference between the tax in each 
markeL Therefore. the respondents are 
entitled lo the adjustment to U.S. price. 

Comment 5: Petitionen claim that the 
Department should use the best 
information available for.SMP sales 
requirinB a diffennce in merchandise 
adjustment (difmer). Petitionen arpe 
that SMP bas repeatedly failed to 
answer the apncy's questions resarding 
how the difmen were derived. and lhat 
SMP's numerous revisions to its difmers 
raise serious questions as to the 
credibility of its data. 

Petitioners summarized these 
revisions claiming that: (1) SMP 
ofiBinally claimed there were no 
difmera: (2) nexL SMP asserted then 
were differences on an ''actual" weight 
basis and provided such data: (3) then. 
SMP claimed there were not differences 
on an "actual" wei8ht basis. but that 
there are differences on a theoretical 
weight basis: and (4) SMP asserted that 
the differences reported on a theoretical 
basis needed to be re\'ised. Petitioners 
contend &Qt it is difficult to attach any 
credibility to adjustment data that have 
been revised four times over the course 
of this case. · 

Ac:cordin8 to petitioners. it is equally 
disturbins that SMP failed to explain 
how the reported difmen were 
developed. Despite the Department'• 
nquest for this infonnation. SMP 
ipored the requesL Even at vertracation. 
petitioners arsue. SMP did not provide 
any explanation as to the materials. 
labor and overhead comprisq the 
components of its difmer calculations. In 
the absence of this infonnation. lhe 
difmers cannot be used. Petitionen 
further claim tbaL althoush the 
Department's veriOcation.report 1tates 
that no discrepancies were noted in the 
data provided. it never auaested that an 
explanation for these r11ures was 
provided. -

At this poinL petitionen contend. the 
Department should use BlA in lieu of the 
difmer infonnation. To the extent the 
adjustment proposed would reduce FMV 
to SMP's advantqe. the adjustment 
should be denied, and to the extent an 
adiuatment is necessary to increase 
FMV, t.'le Department should use the 
highest wei1hted-averase mUBin 
otherwise found for such sales. 
Alternatively, petitioners claim the 
Department should use t\'\oenty percent 
of the home market cost data for the 
difmer as BlA. 

SMP contends that the Department 
should accept SMY.s difmers. SMP doea 
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not dispute that it waa slow ill . · incurred for let ten of credit from Ua appropriate measure of credit expenses 
deveJopin& the record resarding the interest expensea. However, the report for the period the men::handiae is OD the 
calculation of the reported diUnen. also s&a&es thal "SMP had no documenta water. 
Nevertheleas. SMP no\ea tbat al to aupport these c:barzea." ID ligbt af this PetitiaDen contend that since SMP 
verification the Department-verified failure. petitioners contend that the was unable lo substantiate its letter of 
SMP'a compliance with the Department abould recalculate SMP'a credit and baolt charges. they cannot be 
Department's model match criteria and interest ratio based on the pot& 1UDOU11t used as a measure of actual credit costs. 
found "no discrepancies."' of interesL Finally, Uthe Department impules 

During the cost verification. the Secondly. petiticmen state that it ia credit coats for the entire period from 
Department verified the material. labor long-staadiug Department practice in ahipment in Korea to payment by the · 
and overhead costs for U.S. and home .purcbaae price situations &a c:alculate customer, SMP 111'8es the Department to 
market products. Also, during the salea credit based DD the time or shipment deduct SMP'a letter of credit and 
verification. SMP described that the from the foreign company's factory banking charges from the imputed 
physical differences between matchea or because the terms or sale are interest cost to avoid double-counting. 
similar merchandise were band on established prior to the shipment or the Since the Department's imputation of 
differences in total variable coal of merchandise from the foreign_ production credit is intended 10 be a s:mopte for 
manufacture including the cost of sites. Therefore. tbe Department should the total bonowing costs that would 

·materials, direct labor and variable not calculate imputed UA credit have been inc:um:d had the respondent 
overhead. Thia infonnation was expense• according to SMP'a reported actually borrowed iri the market to fund 
reported in Its May 18. 1992. difmer methodoloU. i.e .. baaed on the number the tranaactior., the imputed rate 1\•ould 
submission and was verified during the of days between the date or posting in include the letter of credit and 
cost verification. Therefore. SMP · · ...;.SMP's accounts receivable ledger and auociated banking costs. As a resulL 

. contends. the record demonstrates that · the date of payment by the U.S. including these costs in the calculation 
the Department verified the difmer · customer. . of direct selling exJ>enses would result 
infOnnation and that the use of BIA ii Respondents argue that the in double counting of the expenses. 
unwa:TBnted. Dej>artment should calculate imputed Respondents fu:-ther argue that 
Dop·--t n-....l.:.- · · credit on purchase price sales from the pet1't1'oners' statem· eat that t-· of sale 

... ..._.. ~- date the merchandise anives in the . ..._ 
We agree with respondenls that use of United Stales, the date when an invoice . are established prior to shipment or the 

BIA l·n thi's ms· t-- 11• unwarranted. . . d d •- . bl ii merchandise from the foreign production 
........ is assue an an accoun .. receiva e site misses the poinL The fact is that the 

While it is true that throughout thil posted to respondents• boob. First. risk of loss of merchandise remains on 
investigation respondent submitted respondents contend that credit ii not the respondents dnPino shipment to the 
confticting infonnation concerning its extended to a customer anti! an . - -• 
difmera and revised it several times. the accounts receivable comes into U.S. port. 11aia case should be 
difmer information contained in its last existence. and that the Department contrasted to other casea in which the 
submission on May 18. 1992 was verified that accounts receivable are aot Department bas m4td the date of 
successfully Yerified durins the cost and entered into respondents" books until . shipment &om the home market aa ~ 
sales verifications. the merchandise arrives in the United starling date.for impuled credlL "l1lue 

In the sales verification report, II Statea. Therefore. the credit period does casea turn on the fact that this date 
states that tbe Department verifien not begin until the merchandise aniftl coincides with the date an accouat 
selected several difmer adjaabnents al . in tbe United States. It is only then that receivable ia entered in the aeller'a 
random end examined the c:aJculation Of the seller incun an opportwifty cost as .a boob and the seller has tranafernd Utle 
each adjustmenL No discrepancies were result of not haYing ac:cen to the to the purchaser, fulfilling its obligations 
noted in these calculatioas. The difmer · payment. Since respondents maintain · to the purchaser. Respondents daim that 
exhibits contained in thia report show title to the merchandise until ii anives · the Department haa verified tbat these 
clearly the reasonableness and accuracy in the United States. it makes no aenae circumatanc:es are not present in this 

. of the similar matches SMP used in ill to i•pute a credit coat while the investi3ation with relation to either 
analysis. prodacts are on the water. · respondent and thus. would not be · 

Furthermore. during the cost Petitioners c:cnrilter that whether the justified in imp11tina credit durins tlaia 
verification. the Department verified the Department's methodology refiects· . period. 
material. labor and overhead costs that respondents• bookkeeping practieea ia SMP further contends that contrary to 
SMP reported for both U.S. and home beside the point. Credit is an imputed the statement in the Department'• · 
market products. As stated by expense because the· Department does verifJCation report, SMP did provide 
responde."lt and verified by the not rely on each company'• bookkeeping documents verifying the calculation of 
DepartmenL SMP computed its difmer practice. bank ~orpa used in lts.intereat -.te 
based on the difference in variable Respondents fUrther state tbat if its calculation. SMP explained that-these 
manufacturing costs by producL These · argument is rejected, the Department bank charges were calculated by 
costs were verified and explained in the should use SMP's letter of credit and subtracting actual interest expenses 
Department's cost verification report. banking charges as the proper meaaure incurred by SCC during 1991 from total 
Therefore. we have accepted SMP's of actual credit coats while the interest expenam: in 1991 as shown on 
reported difmers and have used them in merchandise is on the wat£r. since these SCC's audited financial statement. Since 
our .fmal margin analysis. charges reflect the cost to SMP of · these borrowinp are all inclusive, the 

Comment 6: Pelitionen claim that the borrowing to rmancc the "receivable."· actual interest paid comprises total 
credit expensea reported by SMP must Respondents contend there is no reason interest cba11ea and the remainder 
be adjusted to reflect proper shipment why the Department may not use actual represents other nan-interest bankina 
::!ates and bank charges. Spec:ificaliy. costs when they are documented and . charse• related to these borrowings • 
. etitionl!fl note that the Department verified on the record. and therefore. the Since the total interest related expenses 
tates in its \-erilication report that SMP Department should uae SMP's letter of are derived from SCC's audited financial 

Jeducted an amount for bank chargea credit and banking cha:sa as the statementa. lhe only fisurea requirina 
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direct verification were the actual 
interest payments for the POI. 
According to SMP. these documents 
were provided and the actual expenses 
were verified. 

Department Position 

We agree with petitioners regardiq 
th!! appropriate credit period. Contrary 
to respondents' assertions. the 
Department's long-standing practice is 
to calculate credit on purchase price 
sales from the time that the merchandise 
is shipped from the foreisn production 
site. See. e.g •• Final Determination of 
Sales al Leas Than Fair Value: 3.5'' 
Microdisb and Coaled Media from 
Japan. 54 FR 6433 (February 10, 1989). 
Becau&e terms of aale are established 
prior to the shipment of the merchandise 
from the foreign production sites. 
respondents incur credit expenses on 
these sales from that shipment date, 
regardleu of when the final invoices to 
the customers are issued. We have 
calculated the credit period on all 
purchase price sales from the date of 
shipment from Korea to the date of 
pa~'DlenL 

Furthermore. we disagree with 
respondents that the deduction of 
banking charses and letter of credit 
charses constitutes double-counting. 
These charses were incurred becau&e 
respondent arranged with its agent in 
the United States to rmance the sale 
\\ith a letter of crediL The additional 
banking and letter of credit charges 
associated with these aalea do not cover 
the time that payment was outstanding. 
but rather represent additional charpa 
incurred in arranging for the transaction. 
It is Department practice to make an 
adjmtment for differencea in 
circum1tances of sale for differences in 
credit costs. based on· the fact that the 
period of time between the shipment 
and payment varies in respective 
n-.:irketa. Expenses incurred in arransing 
for a letter of credit are not 1urro1atea 
for this COS adjus:menL 

Furthermore. we disagree with SMP 
that the Department did ve:ify the bank 
charses t.'iat were deducted &om total 
interest expenses. In the Department'& 
verification report, it states that "SMP 
deducted banking charses for this 
amount from interest. According to 
company cfficials. these chaqes were 
for bank chersec for letters of crediL 
However, SMP had no documents to 
support these charges." (Department 
sales verification report for SMP at pqe 
24). The total interest expense reported 
in SMP'1 worksheet in the verification 
exhibit U.S. Credit E.tpenses is taken 
directly from SCC'a income statement 
for 1991. The dedu~tion from this total 
interest amount for bank charpa is not 

1upported in SCC's income statement. In 
facL under SCC's Operating Expense. 
there is a catesory for "Bank Charses." 
and the amount reported does not match 
the amount SMP deducted from its total 

·interest expenaea reported in this same 
income 1tatemenL There is no 

this arrangement. SMP contends that 
there was no way to calculate a sales
spedfic freight charse for every sale. 
Therefore. SMP daims. it used the only 
alternative, which was to calculate an 
average and to apply that average to all 
aalea. 

explanation in the exhibit to clarify this Department Polition 
difference. not is there any infonnation 
in the verification report which verifies We agree with respondent that it 
the total amount SMP deducted. SMP's could not calculate a aale1-1pecific 
daim that the difference between freight charse for every sale. However, 
interest expenses reported in its petitioners are correct in their assertion 
response and those reported in SCC's that for many sales. SMP could have 
income statement mu&t be bank charpa calculated a aales-s~cific freight 
is not a valid one without supporting chaqe. but only for home market sales, 
documents. The fact that Department and not for U.S. sales. The narrative on 
verifiers examined invoices for interest pages 22 and 23 or SMP's aales 
expenses during 1991 for three different verification report relates to both home 
banks which equaled the amount market and U.S. inland freight expenses. · 
reported in its re1ponse, does not This aection of the report was 
account for or explain the difference mislabeled as ·''U.S. Charses and 
between the amount reported in its Adju&tments", but the narrative dearly 
income statement and its response to states that inland freight was calculated 
the Department's questionnaire. by "destination" for home market sales. 
Therefore. we have recalculated SMP'1 The destinations referred to in the report 
U.S. interest rate without deducting the are dearly home market destinationa: 
reported bank charses as outlined in the Kyung Kee. Changwon. and Pusan. 
Department's sales verification reporL Therefore, it wa1 not made dear in the 

Comment 1: Petitioners daim that report how SMP segresated its reporting 
SMP failed to report transaction-specific of freight records in its re1ponses. Tbis 
data for foreign inland freight on U.S. is made dear, however. in its responses 
sales. and that this should lead to the to the Department'• questionnaires. 
use of BIA. SMP provided averqea for In the verifica,ion report. we show 
foreign inland freight claiming that it how certain freight charses in the home 
could not calculate transaction-specific market could have been calculated on a 
freight coats. According to petitioners, sales-specific basis for certain 1ales. 
however, Department verifiers found However. as stated in its April 19. 1992 
that certain freight charses could be response and as verified by the 
traced to 1pecific sales. Petitioners note Department. SMP could not match 
that of the two entries selected for individual U.S. sales to 1pecir1e inland 
verification from SMP'a transportation bullc ahipments from the plant to the 
aubledger,· both entries for freight" · • porL The Depamnent coilfirmed this by 
chaqes were directly traceable to examining SMP'a freight records, which 
individual sales. Petitioners contend record only the quantity and freight paid 
that submission of average coats rather for export aalea. .Therefore. SMP could 
than transaction-specific charsea is not reasonably match U.S. sales to a 
distorti:ig and can artificially lower the bulk delivery to the port in Korea. 
dumping marpn. Al BIA. then. We examined SMP'a total freight 
petitioners state that the Department charges for every month during the POI 
should deduct the highest amount reported in its response and checked 
reported in SMP'a data base for foreign these amounts to those reported in its· 
inland freisht on U.S. aalea. transportation aubledger, and we noted 

- SMP maintains that it was not no discrepancies. We also noted that the 
possible for it to calculate a transaction- aubledger detail was broken out by 
1pecific freight charse. The fact that the destination. and by whether the . 
Department verifiers ahowed'SMP was shipments were domeitic"or exp0rt. The 
able to calculate a aalea-speci.fic frei1ht . totals under category of exports to 
charse for two sales does not lead to the Pusan for each month matched those 
conclusion that it could do ao for all reported in its responae. Therefore. we 
sales. In fact, SMP states, the accept SMP's reported U.S. freight 
Department confirmed at verification expenses on an average basis. 
that SMP could not have reported aalee- As for home market freight charses. 
specific Inland freight chaqe for many we discovered at verification that SMP 
sales becau&e one of SMP'1 frei1ht could have reported aales-specific 
companies charses SMP a flat fee per chaqea for certain home market aalea. 
month for deliveries-regardless of the We do not agree with resp9ndent'a 
.producL quantity, or frequency. Given atalement in its April 9, '1992 response 
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that it calculated inland freight "using 
the most precise information available 
• • ... or that ''(f)reight cannot be 
aeJ.j~ed on a shipment-by-shipment 
basil." As the verification report.states, 
an:allocation or freight charges to an 
individual transaction was possible for 
both transactions examined during 
verification. 

However, as explained in the report, 
SMP could not calculate sales-specific 
charges for all home market sales 
because certain sales shipped to the 
Changwon area were shipped via a 
carrier which charged Sl\rlP a Oat fee 
every month for deliveries; regardless or 
the product. quantity or frequency. The 
last line of the transportation subledger 
in the verification exhibit Freight-1 
shows this charge. Since we cannot 
determine using SMP's sales and 
transportation records how many hoine 
market sales were shipped via this 
particular earner, we have accepted 
SMP's average home market freight 
charges as reported. 

Comment B: Petitioners argue that no 
offset should be made for SMP's home 
market imiirect selling expenses 
because the data could not be verified. 
SMP reported these expenses based on 
total salaries, bonuses and severance 
benefits. According to petitioners, 
however, during verification SMP could 
not produce any financial statements to 
support its reported numbers. It is 
standard verification procedure to tie all 
expense claims to the financial 
statements. It is not enough to pn)vide · 
worksheets that explain bow an 
expense is calculated. In the absence of 
verified data, petitioners contend that 
no offset should be allowed. 

SMP claims that·at verification it · 
demonstrated that Its offset· ratio was 
derived by dividing total indirect selling 
expenses by total sales of pipe and tube.· 
Although the verification report states 
that SMP did not produce fmancial 
statements supporting these selling 
expenses, this data was originally 
reviewed and verified by the · 
Department at the cost verification. In · 
fact, SMP argues, the total expenses 
shown in the cost verification report are 
directly traceable to SMP's 1991 audited. 
financial statement. Given that these 
specific expense items are traceable to 
ill audited financial statements, SMP 
submits that there is no basis to deny 
this offset claim. 

Department Position 
We agree with respondent. It is true · 

that our verification report states that 
SMP could not produce any finandal 
statements to support its reported salary 
amounts. However, SMP is correct that 
the total expenses reported in it1 sales 

response were reviewed and verified by charges for most ESP aales becau1e the 
the Department at the cost verification. documentary linka were severed when 
The amount• for salary, bonus. and the pipe entered State's inventory •. 
benefits reported in its worksheet during Furthermore, respondents claim, duripg 
the sales verification lie directly to verification the Department confinned 
SMP's 1991 audited financial 1tatemenL that the invoices for ESP sales do not 
Since this document was reviewed by record the mill test report (t..rrR) 
the Department's cost verifiers and is on numben or any other number linking 
the record, it does not constitute new these sales to specific exports by PSP. 
information. The fact that the sales Also, PSP maintains that in the normal 
verifiers did not review the audited .· course of busine11 State does not send 
financial statement durins verification - the t.rrR to its customers unless it is 
or SMP's indirect .offset amounts does specifically requested. PSP claims that 
not mean that the offset was not such cases were rare in the POI and. 
verified. The Department's cost verifier accordingly, there is no factual basis for 
did. in fact, review this document. the Department to use BIA. 
Therefore. we have accepted n----t Paslticm 
respondent's offset u nported. -..--

Comment 9: Petitionen state that We agree with respondent that its 
PSP'1 failure to report transaction- reporting of averages for U.S. ESP 
1pecifiJ: data fonnovement charges movement ch8J1811 is rea1onable. In the 
incurred before importation on ESP sales verification report for PSP, we 
sales should result in the use of BIA. stated in conclusion that the only 
PSP ba1 maintained that it could not reasonable way PSP could have traced 
trace the imported subject merchandise an import directly to a specific U.S. sale 
directly to a specific U.S. sale for ESP was if an MTR was requested by the 
transactions, claiminl that once the customer and sent along with the 
subject merchandise entered State Pipe customer invoice. Since the ?wITR 
and Supply Co.'s (State) inventory, all nwnber is listed on PSP's commercial 
documentary linlca were "severed." invoices. when an MTR is sent. PSP 
Accordingly, PSP calculated average could trace the U.S. sale to the import. 
movement charges for thoae incurred However, as stated in our report, there 
before importation. Petitioners contend, was "no consistent pattern to requests 
however, that during verification the for MTRs; some inlo"Oicea showed a 
Department found that. in a number of t. d th did L" m Z1 
instances, PSP can trace an ESP ule to reques an ° ers no ,.qe • 

PSP sales verification report). 
a specific export. The Department's . Therefore, we disagree with 
questionnaire •tales dearly its petitionen that respondent's averaging 
requirement that transaction-specific should lead to the use of BIA. 
data is required U there is any way such Furthermore. we examined carefully the 
data can be traced. Accordin& to accuracy of PSP's average movement 
petitioners, the verification report leaves charges and have accepted them as . 
no doubt that PSP did have the reasonable. Where poasible, PSP 
document trail to properly report its 
movement chaqes on a transaction- . calculated two separate warehouae-
specific basis for a number of ESP sales, . specific averases for certain movement 
but it chose not to do so. charges, depending upon whether the 

Petitionen claim that the Department sale was shipped from PSP's U.S. 
requires transaction-specific reporting · . subsidiary in Santa Fe Sprinss or 
because it i1 well aware of the distortive Seatde. Therefore. we have made no 

effect that the •verasinl of U.S. =· :cepni;~~:-==~ur 
e:i..-penses bas on the dumping · ··--
calculation. Because the Department verification report. -
does not know bow many transactions Comment 10: Petitioners argue that 
PSP could have reported properly, all of PSP's aalea of returned goods should be 
PSP's.ESP chargei and adjustments that included in the·O.partment"s data base 
require linkage to shipment data are for the final analysis because exclusion 
suspecL Therefore, peUtioners contend of sales H outside the ordina11· course 
that the Department should resort to of trade applies to FMV sales only. · 
BIA for these movement charges and There is no statutory exclusion provided 
use the highest reported value for each for U.S. sales not in the ordinary coune· · 
movement charge and deduct that of trade. During verification. petitioners 
amount from each observation. · state, the Department found that one of 

PSP claims that it never auerted that the sales was returned due to a shipping 
it could not calculate sales-specific error: two other returned sales were 
movement charges on any ESP sales, but originally reported by PSP as returned 
rather that it was not possible for it to due to cancellation of projects, and then 
do 10 for all such sales. PSP states that PSP reported that they were retumed 
it could not calculate sales-specific - due to corrosion. Petitioners maintain 
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that if the Department continues to 
exclude discrete groups of sales by 
respondent. the Department will not 
ensu...i that all leas-than-fair-value 
selling practices are offseL Jn the 
absence of statutory justification for 
exclusion of these U.S. sales, the 
Department should retain these U.S. 
sales in its fmal analysia. 

PSP contends that the Department 
should exclude PSP's retumed 1ooda 
sales because the Department verified 
that they werti salea orisinally made 
outside the POI and that they involved 
2berrant sales. PSP maintains that the 
Department verified that the salea 
in\'olved defective corrosion-damqed 
pipe and were ofilinally made outside 
the POL 

Respondent contends that thia bas . 
been the Department'• conaiatent 
practice. In a recent determination, PET 
Film From Japan. 56 FR 10300 (1991), the 
Department stated that the respondent 
bad established that the initial sale or 
the mercbendise was made prior to the 
POI. and consistent with its treatment in 
similar situations. asreed that the aale 
occuned outside the POI. Furthermore. 
respondent• claim that the Department 
excluded PSP's retumed soods aales in 
the Circular Welded Pipe from korea 
investisation. asreeing with reapondentl 
that the small number of sales should be 
excluded because of the aberrant nature 
cf these sa!es. Therefore, PSP 1111Je1 the 
Department to reject petitionen' 
speculation and to exclude these aalea. 

DepartmeatPosllioa 

We agree with respondellta. ne 
Department is not required to examine 
all sales made during the POI. 19 CPR· 
353.12(b). Therefore. we have excluded 
from our analysis two returned pds 
sales made during the POL The third 
12le was excluded because the initial 
sale of the merchandise was made prior 
to the POI. which is consistent with Pet 
Film From Japan. 

Comment 11: Petitionen note that the 
Department's discovery of erron in 
PSP's fo:eipi brokerase and handlina 
expenses should lead to the ue of BIA. 
Petitior.ers claimed that during 
nrificatio:i Department verifiers noted 
thct the handling charge for one 111le 
was incorrect The reported charp was 
en understatemenL Ci\•en that the one 
sale reviewed did cot verify, and that 
the understatement of the charse was 
considerable. petitioners maintain that 
there is a distinct po11ibility that a 
m:mber of PSP's reported handliD1 
charges are understated. and I.hat these 
u11derstatements could have· a 
s:e;nificant impact on the margin 
caiculations. 

Petitioners further contend that where 
the only brokerqe and handling cbarse 
examined could not be verified. the 
Department cannot assume that all other 
data are acceptable. Therefore, the · 
Department should select as BIA the 
hishest reported value in the database 
for foreisn brokerase and handlin1 and 
apply this value to all sales. 

Respondentl claim that the errors 
disclosed at verification were 
insipificant and do not warrant the use 
of punitive BIA. and that it is absurd to 
assert that the discovery or an isr:>lated 
enor in PSP's favor justifies the use or 
the highest nported value in the 
database for all U.S. •lea. Respondents 
maintain that forelsn brokerase and 
handling charps were correctly 
calculated for all other sample sales 
examined. 
Depertmeat Poaitiaa · 

We di.agree with petitionen that this 
error in one of PSP'a reported brokerqe 
cbarse• should lead to the use ar BIA. 
Throush selective examination and 
sampling of sales at verif'acaticm.. the 

· info::mation uaed to calculate brokerqe 
cbarps wu succeaafully verified by the 
DepartmenL AA stated in the ESP Pre
Selected and Surprise Sales Mction af 
the eales verification report. we 
examined four ESP sales and liated all 
correctiona ar changes on pqe Dine. 
stating that no other discrepancies. 
except those listed. were noted. There 
an no corrections for reported 
brokerap cbarses ror these four ...... 
Tbenfon. It is not true that we verified 
only one brokera1e cbarse- Given this, 
we have accepted PSP's reported 
brokera1e charges, except when 
corrected in our verification nport. 

Comment 12: Petitioaen claim that the 
Department should revise its calculation 
of PSP's inventory canyin& caltl. 
Petitionen state that PSP retainl title to 
the merchandise until it reacba the U.S. 
dock,"wbere Pusan Pipe America (PPA) 
anumes title. Furthermore, the 
Department's sales verification report 
states that PPA is the importer of ncord 
for U.S. aalea. Tbere(ore, petitionen . 
maintain that PPA a11ume1 title or abe 
subject merchandise upon importation 
into the United States. Tbenfore. the 
Department should apply PSP's intereat 
for the period between shipment from 
Korea to arrival at the U.S. dock. 

Respondents maint&in that they 
correctly calculated inventory carrying 
expenses using PPA's short-tenn interest 
rate became PPA maintains title to the · 
merchandise while it is on the water. 
When the merchandise is ready for 
shipmenL PPA opens a letter of credit in 
PSP'a favor. PSP then obtains payment 
by presenting shipping documents to the· 

U.S. issuing bank's correspondent bank 
in Korea. which then forwards the 
documents to the i11uq bank. 
Respondents claim that po11ession of 
these shipping documenti confers title. 
Furthermore. the commereial in,•oices 
i11ued on export of. pipe from Korea 
state that L"ie shipment is "for Account I 
Risk or· PPA. PPA. the!'efore. is the 
entity that is bearins the cost of holding · 
that inventory. Accordqly, it is PPA's 
interest rate. not PSP's. that should be 
used· in imputins inventory can,'ins 
expenses on these sales. 

Departmeat Posltiaa 

We asree with respondents L'uit in 
this case, possession of shipping 
documentl which state that shipment ii 
'1or Account • Risk of" PPA confers 
tidL Therefore, we disqree with 
petitionen that we should use PSP's 
interest rate for the period from Korea to 
the U.S. port. and have accepted PSP's 
reported inventory carryin& costs. 

Cmnment 13: Petitionen contend that 
PSP'1 failure to provide the Departmant 
•ith all of ltl published financial 
records bas deprived the Department. or 
information relevant to this case. In itl 

. questionnaire to PSP, the Department 
requested that respondent submit all or 
itl financial statements and reports. 
PSP, however, bas failed to nspond to 
this request even thoush the documents 
wen available. Specifically, PSP's 
annual report for 11181 wu not 
aubmitted to the l>epartmmaL Pm 
example. petitionen claim that 
information in this report sets forth 
pricea or raw materiala purcbaNd-by 
PSP durin& the POL These pricea . 
di1tinplsb between imported and 
domestic bot-rolled colL Had the 
Department nceived this docw:ient 
prior to verification. it would bave been 
in a better position to verify PSP'a 
claima reaardin& raw material prica. 
Petitioners mp the Department to 
consider the recalcltnnce af PSP in 
failina to provide nqueated and nlevaat 
data that are publicly available aver the 
course af this case. since it is jastiliable 
to conclude that this material was 
withheld by PSP due to concem by PSP 
that its submission "'ould incnue its marsm or dumpin;. 

Respondents maintain tbat petitionen 
arsuments a:e misleading and involve 
new infonnalion. First. respondentl 
claim, the nport in question was not 
issued unUI after the tales and cost 
verilications were completed. Jn 
addition. the report did not contain 
oddiUonal information that had not 
alleady been iubmitted to the 
Department or inspected by the 
Department al verification. PSP 
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that it calculated inland freight "using 
the most precise information available 
• • s" or that "(f)reight cannot be 
aerived on a shipment-by-shipment 
basis." As the verification report states, 
an allocation of freight charges to an 
individual transaction was possible for 
both transactions examined during 
verification. 

However, as explained in the report. 
SMP could not calculate sales-specific 
charges for all home market sales 
because certain sales shipped to the 
Changwon area were shipped via a 
carrier which charged SMP a flat fee 
every month for deliveries, regardless of 
the product, quantity or frequency. The 
last line of the transportation subledger 
in the verification exhibit Freight-1 
shows this charge. Since we cannot 
determine using SMP's sales and 
transportation records how many home 
market sales were shipped via this 
particular carrier, we have accepted 
SMP's average home market freight 
charges as reported. 

Comment 8• Petitioners argue that no 
offset should be made for SMP's home 
market indirect selling expenses 
because the data could not be verified. 
SMP reported these expenses based on 
total salaries, bonuses and severance 
benefits. According to petitioners, 
however, during verification SMP could 
not produce any financial statements to 
support its reported numbers. It is 
standard verification procedure to tie all 
expense claims to the financial 
statements. It is not enough to provide 
worksheets that explain how an 
expense is calculated. In the absence of 
verified data, petitioners contend that 
no offset should be allowed. 

SMP claims that at verification it -
demonstrated that its offset ratio was 
derived by dividing total indirect selling 
expenses by total sales of pipe and tube; 
Although the verification report states 
that SMP did not produce financial 
statements supporting these selling 
expenses. this data was originally 
reviewed and verified by the • 
Department at the cost verification. In -
fact. SMP argues. the total expenses 
shown in the cost verification report are 
directly traceable to SMP's 1991 audited 
financial statement. Given that these 
specific expense items are traceable to 
its audited financial statements. SMP 
submits that there is no basis to deny 
this offset claim. 
Department Position 

We agree with respondent. It is true • 
that our verification report states that 
SMP could not produce any financial 
statements to support its reported salary 
amounts. However, SMP is correct that 
the total expenses reported in its sales 

response were reviewed and verified by 
the Department at the cost verification. 
The amounts for salary, bonus, and 	- 
benefits reported in its worksheet during 
the sales verification tie directly to 
SMP's 1991 audited financial statement. 
Since this document was reviewed by 
the Department's cost verifiers and is on 
the record, it does not constitute new 
information. The fact that the sales 
verifiers did not review the audited 
financial statement during verification 
of SMP's indirect offset amounts does 
not mean that the offset was not 
verified. The Department's cost verifier 
did. in fact, review this document. 
Therefore, we have accepted 
respondent's offset as reported. 

Comment 9: Petitioners state that 
PSP's failure to report transaction-
specific data for movement charges 
incurred before importation on ESP 
sales should result in the use of BIA. 
PSP has maintained that it could not 
trace the imported subject merchandise 
directly to a specific U.S. sale for ESP 
transactions, claiming that once the 
subject merchandise entered State Pipe 
and Supply Co.'s (State) inventory, all 
documentary links were "severed." 
Accordingly, PSP calculated average 
movement chatges for those incurred 
before importation. Petitioners contend, 
however, that during verification the 
Department found that, in a number of 
instances, PSP can trace an ESP sale to 
a specific export. The Department's • • 
questionnaire states clearly its 
requirement that transaction-specific 
data is required if there is any way such 
data can be traced. According to 
petitioners, the verification report leaves 
no doubt that PSP did have the 
document trail to properly report its 
movement charges on a transaction-
specific basis for a number of ESP sales. 
but it chose not to do so. 	• 

Petitioners claim that the Department 
requires transaction-specific reporting • 
because it is well aware of the distortive 
effect that the averaging of U.S. 
expenses has on the dumping 	- 
calculation. Because the Department 
does not know how many transactions 
PSP could have reported properly, all of 
PSP's.ESP charges and adjustments that 
require linkage to shipment data are 
suspect. Therefore. petitioners contend 
that the Department should resort to 
BIA for these movement charges and 
use the highest reported value for each 
movement charge and deduct that 
amount from each observation. • 	• 

PSP claims that it never asserted that 
it could not calculate sales-specific 
movement charges on any ESP sales, but 
rather that it was not possible for it to 
do so for all such sales. PSP states that 
it could not calculate sales-specific 

charges for most ESP sales because the 
documentary links were severed when 
the pipe entered State's inventory. 
Furthermore, respondents claim. during 
verification the Department confirmed 
that the invoices for ESP sales do not 
record the mill test report (MTR) 
numbers or any other number linking 
these sales to specific exports by PSP. 
Also. PSP maintains that in the normal 
course of business State does not send 
the MTR to its customers unless it is 
specifically requested. PSP claims that 
such cases were rare in the POI and, 
accordingly, there is no factual basis for 
the Department to use BIA. 
Department Position 

We agree with respondent that its 
reporting of averages for U.S. ESP 
movement charges is reasonable. In the 
sales verification report, for PSP, we 
stated in conclusion that the only 
reasonable way PSP could have traced 
an import directly to a specific U.S. sale 
was if an MTR was requested by the 
customer and sent along with the 
customer invoice. Since the MTR 
number is listed on PSP's commercial 
invoices, when an 1►11R is sent. PSP 
could trace the U.S. sale to the import. 
However, as stated in our report, there 
was "no consistent pattern to requests 
for MTRs: some invoices showed a 
request, and others did not." (Page 27, 
PSP sales verification report). 

Therefore, we disagree with 
petitioners that respondent's averaging 
should lead to the use of BIA. 
Furthermore, we examined carefully the 
accuracy of PSP's average movement 
charges and have accepted them as • 
reasonable. Where possible, PSP 
calculated two separate warehouse-
specific averages for certain movement 
charges, depending upon whether the 
sale was shipped from PSP's U.S. 
subsidiary in Santa Fe Springs or 
Seattle. Therefore. we have made no 
changes to PSP's ESP movement 
charges. except where noted in our 
verification report. 

Comment 10: Petitioners argue that • 
PSFs sales of returned goods should be 
included in the•Department's data base 
for the final analysis because exclusion 
of sales as outside the ordinary course 
of trade applies to FMV sales only. 
There is no statutory exclusion provided 
for U.S. sales not in the ordinary course-
of trade. During verification. petitioners 
state, the Department found that one of 
the sales was returned due to a shipping 
error: two other returned sales were 
originally reported by PSP as returned 
due to cancellation of projects, and then 
PSP reported that they were returned 
due to corrosion. Petitioners maintain 
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that if the Department continues to 
exclude discrete groups of sales by 
respondent. the Department will not 
ensu."'t! that all leas-than-fair-value 
selling practices are offset. In the 
absence of statutory justification for 
exclusion of these U.S. aalea, the 
Department should retain these U.S. 
sales in its final analysis. 

PSP contends that the Department 
should exclude PSP'a retumed 1oodl 
sales because the Department verified 
tha l they were sales originally made 
outside the POI and that they involved 
eberrant aales. PSP maintains that the 
Department verified that the aalu 
in\'olved defective corrosion-damqed 
pipe and were originally made outside 
the POL 

Respondent contends that this bu . 
been the Department's consistent 
practice. In a recent determination, P!:I' 
Film From Japan. 56 FR 16300 (1991), the 
Department stated that the respondent 
had established that the initial sale of 
the merchandise was made prior to the 
POI. and consistent with its treatment in 
similar situations. agreed that the aale 
occurred outside the POI. Furthermore. 
respondents claim that the Department 
excluded PSP'a retumed goods sales in 
the Circular Welded Pipe from Korea 
in\'estigation. agreeing with respondents 
that the small number of sales should be 
excluded because of the aberrant nature 
cf these sales. Therefore. PSP urps the 
Department to reject petitionen' 
speculation and to exclude these sales. 

Department Posllicm 

We agree with respondents. The 
Department is not required to examine 
all sales made during the POI. 18 CPR · 
353.12(b). Therefore. we have excluded 
from our analysis two returned &ooda 
sales made during the POL The third 
sale was excluded because the initial 
sale of the merchandise was made prior 
to the POI, which is consistent with Pet 
Film From Japan. 

Comment 11: Petitionen note that the 
Department's discovery of erron in 
PSP's fo:eip brokerage and handlins 
expensea should lead to the use of BIA. 
Petitioners claimed that during 
nrificatio:i Department verifiers noted 
toot the handling charge for one sale 
was incorrect: The reported charp was 
en understatemenL Cn•en tbat the one 
sale reviewed dld not verify, and that 
the understatement of the charge was 
considerable. petitioners maintain that 
there is a distinct poasibility that a 
m:mbcr of PSP's reported handling 
churges are understated. and that these 
u11derstatements could have· a 
s:e;nificant impact on the margin 
caiculations. 

Petitioners further contend that wi.•here 
the only brokerage and handling charge 
examined could not be verified. the 
Department cannot assume that all other 
data are acceptable. Therefore, the · 
Department should aelect as BIA the 
higheat reported value in the database 
for foreipl brokerage and handlins and 
apply tbia value to all sales. 

Respondents daim that the errors 
disclosed at verification were 
insipificant and do not warrant the use 
of punitive BIA. and that it is absurd to 
asae!'t that the discovery of an isolated 
error in PSP'a favor justifies the use of 
the hipeat nported value in the 
database for all U.S. aeles. Respondents 
maintain that foreisn brokerage and 
handling chargea were conectly 
calculated for all other sample salea 
examined. 

Departmeat Pollitioa · 
We disagree "ith petitionen that tbia 

error in one of PSP'a reported brokerqe 
charges should lead to the use of BIA. 
Through selective examination and 
sampling of sales at verification. the 

· info:mation med to calculate brolcerqe 
charges wu aucceaafully verified by the 
DepartmenL A.a stated in the ESP Pre
Selected and Surprise Sales section of 
the sales verification report, we 
examined four ESP aalea and listed all 
correctioaa or cha.nsea on pap .Dine, 
stating that no other diacrepanciea. 
except those listed. were noted. There 
are no corrections for reported 
brokerap charpa for these four sales. 
Therefore. It ia not true that we verified 
only one brokerage charge. Given tbia, 
we have accepted PSP's reported 
brokerap cbarges, except where 
conected in our verification report. 

Comment 12: Petitionen daim that the 
Department should revise its calculation 
of PSP'a inventory carrying COits. 
Petitionen state that PSP retains title to 
the merchandise until it reacbea the U.S. 
dock, ·where Pusan Pipe America (PPA) 
assumes title. Furthermore. the 
Department'& sales verification report 
states that PPA is the importer of record 
for U.S. aalea. Therefore, peUtionen . 
maintain that PPA aaawnea title of the 
subject merchandise upon importation 
into the United States. Therefore. the 
Department should apply PSP'1 ;..,tereat 
for the period between shipment from 
Korea to arrival at the U.S. dock. 

Respondents maint&in that they 
com!ctly calculated inventory carryins 
expenses using PPA"a short-term intenat 
rate because PPA maintains title to the · 
merchandise while it ia on the water. 
When the merchandise ii ready for 
shipmenL PPA opens a Jetter of a:edit in 
PSP's favor. PSP then obtains payment 
by presenting aruppina document• to the" 

U.S. issuing bank'• correspondent bank 
in Korea. which then forwards the 
documents to the i11uing bank. 
Respondents claim that po11ession of 
these shipping documents confers title. 
Furthermore. the commercial in,•oices 
issued on export of. pipe from Korea 
state that L'ie shipment is '·'for Account I 
Risk or· PPA. PPA. therefore. ia the . 
entity that ia bearing the cost of holding 
that inventory. Accordingly. it is PPA'• 
interest rate. not PSP's. that should be 
used in imputing inventory carr)'ing 
expenses on these sales. 

Departmeat Position 

We apee with respondents that in 
this case. possession of shipping 
documents which state that shipment is 
11for Account • Risk of"' PPA confers 
title. Therefore, we di1qree with 
petltionen that we should use PSP's 
interest rate for the period from Korea to 
the U.S. port. and have accepted PSP'a 
reported inventory carrying costs. 

Comment 13: Petitioneri contend that 
PSP'1 failure to provide the Department 
•ith all of lta published f1DBDcial 
records ha1 deprived the Department of 
information relevant to this case. In its 

. questionnaire to PSP. the Department 
requested that respondent 1ubmit all of 
its financial statements and reports. 
PSP, however, ha1 failed to rapond to 
this nqueat even thoqb the documents 
wen available. Specifically, PSP'a 
annual report for 11181 wu not 
submitted to the DepartmenL F0r 
example. petitionen claim that 
information in this report sets forth 
prices of raw materials purcbaMd·by 
PSP during the POL These prices . 
distinguish between imported and 
domestic bot-rolled coil Had the 
Department received tbia dociu:1ent 
prior to verificetion. it would have been 
in a better position to verify PSFs 
claims resardina raw material prices. 
Petitionen UJ'le the Department to 
consider the recalcitrance of PSP in 
failing to provide requested and relevant 
data that are publicly available over the 
coune of this case. since it is t..astifiable 
to conclude that tbia material waa 
withheld by PSP due to concem by PSP 
that ita submi11ion \\'Ould increase its 
margin of dumpin;. 

Respondents maintain that petitioners 
arsuments a:e misleading and involve 
new infonnelion. Fint. respondenta 
dairn. the nport in quec~ion was not 
issued unW after the ealea and cost 
verifications were completed. In 
addition. the report did not contain 
additional information that had not 
already been submitted to the 
Department or inspected by the 
Department at verification. PSP 

.. 
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aubmitted its audited.financial 
statements covering the POI in advance 
of verification. and since these 
documents are audited, respondents 
maj~tain that they are the most 
auth.oritative financial reports available. 
And.finally. respondents point out that 
during \-erification, the Department 
reviewed and verified virtually all the 
key financial source documents relied 
upon by PSP to put together it• 
responses. 

Department Position 

We disagree with petit!onera that 
PSP's failure to provide the Department 
with its annual report for 1991 baa 
deprived the Department of information 
relevant to thia caae. As respondent 
atates, this report waa not issued until 
after the sales and cost verilicatiou 
were completed. Therefore, becauae it is 
dated Auguat 14, 1991, ii would be 
considered new information and would 
not be accepted by the DepartmenL 
Furthermore, the Department verifiers 
re'l.;ewed all key financial documents 
and reports during the aales and cost 
verifications. Therefore, there i1 no 
basis to conclude that PSP wu 

. withholding information in order to 
reduce ill dumping margin. 

Comment 14: Respondenta state that 
the Department should use SMP'1 
alternative matches of 1imilar 
merchandise before tuming to 
constructed value. According to 
respondents, section 173(a} of the 
dumping statute expresses a general 
preference for basir.g dumping 
determinations on price-to-price 
comparisons, and therefore, the 
Department has the discretion to allow 
the uie of alternative matches. · 
Furthermore. the Department has 
exercised this discretion under the law 
in the past. See Tapered Roller Bearings 
from Japan. 57 FR 4690 11892). · 

Respondents further claim that in its 
recent final determination in the 
Standard Pipe investigation, the 
Department assumed that it could use 
alternative home market matches or 
similar merchandise prior to resorting to 
CV. However, respondents claim. the 
Department declined to use alternative 
matches because of special 
circumstances. Because of the massive 
number and variety or home market 
models of subject merchandise in that 
case. the Department agreed to allow 
respondents to report COP and CV for a 
limited number of home market models. 
Under these circumstances. therefore. 
the Department declined to use 
alternative matches. Respondents 
maintain that there are no similar 
extraordinary circumstances in this 
investigation precluding the Depanment 

from using alternative matches because 
SMP and PSP submitted a complete 
listing of COP and CV for all home 
market products sold during the POI. 
Given these circumstances, respcndents 
request that alternative matches be used 
for the dumping analysis before the 
Department resorts to CV. 

Petitioners maintain that.the 
Department should resort to CV, not 
alternative similar sales. when there are 
insufficient above-cost sales of a 
particular product. stating that section 
773fb} of the Act instructs the 
Department to use CV as the basis of 
FMV when sales are made below cost. 
As the Department recognized in the 
recent fmal results of its administrative 
review of Actifriction Bearings (Other 
Than Tapered Roller Bearings) and Parts 
Thereof from France, the statute does 
not instruct the Department to use the 
next most similar men:handi!l8, but 
rather requires the use of CV. 1n this 
proceeding, the Department fll'lt 
determined that such or similar 
merchandise to be uaed in comparison 
to the merchandise sold in the United 
Stales. and then tested 1ale1 of that 
particular merchandise to determine 
whether they are below COIL 

Furthermore. petitioners argue, the 
reason the Department cited for 
rejecting respondents' proposal in the 
Standard Pipe from Korea case was the 
statutory directive that the Department 
resort to CV following the search for 
moat similar merchandise under 
aections 173(b) and 771(18) of the AcL 
The Department's reference to the facts 
of that case follow the statement "'even 
assuming. a1'gu11ndo. that the · 
respondents are correct in asserting that 
the Department should use .similar home 
market product matches before resorting 
to CV," the data of record did not permit 
such an alternative. 

Moreover. petitioners daini, the data 
of record in this caH is too limited 10· 
pennit the Department to resort to 
alternative model matches a1 
respondents propose because SMP has 
not submitted difmer data that can be 
used by the Department. (See Comment 
4). Under these circumstances. the · 
Department should not adopt SMP's 
proposal to use comparisons of . 
altema live. less similar merchandise in 
lieu of CV. This would only increase the 
need for reliance on difmer data that is 
suspecL 

Department Position 

- We agree with petitioners and have 
based FMV on constructed value for any 
model match where more than 90 
percent of its home market sales were 
found to be belo\v coat. This approach is 

consistent with sections 773(b) and 
77lf16) of the Act. 

Prior to determining FMV uncier 
773(a). the Department must first select 
the most similar merchandise. Section 
i71fl6) of the Act defines such or similar 
merchandise and provides a hierarchy 
or preferences for determining which 
merchandise sold in the -foreign market 
is moat similar to the merchandise sold 
in the United States. Section 771116) also 
expresses a preference for the use of 
identical over similar merchandise, 
stating categorically that such or similar 
merchandise is the merchandise that 
falls into the fant hierarchical category 
in which comparisons can be made. The 
cost test is not conducted until after the 
most similar model match is found 
under section 171(18). 

Section 771(18) requirel ua to descend 
through successive levels of the 
hierarchy until salet of such or similar 
merchandise are found. However, it 
does not condition the determination or 
such or similar on any basis other than 
similarity of the merchandise. Jn 
particular. section 771(16) directs us 
only to .. the first of the following 
categories • • •" and not to the next 
catqory when the rant match is below 
cost. If this were not the case, the cost 
teat would inappropriately become part 
of the basis for determining what 
constitutes such ot similar merchandise, 
which is clearly not the purpose of the 
cost teat. Because iection 771118) 
specifies the determination of such or 
similar merchandiie on the similarity of 
the merchandise only and not an 
whether the moat similar model 11 above 
coat. and section 173(b) directs us to the 
use of CV when the moat similar model 
ia sold below cost. we based FMV on 
CV when the moat similar home market 
product match waa found to be below 
COP. 

Cost Comments 

PSP 

Comment 1: PSP argues that its . 
submitted material coats, which were 
based on its weighted average purchase 
price during the POL differed only · 
slightly from the weighted average value 
of material requisitioned during the POI. · 
Thus. the alight nature of these 
differences demonstrate that PSP'1 
submitted coats are rea10Dable, and 
should be accepted without adjustment. 

Petitioners argue that in ordtt to 
ensure the accuracy of its fmal 
calculations. the ~artment should 
adjust all material costs to reDect PSP's 
requisition value of materials consumerd 
during the POI. 
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D2partment'1 Position 

The Department agrees with 
petitioners. Valuing materials based on 
PSP's purchase price during the POI 
does not take into account the cost or 
materials in inventory at the beginning 
and end of the PO!. Therefore. the 
Department adjusted PSP's submitted 
material costl to reflect its monthly 
weighted average value or materials 
requisitioned from inventory during the 
POI. 

Commnl 2: PSP daims that the 
aii~ed overstatement of production 
quantity as used to allocate fabrication 
costs. arose from the indusion of 
partially fabricated pre-welded pipe. 
Additionally. PSP daims that the effect 
of inclusion of the partially fabric:ated 
pre-welded pipe in the production 
quantity as used to allocate fabrication 
costs i1 de minimis. Therefore. PSP 
a"'ues that the Department should 
aa:ept PSP's fabrication costs as 
submitted. 

Departmect's Position 

The Department disagrees with PSP. 
Al ~-erilication. PSP was unable to 
explain the reason for the overstatement 
of production quantitl· as used to 
aliocate fabrication costa. PSP's claim 
that the overstatement related to the 
inclusion of partially fabricated pre
welded pipe was never diacu11ed. and 
there is no evidence on the record to 
support that claim. 

Additio."Ullly, the effect of the 
overstatement of production quantity u 
used to allocate fabrication costl is not 
considered inaipificant. Therefore, the 
Department adjusted fabrication costl 
to uccount for the overstatement or 
production quantity. 

Catr.ment :i: PSP arpea that the 
converaio."l facton used to convert costs 
from an actual weifht basis to a 
theoretical weisht basis are correct. PSP · 
ir.sists that since the actual weishts 
used in derMng the conversion factor 
are the same as the actual weishta used 
i:1 its nonr.al production and accounting 
records, application of the factor to the 
1actual cost for each product results in an 
accurate coat on a theoretical basis. 

Pelitio!lers argue that PSP"s calculated 
con\ .. rsion factors used to convert 
submitted costs from an actual weight 
l:~sis to a theoretical weisht basi1 
can."lot be relied upon because the 
actual weight component of this factor is 
based on tne thickness of input coil 
rc!;her than the thickness of the output 
finhhed pipe. Petitioners daim that as a 
result of the manufacturing operation. 
th.: resulting gause of the pipe will be 
di!i'!l'ent from the gauge of the coil. 

Department's Positioa 

We agree with respondents. The 
methods applied by PSP to calculate the 
actual weight or the pipe as used in the 
submitted conversion factor calculations 
are the same methods they appl)' in their 
internal bookkeeping systems. Absent 
convincing evicience that the calculating 
methodoloa biases the dumping 
calculation. we may not disregard PSP'a 
approach. · 

SMP 

Comment 1: SMP 8J'8Uel that the 
conversion factors u1ed to con\·ert costs 
from an actual weight basis to a 
theoretical WElight basis are correct. 
SMP insistl that since the actual weights 
used in derivi.'18 the con\oersion factor 
are t.'ie same as the actual weighta used 
in its normal production and accounting 
records. application of the factor to the 
actual cost for each product results in an 
·accurate cost on a theoretical basis. 

Petitioners argue that SMP's 
calculated con\"ersion iactors used to 
con,·ert submitted costs from an actual 
weight baais to a theoretical weiaJit 
basis cannot be relied upon because the 
actual weight component or this factor is 
baaed on the thickness of input coil 
rather than the thickness of the output 
finished pipe. Petitioners claim that u a 
result of the manufacturiq operation. 
the resultins ... or the pipe will be 

. different from the 1ause of the coil. 

Department'• Posiliaa 

The methods applied by SMP to 
calculate the actual weight of the pipe 
as used in the submitted conversion · 
factor calculations are the same 
methods they apply in their internal 
bookkeeping systems. Absent 
con\incina evidence that the calculation 
methodolOI)' biases the dumpin1 
calculation. w~ may not disresard SMP'a 
approach. 

Camm1mt :!: SMP argues that a portion 
of its gain on L"ae sale or a fo11ing plant · 
was related lo L'ie production or WSSP. 
Tnerefore. the Department ahould 
continue to include this pin in SMP"s 
G&A expense calculation. . 

Petitioners contend that SMP'1 sale of 
its forgi!!I pl&nt was a real estate 
transaction. Thus. the pin realized on 
this sale should be classified as other 
income. and not be permitted to be used 
as an offset to GAA expenses. 
Additionally. petitioners assert t!lat 
even if the ato:age yard at the fo:wlnl 
plant was-considered lo be a production 
related asset. there is no evidence an the 
record that only coil used in the 
production of subject merchandise wu 
stored there. 

Department's Position 

The Department disagrees with SMP. 
The Department nonnally includes in 
GlrA expense. routine gains and losses 
on the disposition of fixed assets as 
inC111Ted in the o~inarv course of 
buainess. Hoy,·ever. the ;:ain SMP is 
claiming as an offset to G&A expenses 
is related to the sale of a significant 
manufacturing plant and cdjacent land 
area. This sales transaction is not a 
routine disposition of fixed assets. 
Therefore. the Department disallowed 
SMP's inclusion of the Rain on s.ole cf its 
fOJJin; plant and adjac1mt l~r.:!. .orea for 
purposes of computinr. G&A excrnse. 

Comment 3: SMP argues that bc:sed on 
the appraisal it oblained from reui 
estate profouii>nals in ti:e Ctuu:~.von 
area. its rental payments tu SSC ior the 
stainless steel facility·\"!ere at arms
lengtb pricea. 

Petitioners a~ue that the appraisal 
prot-'ided by SMP only establishes that 
SMP only estabiishea that SMI' paid rent 
that falls within the a;>pr.tiaal range. It 
does not establish whether SMP was in 
fact receiving preferentia! treatment in 
its rental costs from the related party. 

Petitianen urge the De~artment to 
ignore the submitted transfer rental 
prices. and instead use the highest 
market rent reported by the Korean 
appraiser as BL'-

Department'• Poaition 

The Departmel_lt qreea with SMP. The 
amount of rent paid by St.IP to tta 
related party ia within the appraiaed fair 
market value range for rents in the 
Changwon Industrial Area. Absent 
evidence of preferential treatmenL the 
Department is unable to disresard 
SMP's reapcmae. 

Comment 4: SMP daims that durina 
\-erification. It was noted that SMP 
inadvertendy double-counted 
advertising. busineu promotion. 
transportation. bad debt and export 
expenses. Therefore. the Department 
should delete these ite."118 from SMP's 
SG&A expense in order not to double
count theae expense• which •-ere 
previoualy reported in the price 
submission. 

l>epartment'a Posl~OD 

The Depar'.inent diaagrees with SMP. 
At \-erification. SMP daimed tbat its 
submitted SG&A calculation for SSC. 
not SMP, ahould be exclusive or the 
above items. Additionally. the concern 
at verification was that SSC incures no 
selling expenac:a on aalea to SMP. not 
that thr:ae expenses were reported 
elsewhere. Therefore. no adjustment 
was made to SMP'a SG&A eKpenae. 
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C:,ommenl 5: SMP argues that its GAlA 
expense calculation.should be exclusive 
of amortization of deferred coats. Under 
Korean Generally Accepted Accountins 
Principles ("GAAP"). expensea incurred 
relating to research and development, 
and bond and stock issuance, are 
capitalized and amortized over a period 
of three to five years, whereas under 
U.S. CAAP. these costs are expended in 
the )'ear inclL"Ted. SMP contends that by 
capitalizina .and amortizing these costa, 
current and future years' fmandal 
results are distorted. · 

Petitioner argues that U.S. GAAP does 
permit capitalization and amortizetion 
of research and development and 
issuance costs. 

Deparlmellt'1 Politima 

The Department disagrees with SMP. 
In general. the Department adheres ~o 
an indMdual firm'• recordina of costa in 
accordance with GAAP of its home 
country. if the Depertment is 11tisfied 
thet such principles re.esonably re!!ect 
tne cor.ts c! p·ocfocing the subject 
~ercha:i.di1e .. Relating to L'lie steel pipe 
inci.istry. the Department is 11tisfied 
tt:at research and development and 
i!;s::ance costs incurred in a particular 
~·ear, benefit future years. Therefore. the 
Depa:t.-nent ad.'iered to Korean GAAP, 
ar.d •::eluded oma:tizalion or deferred 
charges. as reported on SMP's financial 
statements. in our calculation of GlA 
expense. 

Comment 6: Petitioners argue that the 
Department should ad!ust for SMP's 
overstatement or its scrap recovr.y 
amount. as identified at verification. 

SMP claims that it understated the 
price it received for scrap durina the 
POI. and the effect or this 
understatement c:ffsets the 
"';erstatement of its scrap recovery rate. 

Department's Position 
SMP·s overstatement of its scrap 

r!':.o\·ery rate has an insignificant effect 
fin its submitted costs. Therefore, the 
fteµa~t."DEnt made no adjustment to 
SMP"s 1n:bmitted scrap recovery amount 
ior the final calculations. 

Cor.:mer.t 7: Petitioners argue that 
S!.Ws alll.'cation ol indirect overhead 
c.;>St!. on the basir. of number of workers 
or depreciation r.hould be rejected. 
· SMP argues that its submitted indirect 
o,:Er~ead costs were allocated to direct 
cost centers usi.,g tae same 
methodology usrd in its normal couru: 
of busineu, and therefore no adjustment 
is warranted. 

Department's Position 

The Department agrees with SMP. At 
verification. the Department determined 
that S!\tJ'"s allocation methodology for 

indirect overhead costs was reasonable 
and in accordance with the company'a 
boob and records. Therefore, no 
adjustment was made to indirect 
overhead for purpoaes or the final 
determination. 

Comment 8: SMP argues that there is 
no reasonable basis for revising SSC's 
material cost calculatioDL SMP daims 
that the material costs provided in its 
COP/CV submission were developed 
based oa srade and wall thickness. The 
Deparbnenl's analysis ipored cost by 
thickneu, and used SSC's POI coat of 
manufacture by grade only. 

Department's Po&ltian 
The Department dingrees with SMP. 

Contrary to SMP's argument that SSC . 
submitted cold-rolled steel raw m;.terial 
cost& by grade and wall thiclcness, 
verification Exhibit 7, pap 2, clearly 
illustrates that SSC'1 nbmitted cold
rolled steel n~ material costs were by 
tzrade only, i.e •• all wall thicknesses 
v.:ithin e spe::ifi:: grade have the same 
material coals. Therefore, SMP's 
explanation that the difference be1ween 
1he subJl'Jtted material costa and 
material ccsts recorded in SSC's 
1r1onthly cost of sales statements, was 
due to different costs for difierent wall 
thicknesses. has no merit. 

Continuation of Suspension of 
Liquida:icm 

We are directing the Customs Service 
to conti.'lue to suspend liquidation or all 
entries or certain welded stainless steel 
pipe that are entered. or v.rithdrawn 
from warehouse, for consumption on or 
after June 2Z l&BZ. L"ie date of 
publication of Ot!r preliminary 
determination in. the Federal Register. 
The Customs Sen.ice shall require a 
cash deposit or bond equal to the 
estimated amount by which the FMV of 
the mercha~ise subject lo this 
investigation exceeds the U.S. price, as 
shown belaw. This suspension o( 
liquidation Will remain in effect until 
further notice. The weishted-everase 
dumping margins are as follO\\'S: . 

ITC Notification 

7.75 
2.55 
U3 

In accordance with section 7351d) of 
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our 
determination. 

Nolif'acatioa to lateraled Parties 

This notice also serves as the only 
reminder to parties 1ubject to -
administrative protective order (APO) of 
their responsibility concemina the 
return or destruction of proprietary 
information disclosed under APO in 
accordance with 19 CFR 353.34{d). 
Failure to compiy is a violation of the 
APO. 

Thia determination is published 
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act and 
19 CFR 353.20(a)f4). 

Dated: Navember<l, 11182. 
RolfTb. LuadimJ, Jr., 
Acting Aaialllnl S«:mory for Import 
Admini$ll'Olion. 
IPR Doc:. 92-27410 rale::l 11-1u-92: a:-1s am) 
8ILLlllG CODE ........ 

IA-193-8151 · 

FIMI Determination of Sales r. Less 
Than Fa:r Value: Certain We&deCS 
Stainless Steel Pipe& From T~wan 

AGENCY: Import Admi."listration. 
International Trade Administration. 
Department or Commerce. 
EFnCTIVE DATE: November 1Z. lB92. 
FOR FURTHER INFCHlllATION CONTAC'I: 
Bill Cro•·. Office of Antidmn~.ns 
Investigations, Office of Investigations. 
Import Administration, U.S. Department 
of Commerce, 14th Street and 
Constitution Avenue, NW .. Washington. 
DC 20230: telephone (20Z) 482-0118. 
FINAL DETERMINATION: We determine 
that certain welded stainless steel pipes 
(WSSP) from Taiwan are being. or are 
likely to be, sold in the United States at 
less than fair valve. as provided in 
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended (the Act). The estimated 
margins are shown in the "'Suspel'.sion 
or Liquidation" section of this notice. 

C...History 

Since the notice of the preliminary 
determination and postponement or the 
final determination on June 15. 11192 (57 
FR Z7i'33. June ~ 1992), the follo\\.ir.:g 
events have occurred. On )u."8e 30, 19A2, 
petitioners allesed a signi!icant de:ica1 
enor in the calculat:on of )sung Yuann 
Enterprise Co. Ltd.'s UYE'•) prelimint•I')" 
ma:;in. 

On July Zl, 1992. the Department 
issued the amended preliminary 
determination correcting the ministeri1tl 
error in the calculation er JYE'• 
estimated preliminary dumpq mar"Gin. 
(57 FR.33492, July 29, 1992). 

On June ZS, 1991, Ta Chen Stair.lc:ss 
Pipe Co .. -Ltd., (Ta Chen) suhmitted 
tapes for responses to all sections or the 
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questionnaire containing corrections 
discovered in preparing for verification. 
JYE did the same on June 30.1992. and 
Yeun Chyang Industrial Co., Ltd. (YCI) 
on August 3. 1992. Petitioners submitted 
preverification comments regardini 
Chang Tieh Industry Co .. Ltd. (CJ'I) and 
JYE on July 2. 1992. Petitioners . 
submitted pre-verification comments 
resardina YCI and Ta Chen on July 24. 
1992. 

We conducted verification of the sales 
and coat questioMaire responses for all 
respondents (CTI. JYE. Ta Chen and 
YCI) between July lo· and Aupst 12. 
1992. In addition. we verified the 
exporter's sales price (ESP) responses 
for Ta Chen in California on Aup1t 15. 
um. 

On June 29. 1992. JYE and CTI 
requested a public bearing. On July 1. 
1992. the petitioners in this investigation. 
Avesta Sandvik Tube. Inc.. Bristol 
Metals. Damascus Tubular Products. 
Trent Tube Division of the Crucible 
Materials Corporation. and the United 
Steelworkers of America. requested a 
public hearing. On July 2. 1992. Ta Chen 
also requested a public bearing. On 
August Zl. 1992. YCI concurred in the 
requests for a bearing. . 

Petitioners and respondents filed case 
briefs on September 25. 1992. and · 
rebuttal briefs on October 1. 1992. A 
public hearing was held on October 2. 
1992. 

On July 1, 1992. petitioners alleged 
that CTI waa making 1ale1 in the United . 
States. which they described a1 
inconsistent with commercial reality 
and unrepreaentative of the U.S. markeL 
They maintained that CTI'• U.S. prices 
had been aet "artificially'' hish by 
means of collusion •ith a U.S. importer. 
with an intent to besin dumpin8 after 
receivin8 no marsin and being excluded 
from any antidumpins duty order issued 
in the investisation. On July 2. 1992. in 
their pre-verification commenta, 
petitioners describe their allegations in 
sreater detail 

On July 14. 1992. petitioners submitted 
to the Department. at its request. an 
affidavit in support of their allegations 
of July 1. 1992. On September 2. 1992. 
petitioners met with Francia J. Sailer. 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
lnvestisations. As noted in a September 
ts. 1992. memorandum of that meetm,. 
Mr. Sailer informed petitioners that the 
Department would grant anonymity to 
petitioners sources supporting the 
allegations. On September 10. 1992. 
petitioners submitted to the Department 
a second affiduit in support of their 
allegations. 

On September 11. 199:?. CTI submitted 
arguments that petitioners raised these 
allegations against its U.S. sales 

practices in an untimely manner. and · 
that therefore, the July 14.1992. and 
September 10. 1992. affidavits should be 
stricken from the record. On September 
15. 1992. petitioners submitted 
arsuments asserting that the July 14. 
1992. and September 10. 1992. affidavits 
were timely filed with the Department 
and should not be stricken from the 
record. Petitioners alao stated in the 
submission that they will not release the 
September 10, 1992. affidavit under 
administrative protective order (APO). 

On September 21. 1992. petitionen 
submitted a third affidavit from another 
affiant who supported their allegations 
asainst en. They asain did not qree to 
release a version of the affidavit under 
APO. On September 22. 1992. the 
Department informed petitioners that 
unless they serve APO venit>na of their 
affidavita. these would be stricken from 
the record. On September 23, 1992. 
petitionen withdrew from the ncord 
their September 10. 1992 and September 
21. 1992. aubmiuions. In their stead. 
petitioners submitted new public and 
proprietary versions of the affidavits in 
question. Petitioners did not qree to 
release the proprietary venions of the 
affida,its under APO. On October 8. 
1992. the Department requested that 
petitioners submit versions of the 
affidavits which could be released under 
APO. or in the alternative, to 
demonstrate that there are dear and 
compellin8 reaaona not to disclose this 
infurmation. On October 14. 1992. 
petitioners submitted their arguments 
for non-discloaure. 

On September 24, 1992. the 
Depanment sent a letter to en· . 
requestina information concemini ita 
sales practices duri111 the POI. l>n 
October 8. 1992. CTI responded. 
claimins that the allesationa were 
unsubstantiated and untrue. On 
September 25, and October 6. 1992. the 
Department sent letten to the U.S. 
importer of record and requested 
information concemin8 ita role in the 
sale of CTl'a merchandise. The importer 
responded with a letter dated October 
13.1992. stati111 that the allegations 
aaainst ft were unsubstantiated and 
'"'1true. Petitionen commented on the 
responses on October 19. 1992. On 
October 26. 1992. petitioners further . 
disputed these responses from CTI and 
its U.S. importer/customer. 

On November 2. 1992. the Department 
met with petitioners to clarify confusion 
re1arding the sranting of anonymity of . 
the aources of the information contained 
in the affidavits, and to clarify what 
information would be released under 
APO concerning their September 10 and 
Zl. 1992 affida,its. A request for APO 
versions of September 10 and Zl. 1992 

affidavits was renewed. On November 
3. 1992. petitioners resubmitted to the 
Department modified versions of their 
September 10 and Zl, 1992. affidavits in 
a form releasable under APO. 

On November 2. 1992. CTI met with 
Department officials to diacuss the 
certification requirement imposed by the 
Department as a condition of exclusion 
of CTI from the antidumping duty order. 
(See Exclusion of CTI section). On 
No\"ember 3. 1992. CTI responded to the 
November 2. 1992. meeting with 
Department officials concemina 
certification on U.S. sales prices. CTI 
states that it is unable to comply with 
the Department's company certification 
exclusion requirement. at this time,' 
because it has not had a full and fair 
opportunity to·consider the substantive 
aspect. of the certification. On 
November 4. 1992. CTI claims that 
petitioners' November 3. 1992. APO . 
affidavit submissions were untimely and 
should be stricken from the record. 

Scope of lnvestip~ 

The merchandise subject to this 
investiption ii welded austenitic 
stainless steel pipe (WSSPJ that meets 
the standards and specifications set 
forth by the American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) for the 
welded form of chromium-nickel pipe 
desisnated ASTM A-312. The 
merchandise covered by the scope of lbe 
investi&ation also includes austenitic 
welded stainlesa steel pipes made 
accordini to the standards of other 
nations which are comparable to ASTM 
A-312.. . 

\\'SSP ii.produced by fonnina 
stainleu steel Oat-rolled products into a 
tubular conf'llUJ'8tion and weldins alq 
the Haun. WSSP ii a commodity product 
pnerally used as a conduit to transmit 
liquids or 1ases. Major applications for 
WSSP indude, but are not limited to. 
dipster lines. blow lines. . 
pharmaceutical linea. petrochemical 
stock lines. brewery. proceu and 
transport lines, pneral food proceasina 
lines. automotive paint lines and paper 
proceu machines. 

Imports of WSSP are cunently 
claaalfaable under the followi111 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) 
subheadinas: 7308.40.5005, 7306.04.5015. 
'1308.4CUOIS. 7306.40.5080. and 
7308.04Ji07S. Althouah these 
subheadinp include both pipes and 
tube~. the acope of this inveati&ation ii 
limited to welded austenitic stainle11 
steel pipes. Althouah the HTS 
subheadings are provided for 
convenience and customs purposes. OW' 
"-ritten description of the scope of thii 
investisation is dispositive. 
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Period or Investigation B. To Chen . • 2. We have excluded from the }1ome 
The period of investigation (POI) is- . - • 1. We recalculated an average market sales database those non-ASTM 

June 1 •. 1991. through November 30.1991. warnnty expense lo account for the pipe sales which were not used in 
verified U.S. export expenses that Ta matchina to U.S. sales. 

Such or Similar Comparilom Ch ___ ... h f d d 3. For both home market price and 
en in!IOWTI:U on 1 ipmenll 0 amase constructed value (CV) comparisons to 

We have determined for purposes of merchandise discovered after 
the fmal determination that the product · ort ,. 1 th u ·1 d Stal purchase price sales, we made 

unp 8 ion ° e ni e ea. CU'CUID. stance-of-sale ad1"ustmen•· for 
covered by this inveali••tion compri1es 2. W ded ct · d d' 11 h'cb h d .. 

-e- e u e 1scoun w 1 a recalculated credit expenses, a ai• .. •1e category of "1uch or 1imilar" t .....n I bee -ed 
""&' 1 no r·-··OUI Y n ... ,..... · recalculated wa-nty expenses. bank merchandise. Where there were no aa ea ba--..1 f b ••• 

of identical mercbandi1e tn the·bome . 3· For ESP 9CU on .o. ·U.S. handling cbarsea. and commiuiona, in 
1 warehouae and delivered prices. we accordance with 19 CFR ·a· "" ...., We 

market to compare to U.S. 1a ea. we d d d h · ~ -.-. ma e e uctiona. w ere appropnale, aor recalculated home market credit made similar merchandi1e comparisons .. i.; .... ch , ____ ... f 
en the basis of: fl) Specification/alloy; re-pa....;.,. •rsea uuoWTIN a ter expenses using the verified home market 
(2) nominal pipe size; (3) surface fmiab importation of the 1ooda into the United interest rate. We recalculated purchase 
or coating: (4) wall tbickneu. and (5) States. . price credit expenses using the verified 
end finish. We made adjustments for 4. We recalculated ESP credit · .... home market interest rate and increased 
differences in the physical expenaea usina the verif"aed U.S. interest the credit period by a total of 5 days as 
characteristics of the merchandise, in rate and increase~ the credit period by 2 a BlA adjustment for incorrectly 
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of days, aa BIA. for mcorrectly reported reported dates of shipment and 
the Act. ~ates of pa~L We reca~culated U.S. paymenL We recalculated an averap 

For en, we made sales comparilODI mventory .calT)'JDI cosll u11ng the warranty expense to ac:count for the 
on the basis of theoretical wei&bt. lhe verified home market interest rate for verified export expenses which Ta Chen 
weight basis on which respondents the .period of .•torap in Taiwan and _the incumtd on shipments or damaged 
reported U.S. aalea. Ta Chen had atated venfied U.S. mtereat rate for the penod merchandise di1covend after 
that ill home market sales quantities be!ween ihipment f!'°m lhe factory and importation to the United States. 
were reported en the basis of actual shipment from U.S. mventorr 10 ~e final 4. For both home maricet price and CV 
weights. and the U.S. sa!e1 on the basil ~s~omer. ~e are no I~ ampu~ comparisons to ESP sales. we made the 
of standard actual weights. which are mdirect aelbng expenses mcuned an the following deductions in accordance with 
derived by enterin& the actual pipe home market on behalf of ESP aaleL 19 CFR 353.56. We deducted from FMV 
thickneu into a mathematical formula. (See comment 91· the weighted-averase home market · 
At verification. we discovered that home . 5. We •~justed USP to a~unt f~ indirect aellins expenses. including 
market quantity was based on actual amport duties on raw matenals which recalculated inventory CUTying coats. up 
weights while some U.S. ulea were were exempted for 1ales to the United to the amount of indirect selling 
based on actual weiahll and othen on States. expenses incurred on U.S. nlea: 
standard actual weiahll. 8. We recalcul~ted the a~erage POI Caal f Ploduc:tioa aad Com•-...a-.a 

expense for Manne Insurance, U.S. 0 u-;ii 

Fair Value Comparitoal duties, and Taiwan Export fees to VU. 
Because JYE and YC failed ' account for a decrease in the volume of Baaed on petitionen' alleptiona. and 

verification. we baaed the antidumpin& Hies over which the exoenaes were in accordance with 1ection m(b) of the 
duty marsin for those companies on the allocated. · Act. we investipted whether en and 
best information available (BIA). Al Foreign Market Valm . Ta Chen bad home market sales that 
BIA. we used the highest marsin were made at less than their cost of 
calculated in :he petition. 31.9 percent, We calculated FMV using the production (COP). For Ta Chen, CV was 
ad valonm. (See Beat Information meLlaodology described in the used forthe certain comparisons to 
A"·ailable aection and Interested Party preliminary determination, with the U.S.C. prices. 
Comments section. below.) To follo"inS exceptions: · If over 80 percent of a .respondent'• 
detdermin1e wofh~~!~ Chen and en th A. CTI daadles weredi at prirdcea abobelve lhe COP,1we 
ma e sa es ...-~ arom Taiwan to e i not '1reaa any ow-cost 18 ea 
United States at less than fair value. we l. Al BlA. we disallowed the claim for because we determined that the 
compared the United States price (USP) · a deduction for imputed home market respondent'• below-coat sales were not 
to the foreign market value (FMV). a1 credit expenses. home market inland made in substantial quantities. If 
specified in the "'United States Price" freight and home market paclcing. between ten and 90 percent of a 
and "Foreign Market Value" section of because these could not be verified. (See respondent's sales were at prices above 
this notice. Interested Party Comments section.) ·the COP. we disregarded only the 
United States Price £. Ta Clien below-coat sales. Where we found that 

We ca!c-Jlated USP usin1 the 
methodology described in the 
preliminary detennination, with the 
following exceptions: 

A.CTI 

1. As BIA. we applied the hiahest 
ocean freight charge reported on a U.S. 
sale to all sales. because these charses 
could not be verified. (See Interested 
Party Comments section.) .. 

1. \\'e conducted an anns-length test 
for sales to a related customer by 
compari:ag them, where possible, to 
sales tour.related customers of .. 
comparable models. Baaed on these 
comparisons. we round that the average 
price per unit did not constitute an 
artificially lo\V transfer price. Therefore, 
we only excluded sales of three models 
for which there were no comparable 
sales to unrelated customers. 

more than 90 percent of ~1pondent's. 
sales were at prices below the COP, we 
disregarded all sales and calculated 
FMV based on C'tl. ln such cases. we 
detennined that the respondent's below
coat 1ale1 were made in substantial 
quantities and were over an ex~endect . 
period o! time. 

In order to determine whether home 
market prices were above the COP, we 
·calculated the COP based on the sum of 
a re1pondent'.1 ccst of materials, 
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fabrication. 8eneral expenses. and 
pacltin8. The submitted COP data was 
relied upon. except in the following 
instances where the costs were not 
appropriately quantified or valued: 

A.CTI 
l. Interest expenses were recalculated 

without the expenses incurred by the 
related party beca111e the parties did not 
meet the requirements of consolidation. 

z. We determined at verification that 
CTI incorrectly calculated its production 
yield 1011e1 and have corrected COP 
and CV accordingly. 

3. \'Ve have determined that CTI 
understated its labor cost by its 
exclusion of year-end bonuses and have 
corrected COP and CV accordlnsly. 

4. We determined at verification that 
CTI understated its indirect labor coats 
and have corrected indirect labor in 
COP and CV accordingly. 

5. We have determined that CTI failed 
to dr.monstrate that its coat of materials 
should be offset by scrap revenue, and 
ha\'e removed the scrap revenue from 
reported materials coat uaed in our final 
determination. 

B. TaCMn 
l. For COP and CV, G6A expenses 

were revised to include all pneral 
expenses which had not been 
specifically included elsewhere as 
selling expenses or movement charges. 

z. We have determined that it ii 
correct to include in Ta Chen's material 
cost the purchase of semi-finished pipe. 
Therefore. we used Ta Chen's November 
1991 COP/CV data. 

3. We have determined to use a Binale 
weighted-average COP and CV flpl'll 
for each product model for the entire 
POL We are basin8 the calculation of 
COP on the costs which were incurred 
duriq the POL weighted by the quantity 
of home market sales durin8 the POL 
ba~d on the date of sale for the prices 
to which they will be compared. We are 
baain8 the calculation of CV on the 
costs .... ·hich were incurred during the 
POL weil!:ted by the quantity of aales 
duriDB the POL based on the date of sale 
for the U.S. prices to which they will be 
compared. Thia was necessary to 
convert six monthly COP and CV values 
for each product model into ainale 
figures per product model for the entire 
POL 

S. We have determined that COP 111Mt 
be increated by actual import duties on 
raw materials for home market sales 
and lhat when CV is used as FMV, CV 
must be increased by the averase import 
duty on raw materials for home market 
a ales. 

To calculate CV. in addition to the 
coat of materials and fabrication. we 

used the actual seneral expenses in 
accordance with section 773(e)(1)(BJ(I) 
of the AcL because they exceeded the 
statutory minimum of ten percenL For 
profit in CV. we used eight percent of 
.the combined coat of materials, 
fabrication. and 1eneral expenses. 
pursuant ta section 773(e)(l)(B)(ii) of the 
Act. because the actual amount was leas 
than the statutory minimum of eight 
percenL . 

Cummcy Convemioa 
· We made cunency conversions baaed 
on the official excbanse rates in effect 
on the dates of the U.S. sales as certified 
by the Federal Reserve Banlt. 
Verif'u:alica 

Aa provided in section 776(b) of the 
Act. we verified information provided 
by the rupondent by uain8 atanciard 
verification procedures, includins on· 
site inspection of the manufacturer'• 
facilitiea, the examination of relevant 
sales and fmancial records. and 
selection of original documentation 
containinl relevant information. Our 
verification results are outlined in the 
public versions of the verification 
reports. 

Best Information Avmlable 
We have determined that the 

questionnaire responaes of JYE and YCI 
provide an adequate basil for estimatiq 
dumpin8 maraina. The Department bu 
detennined that. for the information we 
examined. or attempted to examine, at 
verification. the miareportins and 
inaccuracies were both material and 
pervasive. In addition. the lack of 
prepuation on the part of both 
respondents was sipificant enoqb to 
be determined uncooperative behavior 
on the part of the respondents. The 
problems encountered in attemptiq to 
verify these respondents' information 
are detailed in the company-specific 
Interested Party Comments section. 
below. . · 

In determinin8 what rate to uae ~ 
BIA. the Department follows a two
tiered methodology. whereby the 
Department follows a two-tiered 
methodalol)'. whereby the Depar.ment 
may auign lower rates for those 
respondents who cooperated in an 
investigation and rates baaed on mare 
adverM assumptions for tboae 
respondents found to be uncooperative 
in an investisation. . 

The number and severity of problems 
encountered in both the sales and coat 
verifications for both companies have 
been determi."led. by the Department. to 
constitute uncooperative behavior. 
Therefore. in accordance with 
Department practice. we are applyini 

the higher of (1) the hishest margin 
alleged in the petition. or (2) the hi8hest 
calculated rate of any respondent in the 
investisation. Since the highest margin 
calculated ii that far Ta Chen. 3.51 
percenL we are applJinB the highest 
lllllflill alleged in the petition. 31.9 
percent ad valorem. as BIA for JYE and 
YCL 
Critical CircumstaDces 

Petitioners alle8e that "Critical 
circumstances" exisL within the 
meanins of section 735(a)(3) of the Act. 
with respect to imports of WSSP from 
Taiwan. Section 733(a)(3) of the Act 
provides that Critical circumstances 
exist if we determine that: 

(A)(i) There ii a history of dumpiq in 
the United States or elsewhere of the 
claaa of ·kind of merchandiie which is 
the subject of the investigation. or 

(ii) The penon by wham. or for whose 
accounL the merchandise was imported 
knew or should have known that the 
exporter was selling the merchandise 
which is the subject of the investisation 
at less than its fair value. and 

(B) There have been maaaive imports 
of the class or kind of merchandise 
·which is the subject of the investiption 
over a relatively short period. 

11lere are no prior dumpin8 cases 
involvina the subject merchandise which 
would establish a history of dumpiq. It 
ii our standard price to impute 
lmowledp of dumpin8 under section 
73S(a)(3)(A) of the Act when the· 
estimated lft8llina. in our determinations 
are of such magnitude that the importer 
should realize that dumpin8 exists with 
regard to the subject merchandise. It has 
been the Department's practice to 
consider estimated marpaa of Z5 · 
percent or greater on sales to unrelated 
partlea and estimated marpaa of 15 
percent or greater on ilalea to related 
parties aa sufficient proof to impute 
lcnowledp of dumptna. Since for Ta 
Chen and en the.weighted-averap 
dumpin8 marpu fall below these · 
percentqea, critic8J c:ircumatanCDI do 
not 8xiat with respect to Ta Chen and 
en AccordlnalY. lt is not neceuary to 
determine If mauive imports exist or 
those importers. 

For JYE and YCL since the BIA 
dumpina maqpm are greater than Z5 
percent. the Department imputes that 
there was knowledge of dumpins
Because there respective shipment data 
could.not be verified. the Department 
determines aa BIA that there were 
mauive imports over a relatively abort 
period of time. Therefore, based on BIA. 
the Department determine• that critical 
circumstances do exist with respect ta 
JYE and YCL We have not included 
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companies covered by the "All Other" Interested Party Comments 

General rate in our affirmative critical 
circumstances determination because 
we determined that critical Comment l:.Petitionen maintain that 
circumstances only exist for those two the respondents have not proven that 
fmns whose margins are based on BIA. . they use impe)rted steel coil in the 

production of the WSSP sold in the 
Exclusion of en home market. and that the duty. 

Normally, the Department will drawback adjustment claimed is 
therefore unwarranted. 

exclude from the application of an CTI claims that the provisions 
antidumping ~er. a producer foun~ to . governing the duty drawback 

· have a zero weaghted average dumpmg adjustment, contrary to petitioners~ 
margin during the POI. 19 CFR 353.%1(c). arguments. are not dependent upon a 
The Department's fmal determination respondent showing that the exported 
resulted in a zero dumping margin for goods were made from raw material on 
.~. However, petitioners have which a duty was paid, nor is it 
J..Ubmitted evidence indicating that CTl'a dependent on a showing that the 
.-les were contrived for purposes of the domestic-market 1oods were made &om 
Department's investigation. Specifically, duty-paid raw materials. Cl'J maintains 
petitioners submitted statements by that ii has satisfied the two stipulations 
several affianls who assert that they of the Department's customary duty-
were told by officials o! CTl's U.S. drawback teat. namely, it has shown 
custcmer that CTI sold small quantities that: 
of WSSP during the POI at artificially 1. The import duty and rebate are 
high prices with the intention of making directly linked to, and dependent upon, 
sales of LTFV after being excluded from one another; and 
the order. In view of the fact that CTI 2. The company claimins the 
did not sell in the U.S. market prior to adjustment can demonstrate that there 

· the POI, petitioners' evidence raises were sufficient imports of imported raw 
significant concerns about potential m&terials to .account for the duty 
evasions, by CTI. of the antidumping drawback received on the exports of the 

fanished producL 
o.-der (if one is issued in this case). CTI traces tbis two-part .test to the 

To address these concerns, the Department's Study .of Antidumping 
Department is requirinl CTI to provide, Adjustments Methodology and 
as a condition for its exclusion from the Recommendations for Statutory Change, 
application of the order, a certification ~27 (November 1985), and notes that it 
similar to those required under 11 353.14 was specifically cited with approval in 
and 353.25(b) of the Department'• the ruling Far Emt Machinery Co .. Ltd. 
regulations. Specifically, en must v~·UnitedStotes, 1Z CIT 428. 431, 688 F. 
certify that it: (1) Did not sell subject. Supp. 810 (1988), and in the recent Final 
merchandise to the United States at le11 Determination of Sales at LTFV: 
than its foreip market value dminS the Circular Welded Non-Alloy Steel Pipe 
POI; (2) will not sell the subject from the Republic of Korea, 57 FR 42.IM2, 
merchandise to the United States at leu 42948 (September 17, 1992). 

• than its foreisn market value in the Ta Chen maintains that the 
, future: and, (3) asrees to the immediate Department verified that it paid the 
application of the order to its imports of Taiwan import duty for those sai.s for 

· subject merchandise, if the Department which it was reported and that the 
determines at any time during the Department reviewed the records at 
existence of the antidumping order that verification which demonstrated that the 
CTI has sold or is likely to sell the pipe subject to the duties paid were 
subject merchandise to the United made from imported steel coil.· 
States at le11 than its foreip market DOC Position 
value. · 

To afford CTI sufficient time to review 
and consider the requested certification, 
the Department will accept CTl'a 
certification any time up to the date of 
issuance of an antidumpins order in this 
case. If CTI fails to provide the required 
certification. CTI'• imports of the subject 
merchandise will be subject to the 
application of the order, and the 
Department will order the suspension of 
liquidation with a cash deposit rate of 
zero. 

We agree with respondents. Section 
172(d)(l)(B) of the Act requires an 
upward adjustment to U.S. price by "the 
amount of any import duties imposed by · 
the country of exportation which have 
been rebated, or which have not been 
collected, by reason of the exportation 
of the merchandise to the United 
States." Based on th~ legislative history 
of the antidumpins law, the Court of 
International Trade (CIT) has 
interpreted the purpose of this 
adjustment as follows: 

lt)o prevent dumping margins from ari11ng 
because the exporting country rebates import 
duties and taxes for nw material• u1ed in 
exported merch1ndi1e, the antidumpin; law 
provides for an offsettina adjustment in the. 
calculation of United States price. 

For East Machinery Co •• Ltd. v. United 
States. 12 CJ.T. 428. 430 (1988), citing. 
Carlisle Tire & Rubber Co. v. United 
States, 10 CJ.T. 301 (1988), and S. Rep. 
No.16, 67th Cong., 1st Sess.12 (1922) •. 
Furthermore, an adjuatnient for duty 
drawback is required under the General 
Asreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATI'), art. VL para. 4. 

In determinins whether a duty 
drawback adjustment is appropriate. the 
Department applies a two-pron1 test· 
establishing that: (l) The import duty 
and rebate are directly linked to, and 
dependent upon, onf: another; (2) that 
the company claiming the adjustment 
can demonstrate that there were 
sufficient imports of the imported raw 
materials to account for the drawback 
received on the exported product. The 
CIT has consistently found this test to 
be reasonable. For East Machinery Co., 
Ltd. v. United States, 12 CJ.T. 972 (1988) 
(For East Machinery); Carlisle Tire & 
Rubber Co. v. United Stow, 11 CJ.T. 
188 (1987) (Carlisle Tinr). 

Based on information in the responses . 
to the Department's questionnaire and · 
on fmdir.gs at verification. the 
respondents' methodolosies for 
calculating a duty drawback adjustment 
meet both elements of this tesL.With 
respect to the fmt prong of the test. the 
CIT has stated that duty drawback 
''may live rise to an adjustment to 
United States price provided import 
duties are actually paid and rebated, 
and there is a sufficient link between the 
coat to the manufacturer (import duties 
paid) and the claimed· adjustment 
(rebate granted)." Far Ealt Machinery, 
12 CJ.T. at 978. quoti'll Huffy Corp. v. 
United States. 10 CJ.T. Zl4 (1988). There 
is no dispute that the fint prong of the 
test has been met in this ca1e. At 
verification, we confirmed that duties on 
imported raw materials were, in fact, 
paid and rebated upon export of the 
manufactured producL Accordingly, 
respondents were able to establish the 
necessary link between duties imposed 
and rebated. We not that the fmding in 
this caatt is consistent with prior cases 
involvin1 imports &om Taiwan (See, Far 
East Machinery). 

The second prong of the test 
encompasses the principle of drawback 
substitution. With respect to this portion 
of the test, the CIT has agreed that 
"there is no requirement that specific 
input be traced from importation 
through exportation before allowinr 
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drawback on duties paid." Far East 
Machinery. 12 C.l.T. at 975. Therefore, 
like governments applying duty 
drawback programs. the Department 
does not attempt to determine whether 
raw materials used in producins the 
exported merchandise actually came . 
from impo~ed stock. but rather aaaeaaa 
whether there were sufficient imports or 
relevant raw materiall to account for 
the duty drawback received on the 
exporta of the manufactured product. 
The Department verified respondents' 
drawback applications. which 
documented sufficient imports of raw 
material to account for the drawbeck 
claimed. In each drawback application 
reviewed by tbe Department. it wu 
shown on import permits that auf&r:ient 
imports of appropriate coils existed for 
the claimed exported amounts or 
finished pipe. Therefore. en has met 
the second requirement for a drawback 
adjustment. 

Other claims by petitioners do not 
speak to the test traditionally applied by 
the Department. but rather seek to 
impose additional requirements far duty 
drawback claima. which are not 
required by tbe statute, tbe replatiou, 
or past Department practice. There ii no 
basis for petitionen' argument that the 
Department should not make a duty 
drawback adjustment. unleu it 
determines that the coat of products sold 
in the home market includea duliea on 
imported raw materials. The only 
requirements of section 77Z(d)(1)(B) are 
(1) "import duties imposed", and (Z) 
rebate. or non-collection. of those duties 
"by reason of the exportation ohhe · 
merchandi1e to the United States." The 
statute mandates the adjustment 
without reference to whether products 
sold in the home market are made with 
imported raw materiall. Where such 
requirements for adjustment are 
intended. they have been expressed in 
the statute (see, e-1 .. section "Zld)(t)(C) 
allowing adjustment to USP for value 
added tax (VAT) only if the VAT baa 
been charged and paid on mercbandiae 
sold in the home muket). Therefore. we 
disairee with petitioners that the 
Department should add a third prong to 
the test for drawback adjustments 
r:quiring examination of the relative 
usage of imported materials in export 
and heme market sales. 

Petitioners' a:g:iment concemins the 
L'iird "prong" is moot with respect to Ta 
Chen as it proved that it only usea 
imported steel coll. Furthermore, 
bccauie Ta Chen ia a Taiwan customs
bonded factory. it only reported import 
duties actually lev!ed on the raw 
r::aterial portion of domestic sales to 
end l!sers. Therdore. the addition of an 

average duty drawback amount to U.S. 
price is warranted. With regard to JYE 
and YCI. the issue is moot because we 
are usiDB BIA in determining their 
reapective final dumpins margins. 

Comment 2: Petitioners maintain that 
nei-ther the statute nor the.Department's 
rqulaliona contemplate any adjustment 
to foreign market value for taxes, either 
in the form of a deduction in FMV for 
VAT incuned on home market nlea. or 
a1 a circumatanc:e-of-sale adjustment. to 
the extent that the taxes incurred on 
home market nlea are peater or leu 
than the amount of tax that the 
Department inputs to U.S. sales. 

Petilionen maintain that tbe 
Department 1hould have followed the 
dec:iliom in Zenith Electranic:s Corp. vs. 
the Umted Stata.10 err 288. 633 F . 
Supp. 1m It•> (Zenith) 8Dd Do.woo 
EJectronit:6 Corp. v. United Slolf!IS, 13 
arm. ru F Supp. m (1989) (Daewoo) 
by meaauring the tax absorption. 
Petitioners daim that the Taiwan 
companies under investigation have not 
shown that the value-added tax IV AT) 
is pa11ed throusb to Taiwan cu1tomen. 
and that therefore the Department'• 
VAT adjustment to the U.S. prices ia not 
warranted · 

In response. en maintains that 
petitioners inconec:tly interpret the 
rulinp made in Zenith and Daewoo. en 
maintains that thne decisions reaanled 
adjustments to home market. not U.S. 
prices. as ii the case in then 
proceedings. Second. CTI cites the 
Department's position in AnUfricticm 
Bearinp (Other than Tapered Roller 
Bearinp) ad parts Thereof from France 
et al: F'mal Results or Second 
Administrative Reviews. 57 FR 28380. 
28418, (comment 1). (188Z), that until the 
Federal Circuit rules on this iaaae. the 
Department ii "not following Zenith and 
Ill progeny.':' 

Ta Chen maintainl that it is the . 
Department'•lons-standina practice not 
to measure the amount of tax incidence 
in the home market. citing as an 
example Circular W•lded No-Alloy 
Steel Pipe from Mexico. 57 FR 42953. 
42956. Comment B. (1892). Ta Chen 
maintains that It provided 
documentation of the domestic VAT 
consistent with the reporting 
requirements of prior Taiwan 
respondents. 

DOC Poalliou 
We agree with respondents that the 

VAT adjustment ia in complete 
accordance with antidumpins law and 
the Department'• past practice. We do 
not agree with the Cl'l"a decision• In 
Zenith Electronics Corporation v. United 
States. 633 F. Supp. 1382 (Cf. Jnt'l Trade, 
1986) (Zenith/) and Z.nith Electronit:9 

Corporation"· United States. 170 F. 
Supp. 648 (Ct. lnt'l Trade. 1991) (Zenith 
//), and have appealed tbil issue on its 
merits. Therefore. consistent with our 
long-standing practice. we have not 
attempted to meaaure the amount of tax 
incidence in the Taiwan home market 
See Color Television Receivers. Except 
for Video Monitors. From Taiwan: Final 
Results of Antidumping Duty 
Administrative Review. 57 FR 82.. 20241 
(199Z). 

We do not agree ~at the statutory 
lanpqe. limiling the amount of 
adjustment to the amount of commodity 
tax "added to or included in the price" 
of \\'SSP aold in the Taiwan home 
market. requires the Department to 
measure the home market tax incidence. 
We are satisfied that the record shows 
that the tax was charged and paid on 
the home market sales. 

We also diaqree with petitioners that 
there ii no basis in law for a • 
circumstance-of-sale [COS) adjustment 
to FMV for differences in VAT 
payments. We do a COS adjustment in 
order to neutralize the effect of the ad 
valorem tax rate. relyina on the 
Department's broad 1t1tutory authority 
to make adjustments for aucb 
differences in the circum1tancea-of-1ale. 
A9 stated in Ant/friction Bearings 
(OIMr Thon Tapered Roller Bearings} 
and Pat# Thel'80f from France. et al •• 57 
FR ZB.380. 28.419 (1892). becaue all 
home market nlea were reported net of 
VAT. we added the nme VAT amount 
to FMV aa that calculated for U.S. price. 
This is the same as calculating the· 
actual home market tax and tben 
periorminS a COS adjustment to FMV to 
eliminate the difference between the tax 
in each markeL Therefore. the 
respondents are entitled to tbe 
adjustment to U.S. price for home 
market VAT. With reprd to JYE and 
YCL the issue ii moot because we are 
uains BIA in determiniq their 
respective final dumpq marsim. 

Comment 3: Petitianen maintain that 
any pricina and cost data of the 
respondents that are relied upon in the 
rmal determination should exactly and 
accurately reflect the data as recorded 
and maintained by the respondents in 
Lite normal course or business and be 
consistent with the concept of 
theoretical weighL Petitionen a11ert 
that substantial confusion haa occurred, 
both becauH of incomplete and unclear 
reaponHI by the respondents and 
because the terms .. theoretical weight" 
and "actual weilht." aeem to have been 
defined differently by various parties. 
PeUtionen state that pricinS and cost 
data should be on either the pipe's 
length or ill .. theoretical weipt" basis. 
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as producers of WSSP operate on this basis. CTI revised data for the B and C sales which CTI reported for the POI 
bC1sis. Moreover. petitioners specifically responses transaction variables to an were unrepresentative or the market anci 
state that no such "actual weight" data actual weight basis in order to bring hence an unreliabl, basis for dumping 
shou.ld be compared to "theoretical conformity with the Section D repcrling calculations. Specifically. petitioners 
weight" data. as that would compound of COP/CV. allege that CTI negotiated Ylith its U.S. 
the problem o! potential inaccuracies in The Department has determinf!d that customer artificially high prices for sales 
a statistically unequal and unsound cn reported its cost information or a relatively small volume of subject 
fashion. consistent with records kept in the merchandise during the POI in order to 

CTI states that ii was only two weeks normal course or business. We agree obtain exclusion fro~ any antidumping 
before the deadline for rebuttal briefs with petitioners that actual weight data duty order issued in this case, leaving 
that the Department determined in Non- should not be compared to data based CTI free to sell its merchandise in the 
Alloy Steel Pipe from Korea·s1FR42915 on theoretical weight, and have ensured . United States in the· f1Jture at prices that 
11992) that "prices and expenses should that such comparisons were not made in are less than fair value. As BIA, 
be calculated on the basis of theoretical reaching this final determination. We petitioners contend that the Department 
weight." cn maintains that it originally have determined to use the sales data should reject CTl's entire US. sales 
reported its sales on the basis of on a theoretical basis. since that is how database and apply the most adverse 
theoretical weight and in its deficiency merchandise was sold. and to convert rate supported by the record. CTI 
letter, the Department requested that the COP/CV data to theoretical in order contends that petitioners' arguments are 
CTI report on the basil of actual weight. to make comparisons to sales prices. flawed. beth factually and legall;. for 
cn maintains that in any case. it baa In the case of Ta Chen, the several reasons. First, CTI claims that 
reported the factors that would enable Department verified that Ta Chen. in its the volume of its sales merely reOects 
the Department to convert between nannal coune of business, determined that it is a new entrant to the U.S. 
"actual" and ''theoretical" weights; quantity by measuring the actual weight market. Second. en contends that its 
furthermore, cn maintains that. of pipes sold in the home market. We prices were not "inDated," and that, 85 
provided the calculations are performed . also discovered that ii determined the verificatior. had shown, cn·s U.S. mices 
consistentllo·· it would not matter which quantity of some sales in the United were above its foreign market value, 
bllSis is employed. States bl' measuring the actual weipt of which simply means CTI is not dumpini. 

Ta Chen states that it believes that all pipes and other sales by measuring the CTI claims that. as a legal matter, its 
companies are in the situation where actual pipe wall thickness and intent is totally irrelevant to this 
some weights are measured according to converting this by standard industry investigation, since dumping is 
their actual weight when possible, and · formula into standard actual weight. In determined by statutory critr.ia liS to 
that at other times a company will use its nonnal record-keeping, Ta Chen did price and cost. and not by the subjective 
the actual wall thickness to calculate a not distinguish between the two psychological criteria espoused by the 
standard actual weight. II believes that methods used. Ta Chen utilizes a petitioners. CTI also maintains that, 81 a 
there is no evidence that the market standard cost system in which any legal matter. petitioners' proposition that 
distinguishes between the two methods variance from standard is applied to. the the Department should .reject CTl's 
of establishing weight. Ta Chen standard cost to obtain the actual cost. entire U.S. sales database ii 
maintains that the verification report's The variances were calculated using preposterous, as petitionen cite no law 
statement that material and conversion actual weights: therefore, when the to support its claim that the entire U.S. 
costs were reported on a theoretical variance is applied to the standard cost sales database of a respondent may be 
weight basis is a misprint. and that in the resulting actual product cost is rejected if the mafttin Ciilculations fail to 
fact material costs were calculated on based on actual weight. Ta Chen ·r 
an actual weight basis. Ta Chen states reported its home market sales on an establish the existence of dumping. CT1 
that it takes the same amount of . actual basis. It reported U.S. sales on an strongly objects to petitioners' reference 
processing time to process a foot of pipe, actual or standard actual basis. No to affidavits which it a1111es were 
irrespective of its weight, and that it adjustments to the COP or CV data were untimely submitted and should, 

therefore. be stricken from the record. internally calculates processing cost per necessary. Based on sampling Thus, CTI contends that petitioners' 
foot, then converts t.hat to a per kilogram conducted at verification. the 
basis based on the average actual. Department has determined that the arguments that CTI should be subject to 
kilograms per foot of pipe. Moreover, Ta actual weight was very slightly less than punitive measures are without factual or . · 
Chen maintains that if one were to standard actual weight. Considering that legal basis and should be rejected in 
"convert" the costs reported from the the effect or the differential slightly their entirety. 
supposed theoretical to an actual weight increases the margin calculated. · DOC Position 
basis, one would need to adjust the comparing home market prices based on · 
weights downward. actual weig.'it, or CV based on actual The Department has determined thal 

weight. to a U.S. database where some petitioner's allegation does not 
DOC Position sales prices are based on actual and constitute sufficient grounds to reject all 

\-Ve as;ree in part with pet;tioners. ln some on standard actual weights. is of CTI's U.S. sales data and resort to 
the case of CTI, we agree with petitioner conservati\·e. For \'Cl and JYE the issue BIA. However, as discussed above f see 
that pricing and cost data of CTI should is moot because we are using BIA in Exclusion of CTI section), the evidence 
be based on theoretical weight. cn·s determinir.g their respective final presented by petitioner does raise 
origfnal section Band C responses \Yere dumping margins for purposes of the serious concerns about potential 
prepared according to the theoretical final determination. evasion of the antidumping order, if one 
weight. which is the weight utilized in is issued in this case. The Depa:tmenl is 
all of CTl's sales. For the Section D Chang Tieh Industry Co .. Ltd. add~ssing those concerns ti--"Dug." a 
response. it was not appropriate to Comnrt>nt l: Petitioners main!ain that certification requirement. 
report data according to theoretical the final determination should not be \\'i:h respect to the lwo affidavits in 
wpight. since cost-of-production (COP) based upon CTI'a data. but instead upon support of petitioner's allegation 
data are maintained on an actual weight BIA. Petitioners assert that the U.S. submitted on November 3, 1992. the 
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Department disagrees with Crl's 
arJument that they were untimely. At a 
meeting with petitioner on November 2. 
1992. the Department renewed ita 
request or October a. 1992. for APO . 
versions of the afiidavita. Thia is fully 
explained in the Department's 
memorandum to the rue regardini this 
meeting. In response to our renewed 
request on November 2. Petitioner timely 
submitted the APO venions on 
November 3. 1992. Furthermore, the 
substance of petitioners' allegations 
have been on the record since July t. 
199!. and C11 baa bad ample 
oppc:tunity to respond to petitioners' 
claims. 

Com:ne::: 2: Petitioners claim that 
en·a sales and cost verification reports 
detail that C11 imoeded the . 
Department'• verification by being 
poorly prepared and by withholdina 
documentation. and that in major 
re1pects the Deparbnent was 
consequently unable to verify the data 
for a led of time. In addition. 
petitioners allege that the Department 
found misreported data. Petitioners 
maintain t.iat these ere the halimarks or 
an uncoo;::erati\oe respondent and a 
failed verifi:ation. and therefore. the 
Department should use BIA in makir.g it 
final determination. As BIA. petitioners 
contend that the Department should 
apply the most adverse rate supported 
by the record. 

en contends that petitioners' claim 
that it failed verification is not 
supported by the record. en maintain• 
that the verification was successful and 
that there is,.therefore. no legal basis for 
imposing a BIA rate. en notes that 
petiticmers themselves cite to the fact 
that en pa11ed its completeness test 
and that the quantity and value -of 
certain preselected sales were traced to 
CTI'• accounting records. en quotes 
several passaps from the sales 
\'lrification re;>ort to support its claim 
that there is a subatantial body of 
evidence showing that verification was 
successful. C11 maintains that the 
crite:ion for use of a respondent'• data 
is not predicated upon how smoothly the 
verification proceeded, but on whether 
the respondent's submitted data ia. in 
the end. verified to be accurate and 
complete by means of refening to source 
documentation and company accounting 
records. en therefore. contends that 
the Department should reject 
petitionen' request to use BIA for the 
final determination. 

DOC Position 

We disasrce with petitioner. While 
CTI wa2 not very well prepared at the 
onset of the verification proceeding. the 
l:'lmpany was able to produce the 

required documentation for the most 
important aspect• or the sales 
verification. such as those used in 
establishing the completeness and 
accuracy of the sal11 reported to the 

. Department. by the end ·of the scheduled 
verification. However. certain charges 
and adjusbnenta did not verify. Due to 
CTI'• problems in preparing for 
verification. only one home market 
adjustment. for imputed credit. could be 
examined. Since this item did not verify, 
and it was the only home market 
adjustment examined. we are 
disallowins all home market dwpa 
and adjustmenta. CTI also incorrectly 
reported U.S. ocean freight charges. 
However. because all of the other U.S. 
charges and adjustments we examined 
tied to supporting documentation. we 
used BIA for ocean freight only. As BIA 
we applied the highest conect ocean 
freisht charp to all U.S. sales. 

We disagree with petitioner that errs 
coat verification report details that "CTI 
impeded the Department'• verification 
by being poo:iy prepared and by 
withhuldill(! documentation and that in 
major respects the Department was 
cC1nsequendy unable to verify the data it 
needed to verify for a lack of bme."' 
WiLli respect to CI1's cost information 
the Department was able to confirm the 
ba1ic accuracy of the submitted 
information. except as noted in specific 
comments below. 

Comment 3: en maintains that the 
Department should not add both Its full 
imputed credit and the reported bank 
charges to foreign market value in its 
margin calculatiou. The imputed coat of 
credit is calculated from the date of 
shipment to the date of pa]."IDent. The 
bank charges reported include the 
bank's fee fo: the lZ days during \\-hich 
sal11 documents are in interbank 
channels. Respondent argues that since 
this expense is for 12 days of credit as 
calculated by the bank. the imputed 
credit period used by the Depar.ment 
should be reduced by lZ days if the 
Department increues FMV by the full 
amount of the bank chaqea. 

Petitioners argue that the Department 
comedy adjusted foreip market value 
for the bank charges and the imputed 
credit expense that en incuned for its 
U.S. sales and did not double count U.S. 
credit expenses: 

DOC Position 

\Ve disqree \\ith respondent that the 
bank charges reported included 12 days 
of imputed crediL The bank aaes a 42- . 
day formula to set its fees for the cost of 
hanclling documents: we have 
determined that thia fee ia not a 
calculation of the opportunity c:O.t 

incurred by respondent i., extending 
credit to its customen. 

Comment 4: Petitioners note that CTl"s 
cost verification ieport indicates en 
incorrecdy calculated its production 
yield loue1. CTI calculated it1 
production yield losses by 11ddicg the 
coil input to slitting with the coil input to 
production and dividing that sum by the 
total of coil from slitting and finishing 
coil outpuL According to petitioner. the 
yield rates for coil slitting and for the 
production of pipe should be multiplied 
together. 

DOC Position 

Based on information obtaii1ec! ;;: 
verification. we determine:! the:.! CTI 
erred in ita calculation of material J•ield. 
We correcteC COP and C\" fc:- :!-?~ er:or 
in yield calculation. 

Comment S: Petitioners allCBe that CTI 
failed to include year.end bonuses in its 
reported labor costs. Petitioners state 
that during verification the Department 
discovered that )-ear-end bon11ses were 
recorded in cn·s.accountim:: records 
that had not reported in the ·cop 
information CTI reported to the 
DepartmenL 

DOC Position 

Based on information ob:ained at 
verification. we determined that en 
understand its labor cost by faiiiq to 
include year-end bonuses in its 
calculation of COP and CV. We 
adjusted COP and CV to include the 
year-end bonusa. 

Comment B. Petitionert note that err I 
coat verification report states that en 
understated its indirect labor costs. 
because the Department discovered that 
en failed to include all indirect labor 
coats in its allocation of fabrication cost. 
Petitioner a:sua that if the Department 
decides to rely on any or CTl's data in 
lleu of total BIA. the Department abould · 
increase Cl1's leported fabrication coats 
to include errs indirect labor coata. 
DOCr.itioa 
· We apee with petitioners and have 
included the indirect labor costs in our 
calculations of COP and CV. 

Comment 7. Petitionen allese the cost 
verification report indicates that en 
failed to demonstrate that its costa of 
material• ahould be offset by scrap 
revenue. and therefore. as BIA. the 
Department should not allow en to 
pffael its material coata by the value of 
scrap salea. 

en states that "petitioner properl)' 
notes that acrap value is included in 
(C'IT•I cost of goods sold and is, 
therefore. available for the Department· 
to uae aa a reduction to material cost.'' 
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DOC Position 
·"',_:. ")~ 

We ciisagree with CTI that 
information contained in the company's 
financial statements is adequate support 
for the per-unit scrap credit claimed. CTI 
had not prepared any documen.tation 
prior tc verification to support the 
inclusion of scrap revenue. nor was any 
information presented at verification 
concerning the actual level of scrap 
income associated wi.ith the steel pipe 
products. Accordingly. we have 
removed the scrap revenue from 
reported materials cost used in this fmal 
detennination. 

Comment B. Petitioners allege that CTI 
imprope:-ly allocated its labor and 
overhead costs. Petitioners maintain 
that contraty to CTI's claims that there 
are no o\oerhead costs that are incurred 
exclusively on WSSP. CTI'• own 
production fiowcharts list three 
production 1teps as exclusively done for 
the subject merchandise: annealing. 
straii!htening. and pickling. Petitioners 
also maintain that CTI should have 
reported separate!)' the labor and 
overhead costs that are exclusive to 
pipe production. 

Petitionen maintain that. additionally. 
of the four product lines produced by 
en. only pipe and tube require weldins 
operations. They contend that the labor 
and overhead costs for welding should 
have been allocated exclusively to pipe 
and tube production. Further. petitioners 
argue that by allocatiq labor costs to 
all product• on the basis of tonnap 
produced. CTI understand the actual 
per-unit labor coats it incurred for 
WSSP. 

Petitionen therefore assert that the 
Department should substitute the labor 
and overhead costs pro\ided by the 
petitionen as BIA in calculating CTl'a 
COP and CV. 

CTI maintains that petitioners erred in 
claimins that annealing. picklins. and 
straightenins lines are used only for the 
production of WSSP, and that. in fact. 
tube as well as pipe is subject to 
straightenins. and since CTI can use its 
annealins and pickling lines for 
subconlract work. Furthermore, CTI 
contends that petilionen' allesations 
regarding the allocation of labor and 
&:1!erhead are untimely. CTI also 
maintains that not all of the allocations 
de:manded by petitioners are possible. 
because most of its production 
equipment is not dedicated to one 
producL nor is the factory labor force 
differentiated in its assignments. CTI 
furrher argues that labor and overhead 
constitute a very small part of its total 
cust oi production. CTI states that the 
allocHtion of labor and overhead costs 
U\'Cf production tonnase is reasonable 

because si,lch eosts are primarily a 
function of tonnase. not steel type or 
size. 

DOC Position 

We apree with CTI that labor and 
overhead costs constitute a small part of 
the products COP. The labor and · 
overhead costs reported by CTI were 
reviewed at verification and determined 
to be consistent with CTl'a normal cost 
accountins methodoloSY· The 
Department did not note any 
inconsistencies which would necessitate 
the use of BIA in the calculation oi labor 
and overhead. 

Comment 9. Petitioners allege thaL 
based on their readins of the verification 
reporL CTI failed to demons~te that a 
certain claimed adjustment to cost of 
materials was warranted. and that the 
Department should increase material 
costs accoi'dinlly. 

CTI responds that petitioners are 
incorrect to claim that the Department 
revise its material costs upward. as the 
Deoartment verified its material costs 
cofl by individual coil 

DOC Position 

CTI did not daim the adjustment to its 
material cost which petitioners are 
opposing. Therefore. the issue i& moot. 

Comment za Petitioners maintain that 
the Department should use the profit 
rate reported by CTI for home market 
sales of the merchandise under 
investigation in its constructed value 
calculations instead of the statutory 
minimum of eight percenL 

CTI llJIUl!S that it derived its profit 
figure by a calculation from its 
submitted section B and D data. It 
claims that the only circumstance in 
which the Department would reach 
constructed value would be if . 
substantial cbaqea were made to CTl's 
reported COP. CTI maintains that if the 
Department were to do so. then the 
profit fsgure suaested by petitioners 
would no longer be applicable. because 
that fisure was calculated according to 
CTI's section B and D data. Hence. CTI 
argues. if the Department does find 
below-cost sales and a reaaon to use 
coriatructed value. it should use the 
statutory profit fi311re. 

DOC Position 

The Department calculates the 
average home market (HM) profit 0.'1 
reported aales. Should any of the 
product's FMV be based on CV. profit 
v.ill be determined as the sreater of the 

. average HM profit calculated for the 
home market saie1 or the slatutoty 
minimum. · 

Comment 11: Petitioners maintain that 
CTl understated its ocean freight 

cha11;cs for its U.S. sales. They contena 
thet since CTI used estimates rather 
than actual costs, the Department 
should use the hishest ocean frei~ht rate 
discovered during verification as BIA. 

DOC: l'osilion 

We agree Y.ith petitioners. We 
discovered that ocean freight charges 
had been reported incorrectly. The . 
Department i&. therefore.-usir.g the 
highest verified ocean freight charge as 
BIA for aU U.S. sules. 

Comment 1:!.: Petitioners maintain that 
CTI fa:ied to su;>port the interest rate 
that i! used to calculate its reported 
home market credit and inven:ory 
carry&."'lg costs. They contend that t!te 
Department should deny the 
edjustments for credit a::d i:l\·en•cry 
carrying coats that CTI clai.-ned ior its 
home market sales. 

CTI maintains that first. im·entory 
carrying costs are not appiicable. as all 
U.S. sales are purchase ;:>rice sales. 
Second. it states that the Deparuncnt 
shouid consider the credit period :iet of 
the period for y.•hich C'rl's bank charges 
interost. As for the interest rate to be 
ap;>lied. CTI maintai."!s that the 
Department should use the hishest 
reported intereat rate. since the 
weighted-average rate was not 
provided. 

DOC Position 

We agree with pelitionen that the 
domestic short-term interest rate was 
not substantiated. During the 
verification. we requested a worksheet 

· listing all the outstanding loans during 
the POI. hov.·ever. company officials 
declined to provide a worksheeL 
claiming that time did not permit its 
preparation. We were given a partial . 
loan liatiq. We were not able to 
confirm several of the bank loan rates 
listed. We are. therefore. not allowins 
an adjustment for credit on home market 
sales. buL as BL~ are continuing to use 
the reported rate to calculate imputed 
credit on U.S. purchase price sales. en 
"''as so unprepared for v_,rification that . 
the only home market charge or 
adjustment t.iat could be examined was 
interest rates for credit e,.,-pense 
calculations. Because CTI failed 
verification of the only adjustment 
reviewed, we are disallowing all home 
market charges and adjustments as BIA. 
We disagree with respondent that the 
bank charges reported included 12 dnys 
of imputed credit. The bank uses a 12· 
day formula to aet its fees for the cost of 
handling documentr. we have 
determined that this fee is not a 
calculation of the opportunity cost 
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incun-ed by respondent in extending 
credit lo its customers. 

)aung Yuann Enterprise Co., Ltd. 

Comment 1: Petitioners maintain that 
the verification of JYE revealed that its 
data wilh respect to each of the three 
con:ponents or a dumping analysis 
(home market sales. U.S. sales. and cost 
of production) contain errors and 
omissions of such significance that the 
Department should reject the 
respondent's data entirely and apply the 

· most adverse rate supported by the 
record as BIA for purposes of 
determining JYE"s final dumping margin. 

Petitioners maintain that JYE'S failure 
to report completely its home market 
sales was a major impediment to the 
entire verification procedure. as the 
Department was forced to take 
inordinate amount of time to locate and 
examine ur.reported home market 1alu 
and to provide JYE's officials with the 
opportunity to explain the incomplete 
reporting. 

With respect to hon:e market sales. 
petitioner& contend that the time 
constraints created b)• JTE"s failure to 
report completely home market 1ale1 
prevented the Department from 
thoroughly reviewing U.S. preselected 
sales transactions. Petitionen claim that 
even this minimal sampling of sales 
revealed such errors as to render the 
entire U.S. sales database suspect and 
inherently unreliable. 

Finally, petitioners maintain that 
JYE"s COP and CV data must be 
rejected in their entirety, since )YE 
failed to provide actual costs for many 
of the pipe models under investigation 
and also failed to provide costs for the 
p:oper time period. Petitioners maintain 
that such errors render JYE's cost data 
unusable for the purpose of the 
Department's analysis. 

J\'E argues that the Department 
should not resort to BIA in determining 
its final dumping margin. It claims that 
the omission of 5 and 8 inch products 
does not affect the calculation because 
none of these products were sold in the 
United States during the POL JYE also 
claims that the prices for unreported 
sales were. in most instances. not higher 
than the prices for reported sales of the 
same products. Moreover, JYE maintains 
that the omitted sales only represent 32 
models. which ii believes is a negligible 
r.umber of products. 

JYE maintains that ii calculated its 
COP/CV data based on the cost 
information in its new cost accounting 
system from July through November 
1991. It claims that this methodology is 
more accurate than one using cost data 
from before July 1991. since JYE"s cost 
accounting system was not established 

until that time. JYE also maintains that 
BIA is not wan-anted. because if 
changes or modifications to the reported 
methodology are necessary. those can 
be accomplished by use of information 
on the record. 

)YE maintains that if the Department 
determinea that BIA is necessary. it 
should only apply BIA to calculate the 
dumping margins on those U.S. s11le1 
which may be affected by unreported 
home market ulea. 

JYE claims that even if the 
Department conaiden BIA necessary. it 
should not use the most adverse rate as 
BIA. lt maintains that the most adverae 
rate is only valid a1 a punitive measure 
against uncooperative respondent1, and 
the Jack of preparation in advance of 
verification doe1 not constitute 
uncooperative behavior. JYE daims that 
the Department'• verifien did not . · 
extend verification by another half-day, 
and that.this scheduling. not a lack of 
preparedneas on JYE'• part. was the 
primary cause resulting in data 
remaining "unverified." 

Moreover, JYE argues that even if the 
Department determines that there are 
1eriou1 deficiencie1 re1ardins 
verification which it would a1cribe to 
JYE, recent decision• 1uch as Roller 
Chain, Other Than Bicycle, from Japan. 
57 FR 8808 (1992), and Tapered Roller 
Bearings. Four Inche1 or Less in Out1ide 
Diameter, and Certain components 
thereof from Japan. 58 FR eszza. indicate 
that the Department should rmc1 a 
company cooperative and uae n~ 
punitive BIA 1Uch a1 the hipeat rate 
among other respondents. )YE statea 
that in Portable Electric Typewriters 
from Japan. 58 FR 58393, 58394, (1991), . 
the Department 1ave a respondent who 
submitted no responns to the 
Department punitive BIA and pve a 
respondent who only made partial 
responses to the Department non
puniUve BIA. In addition. JYE points to 
the administrative review or Antifriction 
Bearings (Other than 'tapered Roller 
Bearings) and Parts Thereof from 
Germany, 58 FR 31682. where a punitive 
BIA was applied both to a firm whose 
sales listing was flawed and to a firm 
whose coat dati was not substantiated 
at verification: JYE maintains that· 
Circ-.ilar Welded Non-Alloy Steel Pipe 
from Taiwan. 51 FR 42961 (1!!92) 
indicates non-punitive BIA even where 
"verification revealed significant 
inconsistencies in the. information 
reported • • •"Lastly, J\'E states that 
despite announcin1 a new BIA hierarchy 
in A::tjfrictjon Bearings in July 1991, the 
Department nonetheless choae to apply 
non-punitive BIA for totally non
cooperative companies in Color 
Tele\•ision Receiven, Except for Video 

Monitors From Taiwan. 56 FR 6SZ18. 
6S%Z7, (1991) and in Roller Chain from -
Japan. 56 FR 32175, 32176. (1991). 

DOC Position 

We agree wiL'i petitioners that the 
sales information submitted by JYE must 
be rejected in its entirety. As described 
in JYE's sales verification repon, the 
DOC team encountered serious 
obstacles in conducting verification. 
partly attributable to a general lack of 
preparedness on the part of the 
respondent. The completeness test was 
a struggle to finish and took nearly all af 
the three days allocated for verification. 
We were able to examine only one 
home market charae and review U.S. 
1ales expenses from just one preselected 
sale and one randomly aelected sale. 

The completeness portion of the 
verification consumed a significant 
portion of time due to the configuration 
of JYE's aales accounting system and the 
di1covery of numerous unreported home 
market sales. J.. described in the 
verification report. the under-reported 
ules in the home market were 
discovered when we checked }YE's June 
1991 through May 1992 daily ule1 ledger 
to confirm that all dates of ule (DOS) 
within the POI were reported. We noted 
a sale that should have been included in 
JYE"s responae but was noL After 
lengthy deliberations company officials 
explained that this sale was excluded 
from the response because its . 
1ovemment uniform invoice (GUI) 
number was not kenauncbed into the 
computer. We then reque1ted that 
company officials instruct their 
computer in our presence to prinf out the 
sales of covered products with a DOS 
within the POI that were not included in 
)YE'• responae to the DepartmenL Tbe 
resulting printout showed that the home 
market aales had been sipificant under
reported. 

In addition. the verification team 
found numerous discrepancies when 
reviewing the one U.S. purcban price 
pre-aelected sale and one aale nndomly 
•elected on site. There were 
discrepancies in the foll~wing charges 
and adjustments: foreign brokerage. 
foreign inland freiaht. harbor 
maintenance fee, commission. bank 
handling charges, and value added tax. 
Company officials often had no 
explanation for the discrepancies.- We 
found discrepancies in nearly every 
charge examined with the exception of 
ocean freipt" and duty drawback, as 
detailed in the verification report. 

With respect to petitioners' eomments 
concemin1 the cost information 
submitted by JYE. we apee with 
petitioners that this information must be 
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rejected in its entirety. The HM cost of 
production data submitted JYE does not 
refiecnne actual cost of producing each 
of the specific products sold in the home 
markeL As noted in the Ausuat 24. 1992. 
coat verif1C&tion report JYE did not 
provide the actual cost incurred to 
produce many of the specific pipe 
proclw:ts sold in the home market. For 
these specific models of pipe, wbicb 
were not produced from Jaly through 
November 1991, JYE substituted the 
actual cost information for a "limilar" 

· producL The differences the subsUtute . 
product included. those with differing 
outer diameter. varyins wall thickness. 
dissimilar leOllh. and in one instance 
sub1tituti111 the cost of an unannealed 
product for the annealed ASTM pipe 
under investi9ation. JYE also prepared 
difference in merchandise adjustments 
using the substitute HM products. 
Further. the coat information JY}: chose 
to submit is not from the appropriate 
time period. 

T'ne effect of these discrepancies 
would make any calculations completely 
meaningless. The extent of the 
omi1&ions and inconsistencies in tbe 
reported coat information would require 
complete revisions to virtually all of the 
information on the record. We disagree 
with JYE'• assertion that information OD 
the record could be used to "modify" 
JYE's submitted cost information. We 
believe that such extensive revisiona . 
would also require obtaini111 additional 
information. 
• The degree to which JYE waa 
unprepared for verification and tbe 
nature and extent of the information 
which verification revealed to be 
incorrect and/or incomplete conatitute 
uncooperative behavior on the part of a 

. respondent. Therefore, for the realODI 
enumerated above. the Department is 
usi111 the highest nte in the petition. 31.9 
percenL as BIA in the final 
determination. Petitioners and JYE had 
further company-specific ~mments 
which are moot because BIA ii beins 
applied in determinins JYE's final 
antidumpill8 duty marp. 

Ta Chen Stainless Pipe Co .. Ltd. 

Comn:enl 1: Petitioners contend that 
the COP and CV data submitted by Ta 
Chen are deucient and should be 
adjusted for purpose of the final 
determination. and objectilll to the 
inclusion of Ta Chen's cost of 
purchasilll semi-finished pipe for five 
reasons. First. petitioners contend that 
these costs should be excluded because 
they claim the pipes purchased were not 
produced by Ta Chen. and claim that 
these were finished pipes only requiring 
cleaning prior to resale. 

Second, petitioners claim that the 
prices at which Ta Chen purchased the 
pipes in question were made at levels 
which indicate that they should not be 
used in the Department's COP and CV 
analysis. 

Third. petitioners claim Ta Chen's 
accounting system tracks these pipes 
separately from other inventory and that 
such record-keepins per n warranta 
separate. treatment for purposes of COP 
and CV. 

Fourth. petitioners aaaert that Ta 
Chen's reported raw material coats are 
distorted because of the inclusion of 
what they chancterize as·a one-time 
purchase of such aemi-finiahed pipes. 

Fifth. petitioners maintain that 
following the practice of valuing 
inventory at the lower of cost or market 
value should result in Ta Chen 'a using 
the cost of purchasins semi-finished pipe · 
as a basis for determini111 the market 
value of its total WSSP inventory and to 
subsequently calculate an inventory 
\vrite-off. . 

Ta Chen re!ponda that first. as . 
explained at verification. the pipes in 
question were not merely cleaned but 
both annealed and pickled by Ta Chen. 
both proceaaes are required to meet 
ASTM A-312 standards. Ta Chen doubts 
that the distinction between semi
finiahed and uncleaned pipe is relevant. 
since the Department is investi1ati111 Ta 
Chen both as producer and exporter of 
WSSP. Ta Chen maintaina that. in any 
case, the verified conversion coats 
documentthatsignificantprocessina 
occuned with respect to the semi
fmished pipes. 

Second. Ta Chen maintains that it .. · 
paid a sipificant sum for the pipe in 
question. 

Third. Ta Chen states that the semi
fmiahep .. pipe was recorded in Ta Chen's 
ledgers-as "nw materiaL" and 
maintains that the cost verification 
exhibits evidence that the semi-finished 
pipe inventory is still a raw material 
inventory. It states that semi-finished 
pipe was not recorded in the same raw 
material ledger as was steel coil simply 
because semi-fmished pipe is not the 
same as coiL 

Fourth. Ta Chen maintains that 
petitioners' fagures used to analyze the 
impact of the purchase of the semi
finished pipes on the company·• overall 
material costs are not credible. It states 
that even if the semi-finished pipes had 
been obtained for free, their inclusion 
could not credibly account for the 
decline in overall material costs 
petitioners claim. It maintains that. in 
any event, the Department routinely 
includes in its COP/CV calculations 
extraordinary events which increase 

costs. thus consistency and fairness 
would warrant incluaion of 
extraordinary events which decrease 
costs. 

Fifth, Ta Chen maintains that the 
accounting concept that inventory is 
baaed on the lower of cost or market 
value is baaed on the market value as of 
the balance sheet date. which. for Ta 
Chen. would be October 31. 1991. Since 
the pipe in question ~as purchaHd 
between March and May 1991. it was 
not the proper baaia for detennini111 
inventory market value at the end of the 
fiscal year. Ta Chen states that it did. in 
fact. write-off substantial losses on 
inventory which were caused by 
sipificantly declinins prices of steel 
coil. losses which were calculated and 
audited by their independent auditors. 
and reported in its financial statements. 

DOC Position 

We agree with respondents. The 
eection D questionnaire states that the 
cost of production should include the 
cost of manufacturing incu."Ted duri111 
the POI. The purchase price of the aemi
fmished pipe is the colt of that specific 
nw material to Ta Chen. The step of 
completion is irrelevant to the question. 
if the product was purchased in ill 
finished state the Department would .. 
simply weight average the purchased 
product with the product produced by 
Ta Chen. In addition. the doc-.unentation 
clearly shows that the nw material in 
question was used to produce finished 

. pipe sold during the POI. Furthermore. 
the purchase of-semi-finished pipe at a 
discount price in DO way effects the 
market price of Ta Ch.en's other raw 
materials. therefore it would be 
inappropriate to include an additional 
inventory write-down amounL 

Comment 2: Petitioners·maintain that 
Ta Chen's COP and CV values should 
be baaed on the date on whicb the pipe 

·was produced rather than the date on 
which the pipe was shipped. They claim 
that the uae of the shipment date would 
be valid only if Ta Chen purchased the 
raw materials, manufactured the 
product. and shipped it to the customer 
all on the same day. They estimate an 
inventorJ turnover period substantially 
different from that reported by Ta Chen 
and state that the use of tlae shipment 
date understates the actual cost of the 
materials used to make \VSSP. 

Ta Chen states that the inventory 
tumover period calculated by . 
petitioners includes not only \VSSP. but 
inventory of butt-weld and screw 
fittings. and that the Department 
verified the inventory period reported 
for WSSP. Thus, Ta Chen maintains, it is 
reasonable to a1sume that pipe 
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produced in a given month is shipped 
that month, and to assign to pipe 
shipped in a given month the cost or 
making pipe that month. 

DOC Position 
We agree with petitioners. The 

Department's normal policy is to use the 
weighted-average cost of manufacturing . 
incuned by the company during the POI, 
except in unusual caaes where there are 
substantial changes in coat, e.s-. hyper
infiationary economies. The material 
costs reviewed at verification did not 
support the use of monthly data. 
Therefore the Department calculated a 
weighted average cost over the POI 
using the 11les quantities. by date of 
sale. aa a weighing factor. 

Comment 3: Petitioners maintain that 
the Department should correct errors in 
the nriances reported by Ta Chen. 
based on discrepancies they believe 
were discovered at verification. 

Ta Chen responds that it used the 
correct variances. It states that the cost 
verification report did not point out 
errors, but simply raises a 
methodological issue-whether a 
particular methodology used is the most 
conecL ·Ta Chen maintains that 
petitioners have not provided any 
reasons why the methodology is 
inconect. but simply request an increase 
in TA Chen's conversion costs. 

According to Ta Chen. three 
methodologies are theoretically 
possible. The first. which petitioners 
urge the Department to use. is to add 
packing cost back to the total actual 
conversion cost before determining the 
variance. Ta Chen maintains that lhia 
would double count packing coats. · 

The second would be to remove 
packing costs from both the standard 
and actual costs before calculating the 
variance. and then applying the resulting 
variance to a standard which does not 
include packing cost. Ta Chen states 
that it used this methodology in 
reporting the cost data for November 
1991, because its new standard cost 
system allowed IL 

Using the third methodology. the 
variance factor is based on the 
difference between total standard cost 
and total actual cost where packing is 
only removed from the total actual cost. 
Ta Chen maintains that it had to use this 
third methodology in responding to the 
Department's cost questionnaire 
because it was calculating the average 
conversion cost for the period June 
through November 1991 in response to 
the Department's request; thus 
methodology number two was not 
possible. Ta Chen states that, 
nonetheless. the methodology employed 
(number three) is closer to the correct 

amount than would be obtained using Ta Chen paid for it. it is unclear whether 
petitioners' preferred methodology the exchange rate gains/losses reported 
(number one). by Ta Chen during the POI were 

Ta Chen maintains that in calculating generated or purchases of raw material 
the variance between actual and used in the production or WSSP sold 

. standard conversion costs. it.properly and reported in the POI or were merely 
subtracted the cost of packing materials exchange rate gains/losses recorded in 
from the total actual monthly conversion Ta Chen's books during the same period. 
costs. Fifth, petitioners claim that the total 

Petitioners contend that Ta Chen's exchange rate gain/loss used by Ta 
arguments fail to address the issue Chen in its COP calculations does not 
raised in the cost verification report. appear to reconcile to the total amount · 
which they maintain notes that Ta Chen reported in its audited financial 
reported more favorable variances · statements. 
because Ta Chen compared.monthly Sixth, ·petitioners state that since the 
standard conversion costs that include POI is from June through November 
packing costs with monthly actual 1991, and Ta Chen'.s exchange gains/ 
conversion costs that do not include losses were based on activities for the 
packing costs. Petitioners therefore entire fiscal year November 1990 
assert that the Departm~t should revise through October 1991, it is unclear 
Ta Chen's report COP and CV to include whether those gains/losses occurred 
variances that properly account for during the POI. 
packing costs. Ta Chen contends that it is 
DOC Position appropriate for it to treat gains/losses 

th th d S from (A/R) differently from those from 
We agree wi e respon ent. · ince the raw material accounts payable (A/. 

the Department accounts for packing 
costs separately. the variance must P). It maintains that any exchange loss 
reduce the standard conversion costs to or gain for settlement of A/R has 
avoid double counting. The packing nothing to do with production activity, 
costs are included in the standard cost. while in contrast. such gains or losses 
By subtracting the packing costs from. for materials purchased to produce 
the actual costs a favorable variance · WSSP directly relate to production and 
occun, and when applied to the should be considered. 
standard. effectively removes the Ta Chen argues that whether 
packing costs from the standard. . exchange gains/losses on A/P are 

Comment 4: Petitioners maintain that recorded as operating or non-operating 
the Department should deny Ta Chen's income is irrelevant to whether they are 
claimed reduction to material costs for · related to pipe production activity. The 
exchange rate gains for several reasons. respondent maintains that only with the 

First, petitioners maintain that if Ta exchange rate adjustment is the actual 
Chen is permitted to include an amount Ta Chen ultimately pays for its 
exchange gain/loss in reporting the cost steel coils refiected in the amounts 
of materials. it should also include · reported to the DepartmenL Ta Chen 
exchange gain/loss in reporting the maintains that this actual amount 
activities of its accounts receivable (A/ should be the true focus of the 
R). which it clearly stated it had Department's investigation. 
excluded. Ta Chen maintaina that petitioners' 

Second. petitioners maintain that sugestion that exchange 1aina/losses 
because Ta Chen recorded exchange on material purchases be taken into · · 
rate gains/losses as a non-operating account in the material price variance is 
income/loss in Its financial statements, erroneous because material price 
It should not be uaed to offset operating variance bas nothing to do with the 
costs. because sains/losses are not exchange gain or loss for raw materials 
generated from Ta Chen's primary purchased. 
business activity of manufacturing · Ta Chen also maintains that it records 
WSSP. in its books the cost of imported coil 

Third, petitioners claim that lower- based on the USS/Taiwan NTS . 
than-standard prices for WSSP may exchange rate at the time of purchase, 
have been recorded in Ta Chen's and that when it pays for the coil 180 · 
materials price variance. If the exchange days later, payment is at the exchange 
rate gains/losses were incorporated in . rate as of the date payment is made; and 
the materials price variance, then those that adjustments for the difference 
same gains/losses should not be · between the two figures are separately. 
counted a second time as an adjustment recorded in Ta Chen's books and 
to costs. audited rmancial statements. Ta Chen 

Fourth. petitioners claim·that because contencls that It allocated the exchange 
of the interval between the date Ta gains/losse1 on the purChase of raw 
Chen purchased steel coil and the date materials as it does internally in its coat 
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accounting records. as audited by Ta 
Chen'• outside auditors. thus allowing 
the Department to reconcile the reported 
exchange gains/ losses to Ta Chen's · 
audited financial statements. 

DOC PoaHioa 
We agree with the respondents. All 

costs directly a11ociated with the 
purchasing of materials should b~ 
included in material costs. The 
respondent demonstrated at verification 
that exchange gaina/lossea were 
included in the costs and that the 
amount allocated reconciled to the 
financial statements. 

Comment 5: Petitioners arsue that the 
Department should reject the offset to 
production costs for Ta Chen's sales of 
scrap for two reasons. First. they 
maintain that verification revealed that 
some scrap sales were actually aalea of 
random-length pipe. Respondents 
maintain that the petitioners' inference 
from the verification report is incorrect. 
and that all random-ler.gth sales were 
recorded and reported separately from 
scrap sales. 

Second. petitioners maintain that Ta 
Chen improperly calculated its scrap 
ratio. claiming that the cost verification 
report revealed that the respondent used 
an inconsistent basis to calculate the 
scrap ratio. 

Ta Chen states that petitioners' 
assertion that the reported scrap sales 
include sales of random-length pipe ii 
incorrect. Ta Chen also maintains that 
the adjustments for scrap and indirect 
materials were made correctly because 
the indirect materials costs were 
incurred on materials-in-transit and. 
therefore. the rate should be baaed on 
materials-in-transit. because the 
materials consumption on which scrap 
rate was calculated is a cloae 
approximation of the requisition rasure 
as long aa inventory remained relatively 
constant. In addition. Ta Chen maintains 
that its duties and its claims on 
suppliers were included inadvertently in 
the calculation and the rate should. If 
anything. be higher. Ta Chen also 
maintains that. if anything. it 
understated the appropriate downward 
adjustment to material costs for the 
revenue from scrap cales. Ta Chen 
states that material requisitions is the 
cost of material put into use for all 
purposes. including production of WSSP. 
internal use such as machinery 
impro\•ements. anrl for sales of small 
pipe se.mples. Ta Chen maintains that 
material consumption means only the 
cost of materials put into use to produce 
WSSP for sale and that. in generaL 
material requisitions should equal or 
exceed material consumption. 

Ta Chen concedes that. given these 
assumptions. one might initially think 
that Ta Chen's approach may overstate 
the downward adjustment to material 
costs from the revenue from scrap sales. 
Ta Chen maintains however that given 
its particuler circumstances. this is not 
the case. Ta Chen atatea that ita· 
material consumption exceeds material 
requisitions because adjustments for 
Taiwan import duties and Ta Chen'• 
claims against its suppliers are included 
in material consumption. but not in 
material requisition. aa they are inCWTed 
after requisitioning and cannot be 
anticipated. Ta Chen maintains that its 
approach wu. therefore conservative. 
because use of material requisition u 
the basis for determining the scrap rate 
would have increased that rate to Ta 
Chen'• benefit. since a higher rate would 
reduce reported material coats. 

DOC Poaltion" 

As to the first point, we agree with the 
respondent. Petitioners base their claim 
on a typographical error in the 
verification report. The reference to 
scrap invoices on page 10 of the 
verification report ii mistaken. and 
should read "original invoices for sales 
of random-length pipe." The report error 
was recorded by a DOC memorandum 
on September 24. 1992. As to the second 
point. the Department also agrees with 
Ta Chen. Although Ta Chen calculated 
the rate at which to apply scrap sales on 
one base and applied the rates to a 
different base. the net effect ia 
immaterial. For example. the materials 
consumption amount on which the scrap 
sale rate waa calculated the closely 
approximates the material requisition 
amounL Since the rate ia an 
approximation. the petitioners' 
suggested adjustment waa not made. 

Comment B:Petitionera maintain thatif 
the Department uses the costs reported 
by Ta Chen after November 1991, these 
costs should be revised to include losses 
on inventory. It states that thia reduction 
appears appropriate because Ta Chen 
claims that it recorded a favorable 
material cost variance for atainleaa steel 
coil aa a percent·of ita revised standard 
material coats. 

Ta Chen maintains that the inventory 
loss allocation increased its reported 
costs for the November 1990 to October 
1991 period. consistent with GAAP and 
the recommendations of Ta Chen's 
outside auditors. Ta Chen states that its 
methodology is consistent with paat 
Department precedenL (See e.g .• 
Antifrictjon Bearings Other than 
Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts 
Thereof Crom France, eL ti/., 57 FR 28360. 
28418. (1992). 

DOC Position 

We disagree with petilione~. Tiiere is 
no baaia to believe that because Ta 
Chen incWTed inventory los•es in fiscal 
year 1991 that they will also incur such 
losaes in fiscal year 1992. The inventory 
loaaea from 1991 clearly do not relate to 
the material costs incurred from 
November 1991 to March 1992. 

Comment 7: Petitioners claim that the 
Department should revise Ta Chen's 
claimed general and administrative 
(GL\) coats because of the differences 
between the figures in Ta Chen's 
worksheets and in the section D 
computer data reported. They maintain 
that the coat verification report indicates 
that all of Ta Chen's home market Gl:A 
expenses. net of any expenses properly 
identified aa selling expenses. should be 
used to calculate a CAA expense ratio 
as a percentage of cost of sales. 

Ta Chen maintains that petitioner's 
claims are erroneous because it has fully 
explained that the difference is due to 
the amount of ita exchange rate gains/ 
losses experienced on purchases of 
imported steel coil 

DOC Position 
We agree with petitioners. 

Respondent would h8\'e incurred the 
G&A expenses it wants to allocate to 
inditect selling whether or not any aalea 
had been made in the home markeL 
Therefore, the Department bas allocated 
all GL\ expenses, net of any expenses 
properly identified as selling expenaea. 
aa a percentage of Ta Chen's cost of 
goods sold. 

Comment 8: Petitioners maintain that 
the Department should use BIA sales 
made to one U.S. importer because that 
importer is related to the producer/ 
.exporter to aucli a degree that. pursuant 
to section 771(13)(8) of the Act (19 
U.S.C. 1677(13)(8)), it should be 
considered the "exporter" of the subject 
merchandise. Petitioners maintain that 
aalea through this party should have 
been reported as ESP sales. Aa Bl, 
petitioners recommend using the highest 
margin of any of the ESP aales reported 
by Ta Chen as sold through TCI. 

Ta Chen maintains that, based on its 
analysis, the U.S. party in question is 
not a related party under U.S. dumping 
law. Ta Chen states that in any case. the 
Department's deficiency letter stated 
that reporting these dales waa not 
necessary. Fo~ both reasons. BIA is not 
appropriate. 

DOC Position 

We agree with Ta Chen. As the 
Department stated in ita preliminary 
determination, we·excluded from our 
analysis certain aalea through this agent. 
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regardleH or the nature or its the cost of goods sold in the domestic 
relationship to Ta Chen. because these and U.S. markets. 
sales were made in small quantities, alid DOC Position 
we have examined a sufficient number 
of aales (see 19 CFR 353.42(b)). We are Regarding the treatment of Ta Chen's 
excluding these sales from analysis for loss on exports, the Department agrees 
purposes of this investigation only; all in part with petitioners that these 
U.S. sales are subject to Departmental expenses should be accounted for in 
analysis for future administrative calculating the company's dumping 
reviews. margin. We have, however, classified 

Comment 9: Petitioner. arsue that the these expenses as direct sellins 
export losses on U.S. sales should be expenses, linrllar to wanant)t or 
included in U.S. indirect aelliq guarantee expenaes, because these 
expenses. 11iey assert that the amount expenses were incuned on specific sales 
of the export losaes recorded in Ta and have included them as such aa our 
Chen's fmancial statements-which have final calculations. . 
be 'fi d · · U.S. I Regarding the treatment of Te Chen's 

en ven te 88 pertam1111 to aa ea allocation ofnon-salea salaries and 
should be added to the expenses 
currently reported as U.S. indirect headquarter G~ expenses. we disagree 
selling expenses. 11iey also note that Ta with both petitioners and respondents. 
Chen has allotted a portion of the · We have determined that these 
salaries er non-sales staff at Ta Chen· expenses are not truly expenses 
headquarters·to home market indirect associated with selling, but instead are 
selling expenses. and also allocated the naociated with the seneral operation of 

f h d G A the company. These expenses are 
same proportion o ea quarter • therefore not beiq included aa part of 
expenses to home market indirect either home market or U.S. indirect 
selling expenses. They maintain that. if selliq expenses. 
the Department accepts Ta Chen's Comment JO: Petitionen point to 
allocations in determiniq home market several errors discovered before or at 
indirect selling expenses. it should verification which reqUire conecticm."· 
allocate the relevant proportion or They maintain that any diacounts and 
general salaries and office GM commissions not reported by Ta Chen 
expenses which pertain to exports to h uld be b ed fro U.S. pri 
U.S. indirect seJline expenses. s 0 IU tract m ce. · ... ., and that one U.S. price should be 

Ta Chen maintains that the complete chanpd from its reported value. 111ey 
met.liodology for its allocation of home state that the imputed credit far · 
market selling expenses ia correct. It purchase price sales abould be 
maintains that its allocation 11 · recalculated by increaama the credit 
consistent with the treatment of aelliq period by three days because the date of 
expenses in New Minivans from Japan, shipment was reported inconecdy. Tbey 
57 FR 21937, 21952 (1992) and Television maintain that Ta Chen abould increue 
Receivers, Monochrome and Color, from Its Taiwan inventory period for ESP 
Japan, 56 FR 34180. 34183, (Comment 8J sales by the amount verified. They also 
(1991). It maintains that it bas properly maintain that ocean freipt for Wat . 
included the general and administrative Coast shipments should be recaJculated 
costs of the Tainan, Taiwan . • to tie the actual coats per invoice more 
headquarters because those types of directly to ESP sales. · 
selling expenses are included in the U.S. Ta Chen maintains that the ocean 
se!li~.expenses reported fo! the freight was reported as accurately as 
sub11d1ary 1:0· Ta Chen mamtaina that . possible, given that ita subsidiary, TCL 
the oral te~timony of company offidala cannot determine which ship was used 
for allocat1on of G•A expenae1 to to transport the pipe of a partiCular 
selling efforts is appropriate and not an stock sale. Ta Chen stresses that the 

. abuse of discretion. Ta Chen maintains Department should make all c:orrecUons 
that Ta Chen's Tainan. Taiwan reported aince the submission of the last 
headquarters do not act aa a sales · computer tape to the Department. It 
center for U.S. sales and tha~ the maintains that the Department chould 
DeJ?arhn_ent corTcborated this at adjust CV according to Exhibit 1 of ha 
venficallon. June 24, 1992. submi11ion. and that the 

Petitioners contenc that if any of the Depart.m'ent should include TCI'a "off-
G&A expenses are to be allocated to the-books" sales in allocating U.S. 
selling expenses. the Department ~hould selling expenaea. 
reject Ta Chen's "headcotm!" • · 
methodology and re-alioc.a<e ":"a Chen's DOC Po&ltion 
expenses according ;i; L • '<oc~ The Department baa made any 
reasonable me~hodok · , , '"-- coITections t<.' lhe last databases 
allocat!ng ind'.r,~ct ~-/ ,,,, r.·, '.•c:';i;,;;; submilted to the Departmenl prior to 
occordmg io U-1'° ;·oi;;'- ... ·-· ;;,;ge ol' verificuUon. on }1.m~ 24, 199.Z. Ta Chen 

ennumerated the previously missing 
discounts lo the Department en July 31, 
1992; these were subjected to the 
Department's verification, and are being 
subtracted from gross prices. The 
commissions which were reported as 
missing by Ta Chen in its May 22. 1992. 
letter were reported on the June 25, 1992. 
updated computer tapes, the last tapes 
submitted, prior to verification. and are 
being subtracted from gross prices. The 
additional days of ESP inventory 
carryins coats which were reported by 
Ta Chen in its June 24, 19Q2. letter were 
included in the June 25, 1992, updated 
computer tapes. We agree with 
petitioners that some modification of the 
purchase price shipment date is 
warranted. Since the shipment date was 

. inconect. .we are increasing the 
purchase price credit period by three 
days: we are also adding two days from 
incorreCt. dates or payment discovered. 
Similarly, based on the ve.-ification of 
ESP sales in Caliiomia, we are 
increasiq the ESP credit period by two 
days. We disagree with petitioners 
regardiq the re-allocation or ESP ocean 
freiaht charpa. While charges specific 
to the Ta Chen intra-company shipment 
invoices could be calculated. a careful 
examination of the ESP documentation 
reveals that tracins such an allocated 
cost to the pertinent stock sales from 
TCI is not feasible. The Department so 
noted in lta September 24, 1992. 
memorandum to the official file, 
correcUna any impression from 
imprecise wordins In the TCI 
verification report which 1ugested that 
such re-allocation was either reasonable 
or necesaary. 

111e Department i1 using the CV 
.amendments contained in Exhibit 1 or 
the June 24. 1992.. aubmiuion for 

. purposes of the fmal determination. The 
Department disagrees with Ta Chen that 
"off-the-boob" sales should be included 
in the base acron which to allocated 

· U.S. aeJlins expenses. While TC did 
maintain correspondence records ID 
completing theae Ta Chen Sales, the 
corporation in its normal business 
practice considered these to be aalea 
made by Ta Chen Taiwan. and recorded 
the revenue froni these sales as such. 
11ie normal accounting practice of the 
company is determinative here. 

Comment 1J: Ta Chen maintains that 
monthly COP/CV costs should be used 
where COP/CV data i1 provided tor · 
pipe shipped in the indicated month, 
including.the November 1991 throush · 
March 1992 monthly costs. Ta Chen 
argues that there is significant variation 
in monthly material costs whic.'1 
supports the use of monthly material 
cost data. Ta Chen aaaerts that. 
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considering that the first and most 
important consideration for price quotes 
is material cost and considering that the 
average time between date of sale and 
the date of shipment is three to four 
months, the use of monthly material cost 
data is fully warranted. Second. Ta 
Chen maintains that failure to use 
monthly cost data for the period 
November 1991 onward would greatly 
distort costs. Third. Ta Chen argues that 
the change in material costs between 
October and November 1991 was not 
particularly unusual. nor was it due to 
factors outside of the normal course of 
business. Ta Chen maintains that pipe 
made with semi-finished pipe is still Ta 
Chen pipe. and that use of such pipe is 
irrelevant to classifying the material 
costs change between October and 
November 1991. Ta Chen also states that 
the percentage change is comparable to 
that which occurred in other months. 
such as between November and 
December. 1991. and June and July. 1991. 
According to Ta Chen.lhere has always 
been significant variation from month-
to-month in material costs. and thus a 
significant variation between any two 
particular months is fully expected. Ta 
Chen maintains that the costs Ta Chen 
reported for the period November 1991 
onward are the same as those used in 
Ta Chen's audited financial statement 
for that period, and since Ta Chen 
reported its costs according to its 
audited general accounting process. the 
Department should rely on Ta Chen's 
costs figures as being in agreement with 
GAAP. Finally. Ta Chen argues that 
even if the use of semi-finished pipe 
were a relevant factor. use of such pipe 
accounts for less of the material cost 
reduction than the cost verification 
report suggests. Ta Chen asserts that the 
falling price of steel coil was a more 
important factor than the purchase of 
the semi-finished pipe in the decline in 
material prices. Ta Chen states that the 
verification report does not indicate the 
)asis or rationale for the percentage 
decline which it lists as due to the 
iecline in coil prices. 

Petitioners argue that the Department 
roped),  used Ta Chen's costs during 
une through October 1991 for the 
ireliminary analysis and should 
motinue to do so for the final 
letermination. They maintain that Ta 
:hen is incorrect in its assertion that the 
)epartment should use the date of 
hipment to determine the appropriate 
,ninthly COP and CV. Petitioners cite 
he Final Results of Antidumping Duty 
►dministrative Review: Electric Golf 
:ars from Poland. 57 FR 10334. 10336 
March 25. 1992) to support their 
ontention that the COP and CV should 

be based on costs from a period 
preceding the date of sale. 

Petitioners also rebut Ta Chen's claim 
that the purchase of semi-finished pipe 
is irrelevant to the calculation of COP 
and CV. Petitioners maintain that the 
pipe in question had already been 
annealed and only required pickling. 
Petitioners therefore repeat their claim 
that the purchase of these pipes shall 
not be included in the COP and CV 
analysis. 

Petitioners conclude by arguing that 
the Department should calculate a 
weighted-average cost of materials 	• 
based on Ta Chen's actual costs during 
June through October 1991. or should 
adopt the method used for its 
preliminary analysis and use the 
October material costs as BIA for cost of 
sales made after November 1.1991. 
because any reliance upon the average 
costs reported by Ta Chen for November 
1991. would cause a skewed and unfair 
result. 

DOC Position 
As stated in Ta Chen Comment 1. we 

agree with respondent that the 
purchases of semi-fmished pipe are a 
valid component of the COP and CV 
data reported for November 1991. We 
are therefore using the COP and CV 
data reported for November 1991 in 
calculating COP and CV. However, we 
agree with petitioners that we should 
use a single weighted-average COP and 
CV for the POI for each product model. 
In doing this, we will use the monthly 
data from June through November to 
calculate the POI weighted-average COP 
and CV for the product models: this 
approach is consistent with the 
Department's practice. As stated in Ta 
Chen Comment 2, we consider the date 
of sale as determinative for matching 
COP and CV, therefore, in calculating 
the weighted-average values for the POI. 
we will weight the monthly COP data 
reported by the quantity of home market 
sales based on the date of sale. and the 
monthly CV data reported by the 
quantity of US. sales, based on the date 
of sale. 

Comment 12: Ta Chen asserts that it 
properly allocated indirect material 
costs. stating that dividing indirect 
material costs by the total of materials 
.in transit instead of material requisitions 
is correct. Ta Chen maintains the rate 
derived by this allocation should be 
applied to material requisitions because 
indirect material cost is incurred when 
material is imported. not when it is 
requisitioned. 

Petitioners argue that Ta Chen is in 
error and that the calculation of material 
variance should be corrected by  

disallowing an incorrect indirect 
materials adjustment. 

DOC Position 

The Department disagrees. in 
principle with Ta Chen's use of one base 
to allocate indirect material costs, and 
then applying the resulting rate to a 
different base. However. we are 
allowing its use as an estimation 
because the net difference is immaterial. 

Comment 13: Ta Chen maintains that 
home market prices should be reduced 

• by the amount of Taiwan import duty 
paid on specific sales. Ta Chen 
maintains that the Department has 
treated the import duties as a 
circumstance-of-sale adjustment by 
reducing home market prices. rather 
than as an adjustment to the U.S. price. 
citing Antifriction Bearings Other Than 
Tapered Roller Bearings from France. at 
al., 57 FR 28380. 28397 (Comment 6) 
(June 24. 1992). Alternately. Ta Chen 
states that the Department should 
consider adjusting the US. price 
upwards by the average import duty 
paid on home market sales. Ta Chen 
states that its situation is analogous to 
that of Thai respondents in Ball Bearings 
from Thailand 54 FR 19117-19119 (May 
3, 1989), in that it too is a customs-
bonded factory which is exempt from 
import duties for products to be 
exported. but becomes liable for such 
import duties for some. but not all. sales 
made in the domestic market. 

Petitioners maintain that if the 
Departnient makes any adjustment to 
either home market or US. prices to 
account for import duties paid in the 	. 
home market but exempted for US. 
sales, then the Department should also 	• 
add an appropriate amount for import 
duties to Ta Chen's cost of production. 
as they maintain that Ta Chen reported 
an average import duty for CV. but not 
for COP. 

DOC Position 

We agree with petitioners. Ta Chen 
reported that it considered import duty 
as the only home market direct selling 
expense and that direct selling expenses 
were reported in the section B sales 
listing but not in its COP response. We 
are. therefore. adding to cost of 
manufacturing (COM1 the weighted-
average import duty paid on raw 
materials for home market sales. in 
calculating CV. We are adding the 
actual duty paid on the raw materials 
for a home market sale to the COP 
which is compared to that sale. In 
addition, we are adjusting U.S. price by 
adding the weighted-average import 
duties paid on home market sales but 
exempted for sales to the United States. 
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Comment 14: Ta Chen maintains that conaervatively reported estimated allocationa. its only choice• were to use 
employee estimates or. Ids 
satisfactorily. to divide these expenses 
by the verified total quantity of pipe and 
fittinp shipped during the POI. 

the indirect selling expenses of ill U.S. chal'8e• and th1U it was demonstrated 
subsidiary, TCI. should be divided by a that the actual charpa. when billed. 
total sales value which includes aalea were lower than the estimated amounts. 
facilitated by TCl but not recorded in ill . Ta Chen aaserta that the Department 
boob. Ta Chen asserts that the should modify its calculations to take 
customer correspondence ralea it keeps this into accaunL 

Petitioners contend that Ta Chen has 
aclcnowledsed that it could not 
document the e1timate1 uied of packing 
labor and truckins expeawes. Petitionen 
conclude that the Depanment should 
reject the use of employee estimates 
without supporting records and urp the 
Department to allocat,e the entirety of 
the expense• recorded to U.S. sales 
only, as BIA. 

and the commissions it earns on DOC Positimi 
facilitatins these sales. indicate that 
these form the proper total Alea for We disasree With Ta Chen. Such 
which TCI incuned aellins expenaes in corrections should have been made by 
its normal operations. respondent to the laat tape submitted to 
DOC Paaitiaa · the Department before verificaticm. 

Furthermore. Biven that the request to 
· We disagree with nspondenL Since make these c:hanpl waa made 10 late in 
these expenses are incuned on what the proceedinp. the Department can not 
would normally be considered purchase be responsible for C:orncling Ta Chen's 
price s•iea. and since Ta Chen considen conservative estimata. 
and records the revenue from these Comment 18: Ta Chen auertl that 

DOC Position 

\'Ve disagree with petitioners. Given 
that Ta Chen's record-keeping in the 
normal coune of business did not 
identify the usage rates (or packins 
labor and trucking baHd on product 
type and destination. Ta Chan's 
met.'iodology was the be11 estimate 
possible. 

sales as revenue eamed by Ta Chen despite the fact that ESP mercbandite ii 
Taiwan. not by TCI. these sales should stocked both in Taiwan and U.S. 
not be included in the denominator for inventory, the home market rate lhould 
allocation of the TCI aellins expenses. be used to calculate imputed inventory 

Comment 15: Ta Chen maintains that carryins costs for 120 dayt of the entire 
the warranty expense calculated in the period from produc:tion to shipment from 
preli.'Dir.ary determination from the U.S. warehouse to the final customer. Ta 
recorded export losses was incorrectly Chen maintains this nte is correct 
aliocated, thereby overstating the co1L becauae TCI pay1 Ta Chen 11.0 dayt 

Comment 211: Ta Chen states that it 
bas no objection to the aliocalion of 
packin; and stora~e costs uaed by an 
unrelated party to bill Ta Chen. Ta Cben 
notes that the party la not only unrelated 
to Ta Chen but ia also an advene Jl8l"1 
to Ta Chen in a different proc:eedina 
before the DepartmenL 

Petitioners contend that the after shipment of pipe from Ta Cben to 
Department should allocate the export TCl: thua the parent company bean the 
loaa that Ta Chen incuned for its U.S. · cost of carrytns the inventory for thOlfl 
sales of the subject merchandise baaed 120 days. · 
on total sales of WSSP to lbe Untted DOC Pasiliaa 
States durins the POI. 

DOC Paliliaa 
We asree with petitioners."We are 

ailocating export loaaes on U.S. sales. 
plus the cost incurred for retmnins 
goods to TCI. over the total value of U.S. 
sales durins the POI. We are makiac this 
allocation as BIA for unreported 
warranty and other export expenses 
incuned on U.S. sales Y1here 
merchandise was later foand to be 
defective. 

Comme.,t 16: Ta Chen maintains that 
the Department should reduce the U.S. 
inland freight costs for 1hipments to the 
South Carolina warehouse by the 
amount for which TCl wu liable but 
bad not been billed. Ta Chen maintain• 
that the Department Yerifted that the 
smaller amount was the amount billed 
and paid. 

DOC Positiaa 
We disape lll.ith Ta Chen. Such 

corrections should have been made by 
respondent on the last tape submitted to 
the Department before ve:ification. 
Furthermo.-e. stven that the reqaest to 
make these cbanp1 was made so late in 
the proceedinss. the Department can not 
be responsible for correcting Ta Chen's 
con1erv1tin estimates. 

Commut 11: Ta Chen main1ain1 that 
the Department ve:ifaed that (or certain 
U.S. bark cbarpa. Ta Chen bad 

We diaqree with Ta a.en. Ta Chen 
bad calculated MYera1 different ESP 

DOCl'Dlltima 

inventory carryq COits baaed on 11le Department notes Ta Chen's 
aeveral dUferent warehOU181 med far 1tatement and continues to me tbe 
stockins ESP illYentO!J. In all reported costs based on this unrelated 
calculations Ta Chea added toaetber tbe party'• allocation of Its 1torap and 
average time producta wen in inYentory packiq costs in Its blllina Ta Chen. 
in Taiwan. plua the neraae dayt • · . '1mm a.yaq lndumial ea.. Lid.· 
route. plua the averqe time bwentoried · 
in the U.S. warehouse used far the . Comment 1: Petitionen maintain that 
specific tnnaactiona and then applied Y0'1 rmal determination of leu-tban-
tbe averase home market abort-term fair-value aales should be baaed entirely 
interest rate. We are recalculatins the upon BIA. Because petitionen maintain 
inventory carryins eo1t usin8 the home that Ya haa·not cooperated with the 
market interest rate for the clap Department. they &11•e that the BIA rat' 
products are stored in Taiwan inventory auiped should be the mblt advene 
and the U.S. interest rate- for the dayt en nte supported by the record. Petiticmaa 
route and the time lpeDt in U.S. 1tonse; maintain that despite harina had an 
the physical location ii indicative here unusually lengthy period to prepar. for 
of the company brancb a11Ulllinl the verification. YCI nonetbeleu was not 
inventory e&rr)'ins coats: thut the home ready for eit.\er the cost or Nln 
market interest rate la applied only to portions of verification and did not 
the period the subject merchandise ii cooperate with the Depart:nent'a 
physically in Taiwan inventory. and the representatives at verification. 
U.S. short-term intere1t rate is applied to Petitionen cite the aalea verifacation 
the remaining company iRventory report to highlight deficiencies whic;1 
period. include lack of preparation of 

Ctimment 19: Ta a.a maintains that documents. failure to provide requn:ed 
the use of employee eati:natn for documents to the verifiers. a failure lo 
allocation of packing tabor expenae1 pnR·ide documentation of the 
and for the allocation of usqe of Its completeness of the total volume and 
own trucks conititute the best possible value of aales reported. inconect 
approach awailable to lhe company. Ta allocations of expenses. inability 10 
Chen argues. thaa. 1ince It kept no . . collect infonnation in a timely manner. 
records from wbic:b lo make the Petitioners dte the cost verili-=-tion 
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report to highlight deficiencies which 
include the differences between the 
company accounting practices reported 
and th·bse di'scovered at verification. the 
ract thlif the DOC accountant reconciled 
the total cost of materials without any 
prepared documentation. and the 
unsupported direct labor hours reported 
by YCI which could not be verified 
because documentation had been 
destroyed prior lo verification. 

YCI counters with the claim that the 
Department bas verified all of the 
informntion necessary to calculate an 
accurate dumping ma!Jin. YCI 
maintaina that it is unfair an4 improper 
to apply BIA to unverified information 
because the reason any information wa1 
not verified was lack of sclficient time 
for '"erificalio'n. not because YCI was 
inadequately prepared for verification. 
YCI maintains that the Department 
should have extended verification by an 
extra day. and claims that the verifien 
should have stayed later each e\•ening. 
It ma!~tains that the lontzer verification 
at Ta Chen/TCI was conducted at its 
expense. 

YCI claims that even if the 
Department considers BIA necessary. it 
should not use the most ad,,-ene BIA 
rate. It maintains that the most advene 
rate is only valid as a punitive mea1un 
against uncooperative respondents and 
that lack of preparation in advance of 
verification does not constitute 
um:ooperative behavior. YCI maintains 
that it did not fully prepue for 
ver.fication because of the complexity of 
the inveaqation. languase barrien. the 
company's inexperience with 
antidumping proceedings. and a aenuine 
misunderstanding and misinterpretation 
of the verification agenda. YCI claims 
that th~ Department's verifiers did not 
manage their time in the moat 
constructive manner and that this. not 
lack or preparedne11 on YCI's parL was 
the primary cause of delays and 
problems. 

YCl further argues thaL even if the 
Department determines that YCI ii 
responsible for serious deficiencies in 
the verification. recent.decisions such u 
Roller Chain. Other Than Bicycle. &om 
Japan. 57 FR 6808 (199Z). and Tapered 
Roller Bearings. Four Inches or Less in 
Out!ide Diameter. and Certain 
components thereof from Japan. 5G FR 
65228. indicate that the Depa~.ment 
should find the company cooperative 
and use non-punitive BIA. such as the 
highest rate among other respondents. 
YC aiso states that in Portable Electric 
Typewriten from Japan. 58 FR 56393. 
563!).;. (1991). the Department 1ave a 
respondent who submitted no responses 
to the Department punitive BIA and 

gave a respondent who only made necessary documents and prepare a 
partial responses to the Department worksheet which could be both 
non-punitive BIA. In addition. YCI analyzed and tested for accuracy and 
points to the administrative review of completeneas. A worksheet was given to 
Antifriclion Bearings (Other than the team at 9 a.m. on the third dav of 

·Tapered Roller Bearings) and Parts verification. whereupon we disco"vered a 
Thereof from Gennany, 56 FR 31692. in major error in the U.S. sales portion of 
which a non-punitive BIA was used for the worksheet. Reconciliation of each or 
both a fll'ID whose 1ale1 listin; was the separate accounts listed on that 
flawed and lo a firm whose cost data worksheet was questionable given that 
was not substantiated at verification: the numbers were made to reconcile on 
YCI further maintains that Circular the first version of the worksheet by 
Welded Non-Alloy Steel Pipe from adj11&ting the value of home maritet non· 
Taiwan. 57 FR 42961 (1992) indi::ates subject merchandise based o:i the total 
that non-punitive BIA is appropriate if rather than totalli~ and preparing all 
"verification revealed sipificant sections so that each was individually 
inconaiatenc1es in the information vouched for. A second worksheet waa 
reported• • •·•Lastly, YCI states thaL provided at 4:30 p.m. on the final day oi 
despite announcing a new BIA hierarchy verification. Due to the impeded 
in Antifriction Bearing& in July 1991. the progress of the verification. we were not 
Department nonetheless chose to uae a able to examine each account. i.e .• U.S.. 
non-punitive BIA for totally non- home markeL third country. to confirm 
cooperative companies in Color that each account'1 value and volume 
Television Receivers. Except for Video reconciled to the aecond market 
Monitors, From Taiwan. 56 FR 65218. worksheet provided. 
65::27. (1991) and in Roller Chain from In addition. the team found numerous 
Japan. 56 FR 3:n7S. 3:?176. (1991). clerical and methodological errors in the 
DOC Poaitian documents which the company prepared 

We agree with petitioners. As noted in by the end of verification. Such errors 
th l fi h affected date of shipment. date of 

e YCl •a es veri icalion report. t e payment. foreign inland frei•ht. and 
DOC team encountered 1erious o 
obstacles to conducting verification. due home market interest rates. Due to the 
to a gen4!ral lack of preparedness on the slow progress caused by·YCl's lack of 
part of the retpondenL With the · preparation. many documents. such as 
exception of the pre-selected sales. no those for duty drawback. foreip 
documenta bad been prepared iD brokerage. inventory carrying costs. 
advance of verification. Even the indirect selling expenses, commissions. 
preselected aales documents had not U.S. discounts. U.S. inland freiShL and 
been copied and translated. marine insurance. could not be 

YCI'a submiaaiona to the Department examined. 
had serious and numerous deficiencies. As noted in the September 8, 1992. 
As a resulL the Department waa cost verification reporL we also 
particularly concerned about the encountered major problems in 
preparations Ya would undertake for attempting to verify the respondent's 
verification. ThUI, in our July zz. 1992. coat of production and constructed value 
verification agenda letter, we data. including a lack of preparation. 
specifically requested that YCI provide missing documentation. and limited 
the Department with worksheets to access to company personnel. As a 
reconcile total quantity and value of result of these problems. the coat of 
sales by July 29, 1992. YCl not only manufacturing. general and 
failed to provide the worksheets prior to administrative expenses. and the 
verification. but also failed to have them · company profit margin could not be 
available at the start of verification. verified. Substantial differences were 
After spending much of the first day found in the accounting methodologies 
reexplaining to YCI what the employed in the responses lo section D 
verification proceeding entailed. the and the actual company accounting 
verification team gave YCI officials a records examined at ver.ncation. The 
list of documents that needed to be direct labor cost and factor overhead · 
reviewed at a minimum. A copy of this costs could not be verified because YCI 
list was eent 1.\'ith a cover memorandum discarded the source of documents after 
by facsimile to the Department on preparing its section D response. 
August 10.199!. Additionally. the labor c:ost differences 

Company officials explained that they discovered al verification could not be 
had expected the team lo construct the explained. 
paper trail for volume and value YCJ had sufficient lime to prepare 
completeness directly from the thoroughly for verification. The 
1ub1r.itted 1ale1 listings. We instructed preliminaey determination in this c:ase 
the company that ii must collect the was postponed. and YCI l'f'quested and 
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received a three-week postponement of 
its verification. YCI received detailed 
verification •llendas from both the sales 
and accounting verifiers. As numerous 
memoranda to the me attest. the 
Depanmenl answered \'Cl's questions 
concerning the investigatory 
proceedings. On April 3, 1991. the 
Depanment even created a sample 
product concordance to illustrate to YCJ 
how to report differences in · 
merchandise. YCI was given the 
opponunity to correct its submissions up 
to the seventh day before its scheduled 
verification. a deadline to which 
petitioners had strenuously objected. . 

Considerin1 the number and nature of 
the problems encountered in attempting 
to verify YCJ. and the extensive 
opportunities YCJ had to prepare for 
verification. YCJ has by any objective ' 
measure failed verification. Becauae of 
the degree to which YCI was 
unprepared for verification. including 
YCI's failure to comply Y.ith specific 
Depa:"tmenta! instructions. the 
Depanment finds YCJ uncooperative. 
· The Department has the discretion to 

dete:mine the length of verification 
according to many facton. including. but 
not limited to. the complexity and 
volume of the data to be examined. the 
number of locations lo be visited, and . 
the degree of preparation and 
cooperation evidenced by the 
respondenL YCI fallaciously compares 
its verification schedule to that ofTa 
Chen. Ta Chen requested separate sales 
and cost verification dates. In contrast, 
at the June 24. 1992. disclosure of the 
preliminary calculations to YCJ when. 
both the Department analyst and the 
Department staff accountant asked 
YCJ's representatives if simultaneous 
verifications would pose any 
complications. YCI stated that no 
complications were foreseen. 

Furthermore, Ta Chen had both 
purchase price and ESP sales: some of 
the purchase price" sales were fully 
documented in Taiwan. others were 
documented partly in Taiwan and partly 
in California. The complexity and 
volume of the sales data en1endered by 
three methods of U.S. sales 
documentation necessitated a longer 
verification. There were no such 
circumstances warranti.'11 an extended 
verification of YCJ. 

In additicn. while YCI had failed to 
prepare. copy. and t:anslate the \"ast 
majority of the documentation listed in 
lhe Department's verification agenda, 
Ta Chen had adequately done so. Lastly •. 
the Department cut short the first day of 
verification at Ta Chen because lhe 
senior verifier became ill and had to 
leave the verification site. Longer houn 
over the remaining days of verification 

proceedings were due. in part. to the 
con1plexity of the documentation 
prepared by Ta Chen. and in part to time 
lost on the first day. 

The degree to which YCJ was 
unprepareC: for verification and the · 
nature and extent or the infonnation 
which verification revealed to be 
incorrect and/or incomplete cons~ilute 
uncooperative behaviar on the part or a 
respondent. Thei:efore. the Department 
is using the highest rate in the petition, 
31.9 percent, as BIA for the final 
determination. 

Pelitionen and YCJ had further 
company-specific comments which -are 
moot because BIA is being applied in 
determining YCl's rmal antidwnping 
duty margin. 

Coutinuatioa of Smpensioa of 
Liquidation 

Jn accordance with section 735 of the 
Act. we are directing the Customs 
Se:'\'ice to continue to suspend 
liquidation of all entries of WSSP 
produced or exported from Taiwan by 
. Ta Chen. that are entered. or withdrawn 
from warehouse. for consumption on or 
after the date or publication of this 
notice in the Federal Repster. ln 
accordance with section 735 of the Act. 
and with section 353.l&(d) of the 
Department's repletions. we are 
directing the Customs Service to 
suspend liquidation of all entries of 
WSSP produced or exported from 
Taiwan by JYE and YC. that are . 
entered. or withdrawn frOm warehouse, 
for ~onsumption on or after March 14. 
1992. which is the date 90 days prior to 
the publication of our preliminary · 
determination. We are not ordering 
suspension or liquidation or entrie1 or 
WSSP produced by en The Cu1ton11 
Service shall require a cash deposit Di' 
posting of a bond equal to the estimated 
final dumping marginl, as shown below. 
The suspension or liquidation will 
remain in effect until further notice. The 
weighted-average dumpin1 ma11ins are 
as follows: 

Chang TMlfl lnclultry Co.. Ud----i 
Jlung YlllN'I E ....... Co.. Ud
T1 Chen S1mnlltll Pipe Co.. Ud
y- Qlpng lndulNI Co.. lwldu---i 
All--

O.GO 
31.IO 
l.S1 

31.10 
11.M 

. 
ITC Notification 

In accordance with section 735ld) of 
the Act. we have notified the ITC or our 
determination. 

A. our final determination is 
affirmative. the ITC will determine 

· whether these imports are materially 
injuring. or threaten material injury 10. 
the U.S. industry withip 45 days. 

Thia determination i• publish..t 
pursuant to section 73Sf d) of the Act f11 
U.S.C. 1673d(d)) and 19 CFR 353.20(•)14). 

Dated: November4. 19'%
Roll'Tla.. Luadla ... )r .. 
Acting Aai•tont Setn1orJ for llfflOl'I 
Adminall'Otion. 
l•'R Doc. t:-z7411 FM ~\·1o-G: 1:45 ••I 
....... c:ao& ....... 
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States 
International Trade Commission's hearing: 

Subject 

Invs. Nos. 

Date and Time 

CERTAIN WELDED STAINLESS STEEL PIPES FROM 
THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA AND TAIWAN 

731-TA-540 and 541 (Final) 

November 10, 1992 - 9:30 a.m. 

Sessions were held in connection with the investigations in the Main 
Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E St., 
S. W. , Washington, DC. 

In support of the imposition of antidumping duties: 

Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott 
Washington, DC 
On behalf of 

Avesta Sandvik Tube, Inc. 
Bristol Metals 
Damascus Tubular Products 
Trent Tube Division, Crucible Materials Corp. 
United Steel Workers of America, AFL-CIO/CLC 

William K. Grant, President, Trent Tube Division, Crucible 
Materials Corp., and Chairman, Specialty Tubing Group 

George F. Werner, Division President, Damascus Tubular Products 

Clarisse A. Morgan, Assistant Director and Senior Economist, 
Georgetown Economic Services 

Thomas Wennogle, General Sales Manager, Avesta Sandvik Tube, Inc. 

Jeffrey H. Stam, Vice President of Operations, Bristol ·Metals 

David A. Hartquist ) 
Jeffrey S. Beckington )--OF COUNSEL 
Kathleen Weaver Cannon) 
Stephen A. Jones ) 

- CONTINUED -
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In opposition to the imposition of antidwnping duties: 

Morrison & Foerster 
Yashington, DC 
On behalf of 

Lucky Metals Corp. 
Pusan Steel Pipe Co., Ltd. 
Sammi Metal Products Co., Ltd. 

Richard D. Boltuck, Trade Resources Co. 

Donald B. Cameron) 
G. Brian Busey )--OF COUNSEL 
Bryan A. Schwartz) 
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Table C-1 
A-312 pipes: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

(Quantity=short tons, value=1,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs 
are per short ton, period changes percent, except where noted) 

eported data Yeriod changes 
Jan.-June-- Jan. -June 

Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 199Z 1989-90 1990 -91 1989- 91 1991 -92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount 	  50,851 62,678 60,794 32,198 30,782 +23.3 -3.0 +19.6 -4.4 
Producers' share 1/ 	 73.7 64.8 59.6 59.8 70.8 -8.9 -5.2 -14.1 +10.9 
Importers' share: -1/ 
Korea 	  0.9 5.3 8.3 12.7 3.2 +4.4 +3.0 +7.5 -9.5 
Taiwan 	  6.1 12.7 15.1 15.3 9.1 +6.6 +2.4 +9.0 -6.2 

Subtotal 	  1.0 18.0 23.3 28.0 12.3 +11.1 +3.4 +16.3 -13.7 
Other sources 	  19.3 17.1 16.9 12.1 16.9 -2.2 -0.3 -2.4 +4.8 
Total 	  26.3 33.2 40.4 40.2 29.2 +8.9 +3.2 +14.1 -10.9 

U.S. consumption value: 
Amount 	  239,232 245,827 211,550 115,473 106,900 +2.8 -13.9 -11.6 -7.4 
Producers' share 1/ 	 76.6 68.8 63.2 62.6 71.3 -7.8 -5.6 -13.4 +8.7 
Importers' share: -1/ 
Korea 	  0.6 4.0 7.2 10.4 2.4 +3.4 +3.1 +6.6 -8.0 
Taiwan 	  5.5 10.8 13.9 13.5 7.9 +5.2 +3.1 +8.3 -5.7 

Subtotal 	  6.1 14.8 21.0 24.0 10.3 +8.7 +8.2 +14.9 -13.7 
Other sources 	  17.3 16.4 15.8 13.4 18.4 -0.9 -0.6 -1.5 +5.0 

Total 	  23.4 31.2 36.8 37.4 28.7 +7.8 +5.6 +13.4 -8.7 
U.S. importers' imports from - 

Korea: 
Imports quantity 	 444 3,328 5,074 4,083 973 +649.5 +52.5 2/ -76.2 
Imports value 	  1,422 9,906 15,172 12,060 2,605 +596.6 +53.2 +96679 -78.4 
Unit value 	  $3,206 $2,977 $2,990 $2,953 $2,678 -7.2 +0.4 -6.7 -9.3 
Ending inventory qty 	 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Taiwan: 
Imports quantity 	 3,095 7,979 9,197 4,938 2,812 +157.8 +15.3 +197.2 -43.1 
Imports value 	  13,271 26,531 29,305 15,634 8,419 +99.9 +10.5 +120.8 -46.1 
Unit value 	  $4,288 $3,325 $3,186 $3,166 $2,995 -22.5 -4.2 -25.7 -5.4 
Ending inventory qty 	 *** 	*** 	*** 	*** 	*** 	*** 	*** 	*** 	*** 

Subject sources: 
Imports quantity 	 
Imports value 	  
Unit value 	  
Ending inventory qty 	 

Other sources: 
Imports quantity 	 
Imports value 	  
Unit value 	  

3,538 
14,693 
$4,152 

253 

9,819 
41,377 
$4,214 

11,307 
36,437 
$3,223 

669 

10,738 
40,271 
$3,750 

14,271 
44,477 
$3,117 
1,363 

10,260 
33,472 
$3,262 

9,022 
27,694 
$3,070 
1,051 

3,907 
15,505 
$3,969 

3,785 
11,025 
$2,913 

297 

5,205 
19,682 
$3,781 

+219.6 
+148.0 
-22.4 

+164.4 

+9.4 
-2.7 

-11.0 

+26.2 
+22.1 
-3.3 

+103.7 

-4.5 
-16.9 
-13.0 

+303.4 
+202.7 
-24.9 

+438.7 

+4.5 
-19.1 
-22.6 

-58.0 
-60.2 
-5.1 

-71.7 

+33.2 
+26.9 
-4.7 

Ending inventory qty 	 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
All sources: 

Imports quantity 	 13,357 22,045 24,531 12,929 8,990 +65.0 +11.3 +83.7 -30.5 
Imports value 	  56,070 76,708 77,949 43,199 30,706 +36.8 +1.6 +39.0 -28.9 
Unit value 	  $4,198 $3,480 $3,178 $3,341 $3,416 -17.1 -8.7 -24.3 +2.2 

U.S. producers'-- 
Ending capacity quantity 	 60,299 63,904 63,432 31,887 32,246 +6.0 -0.7 +5.2 +1.1 
Production quantity 	 38,103 41,012 39,016 21,158 22,001 +7.6 -4.9 +2.4 +4.0 
Capacity utilization 1/ 	 63.2 64.2 61.5 66.4 68.2 +1.0 -2.7 -1.7 +1.9 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity 	  37,494 40,633 36,263 19,269 21,792 +8.4 -10.8 -3.3 +13.1 
Value 	  183,162 169,119 133,601 72,274 76,194 -7.7 -21.0 -27.1 +5.4 
Unit value 	  $4,885 $4,162 $3,684 $3,751 $3,496 -14.8 -11.5 -24.6 -6.8 

Export shipments: 
Quantity 	  *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Exports/shipments 1/ 	 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Value 	  *** *** *** *** * ►* *** *** *** *** 
Unit value 	  *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Ending inventory quantity 	 *** *** *** *** *** -2.0 +50.2 +47.1 +4.5 
Inventory/shipments 1/ 	 *** *** *** *** *** -1.3 +7.4 +6.1 -1.1 
Production workers 	- 563 615 562 574 577 +9.2 -8.6 -0.2 +0.5 
Hours worked (1,000s) 	 1,134 1,191 1,200 621 590 +5.0 +0.8 +5.8 -5.0 
Total comp. ($1,000) 	 15,864 16,817 16,093 8,360 9,104 +6.0 -4.3 +1.4 +8.9 
Hourly total compensation 	 $13.99 $14.12 $13.41 $13.46 $15.43 +0.9 -5.0 -4.1 +14.6 
Productivity (short tons 
per 1,000 hours) 	 33.6 34.4 32.5 34.1 37.3 +2.5 -5.6 -3.2 +9.4 

Unit labor costs 	  $416 $410 $412 $395 $414 -1.5 +0.6 -0.9 +4.7 
Net sales value 	  *** *** *** *** *** -8.7 -20.1 -27.0 +4.4 
COGS/sales 1/ 	  *** *** *** *** *** +3.6 +3.9 +7.6 +5.3 
Operating income (loss) 	 *** *** *** *** *** -47.8 -88.3 -93.9 -110.2 
Op. 	income (loss)/sales 1/. 9.6 5.5 0.8 4.4 (0.4) -4.1 -4.7 -8.8 -4.8 

11 Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage points. 
7/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more. 
I/ Not applicable. 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving negative period data are 
positive if the amount of the negativity decr eases and negative if the amount of the negativity increases. 
Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using 
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission 
and from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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Table C-2 
All pipes: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 
an.- une 

1989-90 1990-91 1989-91 1991-92 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount ...•...•••...••...... *** 
Producers' share 1/ •....•.. *** 
Importers' share:-1/ 

Korea (subject A':'312) .... *** 

••• ••• 
••• ••• 

• •• • •• 
••• • •• 

*** ••• 
• •• ••• 

••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** ••• 
••• ••• 

••• 
*** 

••• • •• 

*** -· 
*** • •• 

••• 
*** 

• •• • •• Taiwan (suoject A-312) ... *** 
Subtotal ....... ........ -.wnwnw....-----~wr.wr.wr------.w•w•w------~wnwr.wr------.w•w•w--------~w•wr.w..-----w•w•w..-----~wnwnw.-------w•w•w----

Other sources •...••...... *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Total ....... ........... -.*"*"*r-----~w•w•wr-----..-..w•w•w------~wnwnwr------..w•w•w--------~wr.wr.wr----..w•w•w------~wnwr.wr------..w•w•w----

U.S. consumption value: 
Amount .......••••.••.•.•... *** 
Producers' share 1/ .•...... *** 

••• ••• 
Importers' share:-1/ 

Korea (subject A':'312) .... *** *** 

••• • •• 
••• ••• 

• •• ••• 
••• ••• 

••• ••• 
*** ••• 

*** 
*** 
• •• ••• 

••• ••• 
••• • •• 

• •• ••• 
••• • •• 

• •• • •• 
• •• • •• Taiwan (su&ject A-312) ... *** *** 

Subtotal ....... ........ ""'l•~•~w.------,wnwnwr-----~wwwwww------,•"*"*r-----~wwwwwr--------.wnwnwr---~wwwww.------.wnwnwr-----~www...,w--~ 
Other sources ••.•.•.•.... *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total ....... ........... -.w~w~w.------,wnwnwr-----~www .. w------,wnwnwr-----~w•www..--------.wnwnwr---~w•w•ww------.wnwnwr-----~w•w•wr---...; 
U.S. importers' imports from--

Korea (subject A-312): 
Imports quantity ..••..•.. 
Imports value •.••••.••... 
Unit value ............. .. 
Ending inventory qty •.... 

Taiwan (subject A-312): 
Imports quantity ........ . 
Imports value ..•.•.•..•.. 
Unit value •••••..•••..... 
Ending inventory qty ••... 

Subject sources: 
Imports quantity ........ . 
Imports value .•..••...... 
Unit value •..•••....•.... 
Ending inventory qty ..... 

Other sources: 
Imports quantity ........ . 
Imports value ......•..•.. 
Unit value ..•.••..•••••.. 
Ending inventory qty •.... 

All sources: 
Imports quantity •••••.•.. 
Imports value ....••...•.. 
Unit value •••••..••...... 

444 
1,422 

$3,206 • •• 
3,095 

13,271 
$4,288 • •• 

3,538 
14,693 
$4,152 

253 

9,819 
41,377 
$4,214 

• •• 
13,357 
56,070 
$4,198 

U.S. producers'-
Ending capacity quantity •.. *** 
Production quantity ••.•.••. *** 
Ca~acity utilization!/ ..•. *** 
U •• shipments: *** 

Quantity .••.•••........•. 
Value ••...••••••.••••.••. *** 
Unit value •.••.••.•••.••. *** 

Export shipments: 
Quantity ••••.••...•...... *** 
;:r:!~~~~~~~~~~.~~::::: ::: 
Unit value •............•. *** 

Ending inventory quantity .. *** 
Inventory/shipments 1/ ..... *** 
Production workers .• ':' ..•... *** 
Hours worked (1,000s) ..•... *** 
Total comp. ($1,000) •....•. *** 
Hourly total compensation •. *** 
Productivity (short tons 

per 11 000 hours) •••••.••. *** 
Unit laDor costs ••••..•.••. *** 
Net sales value ••••..•••••. *** 
COGS/sales 1/ •.•••.••••••.. *** 
Operating income (loss) ...• *** 
Op. income (loss)/sales !/. *** 

3,328 
9,906 

$2,977 • •• 
7,979 

26,531 
$3,325 • •• 
11,307 
36,437 
$3,223 

669 

10,738 
40,271 
$3,750 • •• 
22,045 
76,708 
$3,480 

••• ••• ••• 
• •• ••• ••• 
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 

5,074 
15,172 
$2,990 

• •• 
9,197 

29,305 
$3,186 

• •• 
14,271 
44,477 
$3,117 

1,363 

10,260 
33,472 
$3,262 ••• 
24,531 
77,949 
$3,178 

••• ·••• 
• •• • •• ••• 
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• • •• ••• • •• 
*** ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

4,083 
12,060 
$2,953 

• •• 
4,938 

15,634 
$3,166 

• •• 
9,022 

27,694 
$3,070 
1,051 

3,907 
15,505 
$3,969 

*** 
12,929 
43,199 
$3,341 

••• ••• 
*** 

• •• ••• • •• 
• •• 
*** • •• ••• ••• • •• • •• ••• ·••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** • •• 
*** 

973 
2,605 

$2,678 
*** 

2,812 
8,419 

$2,995 ••• 
3,785 

11,025 
$2,913 

297 

5,205 
19,682 
$3,781 

*** 
8,990 

30,706 
$3,416 

*** 
*** 
*** 
••• 
*** 
*** 
••• ••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+649.5 
+596.6 

-7.2 ••• 
+157.8 
+99.9 
-22.5 
*** 

+219.6 
+148.0 

-22.4 
+164.4 

+9.4 
-2.7 

-11.0 
*** 
+65.0 
+36.8 
-17.l 

••• ••• ••• 
• •• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• ••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
*** 
*** ••• 

1/ 'Reported data' are lii percent iiid 'period cbiiiies' are in percentage points. 
7/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more. 
~I Not applicable. 
!I Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed. 

+52.5 
+53.2 

+0.4 
*** 

+15.3 
+10.5 
-4.2 

*** 
+26.2 
+22.l 
-3.3 

+103.7 

-4.5 
-16.9 
-13.0 

*** 
+11.3 
+1.6 
-8.7 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** -· *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

2/ 
+96679 

-6.7 ••• 
+197.2 
+120.8 
-25.7 • •• 

+303.4 
+202.7 

-24.9 
+438.7 

+4.5 
-19.l 
-22.6 

• •• 
+83.7 
+39.0 
-24.3 

••• ••• • •• 
• •• • •• • •• 
••• • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• ••• ••• 
••• ••• ••• 
*** ••• ••• 

-76.2 
-78.4 
-9.3 

*** 
-43.l 
-46.l 
-5.4 ••• 

-58.0 
-60.2 
-5.1 

-71. 7 

+33.2 
+26.9 
-4.7 

••• 
-30.S 
-28.9 
+2.2 

• •• ••• -· ••• ••• 
*** 
••• -· ••• ••• 
*** 
*** ·*** ·*** 
••• 
*** ••• 
*** 
*** ••• 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Because of rounding, figures may not add to the 
totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and 
denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Coamission 
and from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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Table C-3 
All pipes and tubes: Swmary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989..;91, Janua:rY·June 1991, and J~uary-June 1992 

es 

1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 
an.- une 

1991-92 1989-90 1990-91 1989-91 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount •..•••.•..•••..••.•.. 98,287 110,567 108,456 56,506 55,550 +12.5 -1.9 +10.3 -1.7 
Producers' share 1/........ 86.4 80.1 77.4 77.1 83.8 -6.3 -2.7 -9.0 +6.7 
Iinporters' share:-1/ · 

Korea (subject A'='312).... 0.5 3;0 4.7 7.2 1."8 +2.6 +1.7 +4.2 -5.S 
Taiwan (su&ject A-312) ••• ----~3~.1~--....... ~7~.2ii---....... 8;;-;.;.5.,_ __ ....,..T8~.7~----T5~.w1 ____ ~+~4~.71 ____ ~+~1~.~3i-----+"5~.~3~----~3~·~7 ..... _ 

Subtotal............... 3.6 10.2 13.2 16.0 6.8 +6.6 +2.9 +9.6 -9.2 
Other sources ••••.•.•.•.. ---;o10~.oi:---....... ~9~.7ir---.....,.~9~.5i:---....,~6~.9~--...... ~9~·~4----~-~o~.~3----~-~o~.~3....._ __ ~-nor.~5,__ ___ +~2~.~5r---

Total. ................. 13.6 19.9 22.6 22.9 16.2 +6.3 +2./ +9.0 -6.1 
U.S. consumption value: 

Amount ••••..••••....••.•..• 
Producers' share 1/ .•..•..• 
Importers' share:-1/ 

Korea (subject A':'312) •.•• 
Taiwan (su&ject A-312) ... 

Subtotal •.••..•...••... 
Other sources .••..•..•... 

Total ..•••...••.••.•... 
U.S. importers' imports from--

Korea (subject A-312): 
Imports quantity •.•.•.•.. 
Imports value ••••.•..•... 
Unit value ......••.••••.• 
Ending inventory qty •.••• 

Taiwan (subject A-312): 
Imports quantity •.••..... 
:tmports value ••••....••.• 
Unit value •••••••••••.••• 
Endina inventory qty •.•.• 

Subject sources: 
Imports quantity •...•••.. 
Imports value ..•••••••••• 
Unit value •••••••••..••.• 
Ending inventory qty •••.• 

Other sources: 
Imports quantity ••••••.•• 
Imports value ••.••••••••• 
Unit value •••••••••••.••• 
Ending inventory qty ••••• 

All sources: 
Imports quantity ..••••••. 
Imports value .•••••..•••• 
Unit value ..••.••••.••••• 

U.S. producera'--
Endina capacity quantity ••• 
Production quantity ••••••.• 
Capacity utilization !I· ... 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity •••••••••••.••••• 
Value ••••••••••••••••••.• 
Unit value ••••••••••••••• 

~~rt shipments: 
i;antity •••••••••••.••••• 

v!r:!~~~~~~~~~~-~~::::: 
Unit value ••••••••••.••.• 

Endina inventory quantity •• 
Inventory/shi~nts 1/ •••.. 
Production workera .• 7 •••.•• 
Hours worked (1,000s) ••••.. 
Total comp. ($1,000) •••••.. 
Hourly total compensation •• 
Productivity (shOrt tons 

per 11 000 hours) •••.•.••. 
Unit laDor costs ••.•.•.•..• 
Net sales value ••.••••••••. 
COGS/sales 1/ •••••••••••••• 
Operatina iiicome (loss) ••.• 
Op. income (loaa)/aales !/. 

475,212 
88.2 

0.3 
2.8 
3.1 
8.7 

11.8 

444 
1,422 

$3,206 
*** 

3,095 
13,271 
$4,288 

*** 
3,538 

14,693 
$4,152 

253 

9,819 
41,377 
$4,214 

*** 
13,357 
56,070 
$4,198 

133,633 
86,507 

64.7 

84,930 
419,142 
$4,935 

1,545 
1.8 

9,812 
$6,351 

9,060 
11.6 

1,673 
3,421 

46,786 
$13.68 

25.3 
$541 

*** 
*** 
*** 

11.7 

462,370 
83.4 

2.1 
5.7 
7.9 
8.7 

16.6 

3,328 
9,906 

$2,977 
*** 

7,979 
26,531 
$3,325 

*** 
11,307 
36,437 
$3,223 

669 

10,738 
40,271 
$3,750 

*** 
22,045 
76,708 
$3,480 

420,287 
81.5 

3.6 
7.0 

10.6 
8.0 

18.S 

5,074 
15,172 
$2,990 

*** 
9,197 

29,305 
$3,186 

*** 
14,271 
44,477 
$3,117 
1,363 

10,260 
33,472 
$3,262 

*** 
24,531 
77,949 
$3,178 

136,859 138,392 
89,410 89,393 

65.3 64 .8 

88,522 
385,662 

$4,357 

2,000 
2.2 

9,811 
$4,906 

7,978 
9.7 

1,712 
3,452 

47,601 
$13.79 

25.9 
$532 

*** 
*** 
*** 

8.1 

83,925 
342,338 
$4,079 

2,804 
3.2 

13,375 
$4,770 
10,824 

13.7 
1,598 
3,337 

46,740 
$14.01 

26.8 
$523 

*** 
*** 
*** 

5.6 

218,253 
80.2 

5.5 
7.2 

12. / 
7.1 

19.8 

4,083 
12,060 
$2,953 

*** 
4,938 

15,634 
$3,166 

*** 
9,022 

27,694 
$3,070 
1,051 

3,907 
15,505 
$3,969 

*** 
12,929 
43,199 
$3,341 

69,507 
46,468 

67.1 

43,577 
175,054 

$4,017 

1,204 
2.7 

5,792 
$4,811 
10,071 

12.4 
1,612 
1,693 

23,820 
$14.07 

*** 
*** 
*** 

27.4 
$513 

7.8 

213,014 
85.6 

1.2 
4.0 
S.2 
9.2 

14.4 

973 
2,605 

$2,678 
*** 

2,812 
8,419 

$2,995 
*** 

3,785 
11,025 
$2,913 

297 

5,205 
19,682 
$3,781 

*** 
8,990 

30,706 
$3,416 

77,656 
47,292 

60.9 

46,560 
182,308 

$3,916 

1,270 
2.7 

5,587 
$4,398 
10,366 

12.1 
1,518 
1,553 

22,662 
$14.59 

30.4 
$479 

*** 
*** 
*** 

6.3 

-2 .. 7 
-4.8 

+1.8 
+2.9 
+4.8 

2/ 
+4.8 

+649.5 
+596.6 

-7.2 
*** 

+157.8 
+99.9 
-22.5 
*** 

+219.6 
+148.0 

-22.4 
+164.4. 

+9.4 
-2.7 

-11.0 
*** 
+65.0 
+36.8 
-17.1 

+2.4 
+3.4 
+0.6 

+4.2 
-8.0 

-11.7 

+29.4 
+0.4 

SI 
-2278 
-11.9 
-1.9 
+2.3 
+0.9 
+1. 7 
+0.8 

+2.4 
-1.6 
-9.0 
+3.4 

-37.1 
-3.6 

1/ •Reported data• are In percent and 1perl0d cbiiiiea 1 are lh percentage polhfs. 
7/ .An increase of leas thai1 0.05 percentage points. 
3/ .An increase of 1,000 percent or more. 
7; I Not applicable • . 
"SI A decrease of leas than o.b5 percent. 
!I A decrease of less than 0.05 percentage points. 

-9.1 
-2.0 

+1.5 
+1.2 
'f2. I 
-0.7 
+2.0 

+52.5 
+53.2 

+0.4 
*** 

+15.3 
+10.5 
-4.2 

*** 
+26.2 
+22.1 

-3.3 
+103.7 

-4.5 
-16.9 
-13.0 

*** 
+11.3 
+1.6 
-8.7 

+1.1 
5/ 

-076 

-5.2 
-11.2 
-6.4 

+40.2 
+1.0 

+36.3 
-2.8 

+35.7 
+4.1 
-6.7 
-3.3 
-1.8 
+1.6 

+3.4 
-1.8 

-10.0 
+2.2 

-37.5 
-2.5 

-11.6 
-6.7 

+3.3 
+4.2 
+J.S 
-0.7 
+6.1 

3/ 
+96679 

-6.7 
*** 

+197.2 
+120.8 

-25.7 
*** 
+303.4 
+202.7 

-24.9 
+438.7 

+4.5 
-19.1 
-22.6 

*** 
+83.7 
+39.0 
-24.3 

+3.6 
+3.3 

!I 
-1.2 

-18.3 
-17.3 

+81.5 
+1.4 

+36.3 
-24.9 
+19.5 

+2.2 
-4.5 
-2.5 
-0.1 
+2.4 

+5.9 
-3.3 

-18.2 
+s.s 

-60.7 
-6.1 

-2.4 
+5.4 

-4.3 
-3.2 
-1.S 
+2.1 
-5.4 

-76.2 
-78.4 
-9.3 

*** 
-43.1 
-46.1 
-5.4 

*** 
-58.0 
-60.2 
-5.1 

-71.7 

+33.2 
+26.9 

-4.7 
*** 

-30.5 
-28.9 
+2.2 

+11.7 
+1.8 
-6.2 

+6.8 
+4.1 
-2.5 

+5.5 
6/ 

-375 
-8.6 
+2.9 
-0.3 
-5.8 
-8.3 
-4.9 
+3.7 

+10.9 
-6.5 
+3.9 
+1.9 

-16.0 
-1.5 

Note.--Period changes are derive!f, from the unrounded data. Because of rounding, fifures may not add to the 
totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of firms supp ying both numerator and 
denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Coamiasion 
and from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Coamerce. 
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Table C-4 
PreHure tube•: S~ry data concernlna the U.S. lilarket, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January-June 1992 

* * • * * * * 
Table C-5 
Mechanical tubea: s-.ey data concernlna the U.S. iliarket, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and Jan...Wry-June 1992 

* * • * * * * 
Table C-6 
Grade 409 tubea: S~ry data concernlna the U.S. •rket, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and January7June 1992 

* * * * * * * 
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Table C-7 
All pipes plus pressure tubes: Suamary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

Item 1989 

U.S. consumption quantity: 
Amount •..•••.•..••••••..••• *** 

1990 

*** 
*** 

1991 

*** 
*** 

1991 1992 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

1989-.90 1990-91 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

i~· ··. 

1989"'91 

••• ••• 

Jan.-June 
1991-92 

*** ••• Producers' share 1/ •••..•.• *** 
Importers' share:-1/ 

Korea (subject A=312) •••• *** *** *** *** *** *** ••• ••• ••• 
Taiwan (subject A-312) ••• *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Subtotal .......... .......... w•w•wr-~~,*"*"*r-~~-wwwssw~~~,w~w~wi--~~~wFWFwir-~~~....;;wNWNwi--~~w;,w;,w;...~~....;;wnwnw;._....;;.~~w;w;w;...~-
Other sources •..•.•.••.•. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Total ............. .......... ••••wr-~~,*"*"*r-~~-w.,.www~~~,wnwnwr-~~~wrwrwr-~~~-.w"•"•r-~,wr.wr.wr-~~....;;.~*"*i--~~,.;..;..r-~-

U.S. consumption value: 
Amount ••.••••.••...••••...• *** *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

••• 
*** 

*** 
*** 

••• 
*** 

••• 
*** Producers' share 1/ •.••...• *** 

Importers' share:-1/ 
Korea (subject A=312) ..•. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Taiwan (subject A-312) ••. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

*** 
*** Subtotal .......... ..... .,wnwnwr-~~~wrwrwr-~~...,w•w•wr-~~,*"*"*r-~~-wwwwww..-~~~~wF.wF.wl--~-wiOWwww..-~~~wF.wF.wl--~~-Wwwwww..---

Other sources ••..•••••••• *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Total ....•..•....•.•••. -.wnwnwr-~~,wrwrww-~~"""llw~w~wr-~~~wF.wF.wF--~~-Wwwwww..-~~~~wF.wF.wl--~-wwwwww..-~~~wF.wF.wr-..;...~-Wwwwww..---
U.S. importers' imports from--

Korea (subject A-312): 
Imports quantity •.•••••.• 
Imports value ..•••.•••..• 
Unit value ••••.••.•••..•• 
Ending inventory qty ••.•• 

Taiwan (subject A-312): 
Imports quantity •...••.•. 
Imports value •.•••.••••.• 
Unit value ••..•••••••••.• 
Ending inventory qty ••••• 

Subject sources: 
Imports quantity ••••...•• 
Imports value ••••••••.••. 
Unit value ..•••••.••••••. 
Ending inventory qty .•••. 

Other sources: 
Imports quantity .•.•••.•• 
Imports value •.•••••••.•• 
Unit value ••••.•••••.•••• 
Ending inventory qty ••.•• 

All sources: 
Imports quantity •.••.•••• 
Imports value ••••.•.••••• 
Unit value •••••••.•.•••.• 

444 
1,422 

$3,206 • •• 
3,095 

13,271 
$4,288 ••• 

3,538 
14,693 
$4,152 

253 

9,819 
41,377 
$4,214 

*** 
13,357 
56,070 
$4,198 

U.S. producers'--
Ending capacity quantity .•• *** 
Production qll&lltity ••••..•. *** 
Capacity utilization!/ •••• *** 
U.S. shipments: 

Quantity. . • • . . • . • . • • • • • • . *** 
Value ••.•••.••••••••••.•• *** 
Unit value.. • • • . • • . • • . • • • *** 

Export shipments: 
Quantity •..••••.••••••.•• *** 
~:r:!~~~~~~~~~~-~~::::: ::: 
Unit value ••••.•••••.•••. *** 

Ending inventory quantity •• *** 
Inventory/shipment• 1/ ••••• *** 
Production workers .• 7 ...... *** 
Hours worked (1,000s) •.•••• *** 
Total comp. ($1,000) ••••••• *** 
Hourly total compensation •• *** 
Productivity (short tons 

per 11 000 hours) ••••.•••• *** 
Unit laDor costs .•••••••••• *** 
Net sales value ••.••••..••• *** 
COGS/sales l/ .............. *** 
Operating iiicome (loss) •••• *** 
Op. income (loss)/sales !/. *** 

3,328 
9,906 

$2,977 
*** 

7,979 
26,531 
$3,325 

*** 
11,307 
36,437 
$3,223 

669 

10,738 
40,271 
$3,750 

*** 
22,045 
76,708 
$3,480 

*** 
*** 
*** 
••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

5,074 
15,172 
$2,990 

***· 
9,197 

29,305 
$3,186 

*** 
14,271 
44,477 
$3,117 
1,363 

10,260 
33,472 
$3,262 

*** 
24,531 
77,949 
$3,178 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

4,083 
12,060 
$2,953 

••• 
4,938 

15,634 
$3,166 

*** 
9,022 

27,694 
$3,070 
1,051 

3,907 
15,505 
$3,969 

*** 
12,929 
43,199 
$3,341 

••• ••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
*** ••• 
*** 
*** 
••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

973 
2,605 

$2,678 
••• 

2,812 
8,419 

$2,995 
*** 

3,785 
11,025 
$2,913 

297 

5,205 
19,682 
$3,781 

*** 
8,990 

30,706 
$3,416 

*** ••• ••• 
••• 
*** 
*** 
••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+649.5 
+596.6 

-7.2 • •• 
+157.8 

+99.9 
-22.5 
*** 

+219.6 
+148.0 

-22.4 
+164.4 

+9.4 
-2.7 

-11.0 
*** 
+65.0 
+36.8 
-17.1 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

1/ 'Reported data' are in percent ana 'period cnanges' are in percentage potnts. 
7/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more. 
31 Not applicable. 
!I Positive figure, but less than significant digits displayed. 

+52.5 
+53.2 
+0.4 

*** 
+15.3 
+10.5 
-4.2 

*** 
+26.2 
+22.1 

-3.3 
+103.7 

-4.S 
-16.9 
-13.0 ••• 
+11.3 
+1.6 
-8.7 

••• 
*** 
*** -· ••• ••• 
••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

+966~ 
-6.7 ••• • 

+197.2 
+120.8 

-25.7 
*** ' 

i:3g3.4 
+2 2.7 

-24.9 
+438.7 

+4.5 
•19.1 
-22.6 ••• 
.ffl3.7 
+39.0 
-24.3 

*** 
*** • •• 
*** 
*** 
*** ·• •• ••• ••• ••• ••• 
*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
*** .... 
*** *** *** 
*** 

-76.2 
-78.4 
-9.3 

*** 
-43.1 
-46.1 
-5.4 

*** 
-58,o 
-60.2 
-5.1 

-11.1 

+33.2 
+26.9 
-4.7 

*** 
-30.S 
-28.9 
+2.2 

*** •••• 
*** 

. *** 
*** -· 
*** ·*** 
*** 
*** ••• 
*** • •• 
*** *** 
••• 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Because of rounding, fifures may not ~ to the 
totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using data of firms supp ying both numerator and 
denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Coaaission 
and from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Coaaerce. 
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APPENDIX D 

COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM PRODUCERS 
ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF WELDED A-312 PIPES 

FROM THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA AND TAIWAN 
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY 

TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND DEVELOPMENT 
AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS 
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The Commission requested the U.S. producers to describe and explain the 
actual and anticipated negative effects, if any, of imports of welded A-312 
pipes from Korea and Taiwan on their growth, investment, ability to raise 
capital, and development and production efforts (including efforts to develop 
a derivative or improved version of the product). Their responses are shown 
below. 

Actual Negative Effects 

* * * * * * * 
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APPENDIXE 

DATA ON THE INDUSTRY IN TAIWAN 
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Department of State 
INCOMING 
TELEGRAM 

PACE 81 OF 82 All TA 87225 88 OF 82 8989SIZ 
ACTION STR-11 

INFO LOG-88 AGRE-88 AID~88 Al T-13 AllAD-11 CEA-11 
COKE-88 CTllE-88 C-81 DINT-85 DODE~88 ITCE-88 
EB-88 EXllE-88 E-81 FRB-81 H-11 INRE-88 
ill::ll. JUSE-88 LAB-84 l-88 ADS-18 NSAE-88 
0"8-81 OPIC-88 PA-82 PRS-81 SNP-88 SP-88 
ST -88 USIE-88 /8S9V 

- ---------------6BF3C5 891187Z /25 38 

USITC FOR V. T. HART 

STATE FOR EAP/RA/TC1 EAP/EP 

USTR FOR ANDERSON 

USDOC FOR 5118/ITA/IA/OAl/VCROV 

E. 0. 12356: N/A . ~ C: ETRD1 TV 
T: USITC ANTIDUnflNG INVESTIGATION Of CERTAIN 

llELDED STAINLESS STEEL PIPE: AN UPDATED 
INFORKATION FROft TAIVAN 

REF: Al VASHDC 32S618 
Bl 91 TAIPEI am 

1. TO UPDATE THE INFORMTION REQUESTED BY THE USITC FDR 
ITS ANTIDUKPING INVESTIGATION CONCERNING CERTAIN VELDED 
STAINLESS STEEL PIPE FROll TAIVAN1 VE HAVE CONTACTED THE 
F IRftS LISTED IN REFTEL A AND THE TAIVAll IRON AllD STEEL 
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION ITISIAI. AS BEFORE1 TISIA 
REFUSED TO ANSVER QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE USITC. OF THE 
TOTAL FIRftS LISTED• SHIN TUNG SHIEN INDUSTRY1 CNAllG "IEN 
INDUSTRIES• AND MYER STAINLESS STEEL PIPE DECLINED TO 
ANSVER ANY QUESTIONS. YEUN CHYAllC INDUSTRIAL C0.1 LTD. 
AND JAUNG YUANN ENTERPRISES C0.1 LTD. INFORllED US THAT 
THEIR U.S. COUNSELi DR. SHIEH LIAllC-HOUH ITEL: 
818-48S-8S51 DR 212-687-3518i FAX: &18-485-18381 VOULD 
HANDLE THE CASE FOR THE"' VH ILE TA CHEN STAINLESS PIPE 
C0.1 LTD. TOLD US THAT ~. PETER KOENIG OF ABLONDI AND 
FOSTER ITEL: 282-296·335Si FAX: 282-296-39221 IS THE 
COllPANY'S COUNSEL HANDLING THE CASE IN THE U.S. 

2. FOLLOWING IS INFORKATION VE RECEIVED ON USITC'S 
INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN VELDED STAINLESS STEEL PIPE 
FROll TAIVAN: 

A. NUMBER AND NAllES OF FI RKS PRODUCING THE SUBJECT 
KERCHANDISE AND ANY RELEUANT HI STORY OF THE DEVELOPKENT 
OF HISTORY. 

NO CHANGE TO THIS PART AS MENTIONED IN REFTEl B. 

B •. PRODUCTION lllEASURED IN TONS!' CAPACITY atEASURED IN 
TONSI, CAPACITY UTILIZATION UN PERCENTI 1 AND HOKE 
KARKET SHIPllENTS !QUANTITY AND UALUEl FOR CALENDAR YEARS 
19891 19981 AND 19911 AND JANUARY-JUNE 1991 AND 
JANUARY-JUNE 1!92. 

SHC92SS 

CIAE-88 
EAP-88 
INR-81 
NSCE-88 
SS-SI 

All TA 87225 88 OF 82 8mm 
---------------------------------------------------------

UTILIZATION HOKE MRKET r 
PERIOD PRODUCTION CAPACITY RATE SHIPllENT 

---------- ----------- -------------
ftT KT PERCENT ftT USDLOOO 

---------- ----------- ----- -------
1989 N.A. N.A. u. u. N.A. 

1998 451881 561259 E II 311875 E u. 
1991 491845 S91694 E 12 331713 E u. 
JAN/JUNE 
1992 261822 311178 E 12 21i274 E u. 
JAll/JUIE 
1991 231732 211171 E 12 151946 E u. 
NOTE: E - ESTlllATE 
SOURCE: "IRON AND STEEL INFORllATION llOllTHLY" AllD llOllTRLY 
STATISTICS Of EXPORTS 

_._ ____________________________________________________ 

C. EXPORTS !QUANTITY AND VALUE! FOR CALENDAR YEARS 19191 
19981 AND 19911 AND JANUARY-JUllE 1991 AND JAllUARY-JUllE 
1992 TO: UI THE UNITED STATES1 QI OTHER ftAJOR llARmS 
ISPECIFYI 1 AND 131 TOTAL TO ALL llARKETS llF POSSIBLE 

PLEASE EXPLAIN AND SHIFTS IN llAJOR EXPORT llARKETS DURING 
THESE PER I DOI • 
--------------------------------------------------------
FOLLOVING ARE EXPORTS Of TAIWAN'S STAINLESS STEEL PIPE 

UNDER HS NO. 7386-4888: 

DESTINATION 1989 1998 1991 1-6/1992 1-6/1991 
------------ ------ --------
U.S. 
- KT 4'197 7'988 81568 11715 41289 
- USD 1888 11'882 24'461 261131 5,929 12'831 
HONG KONG 
- "T 818 969 956 642 m 
- USD 1888 2'959 3,131 3,134 11715 11684 
AUSTRALIA 
- KT 991 11278 133 456 461 
- USO 1188 41338 41336 21739 1'252 1'581 
SINGAPORE 
- ftT 456 526 185 286 487 
- USD 1888 11833 11727 2'421 m 11469 
NETHERLANDS 
- KT 187 282 469 178 347 
- USD 1188 797 11145 t.497 461 1' 184 

INDONESIA 
- "T 94 119 971 n Sl 
- USD 1888 297 413 21727 179 128 
CANADA 
- KT 981 988 247 6 218 
- USD 1888 3, 799 3.225 751 18 654 
OTHERS 
- KT 11882 11 791 2'491 11398 t.418 
- USO 61385 51394 1'885 4'836 4'426 
----------- ------- --------
TOTAL 
- "T 9'516 lJ.932 151332 4, 748 71786 
- USD 37.418 43, 721 47i184 1M16 231 789 

""'"'' .,..,.,,..,,.."' 

SHC9255 

/~~ 



Departriient of State 
PAGE 82 OF 82 A IT TA 87225 88 OF 82 8989S8Z 

NOTE: AS "ENTIONED IN REFTEL 81 CANADA l"POSED AN 
ANTIDU"PING DUTY ON TAIWAN'S EXPORTS1 WHICH CAUSED A 
DECLINE IN TAIWAN'S EXPORTS TO CANADA STARTING IN 1991. 

SOURCE: "ONTHLY STATISTICS OF EXPORTS1 PUBLISHED BY 
DlmTDilAiE GENERAL OF CUSTOllS 

D. FINISHED INVENTORIES HELD IN TAIWAN AS OF DECE"8ER 31 
OF 19891 19981 AHD 19911 AllD AS OF SEPTEllllER 38 OF 1991 
AND 1992. . 
---------------------------------------------------------
PERIOD . INVENTORIES 

u. 

DEC. 311 1989 N. A. 
DEC. 31' 1998 4, 767 
DEC. 311 1991 2 588 
JUNE 381 1992 31 381 
JUNE 381 1991 21898 

NOTE: DATA AVAILABLE THROUGH JUNE1 1992 ONLY 
SOURCE: IRON AllD STEEL INFORMTION ~THLY1 TISIA 

3. NO FURTHER INFORMTION CAN UPDATE QUESTIONS IE. F. 
AND C. l RAISED BY THE USITC IN REF TEL A. 

SHC9255 

111.IAI A -- • - • --

INCOMING 
TELEGRAM 
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APPENDIX F 

IMPORT DATA ON SWEDEN 
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Table F-1 
A-312 pipes: U.S. imports from Sweden, 1989-91, January-June 1991, and 
January-June 1992 

Jan. -June- -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Quantity (short tons) . . . . . • . . ___ 1:;;..i..;:3;.,;:0_,l'---=1........,3-.9.-6 ______ 7._ ____ s._ ........ __ -=l 

Value (1, 000 do.llars) •.••.... _6..., ...... 3 .... 3 ..... o __ ..... 4 ..... 8 ..... 6 .... o'-__ __....8 .... S_· __ __.6 .... 3...._,...,.._ _ __....3 .... 6 

Unit value (per ton) •...•.••. $4,866 $3,481 $12,053 $11,828 $49,560 

Note.--Unit values are calculated fr0.m unrounded figures. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 




